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Contradictions of Modernity
The modern era has been uniquely productive of theory. Some theory claimed
uniformity despite human differences or unilinear progress in the face of cata
strophic changes. Other theory was informed more deeply by the complexities
of history and rttognition of cultural specificity. This series �ks to further
the latter approach by publishing books that explore the problems of theo
rizing the modern in itS manifold and sometimes contradictory forms and that
examine the specific locations of theory within the modern.
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This volume originated in a project entitled "Hegemony and Rivalry
in the World·System: Trends and Prospective Consequences of Geo
political Realignments, 1500-202.5" funded by the John D. and
Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation. One half of the project was
coordinated by Terence K. Hopkins and Immanuel Wallerstein and
focused on the trajectory of the world-system since 1945. Its resuhs
were published in Terence K, Hopkins, Immanuel Wallerstein, et ai.,
The Age of Transition: Trajectory of the World-System I945-2025
(London: Zed Books, 1996).
Our half of the project compares the present period of global
instability to two earlier (and we argue, analogous) periods in the
modern world-the transition from Dutch to British hegemony in
the eighteenth century and from British to U.S. hegemony in the late
nineteenth and early twentieth centuries. We are very grateful to the
MacArthur Foundation, and in particular to Kennecce Benedict, for
accepting the thesis that, fa understand the dilemmas of the contem
porary world, we have to investigate processes of social change over
centuries.
This book is the outcome of almost a decade of work. Its initial
conceptualization and most of the research were undertaken by the
Comparative Hegemonies Research Working Group of the Fernand
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Braudel Center for the Study of Economies, Historical Systems, and
Civilizations of Binghamton University. In addition to those listed as
coauthors in the book, Steve Sherman was also a member of the
Research Working Group and wrote a chapter on culture that is cen
trally related to the project. For editorial reasons, the chapter is being
published separately as "Hegemonic Transitions and the Dynamics of
Cultural Change," Review 22, no. I (winter I999).
In April 1993, a group of scholars was invited to Binghamton for
a two-day seminar and asked to critique draft chapters of the volume.
Their comments and criticisms led us to substantially restructure,
expand, and rewrite the volume . We are grateful for their lively par
ticipation to Nicole Bousquet, Harriet Friedmann, Victoria de Grazia,
Lars Mj6set, Frances Moulder, Ravi Palat, Frances Fox Piven, Mark
Selden, Peter Taylor, and Immanuel Wallerstein.
Four years later we submitted the results to Craig Calhoun for this
series. His extremely helpful comments together with those of Bruce
Fuller and Micah Kleit led to further major revisions in I997-most
notably a complete rewrite of the introduction and conclusion. We
would like to thank the able and efficient staff of the University of
Minnesota Press for guiding [he manuscript through the various
production stages, as well as Donna DeVoist of the Fernand Braudel
Center, whose assistance throughout has been essential to the comple
tion of the project.
The book is dedicated to the memory of Terence K. Hopkins. As
one of the coordinators of the Comparative Hegemonies Research
Working Group, he was central in the formulation of the research de
sign. With his characteristic combination of deep insight and gener
osity, he commented on earlier drafts of the chapters, leaving an in
delible mark on the final product. As colleague, mentor, founder, and
director of the sociology graduate program in Binghamton, his pro
found influence on generations of scholars and graduate students is
beyond measure. We hope that this book stands as a wonhy memorial
to him.

Introduction
Giovanni Arrighi and Beverly]. Silver

A sea change of major proportions is taking place in the historical
social system forming the modern world. Eric Hobsbawm calls the
I970S and I980s "decades of universal or global crisis," the closing
phase of his Short Twentieth Century (I9 I4-9I). In his view, the col
lapse of communist regimes "produced an enormous zone of political
uncertainty, instability, chaos and civil war." Worse still, it "also de
stroyed the . . . system that had stabilized international relations for
some fony years .. . and revealed the precariousness of the domestic
political systems that had essentially rested on that stability" (Y994,
9-10).
The basic units of politics themselves, the territorial, sovereign and
independent "nation·states," including the oldest and stablest, found
themselves pulled apart by the forces of supranational or trans
national economy, and by the infranational forces of secessionist re
gions and ethnic groups. Some of these-such is the irony of history
demanded the outdated and unreal stams of miniature sovereign
"nation-states" for themselves. The future of politics was obscure,
but its crisis at the end of the Short Twentieth Century was patent.
(Hobsbawm, 1994, 10-11)

Equally patent, was a crisis of the rationalist and humanist as
sumptions, shared by liberal capitalism and communism, "on which
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modern society had been founded since the Moderns won their fa
mous battle against the Ancients in the early eighteenth century"
(Hobsbawm, 1994, JI). In a similar vein, Immanuel Wallerstein has
claimed that the year 1989 marks "the end of a politico-cultural era
an era of spectacular technological achievement-in which the slogans
of the French Revolution were seen by most people to reflect inevitable
historical truth, to be realized now or in the near future." Like Hobs
bawm, Wallerstein situates the upheavals of 1989 in the context of the
escalating, self-reinforcing disorder of the preceding two decades. But
in contrast to Hobsbawm, he interprets this disorder as a form of sys
temic chaos caused "by the fact that contradictions of the [world capi
talist] system have come to the point where none of the mechanisms
for restoring the normal functioning of the system can work effectively
any longer" (Wallerstein, 1995a, 1,268).
As such,the present crisis is taken to mark the end, not just of the
particular politico-cultural era launched by the Enlightenment and the
French Revolution, but also of the modern world system that came
into existence in the "long" sixteenth century. "Just as [the modern
world-system1 came into existence five centuries ago in Europe as the
end point of the unfolding of the 'crisis of feudalism,' so this historical
system, which now covers the globe and whose technical-scientific
achievements go from triumph to triumph,is in systemic crisis" (Waller
stein, 1982, I I). Starting from different premises, James Rosenau con
curs with this assessment. In his view, the parameters that have framed
action in the international system for several centuries are being trans
formed so fundamentally today "as to bring about the first turbulence
in world politics since comparable shifts culminated in the Treaty of
Westphalia in 1648" (Rosenau, 1990, 10).
W hatever era is thought to be ending-the Cold War era, the
longer era of "liberalism" and the Enlightenment, or the even longer
era of the system of national states-uncertainty is seen as engulfing
the present and the foreseeable future. "As the citizens of the fin de
siecle tapped their way through the global fog that surrounded them,
into the third millennium," remarks Hobsbawm (1994, 558-59), "all
they knew for certain was that an era of history had ended. They knew
very linle else.
Some even thought that not just an era, but history itself had
ended. And they thought it had ended not with the crisis, but with the
final triumph of liberal capitalism. With the collapse of Communism,
>t
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declared Francis Fukuyama, "liberal democracy remains the only co
herent aspiration that spans different regions and cultures around the
globe." Two generations ago, "many reasonable people could foresee
a radiant socialist future in which private property and capitalism had
been abolished. ... Today, by contraSt, we have trouble imagining a
world that is radically better than our own, or a future that is not es
sentially democratic and capitalist" (r992, xiii, 46).
Conceived within Reagan's State Department, the original version
of this declaration (Fukuyama, 1989) found immediate echo and ap
plication in the vision of a "new world order" that President Bush
evoked in confronting Saddam Hussein's invasion of Kuwait. The
spectacular U.S.fUN victory in the Gulf War gave credence to the idea
that a new world order was in the making. Soon, however, that idea
came to be seen,in John A. Hall's words, "as a sick joke" in the light
of widespread and escalating ethnic violence. The dictum of the
Australian historian Geoffrey Bainey that "recurrent optimism is a
vital prelude to war" seemed once again to be borne out by the facts
(Hall, 1996, xii).

Four Controversies on the Future of
the World Political Economy
The purpose of this book is to dissipate at least some of the "global
fog" that surrounds us by investigating the dynamics of systemic
change in two earlier periods of transformation of the modern world
that in key respects resemble the present. If the present period, as we
shall argue,is one of decline and crisis of U.S. world hegemony,then it
shares important analogies with the two previous periods of world
hegemonic transition-the transition from Dutch to British world
hegemony in the eighteenth century and the transition from British
to U.S. world hegemony in the late nineteenth and early twentieth
centuries. Comparing the similarities and differences between these
two completed transitions will shed light on the dynamics of current
transformations.
Four interrelated controversies frame our inquiry. The first is the
changing balance of power among states, and in particular, whether
a new hegemonic state is likely to emerge. The second concerns the
balance of power berween states and business organizations, and in
particular, whether "globalization" has irremediably undermined the
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power of States. The third concerns the power of subordinate groups,
and in particular,whether we are in the midst of an unstoppable "race
to the bottom" in conditions of work and life. The founh concerns the
changing balance of power between Western and non-Western civi
Lizations, and in particular, whether we are reaching the end of five
centuries of Western dominance in the modern world system.
Each chapter analyzes the two past hegemonic transitions with
one of these four issues in mind. We should thus first lay OUt in some
detail the four controversies about the present that inspire our inves
tigation of the paSt. In the second part of this introduction, we will
clarify the central concepts and theoretical framework on which our
investigation is based. In the conclusion, we will address these COntro
versial issues with the new insights gained from our journey into the
past.
The Geography of World Power
There is widespread debate and uncertainty about whether a new
world-hegemonic state is emerging, and if so, which state will play
that role. As Robert Gilpin (1996, 2) notes, "[t]here is no consensus
on who in fact really won the Cold War, if indeed anyone did."
Candidates put forward by different analysts include the United
States, a united Europe, and Japan, while stiLi others claim that all
states have lost power vis-a-vis supranational economic and political
organizations.
Assessments of the global power of the United States in the wake
of the demise of its Soviet rival vary widely.
"Now is the unipolar moment," a triumphalist commentator crows.
"There is but one first-rate power and no prospect in the immediau�
future of any power to rival it." But a senior U.s. foreign policy offi·
cial demurs: "We simply do not have the leverage, we don't have the
influence, the indination to use military force. We don't have the
money to bring the kind of pressure that will produce posirive results
any time soon." (Ruggie, 1994. 553)
Nor does any agreement exist on who, if nOt the United States, has
the leverage, influence, and money to bring the kind of pressure that
produces positive results. In 1991, Lester Thurow prognosticated that
the integration of the European Common Market on January I, 1993,
would mark the beginning of a new economic contest, in place of the
old contest between capitalism and communism, In the new contest,
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"[a]s the world's largeSt market, the House of Europe will be writing
the rules of world trade in the twenty-first century and the rest of the
world will simply have to learn to play their economic game" (1992,
2.4-25; for a similar assessment, see Burstein, 199:1, 11-12).
And yet, come January 1993, Europeans saw things in an alto
gether different light. Writing in London's Sunday Times, Martin
Jaques described Europe as "a continent in decline" that "must adjust
to a less exalted position" (as quoted in Dicken and Oberg, 1996,
102.). Four years later, the very process of European economic integra
tion seemed to bear out the gloomier view.
With Europe staring at monumental structural economic problems
ranging from 2.0 percent youth unemployment to the escalating costs
of supporting an aging population, the timing of monetary union
could hardly be worse. At beSt the political maneuvering over currency
integration will serve as a distraction, delaying the wrenching changes
needed to make Europe more competitive in the global economy. At
worst it will set back the general cause of European unity by crearing a
huge political backlash against integration if economic conditions
worsen soon after the euro is introduced. (Passell, 1997, D2.)
The extent of Japanese world power is equally unclear. Japan's in
fluence in world politics seems to have peaked shortly before the col
lapse of the USSR in the wake of the drastic revaluation of the yen vis
a-vis the U.S. dollar engineered by the Group of Seven (G-7) at the
1985 Plaza meeting. Aimed at containing U.S. trade deficits,the revalua
tion led instead to a seemingly irresistible ascent of "Japanese money"
in financial and real estate markets around the world. Japanese banks
came to dominate international asset rankings and Japanese institu
tional investors set the pace in the U.S.treasuries market."On Wall
Streer and in the City of London, and around the seminar tables of the
world's finest graduate schools, there was a new, self-confident pres.
cnce that no one could ignore" (Nakao, 1995, I ) . This self-confident
presence, along with the takeover of American assets of great symbolic
value, such as the Rockefeller Center, Columbia Pictures, the Seattle
Mariners, and much of downtown Los Angeles, gave rise in the United
States "to dark warnings that decisions about the country's future
would be made in Tokyo, not New York and Washington" (Sanger,
1:997a). Earlier prognostications of an "emerging Japanese superstate"
(Kahn, 1970) or of "Japan as number one" (Vogel, 1979) seemed to be
right on the mark.
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In the short span of seven years, however, these "dark warnings"
appeared "almost laughable." If anything, the Japanese "exerted tOO
little control over their [U.S.] acquisitions" and "took a multi-billion
dollar bath on most of their investments" (Sanger, 1997a). Losses on
Japanese foreign investments due to movements in exchange rates
were even greater (Hale, 1995, 148). Pardy as a result of these losses,
at the end of (990 prices on the Tokyo stock exchange collapsed, los
ing almost 55 percent of their value by the end of 1992. (japan Alma
nac, 1997). Soon after the crash of 1990,
the Iraqi invasion of Kuwait sparked the Gulf crisis and exposed
Japan's political weakness. Even when war broke OUt early in 1991�
the Japanese government was incapable of raking an independent
line and once again fell in behind the leadership of the United States.
Japan, it seemed, was a first class economy bur third-rate in politics.
(Nakao, 1995, J)

The difficulties involved in identifying an unambiguously "strong
state" in the post-Cold War era have led some analysts to argue that
the power of all states is declining under the impact of intensifying
economic integration. This brings us to the second controversy this
book will focus on.
The Power of States versus the Power of Capital

The opening salvo in a renewed debate about the relationship between
states and capitalism was Charles Kindleberger's claim that the
"nation-state" is "jUSt about through as an economic unit" because of
the emergence of a system of transnational corporations that neither

owe loyalty, nor feel at home in any country (I969, 297; see also Hymer

and Rowthorn, 1970, 88-91; Vernon, 1971; Barnet and Muller, 1974,
[5-[6; Sklar, T976). 1t was some twenty years later, however, that the
thesis of a general disempowerment of states by supranational eco
nomic forces gained widespread currency under the name of "global
ization" (see, among other s, Dicken, 1992; Ohmae, 1990; Sklair, 1991;
Reich, 1992; Barnet and Cavanagh, 1994; Horsman and Marshall,
1994; Waters, 1995). In the intervening period, the expansion of the
overseas operations of multinational corporations set off a process of
global financial expansion and integration that acquired a momentum
of its own and became the strongest piece of evidence in the armory of
advocates of the globalization thesis.
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According to Fred Bergsten, by the 1995 Halifax meeting of the
G-7, the "immense flow of private capital [had] intimidated the offi
cials from any effort to counter them." After quoting Bergsten, Erik
Peterson wonders whether those flows can be countered at all and
speaks of a "coming hegemony of global markets." As the "competi
tion for global capital" intensifies, deterritorialized market forces (pri
marily business organizations but also some individuals) place increas
ingly tighter constraints on the economic policies of even the largest
nations, the United States included. "They will also have an impact on
the U.S. capacity to carry out effective security and foreign poliCies
abroad and will determine the extent to which Washington can main
tain its world leadership role" (Peterson, 1995, 111-13).
To return to our first controversial issue, advocates of the global
ization thesis implicitly maintain that no state or group of states really
won the Cold War because owners of mobile capital without alle
giance to any specific state did. In the emerging situation, private
credit-rating agencies like Moody's Investors Services wield an in
fluence that some commentators have compared to that of military
superpowers. Commenting on the markdown of Mexico's bonds that
precipitated the 1994-95 Mexican financial crisis, Thomas Friedman
ventured the hyperbole that we may be living again in a two
superpower world: "There is the U.S. and there is Moody's. The U.S.
can destroy a country by leveling it with bombs; Moody's can destroy
a country by downgrading its bonds" (quoted in Cohen, 1996, 282).
The globalization thesis of a general disempowerment of states
vis-a.-vis non-territorial, supranational, or transnational economic
forces has nOt gone unchallenged, even in its less exaggerated forms.
Few question the increasing magnitude and speed of capital flows
across national boundaries. But many question the idea that this in
crease constitutes a qualitatively new or irreversible development in
state-capital relations.
Some critics have pointed out that states have been active partici
pants in the process of integration and deregulation of nationally seg
mented and publicly regulated financial markets. Moreover, this active
participation occurred under the aegis of neoliberal doctrines of the
minimalist state that were themselves propagated by particular states
most notably Britain under Margaret Thatcher and the United States
under Ronald Reagan. Since state support and encouragement have
been indispensable to the process of globalization, states are said to
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have the power to reverse the process if they so choose (fo.r different
versions of this criticism, see Block, 1990; Sobel, 1994; Hellemer, 1.994,
1997; Hirst and Thompson, 1992., 1996; Weiss� 1997)· .
.
To be sure. even if it originated in state action, globalization may
.
.
have acquired a momentum that makes its reversal by states ImpossIble or undesirable because of the costs involved (Goodman and Pauly,
1993; Pauly, 1995). However, there is no agreemen among analysts
on the extent to which globalization, whether reversible or nOt, actu
ally constrains state action (Cohen, 1996, 2.80-93)· Some even in er
pret it as the expression of the further emp werment of t e UOited
States. Indetd, various aspects of the seemmgly global tnumph of
Americanism that ensued from the demise of the USSR are themselves
widtly perceived as signs of globalization. The most widely recognized
signs art the global hegemony of U.S. popular culture a d the growi�g
importance of agtncies of world governance that are mfluenctd diS
proponionately by the United States and its closest ailits, such as the
.
UN Security Council, NATO, the G-7, the InternatIonal Monetary
Fund (lMF), the International Bank of Reconstruction and Dev�lop
ment (lBRD), and the World Tradt Organization (WfO). Less w, ely
recognized but also significant is tht ascendance of a new leg�l regime
in international business transactions dominated by U.S. law hrms and
Anglo-American conceptions of business law (Sassen, 1996, 12-2.1;

�

�

�

�

�

�

see also Gill, 1990; Sklair, 1991).
The thesis that globalization disempowtrs states has also been
challenged by critics who focus on the longer-term aspec s of the phe
nomenon and see much deja vu in the alleged noveitlts of recent
changes in state-capital relations. Wallersttin has gone as far as to
argue that the basic relationship between states and capital has re
mained the same throughout capitalist history, with "transnational
corporations ... maintaining today the same structural stance vis-a-vis
states as did all their global predecessors, from the Fuggers to the
Dutch East India Company to nineteenth-century Manchester manu
facturers'" (Wallerstein, 1995c, 2.4-25). More common is the conten
tion that the transformations that go under the rubric of "globali
zation'" originate in the nineteenth century. "If the theorists of
globalization mean that we have an economy in whi h e ch part f th
world is linked by markets sharing close to real-time mformatlon,
claim Paul Hirst and Grahame Thompson, "then that began not in the

�

� �

1970S but in the 1870S'" (1996, 9-10).

� �
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Financial and other major markets were closely integrated once the
system of international submarine telegraph cables was in place and
in a way nor fundamentally different from the satellite-linked and
computer-controlled markets of today. Indeed, the difference be
tween an international economy in which market information trav
elled by sailing ship and one in which it is transmitted by electricity is

really one of kind. Commentators sometimes forget that today's Open
world economy is not unique. (Hirst and Thompson, 1992., )66)
After surveying the evidence, Robert Zevin concludes that "every
available description of financial markets in the late nineteenth and
early twentieth centuries suggests that they were more fully integrated
than they were before or have been since" (1992., 51-P).Indeed, to
ward the end of this earlier wave of financial globalization, in 1920,
Moody's already rated bonds issued by about fifty governments-a
number that declined rapidly in the wake of the Great Depression and
the Second World War and returned only recently to comparable levels
(Sassen, 1996, 43).
These analogies between the present period of globalization and the
late-nineteenth and early-twentieth-century period have led some to
question whether the present trend toward an unregulated world mar
ket economy is as unstoppable as advocates of the globalization thesis
maintain. This question has recently been raised by one of the leading
figures of cosmopolitan high finance, the Hungarian-born George
Soros. In comparing the present age of triumphant laissez-faire capital
ism with the similar age of a century ago, Soros finds the earlier age, if
anything, more stable than the present, because of the sway of the gold
standard and the presence of an imperial power (Britain) prepared to
dispatch gunboats to faraway places to maintain the system. Yet the sys
tem broke down under the impact of the twO world wars and the inter
vening rise of "totalitarian ideologies.'" Today, in contrast, the United
States is reluctant to be the policeman of the world "and the main cur
rencies float and crush against each other like continental plates," mak
ing the breakdown of the present regime much more likely (1997, 48).
Our global open society lacks the institutions and mechanisms neces
sary for its preservation, but mere is no political will to bring them
into existence . I blame the prevailing attitude, which holds that the
unhampered pursuit of self-interest will bring about an eventual inter
national equilibrium. . .. As things stand, it does nOf take very much
imagination [0 realize that the global open society that prevails at pre
sent is likely to prove a temporary phenomenon. (Soros, 1997, 5 ) 54)
-
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In short, the phoenix of private high finance has undoubtedly risen
from the ashes of its destruction in the 1930S and 1940s. But whether
it can rule the roost without the suppOrt of strong states more ef·
fectively than it has in the past-as implied by Peterson's idea of a
"coming hegemony of global markets"-remains in dispute. Equally
controversial is [he question of whether and how globalization and
the attendant transformation of relations between states and capital
have affected the social, political, and economic power of subordinate
groups.
States. Capital. and the Social Power ofSubordinate Groups
A staple argument of the literature on globalization is that the increas
ing geographical mobility and volatility of capital is creating a "race to
the bonom" in wages and working conditions as the world's workers
are brought into competition in a single labor market. Although work·
ers in low.wage countries may temporarily benefit from the competi
tion, the hyper-mobility of productive and finance capital makes the
threat of "capital flight" realistic and palatable everywhere. The resuit
is an overall decline in the capacity of workers to protect and advance
their interests (see, among others, Frobel et ai, 1980; Godfrey, 1986,
28; Ross and Trachte, 1990; Brecher, 1994'95; Bonacich et aI., 1994,
365-73; Appelbaum, 1996).
Charles Tilly agrees that workers are facing a "devastating rever
sal" of the secular trend of expanding rights that began in the mid
nineteenth century. But rather than linking the weakening of labor di
rectly to an increase in global economic competition, he emphasizes
the intermediate role played by globalization's impact on state capaci
ties. Defining globalization as "an increase in the geographical range
of locally consequential social interactions, especially when the in
crease stretches a significant proportion of all interactions across
international or intercontinental limits" (for a similar definition, see
Giddens, 1990, 64), he identifies four waves of globalization over the
past millennium (in the thirteenth, sixteenth, nineteenth, and late twen
tieth centuries).He then contrasts the impact on state capacities of the
current wave of globalization with that of the previous nineteenth
century wave. Whereas during the nineteenth century states (in fact,
European and other Western States on which Tilly's contentions are
based) acquired enhanced capacities for action,today states are losing
the capacity to monitor and control stocks and flows, and therefore to
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pursue effective social policies. For Tilly, workers' rightS have been
enforced by national states; hence, as "states decline, so do workers'
rights" (lilly,1995, [-4, 14-22).
Tilly argues that all citizens' rights have been guaranteed by states,
hence the current weakening of states threatens nOt only workers'
rights, but all democratic rights. John Markoff has similarly identified
the increasing power of transnational entiries as a major challenge to
democracy. "Although more people in the mid-1990s are living under
national governmentS with some claim to democracy than at any other
point in the twO centuries of modern democratic history, the actual
power of those states may be slipping away, passing to . . . emerg
ing transnational structures," which ate themselves not particularly
democratic. Formally democratic governments in much of the world
are likely to make key economic and social policy decisions with "an
eye at least as much on pleaSing the International Monetary Fund as
appealing to an electorate." For Markoff, "the challenge of recreating
democracy in the emerging world of transnational decision-making"
can only be met by the organization of transnational democratic
movements capable of extracting "concessions from the new holders
of transnational power" (Markoff, 1996, 132-35)' lilly concurs on
the direction of the solution, but is more pessimistic, at least in the
short run, that this will happen (1995, 22).
The contention that the weakening of states is the root cause of
the weakening of labor and democracy has been challenged on a
number of grounds that parallel the debates reviewed in the previous
section.Thus, some have argued that the current organization of the
international economy is a constructed outcome of political negotia
tions and conflicts, rather than an independent force. The current
"high degree of freedom for international capital flows is not a nec.
essary and inevitable feature of a world economy." If the policies of
the politically powerful change, globalization can be reversed (Block,
1990, 16-18). From this point of view,the rhetoric of globalization veils
corporate responsibility for massive Jayoffs (Gordon, 1996, 2.00-203)
or governmental responsibility for the massive redistribution of bene.
fits from labor to capital (Tabb, 1997; see also Piven, 1995; Block,
1996).
Others have challenged the causal link from weakened states to
weakened subordinate groups by challenging the degree to which we
are in a qualitatively new era of history. Wallerstein advanced his
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claim that the basic relationship befW'een States and capital has re
mained unchanged since the sixteenth century (see above) in direct
response to TIlly's contention that state power is now being under
mined by transnational corporations. And Aristide Zolberg has criti
cized Tilly for disregarding the "dialectical relation" that has linked
national economic policy to the

internarional political economy since

at least the nineteenth century (Zolberg, I995, 33-)4).
For Zolberg, the weakening of labor is nOt the dependent but the
independent "variable" in explaining the current labor-unfriendly
global environment. Building on Polanyi (I957), Zolberg argues that
in the first half of the fWentieth century, the "dysfunctional effects of
the [unregulated international] market economy" provoked a series of
disasters, as well as strong movements of self-protection (most impor
tanely,militant labor movements). Drawing lessons from this experi
ence, the leaders of the poStwar world order created international
institutions,mOst notably the Bretton Woods system, that "were de
signed quite deliberately to be relatively labor-friendly." The effective
ness of state-sponsored effortS to promote social security and welfare
at the national level in the 1950S and 1960s was premised on this "un
precedented benevolent environment" at the global level. But that
benevolent environment was itself created in response to the unprece
dented social power of workers in Western countries at the end of the
Second World War (Zolberg,1995,33-34).
The post-1970 change from a labor-friendly to a labor-unfriendly
international regime is not due to the weakening of states, Zolberg
maintains, but to the structural weakening of the working class itself
with the advent of "post-industrial society."
Much as the advent of industrial capitalism brought about condi
tions that fostered the creation of the distinctive social formation we
term "working class," so the waning of these conditions undermines
its continued existence. . . . [Tlhe "workers" to whose struggles we
owe the "rights of labor" are rapidly disappearing and today consti
tute a residual endangered species. (Zolberg, 1995, 18)
Despite their disagreement on the causes, both Tilly and Zolberg
agree that labor is being weakened. Yet this contention itself is at odds
with a rapidly growing literature exploring the relationship befWeen
class formation and transformations of the global political economy
(van der Pijl, 1984; Cox, 1:987; Gill, 1990, 1993; Gill and Law, 1988;
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Gill and Mittelman, 1997; Henne, 1995; Rupert, 1995; Mittelman,
1996; Robinson, 1996). Most of this literature focuses on the forma
tion of a transnational capitalist class with its own suategic class con
sciousness. This process is generally interpreted as imposing new con
straints on national governments and labor organizations. But the
efforts and activities of [his transnational capitalist class are [hem
selves conceived as a response to the constraints imposed on capital by
strong (not weak) labor movements. Moreover, like Zolberg, some of
these studies (most notably Mittelman, 1996; Gill and Mittelman,
1997) invoke Polanyi's contention that global movements toward the
creation of a system of self-regulating markets inevitably calls forth
spontaneous, global countermovements of resistance against the dis
ruption of established social relations and practices. Unlike Zolberg,
however, they see this countermovement coming into action, not just
in response to the sway of laissez-faire capitalism in the 1880s, but
also in response to its attempted revival in the 19805.
By Zolberg's own account, it took sixty years-from the 1880s
to the 1940S-for the earlier Countermovement to produce "Iabor
friendly" resultS at the level of the global political economy. What is
to prevent the (countermovement) responses to the current revival of
laissez-faire from producing comparable results at the global level
fWenty or thirty years from now? And even now, what are we to make
of the fact that in mid-1997 nominally working-class parties-albeit
with "foggy" ideas about how to cope with globalization-were in the
governing coalitions of thirteen out of fifteen states in the European
Union?
The issue of whether or nOt globalization is disempowering sub
ordinate groups becomes even more controversial as soon as we
broaden our horizon beyond the wealthy countries of the West, on
whose experience Tilly's and Zolberg's contentions are almost exclu
sively based. Various studies have contrasted the declining militancy
and social power of labor in deindustrializing wealthy countries with
the "manufacturing of militance" (Seidman,1994) in less wealthy but
rapidly industrializing countries, such as Brazil, South Africa, and
South Korea (see also Silver, 1995; Evans, 1995, 1.2.7-2.9; Markoff,
1996, 2.0-,}1; Moody, (997), In a similar vein, Lourdes Beneda
(1995, 45-52.) has pointed out that the current transformations in the
global organization of production may be creating new rights at the
same time that old rights are undermined. Even where new labor
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movements have nm emerged, "the sheer fact of rural women's mi
gration {o industrial employment {in export-processing zones] may
foster their individual rights and autonomy and release them from op
pressive patriarchal practices" (Beneda, 1 995, 48; see also Lim,1983,
1990; Ong, I987).Moreover, the creation of a single world labor

market is leading ro growing "pressures towards recognition of work
ers' rights" in such forums as the Uruguay Round negotiations of
GAlT (Beneria, 1995, 48).
But whether and to what extent workers' and citizens' rights can
continue to expand across time and space is also debatable. Waller
stein contends that the expansion of workers' and citizens' rights since
the mid-nineteenth century was itself premised on the exclusion of
the majority of the world's population from those rights and benefits.
The expansion of rights originated in an attempt by WeS(ern elites to
deal with an increasingly numerous and militant working class within
their own countries by means of a strategy of cooptation. A triple
package was offered-"the suffrage, the welfare state, and a double
nationalism (of the states and of the White world, that is racism)." The
strategy "was enormously successful in transforming the 'dangerous
classes' [of the West] into a 'responsible opposition' with syndical
claims to a share of the pie." But the strategy became too expensive
when it was expanded to include the promise of "economic develop
ment" in the non-Western world. Allowing the non-Western world "to
share in the pie was simply too costly for a capitalist world-economy,
One could cut in several-hundred-miUion Western workers and still
make the system profitable. But if one cut in several billion Third
World workers, th ere would be nothing left for further capital accu
mulation" (1995C, 1.5).
Indeed, by the 1970S it became clear that world capitalism could
noc accommodate "the combined demands of the Third World (for
relatively little per person but for a lot of people) and the Western
working class (for relatively few people but for quite a lot per person)"
(Wallerstein, 1995c, 15)' The trend toward increasing redistribution
and equality was halted. New class divides are being drawn, which in
core countries. Wallerstein predicts, will increasingly overlap with
racial divides.
We will have social structures in Europe and North America . . . in
which the "working class" will be disproportionately composed of
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non-White workers, probably outside the trade-union structures
and even more probably without basic political and social rights. A
the same time, the children and grandchildren of today's union mem
bers will be "middle class"-maybe unionized, some doing well, and
others less well (and thereupon more likely to be engaged in right
wing politics), . . . (WJe will have returned to the pre'1848 situation

;

in which. within the traditional loci of che liberal state . . . the "work
ers" will be poorly paid and outSide the realm of political and social
rights. Western workers will once again have become the "dangerous
dasses," but their skin color will have changed, and the dass strug
gle will be a race struggle. The problem of the twenty-first century
will be the problem of the color line. (Wallerstein, 1995c, 2.6-2.7;
emphasis in the original)

A Changing Balance of Gvilizational Power
The prediction that "the problem of the color line" would be the prob
lem of the coming century was of course first made by William E.
Burghardt Du Bois in I900 (Du Bois, 1989). Du Bois's prediction con
cerned the coming revolt of the "darker races" of Asia and Africa
against the "lighter races" of the West, which had just completed the
military conquest of the world, "It was," in Geoffrey Barraclough's
words, "a remarkable: prophecy."
When the twentieth century opened, European power in Asia and
Africa stood at its zenith; no nation, it seemed, could withstand the:
superiority of European arms and commerce, Sixty years later only
the vestiges of European domination remained. Between 1945 and
1,960 no less than forty countries . . . revolted against colonialism
and won their independence. Never before in the whole of human
history had so revolutionary a reversal occurred with such rapidity.

The change in the position of the peoples of Asia and Africa and in

their relations with Europe was the surest sign of the advent of a new
era, and when the history of the first half of the twentieth century
which, for most historians, is still dominated by European wars and
Euro�a� problems . . . comes to be written in a longer perspective,
�here IS httle doubt that no single theme will prove to be of greater
Importance than the revolt against the west. (1,967. 1 5 3-54)

In Wallerstein's scheme of things, the impact of this revolt was
neutralized in the Cold War era by the promise of a generalized
"catching up" with Western standards of wealth and welfare. But the
very fai/ure of the modernization experience is creating the conditions
fo: a resumption of the revolt in the form of a "racialized" dass struggle
.
wlthm the wealthy countries of the: West themselves. Starting from
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altOgether different premises, Samuel Huntington (1993, 1996) also
anticipates a new revolt against the West in the form, not of a racial
ized class struggle, but of a "clash of civilizations" brought about by the
success of modernization in empowering at least some of the peoples
and governments of non-Western civilizations.

For Huntington (1993, 39-40), as for Fukuyama, the Cold War
has ended in an indisputable triumph of the leading states of Western
capitalism, first and foremost the United States. Unlike Fukuyama,
however, Huntington sees no final triumph of Western liberal democ
racy. On the cOntrary, he sees the nearly absolute Western dominance
of international institutions as the onset of a new phase in the evolu
tion of conflict in the modern world. Conflicts among states since the
Peace of Westphalia, he says,
were primarily conflicts within Western civilization, "Western Civil
Wars," as William Lind has labeled them. This was as true of the
Cold War as it was true of the world wars and the earlier wars of the
seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. With the end of the Cold War,
international politics moves out of its Western phase, and its center
piece becomes the interaction between the West and non-Western
civilizations and among non-Western civilizations. (HuntingtOn,
1993, 2.2.-2.3)
lntercivilizational conflicts arise in part because Western domi
nance of the global political economy fosters resentment, and the more
so as it becomes the vehicle of the propagation of Western interests,
ideas, and values. But the most important force behind the coming
clash of civilizations is the change in the civilizational balance of
power entailed by the continuing modernization of the non-Western
world. Huntington does not construe this tendency as posing any im
mediate threat to Western dominance. He nonetheless singles out "the
sustained expansion of China's military power and its means to create
military power" as "[c]entrally important to the development of
counter-West military capabilities." Taken in conjunction with China's
disposition to export arms and weapons technology to Middle Eastern
states, this tendency is seen as creating a "Confucian-Islamic connec
tion" that can pose a serious challenge to Western dominance. To meet
this challenge, Huntington advocates a three-pronged Western strat
egy aimed at containing and eventually accommodating the growing
power of non-Western civilizations: (I) greater cooperation and unity
within the West; (2) maintenance of Western military capabilities, as if
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the Cold War had never ended; and (3) greater attention to the reli
gious and philosophical assumptions underlying other civilizations
(Huntington, 1993, 26, 40-41, 47 49 )
Huntington's thesis has been subjected to a barrage of criticisms
aimed as much at the ill-defined nature of the analytical constructs on
which it is based. as at the danger that its predictions will rum into
a self-fulfilling prophecy (for early responses, see Huntington et aI.,
1993; for a critical review of the debate, see Alker, 1995). As John
Ikenberry has observed, the image of a Western civilization that sepa
rates "us" from the "rest" provides a ready and easily grasped ideo
logical substitute for the "glue" that held together the Atlantic alliance
in the Cold War era. JUSt as the alliance was presented in the Cold War
era as a defensive device against communist aggression, so its renewal
is now presented as a defensive device against a coming clash of civi
lizations driven by the success of Chinese modernization. But "to
other powers like China and Japan the circling of the Western wagons
will look like a declaration of a new Cold War" (1997, 163).
The implication of this criticism is that Chinese modernization
poses no significant threat to U.S. and Western interests or, if it does,
that there are other, more effective or more desirable means of meeting
the threat than declaring a new Cold War on an ill-defined "other."
But it is precisely on these two issues that observers and analysts are
most divided. To some, the threat posed by the success of Chinese
modernization in recent years is far greater than the threat posed by
Chinese communism in the Cold War era.
-

.

The irony in Sino-American relations is [hat when China was in the
grip of ideological Ma oism and displayed such ideological lerocity
that Americans believed it to be dangerous and menacing, it was
actually a paper tiger, weak and virtually without global influence.
Now that China has shed the trappings of Maoism and embarked on
a pragmatic course of economic development and global trade, it ap
pears less threatening but it is in fact acquiring the wherewithal to
back its global ambitions and interests with real power. (Bernstein
and Munro, 1997. 22)
To others, the real "paper tiger" is the East Asian "economic
miracle," of which the Chinese is the latest episode. For Paul Krugman,
the most forceful proponent of this claim, the reliance of East Asian
economic expansion in the 1980s on heavy investment and big shifts
of labor from farms into factories, rather than on productivity gains,
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makes it resemble the economic expansion of the Warsaw Pact nations
in the 1950s. "From the perspective of the year 2010, current projec·
[ions of Asian supremacy extrapolated from recent trends may well
look almost as silly as T960s·vintage forecasts of Soviet industrial su·
premacy did from the perspective of the Brezhnev years" (Krugman,
1994. 781.
But a Union Bank of Switzerland (UBS) study finds that "the
eight-percent plus average annual income growth set by several [East]
Asian economies since the late .1960s is unique in the 1)0 years of
recorded economic history" (Union Bank of Switzerland, 1996, Il.
Moreover, what distinguishes most clearly the East Asian economic
expansion of the 1980s from tl'l.at of Warsaw Pact nations in the 1950S
is the extraordinary advance of East Asia in global finance. The
japanese share of the total assets of Fortune's tOp fifty banks in the
world increased from 18 percent in 1970, to 27 percent in 1980, to 48
percent in 1990 (lkeda. 1996). As for foreign exchange reserves, the
East Asian share of the tOP ten central banks' holdings increased from
10 percent in 1980 to 50 percent in 1?94 (Japan Almanac, 1993 and
1997)'
T hose who take the East Asian economic miracle seriously, how·
ever, strongly disagree on what kind of threat, if any, it poses to U.S.
and Western interests. The most influential view, as expressed by
joseph Nye in a Department of Defense report he supervised and in a
supporting essay, concurs with Huntington that ultimately the threat
is military and that China's economic expansion is the most worri
some development of the post-Cold War era. Like Huntington, Nye's
main policy prescription is to maintain U.S. military capabilities in
general, and their deployment in East Asia in particular,as if tne Cold
War had never ended (Nye, 1995, 91-95).
This prescription and the analysis on which it is based have been
challenged on the ground that they grossly overestimate China's ca·
pacity to match U.S. sea at air power in the foreseeable future (Nathan
and Ross, 1997). More fundamentally, Chalmers johnson and E. B.
Keehn (1995) charged that the analysis and prescription disregard the
profound decline in the effectiveness of military might as a source of
world power. In their view, after Hiroshima and Nagasaki, U.S. mili·
tary power in the region experienced rapidly decreasing returns and
eventual irrelevance.The United States "at best .. fought to stalemate
in the Korean War and lost the one in Vietnam." More recently, the
_
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dosing of the !;WO largest U.S. overseas bases, Clark Air Base and
Subic Bay in the Philippines, "produced not even a shiver of insta·
bility," while "(tJhe most odious regime in postwar Asia, Pol Pot's
Khmer Rouge in Cambodia, was disposed of not by Americans but by
Vietnamese communistS" (1995, I03-4, I II).
As U.S.

military power waned,

East Asian economic power

waxed. Communist and nationalist militancy in the region, which U.S.
militarism energized, began withering away in an embrace with in
digenous capitalism. "Despite American whistling in the dark that
foreigners' taste for American movies, rock music, blue jeans, and
McDonald's hamburgers means that the United States is still their
model, this intellectual battle is over. Some version of Asian capitalism
lies in most nations' future" Uohnson and Keehn, 1995. 112). Ac
cording to David Howell, Chairman of Britain's House of Commons
Foreign Affairs Committee, even in Europe "Coca·colonization is yes·
terday's story." On the eve of the 1997-98 financial crisis, which burst
the bubble of Western enthusiasm for East Asian economic models,he
proclaimed that
_ _ _

is not the westernization of the east but the eastThe issue today
ernization of the West. Europeans are now debating how to draw on
the techniques and financial power of Asia in order to shore up their
uncompetitive economies and form alliances with the new Asian cor

porate giants. (1997, 164)

A pull of Eastern civilizations on Euro�ans is of course what
started the formation and expansion of the modern world system
some five hundred years ago. As William McNeill has noted, a major
problem with Huntington's thesis is that it disregards !;Wo basic facts
of world history. One is that "contemporary civilizations have always
interacted with one another, even across long distances." The other is
that, over time, the mutual borrowings and adaptations propagated by
these encounters became increasingly pervasive and important in the
expansion of human wealth and power.
At a time when each of the great Asian civilizations sought to mini
mize disturbing contacts with outsiders, Europeans continued fight

ing among themsellles while exploring the rest of the world with an
eager, restless greed for material gain and for intellectual understand
ing as well. As a result, the West expanded and transformed itself
oller and oller again. (McNeill, 1997, 19, 21)
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As McNeill himself underscored in another context, this ceaseless
expansion and transformation of the West was embedded in "a self
reinforcing cycle in which [European] military organization sustained,
and was suS[ained by, economic and political expansion at the expense
of other peoples and polities of the earth" (1982, 143). Although this
cycle was broken by [he revoir agains[ [he West of the first half of the
twentieth century, many of the conceptual frameworks with which we
try to apprehend the world tacitly presume that the cycle is still in
force. This indeed may be one of the reasons why we find it so difficult
to identify the direction(s} of change in the contemporary global politi
cal economy. As Janet Abu-Lughod (1990, 281-82.) put it, we may
have become so fixated on "studying the persistence and evolution of
the 'modern' world-system that we are unprepared to understand what
we sense may be its break-up or at least its radical transformation.
In concluding her study of the rise and demise of the thineenth
century Afroeurasian world-trading system, Abu-Lughod suggests that
n

the decline of U.S. military power of the 1970S and early 19805 and
the simultaneous rise of East Asian economic power of the 1980s may
be a sign that "the old advantages that underlay the hegemony of the
West are dissipating." Under the emerging circumstances, "no single
player has a spectacular advantage" and the supersession of Western
supremacy by a new form of world conquest "is hard to imagine."
Rather it seems more likely that there will be a rerum to the relative
balance of multiple centers exhibited in the thirteenth-century world
system. But that would require a shift to different rules of the game,
or af least an end to the rules Europe introduced in the sixteenth cen
tury. (Abu·Lughod, 1989, 3 70-71)
Abu-Lughod does not say what these rules might be and who
would make and enforce them. Shortly after she finished her book, the
Berlin wall came tumbling down, leading to contradictory claims that
the new rules would be made in Washington, or in Brussels, or in
Tokyo, or in the secrecy of corporate board rooms, silent electronic
networks, and noisy market places, until Huntington came along sum
moning the circling of the Western wagons lest the Rest under Chinese
leadership do to the West what the West has been doing to the Rest.
While we wait for the dust to senle, Abu-Lughod's suggestion that the
future may bear some resemblance to a premodern past is as good as
anybody else's guess.
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Hegemonic Transitions: Concepts for Analysis
To paraphrase Hobsbawm, there indeed seems to be linle consensus
on anything but the fact that an era of history has ended. There is no
consensus on which state, if any, benefited most from the confronta
tion of the Cold War and is now poised to replace the United States
as the dominant player in the global political economy. There is no
consensus on whether the proliferation in the variety and number of
multinational corporations and the formation of global financial mar
kets is undermining state capaciries and,if so, how generally and per
manently. There is no consensus on whether the world's working class
is an endangered species or is simply changing color and the countries
of its residence. There is no consensus on whether modernization is
shoring up civilizational divides, melting them down, or restoring the
intercivilizational balance of power of premodern times. Above all,
there is no consensus on what kind of world order, if any, we can ex
pect to emerge from the combination of whatever changes are actually
occurring in the global configuration of power.
Hegemonic Transitions a s Systemic Change
We may take the lack of consensus on the direction and meaning of
present changes in the global political eConomy as a sign that we are in
the midst of systemic change-that is, a process of radical reorganiza�
tion of the modern world system that changes substantively the nature
of the system's components, the way in which these components relate
to one another, and the way in which the system operates and repro
duces itself. In times of systemic change, as Abu-Lughod has pointed
out, "small localized conditions may interact with adjacent ones to
create outcomes that might not otherwise have occurred, and large
disturbances sometimes fluner to an end while minor ones may oc
casionally amplify wildly, depending upon what is happening in the
rest of the system." The "same-cause-yields-same-effectsn logic that
underlies much of our thinking about the world is ill-equipped to ap
prehend this kind of change, and we should instead draw inspiration
from "chaos theory" (1989, 369).
In a similar vein, Rosenau resorts to the language of chaos theory
in conceptualizing present changes in the global political economy as a
"bifurcation"-a term coined almost a century ago by Henri Poincare
to designate the emergence of several solutions from a given solution
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in systems of differential equations (Berge,Pomeau, and Vidal� 1984,
27r). In evoking this image, he underscores how the order that will
eventually emerge out of the present turbulence in world politics is nOt
inscribed in the parameters of the order that has broken down. But he
also points out that there is an order within chaos. Just as physicists
have used the concept of bifurcation "to uncover [he order intrinsic to
the breakdown of established patterns," so we too should strive "to
uncover the underlying patterns of the seemingly chaotic .. . world
that has emerged to rival the state-centric world" (1990, 58).
Our investigation has sought clues as to what these underlying
patterns might be in the present turbulence by uncovering underlying
patterns in comparable past instances of systemic change.The result is
a story of the expansion of the modern world system to its present
global dimensions through a series of fundamental reorganizations.
These reorganizations have occurred in periods of hegemonic transition
defined as moments of change both in the leading agency of world
scale processes of capital accumulation and in the political-economic
structures in which these processes are embedded.
The formation and expansion of the modern world system is thus
conceived as proceeding, not along a single track laid some four to
five hundred years ago,but through several switches to new tracks laid
by specific complexes of governmental and business agencies. To bor
row an expression from Michael Mann (1986, 2.8), these leading
complexes-the Dutch complex in the seventeenth century, the British
complex in the nineteenth century,and the U.S. complex in the twenti
eth cenrury-have all acted as "trackJaying vehicles" (d. Taylor,1994,
2.7). In leading the system in a new direction, they also transfo..med it.
Under Dutch leadership, the emergent system of European States was
formally instituted by the Treaties of Westphalia. Under British leader
ship, the Eurocentric system of sovereign states moved to dominion
globally. And under U.S. leadership, the system lost its Eurocentricity to
further gain in reach and penetration (Arrighi, 1990b,1994; Hopkins,
1990).
Leadership by a particular agency and a concomitant systemic
transformation are equally essential attributes of the concept of world
hegemony on which our investigation is based.As John Ruggie (1983)
has pointed out in a cr itical assessment of Kenneth Waltz's theory of
international politics (r979),systemic theories like Waltz'S,or for that
matter like Wallerstein's, are important correctives of the fallacy in-
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volved in attempts to know a totality through the study of its parts.
For totalities have properties of their own ("systemic properties") that
act, in Waltz's words, "as a constraining and disposing force on the
interacting units within it." Systems,therefore, are themselves "pro
ductive" and not just the "product" of unit-level processes (as quoted
in Ruggie, 1.983, 263). In redressing the balance, however, systemic
theories can easily go too far and conceive of unit-level processes as all
product and not at all productive.
The problem with Waltz's posture is that, in any social system, struc
tural change itself ultimately has no source other than unit-level
processes. By banning these from the domain of systemic theory,
Wain also exogenizes the ultimate source of systemic change. . . . As
a result, Waltz's theory of "society" contains only a reproductive
logic, but no transformational logic. (Ruggie, 1983, 28S; emphasis
in the original; see also Keohane and Nye, 1987)
Ruggie's criticism of Waltz's conception of international politics
can also be leveled almost word for word at Wallerstein's conception
of hegemony in the modern system of sovereign states. According to
this conception,
Hegemony in the imerstate system refers to that situation in which
the ongoing rivalry between the so-called "great powers" is so un
balanced that one power is truly primus inter pares; that is, one
power can largely impose its rules and its wishes . . . in the economic.
political, military, diplomatic, and even cultural arenas. The material
base of such power lies in the ability of enterprises domiciled in
that power to operate more efficiently in all three major economic
arenas-agro-industrial production, commerce and finance. The edge
in efficiency of which we are speaking is one so great that these
enterprises can not only outbid emerprises domiciled in other great
powers in the world market in general, but quite specifically in very
many instances within the home markets of the rival powers them
selves. (Wallerstein, 1984. 38-39)
In all three instances-Dutch, British, and U.S.-hegemony is the
outcome of long periods of "competitive expansion . . . which [result]
in a particular concentration of economic and political power." In the
course of these competitive expansions,the rising hegemon acquires
its decisive edge first in production,then in commerce, and then in fi
nance. But hegemony is firmly secured only through victory in a thirty
year-long climactic "world war"-the Thirty Years' War from r61 8 to
1648,the Napoleonic Wars from 1792 to r815. and the long Eurasian
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wars from 1914 to 1945. "The winner's economic edge is expanded by
the very process of the war itself, and the postwar interstate settlement
is designed to encrust that greater edge and protect it against erosion"
(Wallerstein, 1984. 39-44).
This postwar settlement consists of one form or another of "global
liberalism" aimed at enforcing "the principle of the free flow of the
factors of production (goods, capital and labor) throughout the world
economy." Global liberalism serves the double purpose of buttressing
the sway of the hegemonic power's competitive edge, and "of de
legitimizing the efforts of other state machineries to act against the
economic superiority of the hegemonic power." But global liberalism
also "breeds its own demise" because it makes it more difficult fot the
hegemonic power to retard "the spread of technological expertise" to
competing states, and because maintaining "uninterrupted production
at a time of maximal global accumulation" involves "the creeping rise
of real income of both the working strata and the cadres located in the
hegemonic power." Over time, these two tendencies undermine the
competitive edge of the hegemonic power's enterprises in production,
then in commerce, and then in finance. The system thus revens to a
new long period of competitive expansion until another state manages
to achieve the triple competitive advantage--in production, commerce,
and finance--that defines hegemony (Wallerstein, 1984, 41, 45).
Figure 1 summarizes Wallerstein's model of hegemonic cycles. The
model-to paraphrase Ruggie's praise of Waltz's systemic theory-"is
a welcome antidote to the prevailing superficiality of the proliferating
literature on international transformation, in which the sheer momen
tum of processes sweeps the international polity along toward the next
encounter with destiny" (1983, 2.85). But it is also vulnerable to the
same criticism that Ruggie levels at Waltz, namely, that it exogenizes
the ultimate source of systemic change. Particular complexes of gov
ernmental and business agencies become hegemonic in the course of
competitive expansions by virtue of the efficiency of their actions rela
tive to those of all other competing complexes. But which actions are
relatively efficient is a mere reflection of structural properties of the
world capitalist system on which they have no impact whatsoever.
They are all product and not at all productive.
Whether and to what extent unit-level processes-such as the for
mation of particular complexes of governmental and business agencies
and their actions-simply play out a script dictated by system-level
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properties or themselves write the script and thereby form and trans
form the system, is a question that ultimately can be settled only on
empirical-historical grounds. It is indeed on these grounds that w e
have found Wallerstein's model wanting. For our investigation has re
vealed that the rise of hegemonic powers in the modern world has not
the mere reflection of systemic properties. Systemic properties
do act as powerful constraining and disposing forces on the selection
of the states that become hegemonic. But in all instances, hegemony
has also involved a fundamental reorganization of the system and a
change in its properties.

been

World Hegemonies as Systemic Leadership and Governance
Like a growing number of students of world politics and society (see,
among others, Cox, 1983, I987; Keohane, 1984a; Gill, 1986, I993;
Gill and Law, 1988; Rupert, 1995; Robinson, 1996), we have derived
our concept of hegemony from Antonio Gramsci's idea that
the supremacy of a social group manifests itself in twO ways, as
"domination" and as "intellectual and moral leadership.'" A social
group dominates antagonistic groups, which it tends to "liquidate,"
or to subjugate perhaps even by armed force; it leads kindred or al
lied groups. (Gramsci, 1971, 57-58)
Whereas domination rests primarily on coercion, the leadership
that defines hegemony rests on the capacity of the dominant group to
present itself, and be perceived, as the bearer of a general interest.
It is true that the State is seen as the organ of one particular group,
destined to create favorable conditions for the latter's maximum
expansion. But the development and expansion of the particular
group are conceived of, and presented, as being the motor force of a
universal expansion, a development of all the "national" energies.
(Gramsci, 1971, 181-82.)
Hegemony is thus something more and different than domination
pure and simple: it is the additional power that accrues to a dominant
group by virtue of its capacity to lead society in a direction that not
only serves the dominant group's interests, but is also perceived by
subordinate groups as serving a more general interest. It is the inverse
of the notion of "power deflation" used by Talcott Parsons to desig
nate situations in which governmental control cannot be exercised
except through the widespread use or threat of force. If subordinate
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groups have confidence in their rulers, systems of domination can be
governed without resorting to force.But if that confidence wanes, they
cannot (1964). By analogy, Gramsci's notion of hegemony may be said
to consist of the "power inflation" that ensues from the capacity of
dominant groups to present with credibility their rule as serving not

just their interests, but those of subordinate groups as well. When such
credibility is lacking, we shall speak of "dominance without hege
mony" (ef, Guha, 1992.3, 231-32.).
As long as we speak of leadership in a national context, as
Gramsci does, there is little ambiguity about the fact that society as a
whole, as defined by the jurisdiction of a particular state, is being led
in a direction that enhances the power of the dominant group. But
when we speak of leadership in an international context, the term is
used to designate two quite different phenomena . On the one hand,
the term is used to designate the fact that by virtue of its achievements,
a dominant state becomes the "model" for other states to emulate and
thereby draws them onto its own path of development (see in particu
lar Modelski, I987; Modelski and Thompson, 1995). This may en
hance the prestige and hence the power of the dominant state (Taylor,
1996). But to the extent that emulation is at all successful, it tends to
counterbalance and hence deflate rather than inflate the power of the
hegemon by bringing into existence competitors and reducing the
"specialness" of the hegemon (Gilpin, I981). This "leadership against
the leader's will, '" as we shall call it, borrowing an expression from
Joseph Schumpeter (1963, 89), is always present in hegemonic situa
tions but does not in itself define a situation as hegemonic.
On the other hand, the term leadership is used to designate the
fact that a dominant state leads the system of states in a desired direc
tion and, in so doing, is widely perceived as pursuing a general inter
est. Leadership in this sense inflates the power of the dominant state,
and is what w e shall take as the defining characteristic of world hege
monies. A general interest is, of course, more difficult to define at the
level of a system of sovereign states than at the level of individual
states. At the latter level, an increase in the power of a state vis-a.-vis
other states is an important component and in itself a measure of the
successful pursuit of a general (that is, "national") interest. But power
in this sense cannot increase for the system as a whole, by definition.
A general interest for the system as a whole can nonetheless be iden
tified by recasting in world-systems perspective Parsons's distinction
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between "distributive" and "collective" aspects of power. Distributive
aspectS of power refer to a zero-sum-game relationship whereby an
agency can gain power only if other agencies lose some. Max Weber's
definition of power as "the probability that one actor within a social
relationship will be in a position to carry out his own will despite re
sisrance" (1978, 53) fo uses on such disrributive aspects of power.
Collective aspects of power, in contrast, refer to a positive-sum-game
relationship whereby cooperation among distinct agencies increases
their power over third parties or over nature (Parsons, 1960, 199-225)'
The distinction between distributive and collective power drawn
by Parsons with reference to social systems bounded by a single politi
cal jurisdiction holds also in social systems that encompass multiple
political jurisdictions. In the latter systems, the general interest repre
sented by a hegemonic agency cannot be defined in terms of changes in
the distribution of power among political jurisdictions. But it can be
defined in terms of an increase in the collective power over third par
ties or nature by the entire system's dominant groups.
Generally speaking, claims to represent a general systemic interest
so defined can be expected to become credible and thereby inflate the
power of a would-be hegemonic state under twO conditions. First, the
dominant groups of this state must have developed the capacity to lead
the system in the direction of new forms of interstate cooperation and
division of labor that enable the system's units to break out of what
Waltz (1979, 108-9) has called "the tyranny of small decisions"-that
is,to overcome the tendency of the separate states to pursue their na
tional interest without regard for system-level problems that require
system-level solutions. In short, there mUSt be an effective "supply" of
world-governance capabilities. And second, the system-level solutions
offered by the would-be hegemon must address system-level problems
that have become so acute as to create among the system's extant or
emergent dominant groups a deeply and widely felt "demand" for sys
temic governance. W hen these supply and demand conditions are si
multaneously fulfilled, the would-be hegemonic state can play the role
of "a surrogate of government" in promoting, organizing, and manag
ing an expansion of the collective power of the system's dominant
groups (d. Waltz, 1979, 196).
Our investigation focuses on processes that have recurrently cre
ated these two conditions in the modem system of sovereign states since
its formal founding under Dutch hegemony in rhe mid-seventeenth
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century. The model of hegemonic transition that has emerged from the
investigation is summed up in figure 2.. Like Wallerstein's model,our
model describes a hegemonic cycle.Unlike Wallerstein's, however,it
endogenizes systemic change.
.
'
In our model, systemic expansions are embedded m a particular
hegemonic structure they tend to undermine. The are
utcome of
.
the interplay of the twO different kinds of leadership that Jomtly defme
hegemonic situations. Systemic reorganization promotes expansion by
endowing the system with a wider or deeper division of labor and s e
cialization of functions. Emulation provides the separate states With
the motivational drive needed to mobilize energies and resources in the
expansion.
.
There is always a tension between these twO tendenCies because a
wider and deeper division of labor and specialization of functions in
volves cooperation among the system's units,while emulation is based
on and fosters their mutual competition. Initially, emulation operates
in a context that is predominantly cooperative and thereby acts as an
engine of expansion. But expansion increases what Emile Durkhei
(x964, u s ; 1984, :z.oo-2.0S) has called the "volume" and "dynamiC
density" of the system, that is, the number of socially relevant units
that interact within the system and the number, variety, and velocity of
transactions that link the units to one another. Over rime, this increase
in the volume and dynamic density of the system tends to intensify
competition among the system's units beyond the regulatory capaciti s
of existing institutions. When that happens, the tyranny of small deCI
sions regains the upper hand, the power of the hegemonic state experi
ences a deflation, and a hege monic crisis sets in.
As figure 2. shows, hegemonic crises are characterized by three dis
tinct, but closely related processes: the intensification of interstate and
interenterprise competition; the escalation of social conflicts; and the
interstitial emergence of new configurations of power. The form these
processes take and the way they relate to one another in space and
time vary from crisis to crisis. But some combination of the three
processes can be detected in each of the twO hegemonic transitions
completed so far-from Dutch to British and from British to U.S.
hegemony-as well as in the present transition from U.S. hegemony
to a yet unknown destination. Moreover, differences in form and in
spatio-temporal configuration notwithstanding, in all three hege
monic crises-Dutch, Bri£ish, and U.S.-the three processes have been
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associated with a pattern we take as the most evident manifestation of
the capitalist nature of the modern world system. This panern is what
we shall refer to as a systemwide financial expansion.
Hegemonic Crises and Financial Expansions
SY5[emwide financial expansions are the outcome of two complemen
tary tendencies: an overaccumulation of capital and intense interstate
competition for mobile capital. The first tendency creates what we
may call the supply conditions of financial expansions, while the sec
ond creates their demand conditions.
The recurrence of financial expansions in the world capitalist sys
rem since its earliest origins in the city-states of Renaissance Italy was
first noticed by Fernand Braudel, who underscored their supply condi
tions.Whenever the profits of trade and production accumulated "on
a scale beyond the normal channels of investment, finance capitalism
was . .. in a position to take over and dominate, for a while at least, all
the activities of the business wodd" (1984, 604). By reaching this
stage,"every [major] capitalist development . . . seems ... to have an
nounced its maturity.
" Financial expansions are "a sign of autumn"
(Braudel, 1984,246).
Historically, Braudel's financial expansions have always occurred
in conjunction with an intensification in interstate competition for
mobile capital. Braudel says nothing about such a competition, in
spite of Weber's observation that it constitutes "the world-historical
distinctiveness of [the modern] era" (1978, 354). Whereas in pre
modern times the formation of world empires swept away freedoms
and powers of the cities that constituted the main loci of capitalist ex
pansion, in the modern era these loci came under the sway of "com
peting national states in a condition of perpetual struggle for power in
peace or war. . . . The separate States had to compete for mobile capi
tal,which dictated to them the conditions under which it would assist
them to power." This competitive struggle has created the largest op
portunities for modern capitalism, "and as long as the national state
does not give place to a world empire capitalism also will endure"
(Weber, 1961,2.49).
The occurrence of Braudet's financial expansions in periods of
particularly intense interstate competition for mobile capital is no
mere historical accident. Rather, it is the outcome of a double tendency
engendered by particularly rapid, extensive, and profitable expansions
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of trade and production. On the one hand, capitalist organizations
and individuals respond to the accumulation of capital over and above
what can be reinvested profitably in established channels of trade and
production by holding in liquid form a growing proportion of their in
coming cash flows. This tendency creates an overabundant mass of
liquidity that can be mobilized direcrly or through intermediaries in
speculation, borrowing, and lending. On the other hand, territorial Of
ganizations respond to the tighter budget constraints that ensue from
the slowdown in the expansion of trade and production by competing
intensely with one another for the capital that accumulates in financial
markets. This tendency brings about massive, systemwide redistribu
tions of income and wealth from all kinds of communities to the agen
cies that control mobile capital, thereby inflating and sustaining the
profitability of financial deals largely divorced from commodity trade
and production. All systemwide financial expansions, past and pre
sent, are the outCome of the combined if uneven development of these
two complementary tendencies (Arrighi, I994, I997)·
The recurrent tendency of capital to regain flexibility by shedding
its commodity form in favor of its money form witnesses, in Braudel's
words, "a certain unity in capitalism, from thirteenth-century Italy to
the present-day West" (1982., 433). Nevertheless, this unity is not at
all the expression of a structural invariance of historical capitalism.
On the COntrary, it is the expression of a basic instability and adapt
ability. For in each and every financial expansion, world capitalism
has been reorganized ever more fundamentally under a new leader
ship. This has been the case of the earlier financial expansions-when
world capitalism was still embedded in a system of city-states and
transnational business diasporas-and of the later expansions, when
world capitalism came to be embedded in a system of national states
and world-encompassing business communities and organizations
(Arrighi, 1994, 13-16, 74-84, 235-38, 330-31)·
Financial expansions concern us here exclusively as moments of
structural transformation of the modern system of sovereign national
stares. As different chapters of the book will show, they have been an
integral aspect of hegemonic crises and the eventual transformation
of these crises into hegemonic breakdowns. This transformation is
portrayed in figure 2. by the emergence of "systemic chaos" out of the
interplay of intensifying interstate and interenterprise competition,
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escalating social conflicts, and the interstitial emergence of new con
figurations of power.
By systemic chaos we understand a situation of severe and seem
ingly irremediable systemic disorganization. As competition and con
flicts escalate beyond the regulatory capacity of existing structures,
new Structures emerge interstitially and destabilize further the domi
nant configuration of power. Disorder tends to become self-reinforcing,
threatening to provoke or actually provoking a complete breakdown
in the system's organization.
Financial expansions have a contradictOry impact on this ren
dency. On the one hand, they hold it in check by temporarily inflating
the power of the declining hegemonic state. As the "autumn" of major
capitalist developments, financial expansions are also the autumn of
the hegemonic Structures in which these developments are embedded.
They are the time when the leader of a major expansion of world trade
and production that is drawing to a close reaps the fruits of its leader
ship in the form of a privileged access to the overabundant liquidity
that accumulates in world financial markets. This privileged access en
ables the declining hegemonic stare to contain, at least for a time, the
forces that challenge its continuing dominance.
On the other hand, financial expansions strengthen these same
forces by widening and deepening the scope of interstate and inter
enterprise competition and social conflict, and by reallocating capital
to emergent structures that promise greater security or higher returns
than the dominant structure. Declining hegemonic states are thus
faced with the Sisyphean task of containing forces that keep rolling
forth with ever renewed strength. Sooner or later, even a small distur
bance can tilt the balance in favor of the forces that winingly or un
wittingly are undermining the already precarious stability of existing
structures, thereby provoking a breakdown of systemic organization.
Hegemonic breakdowns are the decisive turning points of hege
monic transitions. They are the time when the systemic organization
that had been put in place by the declining hegemonic power disinte
grates and systemic chaos sets in. But they are also the time when new
hegemonies are forged (see figure 2).
Increasing systemic disorganization curtails the collective power
of the system's dominant groups. And the greater the curtailment, the
more widely and deeply felt the demand for system-level governance.
Nevertheless, this demand can be satisfied and a new hegemony can
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emerge only if increasing systemic disorganization is accompanied by
the emergence of a new complex of governmental and business agen
cies endowed with greater system-level organizational capabilities
than those of the preceding hegemonic complex. The breakdown of
any given hegemonic order is ultimately due to the fact that the in
crease in the volume and dynamic density of the system outgrows the
organizational capabilities of the particular hegemonic complex that
had created the conditions of the systemic expansion. Ultimately,
therefore, the ensuing self-reinforcing disorder can be overcome, and
the conditions of a new systemic expansion can be created, only if a
new complex emerges that is endowed with greater systemic capabili
ties than the old hegemonic complex.
Historically,the same processes that have generated systemic chaos
have also generated the greater concentration of systemic capabilities
that, in combination with systemic chaos, eventually resulted in the
establishment of a new hegemony. As the rising hegemon leads the sys
tem in the direction of greater cooperation among the system's units,
while drawing them OntO its own path of development, systemic chaos
subsides and a new hegemonic cycle begins. But each cycle differs from
the preceding one in two main respects: the greater concentration of
organizational capabilities wielded by the hegemonic state in compari
son with its predecessor, and the higher volume and dynamic density
of the system that is being reorganized by the hegemonic state.
Our model thus describes a pattern of recurrence (hegemony lead
ing to expansion,expansion to chaos, and chaos to a new hegeinony),
which is also a pattern of evolution (each new hegemony reflecting a
greater concentration of organizational capabilities and a higher vol
ume and density of the system than the preceding hegemony). This
double pattern concerns past hegemonic transitions. To the extent that
we can detect it also in present transformations of the global political
economy,we gain some insight into their likely future trajectories.
As our account of past hegemonic transitions will show, however,
the reproduction of this pattern over the centuries has been as much a
matter of historical contingency as systemic necessity. Moreover, the
very evolution of the system has made the reproduction of the pattern
more problematic than it was in the past. The purpose of establishing
analogies between present and past transformations, therefore, is also
to identify differences in historical and systemic circumstances that
can be expected to make the outcome of present transformations di-
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verge from that of past hegemonic transitions. The more we succeed in
specifying these differences, the less indeterminate our speculations
about the future will be. But no matter how successful we are, some
degree of indeterminacy remains the distinguishing characteristic of
systemic change, both past and present.
The four central chapters of this book have a common purpose and
format. They all analyze and compare the modern world's two com
plete hegemonic transitions-from Dutch to British hegemony and
fTOm British to U.S. hegemony-as moments of systemic transforma
tion, an understanding of which may throw some light on the dynam
ics of the present transition from U.S. hegemony to a yet unknown
destination. The first part of each chapter analyzes the transition from
Dutch to British hegemony; the second part analyzes the transition
from British to U.S. hegemony in comparison with the earlier tran
sition; and the concluding section discusses the implications of the
analysis for an understanding of present transformations.
What differentiates the chapters are the particular angles of vision
from which hegemonic transitions are analyzed. These angles cor
respond to the four controversial issues about present transforma
tions discussed in the first part of this introduction. Chapter I ("Geo
politics and High Finance") focuses on the processes that have led to
the displacement of one hegemonic state by another. Chapter 2. ("The
Transformation of Business Enterprise") focuses on the changing re
lationship between the governmental and business organizations of
hegemonic states. Chapter 3 ("The Social Origins of World Hege
monies") focuses on the role of social change and conflict in shaping
world hegemonies.And chapter 4 {"Western Hegemonies in World
Historical Perspective"} focuses on the changes in the interciviliza
tiona balance of power that have been associated with hegemonic
.
transitions.
The common purpose and different angles of vision of the book's
chapters have implications that should be borne in mind to avoid mis
understandings. First, the processes analyzed in the different chapters
have been selected for their bearing on the dynamics of systemic
change,both past and present. Many of these processes are unit-level
processes in the sense that they originate in the actions of specific gov
ernments, enterprises, and social groups and unfold in specific loca
tions. Our interest in unit-level processes, however, is strictly limited to
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the role they play as a source of systemic change in hegemonic tran
sitions. Whether our analysis of these processes from this particular
pers�ctive has produced any new knowledge in the separate fields of
study from which we have drawn our facts and interpretations is up to
the specialists of those fields to judge. Our only claim is to have pro
duced an analytical construct capable of shedding new light on system
level structural change in the modern world, both past and present.
Second, all the chapters analyze the same cwo hegemonic transi
tions. But each highlights a different spatio-temporal feature of these
cwo transitions depending on its particular angle of vision. The pro
cesses on which the various chapters focus are interrelated but nOt
synchronous-some start or end earlier than others and they do not all
go through the same phases. Nor are their primary locations the same.
The most salient processes unfold in some regions of the system but
not in others, or they unfold differently in different regions. As a re
sult,the narratives of the different chapters are not fully synchronized,
nor are they always focused on the same regions. Our contention is
that this spatio-temporal unevenness among processes is itself a prop
erty of hegemonic transitions, which deserves as much attention as any
other property.
Finally, although each chapter tells a different story about the dy
namics of hegemonic transitions, the stories are interrelated and form
a totality that has a meaning of its own. These interrelationships are
underscored at the beginning and end of each chapter and synthesized
in the book's conclusions, where the four controversial issues from
which we started are reexamined in the light of the overall dynamic of
past hegemonic transitions. This dynamic would, of course, look dif
ferent had it been reconstructed from a different set of angles of vision.
We nonetheless hope that our reconstruction can dissipate some of the
global fog that Hobsbawm, with good reason, sees surrounding us as
we tap our way into the third millennium.

One
Geopolitics and High Finance
Giovanni Arrighi, Po-keung Hui, Krishnendu
Ray, and Thomas Ehrlich Reifer

Our perceptions of the present crisis of state sovereignty are distorted
by an overestimation of the actual importance of "nation-states" as
the basic units of world politics in the modern era. For one thing, the
modern system of sovereign states itself was instituted formally under
the leadership of an agency-the United Provinces-that was nOt quite
a nation-state. Rather, it was a semisovereign organization still strug
gling for juridical statehood and having more features in common
with the declining city-states of northern Italy than with the rising na
tional states of northwestern Europe.
After the Peace of Westphalia, national states did become the basic
units of politics in the European-centered world system. But in the
nineteenth century, the system moved to dominion globally under the
leadership of an agency-the United Kingdom-that was no mere na
tional state. Rather, it was an imperial organization whose territorial
domains and networks of power encompassed the entite world.
Under the carapace of this imperial organization, industrialization
revolutionized the logistics of war- and statemaking, creating the con
ditlons for the emergence in [he twentieth century of continent-sized
states on Europe's western and eastern flanks. The United States and
the USSR dwarfed the typical national state of the European core, which
came to be perceived as being "too small" to compete industrially and
J7
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militarily. The irresistible rise of U.S. power and wealth in the course
of the two world wars, and the rise of Soviet power (though not
weahh) after the Russian Revolution confirmed the validity of this
perception and prepared for the establishment of the "bipolar" Cold
War world order under U.s. hegemony.

typical of the transition from British to U.S. hegemony, through which
systemic capabilities formerly wielded by Europe's national states
came to be centralized in the hands of the two giant, continent-sized
states that had formed on Europe's western and eastern flanks-the
United States and the USSR, respectively. Finally, the concluding part

This evolution of the modern system of sovereign states toward the
formation of ever more powerful governmental agencies has occurred
through recurrent escalations of the interstate power struggle and com
petition for mobile capital. Over time, these escalations resulted in a
breakdown of the system's organization and a subsequent reorganiza
tion under a new and more comprehensive hegemony. In both past
transitions, the governmental agencies that emerged as the successful
bearers of a new and more comprehensive systemic organization were
more powerful than their predecessors, not just militarily, but finan
cially as well. That is, they wielded greater control over globally effec
tive means of violence and universally accepted means of payment.

discusses the implications of the analysis for an understanding of pres

Many of the difficulties involved in grasping the configuration of
power in the global political economy emerging out of the disintegra
tion of the Cold War world order are due to the fact that b y historical
standards, the present hegemonic crisis is still at an early stage of de
velopment.The signs of a coming hegemonic breakdown are few, and
whether and when such a breakdown will occur remains an open
question. In good part, however, the difficulties arise from the fact that
for the time being, the present transition has been characterized not by
a fusion of a higher order, but by a fission of military and financial
power.Control over globally effective means of violence has become
even more concentrated than it was in the hands of the declining hege
mon. But control over universally accepted means of payment is in
creasingly concentrated in the hands of transnational business agencies
or (mostly East Asian) governmental agencies of no politico-military
significance and far removed from the traditional (Euro-American)
power centers of the modern world system.
This chapter highlights this anomaly of present transformations in
comparison with past hegemonic transitions. The first pan analyzes
the transition from Dutch to British hegemony as a process through
which empire-building national states, most notably Britain and France,
centralized in their hands systemic capabilities formerly wielded by
proto-national states like the United Provinces and city-states like
Venice and Genoa. The second part analyzes the analogous process,

ent changes in the configuration of world power.

From

Dutch to British Hegemony

Dutch Hegemony and the European Balance of Power
We speak of a Dutch hegemony within the European system of sover
eign states primarily because the Dutch played a leading role in the
protracted struggles that resulted in the formal founding of that sys
tem by the Treaties of Westphalia of 1648. The Treaties replaced the
idea of a suprastatal imperiaVpapal authority with the notion that
the European states formed a single political system based on inter
national law and the balance of power-"a law operating between
rather than above states and a power operating between rather than
above states" (Gross, 1968, 54-55). No effort was made to restrain
interstate warfare, which was and remained an essential means in the
reproduction of the balance of power among states. Over the next
century and a half, however, written and unwritten rules of conduct
tended to minimize the disruptive effects of warmaking among sover
eigns on the freedom of their subjects to transact their business and
interact socially across state boundaries (Carr, I945, 4).
As Peter Taylor (I994,27) put it, Dutch hegemony was "a nece$
sary track-laying vehicle" in the creation of the modern system of sov
ereign states. In the military sphere, the track was laid primarily by
demonstrating the limits of the coercive power of Imperial Spain.
Confronted with the problem of fighting the Spaniards in the Low
Countries, Maurice of Nassau drew on Roman precedents to revolu
donize existing defense and siege techniques. By reintroducing the
spade, systematic drilling, and smat! tactical units, he enabled the
Dutch to produce a disciplined and effective fighting force, capable of
defeating the much larger Spanish forces And by organizing a military
academy for the training of officers, he promoted the spread of the
new techniques among actual or potential allies in the struggle against
Spain (McNeill, I982, 1 2 7-30, 134).
.
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The importance of Dutch innovations in land-war techniques
should not be exaggerated. At best, they helped neutralize Spanish
power locally and temporarily. Spanish supremacy in Europe was based
primarily on a monopolistic control over extra-European resources
mOSt notably, American silver. If this control were not destroyed or
undermined, Dutch resistance would sooner or later have been curbed
or bypassed. The main reason it was not is precisely that the Dutch
took their snuggle to the seas right from the Start. They relentlessly
harassed Iberian seaborne traffic and simultaneously tightened their
own monopolistic control over supplies critical to the war effort by
land and sea-most notably, Baltic grain and naval stores (Mahan,
1957 , 32-33),
In challenging Iberian sea power, the Dutch drew on a long sea
faring tradition in the North Sea. "As the Dutch Commonwealth was
born out of the Sea," remarked Sir William Temple, "so out of the
same Element, it drew its first Strength and consideration." Gifts of
history and geography were used advantageously and in due course
supplemented by technological virtuosity in shipbuilding. Mechanical
saws, hoists for masts, the manufacture of interchangeable spare parts,
and other "high tech" devices enabled Dutch shipyards to produce
more massively, at lower costs, and at shorter notice than the ship
yards of any rival power. The Dutch seafaring advantage was thereby
enhanced and consolidated (Braude!, 1984, 188-191).
The Dutch seafaring advantage was important, not just in under
mining Iberian seaborne power, but also in establishing and reproduc
ing the United Provinces' own monopolistic control over Baltic sup
plies. As Karen Rasler and William Thompson (1989, 89) note, "the
earlier winners in the struggle for world leadership owed a significant
proportion of their success to their ability to obtain credit inexpen
sively, to sustain relatively large debts,and generally to leverage the ini
tially limited base of their wealth to meet their staggering military ex
penses." Of no hegemonic state was this truer than of the Dutch, whose
control over Baltic trade was the source of an overabundant liquidity,
and whose overabundant liquidity was the single most important
source of their competitive edge in the European power struggle.
The profitability of Dutch trade was determined by twO main cir
cumstances. One was the intensity of the European power struggle
itself. The more intense this struggle became by land and sea, ceteris
paribus, the greater the demand for Baltic supplies of grain and naval
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stores and the profits that accrued to the Dutch by virtue of their mo
nopolistic control over those supplies.Ironically, the more obstinate
the Habsburgs became in their futile attempts to use American silver
to establish a world empire in Europe, the more they unwittingly built
the bullion coffets of their Dutch enemies (Arrighi, 1994, l32-52).
The other main dererminanr of rhe profitability of Dutch trade
was the tendency of the Dutch to keep the large profits of Baltic trade
liquid, and ro use the liquidity to continue to eliminate competition in
the Baltic and to turn Amsterdam into the focal commercial and fi
nancial entrep6r of the European-centered world-economy. The more
the Dutch succeeded in this endeavor, the more they tightened their
control, not JUSt over Baltic supplies, but also over the supplies of sil
ver brought to Europe from the Americas by their Spanish enemies. As
Braudel (1984. 209) pur it, "Holland's fortune was . . . built on both
Spain and the Baltic. To neglect either of these would be to fail to
understand a process in which wheat on one hand and American bul
lion on the other played indissociable roles" (emphasis in the original).
Dutch success in turning Amsterdam into the central commercial
and financial entrepot of the European-centered world-economy repli
cated on a larger scale and under different systemic circumstances the
earlier achievements of the Italian city-states, Venice and Genoa in
panicular. According to Violet Barbour (1950, (3) it was the last time
that "a veritable empire of trade and credit could be held by a city in
her own right, unsustained by the forces of a modern state." Whether
the United Provinces was or was not a "modern state" is a highly con
troversial issue. Nevertheless, few would dispute Iva Schoffer's assess
ment that in the emerging world of absolutist States based upon royal
centralization, the Dutch Republic was and remained "an odd vari
ant" in which "an end was made to all centralization" (1985, 103;
also Wilson, 1976,46).
Braudel (1984, 193-95, 205) is among those who find it difficult
to decide whether the United Provinces was a state in the modern sense
of the word. Eventually, he settled for the ambiguous position that "it
certainl� cannot be said that the Dutch government was non-existent,
though It was not so much a matter of government as of sheer eco
nomic weight" (emphasis added).And after concurring with Barbour's
assessment that with Amsterdam the age of "empire-building cities"
came to an end, he saw the Dutch episode as the watershed between
two distinct ages of hisrorical capitalism.
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Th� interesting thing about this �pisode is . . . that it lies b�tween twO
successive phases of economic hegemony: on the one hand the age of
the city on the other that of the modern territorial STate and the na
e'c
tional onomy, heralded by the rise of London with the backing of
the entir� English economy. At the heart of a Europe swollen with
success and tending, by the end of the eighteenth century, to embrace

the whole world, the dominant central zone had to grow in size to
balance the entire structure. Cities standing alone, or almost alone, by
now lacked sufficienr purchase on the n�ighbouring economies from
which they drew strength; soon they would no longer measure up TO
the task. The territorial states would take over. (Braudel, 1984, 175)
With several important qualifications (spelled out below), these remarks capture the main thrust of the transition from Dutch to British
hegemony from the angle of vision of this chapter. In the seventeenth
century, "sheer economic weight" was sufficient for a political struC
ture that was more than a city-state, but less than a national state-
which is what the United Provinces was-to occupy a commanding
position in the European-centered world-economy and to exercise a
leading role in the consolidation of the system of sovereign states. But
by the late eighteemh century, only empire-building national states
were in the running for world hegemony. The only issue that remained
open, until Napoleon's defeat settled it, was whether the continental
empire-builder France or the maritime empire-builder Britain would
come out on top. But in the reorganization of political space that ac
companied and followed the Napoleonic Wars, there was no more
room for the Dutch Republic, let alone for its Venetian and Genoese
predecessors, all of which were erased from the map of Europe not
once but twice--first by Napoleon, and then by the Peace of Vienna.
The remainder of the first part of this chapter sketches this meta
morphosis in the systemic conditions of world hegemony. We distin
guish four phases. In the first phase--typical of the late seventeenth
century-the United Provinces lost whatever leverage it had over the
European balance of power and became a junior military partner of
Britain, which was emerging as the leading Atlantic power. The second
phase corresponds to the de-escalation of interstate conflicts in Europe
after the end of the War of Spanish Succession (1701-13). As peace set
in within Europe, the separate and competing attempts of European
states to expand overseas multiplied. Within less than thirty years, in
tensifying competition resulted in a third phase characterized by a new
escalation of the interstate power struggle in Europe.
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Throughout the first and second phases, Dutch naval and com
mercial supremacy was steadily undermined. By 1740, when the third
phase began, the United Provinces had long since become a second
rate naval power and was about to become a second-rate commercial
power as well. Dutch financial supremacy, in contrast, not only re
mained virtually unchallenged, but experienced a period of great
splendor as soon as the interstate power struggle was renewed. By the
1780s, however, this period of financial efflorescence--and the third
phase of the transition from DUlCh to British hegemony--came to an
abrupt end with the final displacement of Amsterdam by London as
the primary center of European high finance.
This displacement did not complete the transition as seen from the
angle of this chapter. The establishment of British hegemony required
that the French bid for continental imperium be defeated and that the
enlarged European-centered world system be reorganized by the arriv
ing hegemon. The fulfillment of these requirements, during and after
the Napoleonic Wars, constitutes the fourth and concluding phase of
the transition.
From Dutch to British Mastery of the Seas
The Peace of Westphalia marked the apogee of Dutch hegemony. The
Peace brought to the Dutch final recognition of their sovereignty after
an eighty-year struggle against Spain, and formally instituted the
European system of competing national States on which Dutch wealth
and power rested. Yet, the Peace also changed the terms of the inter
State power struggle and in doing so revealed the limits of Dutch
hegemony.
The change was heralded shortly after the signing of the Westphalia
Treaties by the three wars the Dutch were forced to fight in rapid
succession against the English. "The object of all three Anglo-Dutch
Wars," notes John Brewer (1990, 169), "was to destroy Dutch trade
and shipping." The first Anglo-Dutch war (1652-54) was fought i n re
sponse to England's Navigation Acts, which aimed at turning English
colonies into a trading area monopolized by English merchants and
thereby threatened the Dutch carrying and emrepot trades. But the
Dutch lost the war and were forced [0 recognize the Navigation Acts,
while losing an estimated 1,000 to 1,700 ships to the English in the
course of the conflict. In Jonathan Israel's words, this "was unques
tionably the greatest single maritime disaster suffered by the Dutch
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world entrepot during its great age" (Israel, 1989. uo; Pemsei, 1977,
no).
The second Anglo·Ducch war (1665-67) grew out of the struggle
for control of the West African slave trade. In addition to weakening
the hold of the Dutch on the most profitable of the Atlantic trades, the
war resulted in the transfer from the Dutch to the English of New
York, New Jersey, and Delaware. In an attempt to prevent funher
losses, the Dutch at this point engineered an alliance with Britain and
Sweden aimed at countering the growing power of France. In 1670,
however, Charles II was "bribed" by Louis XIV into signing a secret
treaty of alliance against the Dutch and, two years later, he initiated
the third Anglo·Dutch war ( 1672.-74) with the avowed object of curb·
ing Dutch shipping through the establishment of tolls on the Scheidt
and the Maas. As envisaged in the secret treaty, Louis XIV followed
suit by invading the Netherlands and threatening the very territorial
integrity and sovereignty of the United Provinces.
Dutch sovereignty and territorial integrity were saved only by
using the waters to flood out the enemy. while England's naval cam·
paign failed mainly because the English Parliament moved to cut off
war supplies. By this time the English merchant class was well aware
that France posed a greater threat to its interests than the United
Provinces. It was not difficult, therefore, for William III to break the
Anglo·French alliance and to bring about in its place an Anglo·Dutch
rapprochement. Nevertheless, the war between France and Holland
dragged on until 1678, sapping the resources of the two contenders,
while England reaped the benefits of neutrality, capitalized on its
rivals' misfortunes, and extended the reach of its tentacles overseas
(Padfield, 1982., l lo-I7)·
The first two Angio·Dutch wars signaled the fundamental change
in the nature of the European interstate power struggle brought about
by the Peace of Westphalia. As long as the territorial states of Europe
were intent on countering the threat posed to their sovereignty by
Imperial Spain, it was easy for the United Provinces to use its money
and connections to ensure that other States would carry the main bur·
den of war on land, while concentrating its efforts on the sea war and
on becoming the financial and commercial intermediary of (he whole
of Europe. But once the Spanish threat had been neutralized and state
sovereignties consolidated. territorial states sought to incorporate
within their respective domains the circuits of capital and the net·

48; Hugill, 1993,
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works of trade that were making the Dutch rich and powerful in the
midst of a general European crisis. The Dutch lesson was simple
enough: "Trade did engender wealth; wealth, if the government could
get at it, could be translated into fleets and armies; fleets and armies, if
properly equipped and commanded, did increase state power"
(Howard, 1976, 48). The only problem in following the Dutch lead
was that the Dutch had monopolized the functions of commercial in.
termediaries that engendered the greatest wealth. Seventeenth-cemury
European mercantilism, notes H.H. Rowen (1978, 189), "was de
signed specifically to overcome the Dutch 'mercantile system.'"
The internalization by other states of the sources of Dutch wealth
and power through emulation or conquest thus became the primary
objective of the European power struggle.The Dutch continued "to
lead," in the sense that they were drawing the territorial states of
Europe into their path of development. As noted in the introduction,
however, this kind of "leadership against the leader's will" deflates
rather than inflates the power or the hegemonic State. The significance
of the third Anglo·Dutch war is that the English strategy of emulation
(based on the construction of an overseas commercial empire in com.
petition with the Dutch) converged with the French strategy of out.
right conquest of the Dutch Republic as a shortcut to the acquisition
of such an empire.As Colbert told Louis XIV, "(if] [he king were to
subjugate all the United Provinces to his authority, their commerce
would become the commerce of the subjects of his majesty, and there
would be nothing more to ask" (quoted in Anderson, 1979, 36-37).
The convergence of the English and French strategies revealed the
fundamental vulnerability of the Dutch Republic and the Dutch mer.
candle system to the power pursuits of neighboring territorial states.
Caught between the maritime expansionism of the English and the
continental expansionism of the French, the Dutch were forced to
choose between the lesser of two evils, and threw their lot in with the
English. From then on-until Anglo·Dutch hostility flared up again in
the wake of the American War of Independence more than a century
later-the Dutch would be the faithful and subordinate military ally of
the English in the pursuit of the common objective of curbing French
maritime and continental power.
French achievements in statemaking and commercial expansion
under Louis XlV acted as a powerful catalyst of the Anglo·Dutch al.
liance. With its functional divisions of the state apparatus, its civilian
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which re

bureaucracy responsible for the administrative rationalization of the

again with the War of the Spanish Succession

army, and its larger territory and demographic resources, France was

sulted from the prospect of Spain becoming a cliem state of France or

the prOtotype of the "modern" territorial state, as well as the heir of

Naples and Sicilian bases falling into French hands. In the course of

Spain as the dominant land power of Europe. Moreover, by the late

the war, Britain again stymied Louis XIV, this time by granting subsi.

1680s the French navy had managed to achieve momentary superiority

dies to continental allies and by weaving a net around continemal

over the combined forces of the English and Dutch navies (Williamson,

Europe. Britain did have to land a large expeditionary force onto the

192.2., 333; Thompson, I992., 141-42.; Howard, 1976,64)'

cominent, but it concentrated on the sea war, the more so as France's

For all their achievements in statemaking, the French were none·

energies and resources were almost wholly taken up by battles on land

1962., 83). What's more, under the provisions of a treaty with

theless incapable of overcoming the constraints imposed on their

(Dehio,

power in the interstate system by the joint action of the English and

the Dutch, the United Provinces supplied three-eighths of the sea

the Dutch. France's new bid for continental supremacy during the
Nine Years' War

( 1 688-97)

which became stilt firmer in

strengthened the Anglo-Dutch alliance,

1689 with William of Orange's accession

to the throne of England, Scotland, and Ireland. Under William III,

power to Britain's five-eighths and an army of 102.,000 versus a British
army of

40,000.

This geostrategic division of labor stuck Holland

with the land war, which sapped its strength, leaving Britain to can.
cemrate on building its naval power (Mahan,

1957, 53-54).

England's "blue water" strategy of countering the military weight of

Dutch overextension in Flanders and the Iberian peninsula broke

continental powers through control over Europe's seaborne commerce

its strength as a naval power and vastly increased the size of the Dutch

was pursued more systematically and more effectively than ever be

national debt. Dutch capital began opting ever more massively for

fore. Though England did build up a substantial army, a strategic de

English investments, thereby keeping British finances in relatively

cision was made to concentrate on the navy, as befitting an island

healthy shape (Braudel,

power. By way of contrast, France was caught in a financial crunch

Dutch alliance had effected the passing of the baton, with Britain

1984, 2.61-62., 360). By 1713, then, the Anglo.

due to the war and allied blockade, and was forced to cut the naval

emerging at the head of the coalition while the Dutch were converted

budget by roughly 2.5 percent in

into a junior partner (Kennedy,

1693 and another 2.S percent the fol·
lowing year (Padfield, 1982., 145).
The Nine Years' War demonstrated the success of England's "blue
water" strategy. Control of the seas would now be in the hands of
the allies, with England at the helm. The English navy went from

1987. 87-88).

Mercantilism and the Demise of
Dutch Commercial Supremacy
With the signing of the Treaty of Utrecht in

17 I 3, the transition fwm

31.3 ships, while the French declined precipitously. Moreover,

Dutch to British hegemony emered irs second phase. The British had

not only did the English Parliament guarantee loans for the war, it

eclipsed Dutch sea power, successfully contained French land power

173 to

also specified the number of cruisers needed to prOtect British trade.

and put in place a balance of power on the continent that enabled

Continuous reinvestment in the navy was further ensured by the

Britain to dominate the seas and exchanges with the extra·European

formation of the Bank of England in

1694

under the aegis of busi

world. In the treaty, Britain gained possession of Gibraltar, Minorca,

�

�

ness interests involved in maritime trade. British wealth and power

p rt Ma on, Newfoundland, and Hudson Bay Territory, plus the

thus became ever more unified in a single strategy, while French sea

1982, 148, 1 5 S ;
1982, 178-184).
In the Treaty of Rijswijk of 1697, France recognized William lU as

3S1entO fight to stop in Spanish ports-a right that consolidated the

power was deprived of much-needed funds (Padfield,

hold of British merchants on the lucrative Atlantic slave trade. In ad.
dition, as anticipated by the Methuen Treaties of T703, Portugal ahan.
.
doned ItS French ally to become a de facto British protectorate. Britain

King of England, Scotland, and Ireland and gave up territory on its
frontier to provide the Netherlands with a military barrier. Within a

thus gained privileged access to the resources of the Portuguese over
seas empire, including Brazilian gold supplies, which were essential to

few years, however, Anglo-French conflicts took center stage once

the subsequent switch of the British currency from a silver to a gold

McNeill,
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standard (d. Dehio, 1962, 85-86, 107; Israel, 1989, 374-75 ; Mahan,

1957, 54; Furtado, 1970, 3 5),
.
In 1716, the peace process was consohdate by an Anglo-Fre ch
�

�

.
treaty of "mutual guarantee," which was later widened IntO the Trlple
.
Alliance of Britain, France, and the United Provinces, and later �t111
into the Quadruple Alliance of 1718. As a result of this de-escalarlon

.

of interstate conflicts in Europe, the United Provinces came to enjOy

�

the longest spell of peace of its entire history. This peace did noth ng to
slow down the transition from Dutch to British hegemony. It simply
changed the mechanisms through which Dutch world power was
undermined and British world power strengthened.
In war or peace, the small territorial size and decentralized P?wer

structure of the Dutch state were turning into insuperable handicaps
in the European power struggle. From the very Start, the Dutch had

shown an "utter distaste for territorial expansion" (Boogman, 1978,

�

60); and the province of Holland, Braudel tells us "�lways uphel the

�

. �
sovereignty and freedom of the provinces [vis-a-vIs r e CounCil of

State and the Stares-Geneulj, for if the central authority was weak,
Holland would be better placed to impose her will, thanks to her over
whelming economic superiority" (1984, 194). Distaste for territorial
expansion and a structurally weak central government were differe�t

manifestations of the same underlying strategy of power that consti
tuted both the main foundation and the ultimate limit of Dutch for
tunes in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries.

As in Venice and Genoa, this strategy conceived of territory and
population as mere means in the accumulation of capital-an accumu
lation conceived of as an end in itself. In this sense, the Dutch strategy

?�

embodied a strictly "capitalist" logic of power in cOntrast wit � e still
predominant "territorialist" logic-a logic in which the acqUlslt�on of

territory and population was an end in itSelf, and the accumulation �f
pecuniary wealth mere means (Arrighi, 1994 , c �pter r ) , [n the capI
.
talist logic of power, parsimony in the acqUlsltlon �f tern. tory and
. . .
population performed the double function of minimiZing
�th p�otec
tion costs and social claims to accumulated wealth. In addition, It had

�

�

the ideological advantage of enabling the United Provinces to present
itself-and to some extent to be perceived-as the bearer of a general

�

peace interest. Thus, in a book published in 1662., Peter de a Court
.
likened Holland to a cat in a jungle of wild beasts-the termonal states
of Europe: "Lions, Tygers, Wolves, Foxes, Bears, or any other Beast of

Prey, which often perish by their own Streng
th, and are taken where
they lie in wait for others." Although a cat
resembles a lion, Holland
was and would remain a cat because "we
who are naturally Mer
chants, cannot be turned into Souldiers"
and "there is more to be got
ten by us in a time of Peace and good Tradin
g, than by War, and the

ruin of Trade." As proof that the United Provinces was the
only
"pacific state" in the world, four years later
an anonymous work drew
up a list of twenty-one states, all of which, excep
t the Dutch, had out
standing claims on one another's territories
(as quoted in Taylor, 1994,

36, 38).

A capitalist logic of power was not necess
arily associated with a
decentralized state structure and a "weak" centra
l government. Braudel
(1984 , 3 5 ) COntrasts Venice, "a strong and indepe
ndent state" that
seized the Terraferma, "a large protective zone
close at hand," with
Genoa, "a mere territorial skeleton" that gave
up "all claim to politi
cal independence, staking everything on that
alternative form of dom
ination, money. " His indecision concerning
the precise nature of
the Dutch state is probably owing to the
United Provinces' having
combined the features of Venice and Genoa
, becoming a fairly strong
and independent state whose primary source
of power was money.
"Money," Braudel (1984 , 197) tells us in his
discussion of the internal
structure of the Dutch state, "was the means
by which anyone could
be brought to order, but a means which was
prudent to conceal."
Money was also the means by which the
capitalist "Cat of
Holland" could turn to its own advantage
the struggles that set the ter
ritorialist "Beasts of Prey" of the European
jungle against one another.
Dutch commercial supremacy depended
on this capacity, because the
obverse side of Dutch parsimony in territo
rial acquisitions was a struc
tural deficit of manpower the Dutch could
remedy only by tapping the
labor resources of foreign countries.

Holland could only fulfil her role as freighter of the high seas if she
could obtain the necessary extra labour from among the wretched of
Europe. The wretched of Europe were only too eager to oblige. . . . It
was not the laziness of the rest of Europe so much as its poverty
which enabled the Dutch to Mset up" their RepubJic. (BraudeJ, 1984,
192.2-33 )
As more European states sought to internalize within their own
domains the sources of Dutch wealth and power through one variant
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or another of mercantilism, competition over European labor resources

Kingdom consolidated and strengthened this system of industrial pro�

intensified and the small population of the Dutch Republic turned into

tection through further restrictions on the import of Indian printed

an increasingly insurmountable handicap. The validity of de la Court's

calicoes for domestic consumption in 17l.I and Walpole's custom re

claim that the Dutch had more to gain "in a time of Peace and good

form of I72.1. (Minchimon, 1969, 13).

Trading, than by War, and the ruin of Trade," was strictly conditional
on what war and

peace were about. When he was writing, peace was

British success in outcompeting the Dutch in overseas commercial
expansion and domestic industrial expansion reduced Amsterdam's

indeed good and war bad for the Dutch, but only because the Dutch

share of entrepot trade and Holland's relative economic weight in the

were bound to lose from an escalation of armed conflicts designed

Eu.ropean-centered world-economy. All this undermined the world

specifically to overcome the Dutch mercantile system. Half a century

power of the Dutch and buttressed that of the British, but the greatest

earlier, however, the Dutch had gotten far more out of generalized

blow to Dutch commercial supremacy in this period came less from

warfare and the ruin of (Iberian) trade than they could have gotten out

the successes of British mercantilism in the Atlantic than from the

of peace. The Dutch mercamile system, which required peace after

spread of mercantilist practices to the Baltic region itself.

Westphalia, had been built through war before Westphalia.
Moreover, once the Dutch mercamile system had been seriously
disrupted by English and French mercantilism-as it had been by the
time of the Peace of Utrecht-peace was no longer as good for the
Dutch as it might have been in the preceding half century of almost
uninterrupted wars. Having laid the foundations of a much larger and
denser world-trading system than the Dutch had ever been able or
willing fO do, the "Lion of England" rather than the "Cat of Holland"

was bound to be the main beneficiary of peace and good trading. And
so it was. Britain's overabundam supplies of labor and commercial
entrepreneurship became powerful instrumems in the struggle for the
monopolization of Atlantic trade. The Dutch could not compete with
the British in settling North America because too few Dutchmen were
available for the purpose (Boxer, 1965, 109). As a result, most of

The basic reason for the decisive decline of the Dutch world-trading
system in the 17l.0S and 17 30S was the wave of new-style industrial
mercantilism whkh swept practically the entire continent from around
17l.0
Down to 172.0 countries such as Prussia Russia Sweden
and Denmark-Norway had lacked the means an , with he Crea
Northern War in progress, the opportunity, to emulate the aggressive
mercantilism of England and France. But in the years around 172.0 a
heightened sense of competition among the northern powers, com
bined with the diffusion of new technology and skills, often Dutch or
Huguenot in origin, led to a dramatic change. Within the next two
decades most of northern Europe was incorporated into a framework
of systematic industrial mercantilist policy. (Israel, t 989, 383-84)
• • • •

d

;

:

High Finance. the Last Refuge of Dutch Hegemony
With the outbreak of the War of the Austrian Succession ( 1740-48)

the colonial population, and nearly all of the well-to-do mercham,

the transition from Dutch to British hegemony entered its third phase.

planter, and professional classes were British, accustomed to manu

The Dutch labor shortage became truly crippling. As Sravorinus de

factures from British sources and sales through British factors (Davis,
1969, I t S ) ·
English ports began to challenge and then outshine Amsterdam's
emrepot trade. Moreover, while Dutch industries languished, English
industries expanded rapidly under the joim impact of Atlamic triangu
lar trade and increasing governmental protection. During the Nine
Years' War and the War of Spanish Succession, the English tariff struc
ture had already changed "from

a generally

low-level fisc:al system

into a moderately high-level system, which, though still fiscal in its
purposes, had become in practice protective" (Davis, I966, 307). But
it was in times of peace and reduced fiscal pressure that the United

plored, "ever since the year 1740, the many naval wars, the great in
crease of trade and navigation, particularly in many countries, where
formerly these pursuits were little attended to, and the consequent
great and continual demands for able seamen, both for ships of war
and for merchantmen, have so considerably diminished the supply of
them, that, in our own COuntry, where there formerly used to be a great
abundance of mariners, it is now, with great difficulty and expense,
that any vessel can procure a proper number of able hands to navigate
her" (quoted in Boxer, 1965, 109).
The Dutch labor shortage resulting from the new escalation in the
European power struggle was the straw that broke the camel's back.
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Squeezed between the successes of British maritime mercantilism and
the spread of territorial mercantilism to the Baltic region, the Dutch
centered world-trading system finally collapsed. And yet, what was so
disastrous for Dutch commerce was not disastrous at all for Dutch
capital. On the contrary, the escalation of the power struggle, and the

consequent intensification of interstate competition for mobile capital,
created the conditions for a financial expansion that temporarily in
flated Dutch wealth and power.
The extension of credit to customers had always been an integral
"branch" of Dutch commerce. 'Moreover, "Holland's prosperity led to
surpluses which were . . . so great that the credit she supplied to the
[raders of Europe was not enough to absorb them; the Dutch therefore
offered loans to modern states . . . . [and] when the English loan mar
ket opened in Amsterdam, from 1710 or so onwards, the 'lending
branch' was considerably expanded" (Braudel, 1984, 2.45-46). The
supply conditions of the Dutch-led financial expansion had thus been
present long before 1740. As Amsterdam's centrality in European
commerce declined, liquidity in Holland "remained abundant . . . with
a tendency to transform the financial side of commodity exchange into
a foreign banking and investment service" (Kindleberger, 1989, chap
ter 2.). Nevertheless, the de-escalation of the European power struggle
after Utrecht tended to generate more "idle" liquidity than actual
lending-as witnessed by the dramatic rise of the

Wisselbank's stock

of precious metals from between seven and eight million guilders in
the period r 6 5 1-86 to about twenty-five million guilders in 172. 1-2.4
(Attman, r983. 41).
Amsterdam was more than ever the "cash box" of Europe. But for
Dutch money to acquire once again the "power of breeding" (Marx's
expression) without the necessity of exposing itself to the troubles and
risks inseparable from its employment in the commodity trades, inter
state competition for mobile capital had to become more intense than
it was in the peaceful 1720S and 1730S. When it did in 1740, British
borrowing from the Dutch increased rapidly. By 1758, Dutch in
vestors were said to hold as much as a third of the Bank of England,
English East India Company, and South Sea stocks. Four years later a
well-informed Rotterdam banker estimated that the Dutch held a
quarter of the English debt, which then stood at £12 million (Boxer,

1965, 110; d. Carter, 1975). The British were by no means the only

customers of Dutch financiers. "By the 1760s, all the states of Europe

S3

were queuing up in the offices of the Dutch money-lenders: the em
peror, the elector of Saxony, the elector of Bavaria, the insistent king of
Denmark, the king of Sweden, Catherine JI of Russia, the king of
France and even the city of Hamburg . . . and lastiy, the American
rebels" (Braudel, 1984, 146-47).
A

numerous c1ienrele is not necessarily better for business than a

more select clientele. That was certainly true in the case of the Dutch
financial entrepOt. As the number of states serviced by the Dutch
moneylenders increased, Amsterdam experienced a succession of fi
nancial crises that marked its progressive displacement by London as
the nerve cenrer of European high finance.
The first crisis broke out at the end of the Seven Years' War
( 1 7 5 6-1763). The war had induced the Dutch to overextend them
selves in granting credit, which a contemporary observer estimated to
be fifteen times the cash or real money in Holland. The bankruptcy of
a prominent house in August 1763 touched off the collapse of a system
already under severe strain. Suddenly, discounters could no longer dis
count paper and the whole credit structure came crumbling down, cre
ating a currency shortage that spread from Amsterdam to Berlin.
Hamburg, Altona, Bremen, Leipzig, Stockholm, and London. In need
of cash, Dutch investors began to recall the capital they had invested in
English stocks, paralyzing the Amsterdam Stock Exchange (Braudel,
[984, 269; Kindleberger, 1989. 1 3 6-37; Wilson, 1966, 168; Carter,
[975.63).
The second crisis broke out ten years later in the wake of an
English house's bankruptcy in December 1772. Although originating
in London, the most serious consequences were felt in Amsterdam. In
the earlier crisis, the Bank of England and London private bankers had
come to the rescue of their Dutch correspondents by shipping bullion
and by delaying presenting bills for payment. Such aid was based on
the knowledge that British prosperity was intimately associated with
the flow of Dutch capital to Britain. Yet, in 1773 the Bank of England
dumped all the pressure of the crisis on Amsterdam by refusing to dis
count paper (Kindleberger, 1989, 203; 1978, 183).
Left to itself to discount all the paper in circulation, Amsterdam
never really recovered from the shock. Braudel (1984, 272) suggests
that it was at this time that Amsterdam ceased to be the leading finan
cial ceorer of the European world-economy. If not at this time, Dutch
leadership in European high finance was certainly over by the time of
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the next crisis, which began in 1780 but became particularly devastat

power. The victory of the British at Plassey in 1757 initiated a massive

ing for Amsterdam during the fourth Anglo-Dutch war of 1781-84.

transfer of wealth from India, initially as sheer plunder and after :1774

Wisselbank, which had advanced

more and more as plunder disguised in commercial forms. Over the

The war led to the collapse of the

funds in the emergency of the war to the city of Amsterdam. To make

next half century or so, Britain received funds variously estimated to

matters worse, Holland suddenly found itself in the throes of the

total between £roo million and £1,000 million. Whatever the exact

Patriot Revolution

and the successful Orangist

Counterrevolution,

amount, "Indian wealth supplied the funds that b

ought [thel national

financed by British money and backed by Prussian troops (see chap

debt back from the Dutch and others, first and temporarily in the in

ter 3). A few months after the Prussian troops left Holland, the

terval of peace between 1763 and 1774, and finally after 1783, leaving

French default of 1788 terminated once and for all Dutch centrality

Britain nearly free from overseas indebtedness when it came to face the

in European high finance (Kindleberger, 1989; Braudel, 1984, 2.48,

great wars from I793" (Davis, 1979, 55-56).
This massive transfer ·of wealth and its long-term effects on the

2.73-76).
"The outcome of a long and widespread crisis," commentS Braudel

British and Indian economies thoroughly shaped the strategies and

(1984, 2.73), "is often that the map of the world is simplified, brmally

structures of British hegemony in the nineteenth century. But its most

cutting powers down to size, strengthening the strong and further

immediate effect was to make Dutch money redundant in the economy

weakening the weak. Defeated politically [in the War of American

of British power with deleterious results for Dutch financial su

Independence] England emerged the economic victor, since from now

premacy. On the one hand, Dutch money lost its most remunerative
For specialized moneylenders whose wealth and power rest

on

on the center of the world was in her capi tal. " To this we should add

ourlet.

that the "simplification" of the map of the world (the strengthening of

a steady flow of interest, the next worst thing to having their debtors

the strong and the weaken.ing of the weak) was as much

a

cause as

default is having their most solvent debtors pay back the principal. As

the outcome of the terminal crisis of Dmch financial supremacy. The

the British bought back their national debt from the Dutch, Dutch sur

United Provinces was indeed "caught between England and France,

plus capital began chasing after an increasingly dubious clientele. By

as the prize of a trial of strength between the twO great powers," as

the mid-I77oS, far from queuing up in the offices of the Dutch money

Braudel maintains. But it was so caught long before the terminal crisis

lenders, "princes had only to snap their fingers and the rich . . .

of the 1780s.

Amsterdammers [along with their Genoese and Genevan competitorsJ

In our account, the United Provinces became a prize shortly after

came running to offer their money." It was under these circumstances

the Peace of Westphalia. The brief alliance between the twO emerging

that the Dutch began subscribing the fateful French loans that sapped

great powers against the Dutch in the early 1670S was sufficient to

and eventually destroyed the residual vitality of the Amsterdam money

drive the Dutch into the arms of the English as their junior partner in

market (Braude!, 1984, 2.45-46, 2.48).

the struggle to contain French power locally and globally. As the mir

On the other hand, British power began showing less and less re

ror image of English sea power, Dutch sea power waned as the former

spect for the Dutch flag. As Indian plunder became a substitute for

waxed, and the Dutch retreated more and more into the role of fi

Dutch money-and Dutch money began flowing into French coffers

nancing English state- and warmaking activities.

the British interest in keeping the Dutch financial entrepOt alive turned

This process peaked in the Seven Years' War ( 1 7 5 6-63). More

into the opposite interest of making London the one and only center of

than on any other occasion, Dutch money was a key ingredient in

European high finance. "The great shock for Holland," writes Braudel

Britain's decisive victory against France, and as the French. consul at

(1984, 2.62), "was the violence with which England turned against her

Amsterdam remarked in 1760, it was not difficult to understand why

in 1782-3 and cast her to the ground." The main reason for this turn

the British had been showing increasing respect for the Dutch flag of

about was not so much that the Dutch had become too dependent on

late (Wilson, 1966, 70-7 1). The war, however, brought about a funda

England, as Braudel seems to imply. Rather, it was that British power

mental change in the relationship between Dutch money and British

had finally become independent of Dutch money and it was not
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� money seek �It�rnative outlet! amon� �ritain's

prudent CO let Dutc

enemies and competitors. Once the Lion of England had laid Its paws
on the wealth of India, the days of the "Cat of Holland" were num
bered. From then on, only "Beasts of Prey" would carry any weight in
the European power struggle.
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The American colonies gained their freedom. The hub of Britain's
world-girdling empire was cut out at the very moment when the idea
of an empire had barely taken shape. As guardian of the European
balance of power, Britain had humbled her European rivals. Now
she was humbled by them, likewise in the name of the balance of
power. . . . Yet the jubilation on the mainland over Albion's fall wa s

premature. Britain preserved her direct relationship with the world
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outside Europe. . . . (Her) srrength vis-a-vis the Continent remained
unimpaired, the more SO as she acquired in the East Indies a substi
tute for the territories she had lost. (Oehio, 1962., 112.-2.3)

France's main gain in the War of American Independence was the
capture of seven of Britain's ten biggest West Indian islands. although
France itself lost Saint Lucia to Britain (Duffy, 1987. 3 , 18). However,
the war left the French in a state of financial bankruptcy that con
tributed decisively to setting off the French Revolution of 1789 and
the subsequent final confrontation between Britain and France (see
chapter 3; Skocpol, 1979. 62-64; Addington, 1984. 21-38). When
war between the two great powers resumed in t793, Britain immedi
ately concentrated on winning back control of the West Indies. As
Mahan (1957. 226) has pointed out, the West Indies "had a twofold
value in war: one as offering military positions for [controlling the
Atlantic]; the other a commercial value, either as adding to one's own
resources or diminishing those of the enemy." No one was more aware
of this twofold value than the British. who spared no loss in human
lives to recapture the islands, which they did between 1793 and 1 8 1 0 .
Britain's military and commercial hold on the Atlantic was fully
reestablished and French maritime strength was dealt a fatal blow
(Duffy. '987. 3 8 5-89).
The Battle of Trafalgar (1805) put an end to all French hopes of
being in a position to challenge Britain's dominion of the seas, and
it forced Napoleon "to fight his maritime enemy indirectly by means
of land wars of ever widening scope" (Dehio, 1961, 1 7 1 ) . Napoleon's

France immediately seized the opportunity created by the Ameri

Continental Blockade and Continental System quickly backfired.

can rebellion to get back at Britain. In alliance with Spain, France was

While Continental states were seriously hurt by their "delinking" from

able for the first time to wage a purely naval and colonial war against
Britain. In an attempt to protect their trade, a coalition of seafaring
neutrals-which even Portugal and the United Provinces joined
destroyed one of Britain's key weapons in the struggle, privateering.
This brief turning of the European balance of power against Britain
tilted the scales decisively in favor of the American rebels.

the extra-European world, Britain's island economy easily found over
seas both new markets to replace the closed European markets and
new resources ro use in enticing yet more Continental states to join the
anti-Napoleonic coalition (McNeill. T982. 201-3; Kennedy. 1:976.
1 3 6-47. 1 5 7-58; Goldstein and Rapkin, 1991 . 945-46).

After 1: 8 1 2 the struggle drew to a rapid close. Although the attempt
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by Britain's former colonies to conquer Canada opened up a new war
front for Britain, Russia-hard-pressed by the loss of trade with
Britain-abandoned the Continental System. Napoleon was left no
alternative but the fateful crossing of Niemen. If he did not invade
Russia, "his opponent might one day force war upon him at the most
inopportune moment. Britain might join up with Russia,

Start a fire

in the east as she had done in the south, in Spain, and roast the Empire
at a slow flame" (Dehio, 1962, 171). Instead of being roasted, the
Empire was frozen under the Russian winter, and the transition to
British hegemony was for all practical purposes completed.
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nineteenth century the same (balance-of-powerl mechanism resulted
.
in peace racher than war is a problem to challenge the historian. .
The anomaly can be traced to a basic geopolitical difference be
tween the structures of Dutch and British hegemony. The interstate
system established at Westphalia under Dutch hegemony was a truly
anarchic sysrem-a sYStem, that is, characterized by the

absence of

cenrral rule. The interstate system reconstituted at Vienna under

British hegemony, in contrast, was not truly anarchic anymore. It was

a system in which the European balance of power was transformed,
for a while at least, into an instrument of informal British rule.
The British had long been aware of the importance of being the
governor racher than a cog of balance-of-power mechanisms, as wit

From British to U.S. Hegemony

nessed by their concepcion of the balance of power as

policy rather

than system (d. Polanyi, 1957, 259-62). It is not surprising, therefore,

The Industrial and Imperial Underpinnings
of British Hegemony

that at the end of the Napoleonic Wars, they moved promptly to

The Peace of Vienna of 1 8 1 5 brought to Europe "a phenomenon un

ensure that the mastery over the balance of power, which they had

heard of in the annals of Western civilizarion, namely, a hundred years'

gained during the wars, would remain in their hands. On the one

peace-I815-19I,," (Polanyi, 1957, 5). Britain was the main pro

hand, they reassured and supported the absolutist governments of

moter and organizer of this unheard of phenomenon, which therefore

continental Europe organized in the Holy Alliance by guaranteeing

well deserves to be called the Pax Britannica. As we shall see in chap

ter 4, the obverse side of Britain's European peace was the endless
series of colonial wars that Britain fought throughout the nineteenth
century in the non-European world. Here we are exclusively con
cerned with the making and unmaking of the Pax Britannica as an
intra-European process.
As Polanyi (1957, 5-7) pointed out, one of the key ingredients in
the organization of the nineteenth-cenrury Hundred Years' Peace was
the balance-of-power system-the system whereby "three or more
units capable of exerting power will always behave in such a way as to
combine the power of the weaker units against any increase in power
of the strongest." World-historically, however,

balance-of-power

mechanisms had always maintained the independence of the partici
pating units "only by continuous war between changing partners."
The balance-of-power system established by the Treaties of West
phalia, and consolidated by the Treaty of Utrecht, was no exception.

Polanyi contrasts an average of sixty to seventy years of major
European wars in each of the two centuries preceding 1 8 1 5-1914
with a mere three and a half years of wars among European powers
(including the Crimean War) for the latter period. "The fact that in the

through the newly established Concert of Europe that changes in the
balance of power would come about only through consultation with
the Great Powers (Weigall, 1987, 58, I I I ) . On the other hand, they
created two important counterweights to the power of the Holy
Alliance. In Europe, they requested and obtained that defeated France
be included among the Great Powers, albeit held in check by being
ranked with second-tier powers whose sovereignty was upheld by the
Concert (Kissinger, 1964, 38-39), In the Americas, they countered the
Holy Alliance's designs to restore colonial rule by asserting the prin
ciple of non-intervention in Latin America and by inviting the United
States to suppOrt the principle. What later became the Monroe
Doctrine-the idea that Europe should nOt intervene in American
affairs-was initially a British policy (Aguilar, 1968, 23-25).
By pursuing its national interest in the preservation and consoli.
dation of a fragmented and "balanced" power structure in continenral
Europe, Britain could thus create the perception that its overwhelming
world power was being exercised in the general interest-the interest
of former enemies as well as of former allies, of the new republics of
the Americas as well as of the old monarchies of Europe. Britain further
encouraged this perception by returning parts of the East and West
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Indies to the Netherlands and France, a"nd by providing Western gov
ernments and merchants with such "collective goods" as the procec
rion of ocean commerce and the surveying and charting of the world's
oceans. Thanks to this perception, instead of inspiring challenges, Brit
ish dominance secured a large measure of willing acceptance among
Western states (Kennedy, 1�n6, 156-64; see also chapter 3)·
This state of affairs was consolidated by Britain'S unilatera/ liber
alization of its trade, which culminated in the repeal of the Corn Laws
in 1848 and the Navigation Acts in 1849. Over the next twenty years,
close to one-third of the exports of the rest of the world went to
Britain-the United States, with almost 25 percent of all imports and
exports, being Britain's single largest trading partner, and European
countries accounting for another 25 percent (Barratt-Brown, 1963,
63). Through this policy, Britain cheapened the domestic costS of vital
supplies and at the same time provided the means of paymenr for other
countries to buy its manufactures. It also drew much of the world into
its trading orbit, fostering interstate cooperation and thereby securing
low protection costS (Kennedy, 1976, r49-50; Nye, 1990, 53)·
In this respect too-as in the mastery of the European balance of
power-the nineteenth-century British world order differed radicaUy
from the seventeenth-century Dutch world order. In both world orders,
the metropolitan territories of the hegemonic power (Amsterdam!
Holland in the seventeenth century, London/England in the nineteenth
cenrury) played the role of central entrepot. But the Dutch mercantile
system had hardly become predominant when it began to be disrupted
and undermined, first by England's mainly maritime mercantilism,
then by France's mainly territorial mercantilism, until it was virtually
destroyed by the spread of mercantilism to the Baltic region. Britain's
mercantile system, in contrast, survived the long series of wars in the
course of which it had been established to buttress British wealth and
power in peace.
British mastery of the European balance of power and centrality
in world trade were mutually reinforcing elements of the Hundred
Years' Peace. The one reduced the chances that any state would have
the capabilities to do to the British what the British had done to the
Dutch after Westphalia, namely, to initiate the dismanding of their
mercantile system before it could be consolidated through "Peace and
good Trading." The other "caged" a growing number of states in a
world-scale division of labor that strengthened each one's interest in
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preserving the British-centered world-trading system, the more so as
that system became virtually the sole source of critical inputs and the
sole outlet for remuneratively dispOSing of outputs. The more general
this interest became, the easier it was for Britain to manipulate the bal
ance of power to prevent [he emergence of challenges to its commer
cial supremacy.
The operation of this virtuous circle was inseparable from a third
difference between British and Dutch hegemony. Whereas the Dutch
enrrepot was primarily a commercial entrepot, the British entrepot was
also an industrial entrep6t, the "workshop of the world." England had
long been one of the main industrial centers of the European-centered
world-economy (Nef, (943) . Bur as long as Holland remained the cen
tral entrep6t of European commerce, it was difficult for England to
mobilize its industrial capabilities as an instrument of national aggran
dizement. It was only in the course of the eighteenth century that the
expansion of England's own entrepot trade and massive governmental
expenditure during the Napoleonic Wars rurned British industrial ca
pabilities into such an instrument (Arrighi, 1994, chapter 3).
The Napoleonic Wars, in panicular, constituted a decisive turning
point. In William McNeill's words,
government demand created a precocious iron industry, with a
capacity in excess of peacetime needs, as the post-war depression
1816-2.0 showed. But it also created the condition for future growth
by giving British ironmasters extraordinary incentives for finding
new uses for the cheaper product their new, large-scale furnaces were
able to turn out. Military demands on the British economy thus went
far to shape the subsequent phases of the industrial revolution, al
lowing the improvement of steam engines and making such critical
innovations as the iron railway and iron ship possible at a time and
under conditions which simply would not have existed without the
wartime impetus to iron production. (McNeill, 1982., 2.II-U)
In the course of the nineteenth century, railways and steamships
forged the globe into a single interacting economy as never before. In
I848, there was nothing resembling a railway network outside Britain.
Over the next thirty years or so, notes Hobsbawm, "the most remote
pares of the world (began) to be linked together by means of commu
nication which had no precedent for regularity, for the capacity to
transport vast quantities of goods and numbers of people, and above aU,
for speed." With this system of transport and communication being
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put in place, world trade expanded at unprecedented rates. From the
mid-1840S to the mid-I870S, the volume of seaborne merchandise be
tween the major European states more than quadrupled, while the
value of the exchanges between Britain and the Ottoman Empire,
Latin America, India, and Australasia increased about sixfold. Even
tually, this expansion of world trade heightened interstate competition
and rivalries. But in the middle decades of the century, the advantages
of hooking up to the British entrepOt so as to draw upon its equipment
and resources were tOO great to be willingly foregone by any European
State (Hobsbawm, 1979, 37-39 . 50-54).
Unlike the sevenreenth-century Dutch world-trading system, which

was and remained a purely mercantile system, the nineteenrh-century
British world-trading system thus became an integrated system of
mechanized transpOrt and production that left little room for national
self-sufficiency. "All old-established national industries," proclaimed
Karl Marx and Frederick Engels (1967, 83-84) at a time when this in
tegrated system was just beginning to develop, "are dislodged by new
industries, whose introduction becomes a life and death question for
all civilized nations, by industries that no longer work up indigenous
raw material, but raw material drawn from the remOtest zones; indus
tries whose products are consumed, not only at home, but in every
.
quarter of the globe. . . . In place of the old local and nalional seclusion
and self-sufficiency, we have intercourse in every direction, universal
inter-dependence of nations." Britain was both the chief organizer and
the chief beneficiary of this system of universal interdependence,
within which it performed the double function of central clearing
house and regulator,
If the function of central clearinghouse was inseparable from
Britain's role as the workshop of the world, the function of central
regulator was inseparable from its role as the leading empire-builder
in the non-European world. To return to Peter de la Court's metaphor,
Britain was no mere capitalist "cat" -unlike Holland, which indeed
was and remained a "cat." As we shall see in chapters 2 and 4, in the
Indian Ocean the "Cat of Holland" behaved more like a beast of prey
than a domesticated animal. Nevenheless, its strict adherence to a capi
talist strategy of power prevented it from even attempting to conquer
a territorial empire through which it might compensate for its meager
demographic resources. Britain, in contrast, was and remained a terri-
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toriaiist "beast of prey" whose conversion to capitalism only whetted
its appetite for territorial expansion.
"Plassey plunder did not start the Industrial Revolution, but it did
help Britain to buy back the National Debt from the Dutch" (Cain and
H�p ins, 1980,471), It actually did much more than that. By enabling
Bmaln to start the Napoleonic Wars nearly free from foreign debt,
it facilitated the sixfold increase in British public expenditure in
1792.-1 8 1 5 to which McNeill attributes a decisive role in shaping the
capital-goods phase of the industrial revolution. More important,
Plassey plunder initiated the process of conquest of a territorial empire
in India that would become the principal pillar of Britain's global
power.
The unfolding of this process of territorial conquest will be de
tailed in future chapters. Here, we shall simply mention the two main
aspects of its relationship to the enlarged reproduction of British
power, one demographic and one fiscal. India's huge demographic re
sources burtressed British world power both commercially and mili.
racily. Commercially, Indian workers were transformed from major
competitors of European textile industries into major producers of
cheap food and raw materials for Europe (Barratt-Brown, 1974.
1 3 3-36). Militarily, Indian manpower was organized in a European
style colonial army, which throughout the nineteenth century was used
regularly, not JUSt on the Indian subcontinent, but also in foreign
service in Africa and East Asia. In David Wash brook's (1990, 481)
words, this army was "the iron fist in the velvet glove of Victorian ex
pansionism . . . the major coercive force behind the internationaliza
tion of industrial capitalism."
The fiscal aspect of the relationship between empire-building in
India and British world power was no less important. Even assuming
�hat the empire was acquired in a fit of absentmindedness, as the say
mg went, it was nonetheless with great rationality that its fiscal assets
were exploited to the financial advantage of London, The devalua
tion of the Indian currency, the imposition of the infamous Home
Charges-through which India was made to pay for the privilege of
being pillaged and exploited by Britain-and the Bank of England's
control over India's foreign exchange reserves jOintly turned India imo
the "pivot" of Britain's world financial and commercial supremacy.
,
India's
balance-of-payments deficit with Britain and surplus with the
rest of the world enabled Britain to settle its deficit on current account

�
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with the rest of the world. Without India's forcible contribution [0 the
balance of payments of Imperial Britain, it would have been impos
sible for the laner "to use the income from her overseas investment
for further investment abroad, and to give back to the international
monetary system the liquidity she absorbed as investment income."
Moreover, Indian monetary reserves "provided a large masse de ma
noeuvre which British monetary authorities could use [0 supplement
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their own reserves and to keep London the centre of the international
monetary system" (de Cecco, 1984, 62-63).
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In sum, Britain's nineteenth-century hegemony was structured in
an altogether different way than seventeenth-century Dutch hegemony

�

had been. Both hegemonies were based on a world-trading system cen
tered on the metropolitan territory of the hegemon. But Dutch hege
mony lacked the industrial and imperial underpinnings that endowed
British hegemony with far more extensive and complex structures than
Dutch hegemony ever had. Europe's Hundred Years' Peace was the
most distinctive product of this difference.
Ironically, however, once British hegemony attained its limits-as

it did well before the Hundred Years' Peace drew [0 a close-its more
extensive and complex structures crumbled faster than those of Dutch
hegemony. The transition from Dutch to British hegemony was a long,
drawn-out process that took about one hundred fifty years to run
its course. The transition from British to U.S. hegemony took half
that long.
In spite of its greater speed, the transition from British to U.S.
hegemony followed a pattern that broadly corresponds to that of the

earlier transition. The pattern is shown in figure 3, which reproduces

our model of hegemonic transitions as perceived from the angle of
vision of geopolitics and high finance. In sketching the pattern for the
transition from British to U.S. hegemony, we shall distinguish only
three phases.
The first phase corresponds to the crisis of British hegemony
under the impact of the Great Depression of 187)-96. In the course of
the depression, great-power rivalries intensified, military-industrial
complexes too powerful for Britain to control through its traditional
balance-of-power policy emerged, and a systemwide financial expan
sion centered on Britain took off. These tendencies came to a head
with the outbreak of the First World War, which marks the beginning
of the second phase of the transition.
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The First World War virtually disintegrated the Structures of the
nineteenth-century world order. The anempt to restore them after

the end of the war simply hastened their demise in the early I930s. As

in the transition from Dutch to British hegemony, the breakdown of
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pair. Britain was no longer the workshop of the world, and the prOtec
tion costs of its overseas empire had incr�ased dramatically under the
impact of the competing imperialisms of European states.
The spread of industrialism and imperialism were closely related

the old hegemonic order did not translate immediately into the emer

responses to the disruptions of the Great Depression. These disrup

gence of a

tions shook the confidence of European gov�rnments in economic self

new order. The U.S.-cenrered world order only emerged in

the third and concluding phase of the transition. It was in this phase

healing. Protectionist measures aimed at sheltering national economies

that the Great Depression of the 1930s, the Second World War, and

from the ravages of the world market became the usual accompani
ment of the further expansion of international trade and investment.

the consolidation of the Soviet Empire in Eurasia created the condi
tions for the "invention" of the Cold War. Once the Structures of the
Cold War were in place-as they were by I95o-the transition was

The spread of industrialism was an integral aspect of national economy
making, and the spread of imperialism was itself primarily the result of

complete. The next three sections sketch these three phases of the tran

"a struggle between the Powers for the privilege of extending their

sition in turn.

trade into politically unprotected markets." The manufacturing "fever"

The 1ndustria/ization of War and
the Resurgence of High Finance

the pressure to export. "Imperialism and half-conscious preparation

provoked a scramble for raw material supplies, which reinforced
for autarchy were the bent of Powers which found themselves more

"Once the great investments involved in the building of steamships

and more dependent upon an increasingly unreliable system of world

and railroads came to fruition, whole continents were opened up and
an avalanche of grain descended upon unhappy Europe" (Polanyi,

economy" (Polanyi, 1957, 2li, 217).

1957, 182). The result was the Great Depression of 1873-96-in

mercantilism did nOt lessen Britain's role as the central clearinghouse

David Landes's words, "the most drastic deflation in the memory of

of the world-capitalist system. O n the contrary, it was precisely at this
time of waning industrial and imperial supremacy that Britain bene

man." The collapse of commodity prices brought down returns to capi
tal. Profits shrank and interest rates fell so low as to induce econo
mists "to conjure with the possibility of capital so abundant as to be a
free good." Only toward the end of the century did prices begin to rise

Right up to the First World War, the spread of industrialism and

fited most from being the nerve center of world commerce and fi
nance. "As [Britain's] industries sagged, her finance triumphed, her
services as shipper, trader and intermediary in the world's system of

and profits with them. With the improvement in business conditions,
the gloom of the preceding decades gave way to a general euphoria.

payments, became more indispensable. Indeed if London ever was the
real economic hub of th� world, the pound sterling its foundation) it

"Everything seemed right again-in spite of rattlings of arms and

was between 1870 and 1913" (Hobsbawm, 1968, 125).

monitory Marxist references to the 'last stage' of capitalism. In all of

As Halford Mackinder pointed out at the turn of the century in a

western Europe, these years live on in memory as the good old days
the Edwardian era, fa belle epoque" (Landes, 1969, 2.31)·

speech delivered to a group of London bankers, the industrialization
of other countries enhanced the importance of a single clearinghouse.

Underlying this turning of the wheel was a new intensification of

And the world's clearinghouse "will always be where there is the
greatest ownership of capital. This gives the real key to the struggle be

great-power rivalries. The "ratdings of arms" was not the harbinger
of the "last stage" of capitalism, but it did signal the approaching end of
world capitalism as organized under British hegemony. As Hobsbawm

tween our free-trade policy and the protection of other countries-we
are essentially the people who have capital, and those who have capi

broke through the prevailing fog, it shone on a very different world."
Two things above all had changed: the industrial and the imperial
underpinnings of British hegemony had been undermined beyond re-

tal always share in the activity of brains and muscles of other coun·
tries" (quoted in Hugill, T993, 305).
In this respect, Britain's position in the half century preceding the
First World War resembled that of Holland in the concluding phase of

(1968, lOi) put it, "when the economic sun of inflation once more
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its hegemony. Like Holland in the seventeenth century, Britain had
become a huge "container" of surplus capital--capital accumulating
over and above what could be invested profitably in the expansion of
trade and production. This surplus found an outlet in moneylending
and speculation, both domestically and abroad, and could be used to
establish claims on the future revenues of foreign governments and
businesses. But for such claims to be effectively established, suitable
demand conditions had to obtain. And once again, a sudden escala
tion of the interstate power struggle took care of that. What the esca
lation of the mid-eighteenth century did for Dutch capital, the escala
tion of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries did for British
capital.
In both situations (to paraphrase Braude!) the financial expansion
announced the maturity of proces�es of capital accumulation as insti
tuted under a particular hegemony. It was "a sign of autumn." In the
case of the Dutch, it was a "late autumn," coming as it did when the
Dutch world-trading system was at a very advanced stage of disinte
gration. In the case of the British, it was an "early autumn," coming as
it did when the disintegration of the British world-trading system had
hardly begun. Either way, autumn it was.
The precocity of the British financial expansion in comparison
with the Dutch was due primarily to the impact of the industrial revo
lution on war- and statemaking activities. While the spread of indus
trialism left British hegemony in the commercial and financial spheres
more or less intact, its effects on the politics of British hegemony were
deleterious. German industrialization in particular stands out as "the
most imponant development of the half-century that preceded the
First World War-more imponant even than the comparable growth
of the United States, simply because Germany was enmeshed in the
European network of power and in this period the fate of the world
was in Europe's hands" (Landes, I969, 326; see also Kennedy, I987,
209-10).
By the time of the Great Depression and the takeoff of Germany's
rapid industrialization, the forecast of the French demographer Mes
sance had finally come erue. Back in 1788 he had written: "The people
that last will be able to keep its forges going will perforce be the master;
for it alone will have arms" (quoted in Landes, 1969, 326). For about
sixty years after 1788, geopolitical advantages and organizational in
novations continued to be the main determinants of the balance of
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power among European states. From the mid-I840S onward, however,
the application of the products and processes of the industrial revolu
tion to warmaking activities-William McNeill's "industrialization of
war" (1982, chapters 7-8)--began turning relative industrial capabili
ties into the single most important determinant.
The change began in earnest at the height of British hegemony,
when the French navy adopted armored steamships carrying large
caliber shell guns, which made wooden warships hopelessly obsolete.
As the French navy launched ever more sophisticated armored steam
ships from the mid-1840S through the 1860s, the British navy had no
choice but to follow suit. "Each French breakthrough provoked im
mediate countermoves in Great Britain, accompanied by public agita
tion for larger naval appropriations" (McNeill, 1982, 225-27).
As other states entered the race, the industrialization of war ac
quired a momentum of its own that neither Britain nor France, sepa
rately or jointly, could control. Thus the race had just begun when, in
I 8 5 3 , Russian armored ships swiftly destroyed the Turkish navy.
Fearing a disintegration of the Ottoman Empire to the primary benefit
of Russia, Britain and France joined forces and promptly intervened.
Russia backed off, but the Allies decided to land in the Crimea anyway
to blow up the Russian navy's installations at Sevastopol. The ensuing
Crimean War ( 1 8 54-56) became a turning point in the industrial trans
formation of war- and statemaking activities that eventually destroyed
from within the nineteenth-century British world order.
The war stimulated a fundamental reorganization of the European
armament industry. A first aspect of this reorganization was the intro
duction of mass-production techniques in European arsenals. In the
armament industry, as in most branches of the capital goods industry,
around 1850 craft methods of production were still predominant
throughout Europe. But between 1 8 5 5 and 1870, under the initial im
pact of the Crimean War, these methods were displaced by what was
then called the "American system of manufacture"-itself a sign of
things to come and a "system" that European governments became
aware of at the Great Exhibition held in London in 1 8 5 1 . The key
principle was the use of automatic or semiautomatic milling machines
to cut interchangeable parts to prescribed shapes. These machines
were costly and wasteful of material. "But if a large number of guns
were needed, automation paid for itself many times over through the
economies of mass production" (McNeill, 1982, 233).
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The British government and Belgian gunmakers were the first to
import American machinery to speed up gun production for the British
army during the Crimean War. By 1870, Austria, France, Prussia,
Russia, Spain, Denmark, Sweden, Turkey, and even Egypt had all fol
lowed the British example and imported American machinery. As a re
sult, interstate competition in the procurement of small arms was set
free from the shackles of artisanal production. Entire armies could be
reequipped in a matter of years instead of decades, and this speedup
became in itself a factor of incessant innovations in the design of small
arms (McNeill, 1982, 234-36).
A second aspect of the reorganization of the European armament
industry was the introduction of large-scale private enterprise in the
armament race. At the Great Exhibition of 1851, the breech-loading
steel artillery design exhibited by the German firm Krupp had already
aroused considerable interest. Nevertheless, Krupp's sales and produc
tion were held back by technical difficulties in casting guns of uniform
and flawless quality. A breakthrough came only with the discovery of
the Bessemer process for making steel during the "remarkable out
burst of warlike inventiveness" occasioned in Britain by British and
French difficulties in the siege of Sevastopol. "Within twenty years,
older methods for gun-casting became hopelessly obsolete even though
efforts by arsenal officials to cling to traditional gunmetals did not
completely cease until 1890" (McNeill, 1982, 237)'
By 1 890, however, state arsenals had lost out to private enterprise
in the production of heavy artillery. Contrary to what had happened in
small-gun production-where state arsenals had pioneered changes in
the labor process and in product design that enabled them to centralize
production in their hands at the expense of private small business-in
heavy-artillery production the adoption of new methods and materials
was pioneered by big private enterprises, which centralized in their
hands activities previously carried out in state arsenals. The leaders of
this reorganization were twO British firms (Armstrong and Whitworth).
Although the Crimean War was over, the Great Rebellion in India
( 1 857-58) and French advances in the construction of armored war
ships sustained British demand for more powerful artillery pieces.
Moreover, both firms profited handsomely by selling guns to the
Americans during the Civil War and, once that war was over, to a more
diversified clientele that included, among others, Japan and China in
East Asia and Chile and Argentina in South America. In the meantime,

7J

Krupp had succeeded in its efforts to improve the quality of its guns
thanks to an order from the Prussian government in 1 8 5 8 and a large
Russian order five years later.
A global,

industrialized armamentS business thus emerged in the
I860s. . . . Even technically proficient government arsenals like the

French, British, and Prussian, faced persistent challenge from private

manufacturers, who were never loath to point out the ways in which
their products surpassed government-made weaponry. Commercial
competition thus added its force to national rivalry in forwarding
improvements in artil lery design. (McNeill, 1982, 241)
Finally, the Crimean War added a new momentum to the con
struction of national railway syStems throughout continental Europe.
The war demonstrated that steamship technology had enhanced the
logistical advantages enjoyed by naval powers vis-a.-vis land powers.
Whereas troops and supplies could be sent from France and England
by sea to the Crimea in three weeks, Russian troops and supplies from
Moscow sometimes took three months to reach the front. In addition,
a British blockade stifled the importation of new weapons into Russia
by sea and cut off much of Russia's flow of grain and other exports
with which to pay for whatever supplies could be imported overland
(Kennedy, 1987, 174)'
By expanding the range and freedom of action of sea powers,
steamship technology had thus correspondingly reduced the freedom
of action of land powers . The land powers could recoup the loss only
by "industrializing" their overland transport system and by stepping
up their own industrialization. The construction of efficient national
railway systems thus came to be perceived as an integral aspect of war
and statemaking activities, not just in Russia, but in central and south
ern Europe as well, most notably in Prussia/Germany and Piedmont!
Italy (McElwee, 1974, 106-10). Although railway construction in
continental Europe had begun before, the Crimean War occasioned a
true mania for railways spread among European governments. Be
tween 1850 and 1 870, 50,000 miles of new line were laid in Europe,
as against 15,000 miles in all the years before. The forward and back
ward linkages of this upsurge in European railway construction, in
turn, became the single most important factor in the narrowing of the
industrialization gap between Britain and continental European states
(Landes, 1969, 2 01-2) .
The mid-nineteenth-century boom of world trade and production
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strength of London-centered high finance. But once the war came, its

thus contained the seeds o f the destruction of the world order on

�

which it was premised. As the workshop of the world, B itain

�as

astronomical COStS destroyed in a few years the foundations of British
financial supremacy. "World War I occasioned a considerable liquida

uniquely well positioned to take advantage of the spread of mdusmal

tion of Britain's external assets, and in the second half of the I920S the
share of new capital issues for overseas borrowers declined from

ism to other countries by supplying means of transport and produc
tion in exchange for food and raw materials. These, in turn, cheapened
the coS( structure and reproduced the competitive edge
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its pre-war range in excess of 50 percent to 37-44 percent before

of British busi

slumping to very much lower levels in the 1930s. . . . In contrast to

ness in world markets. And as Britain ceased to be the only workshop

�

of the world, its superior command over surplus capital still enable it

Britain, America's foreign assets doubled over the course of the war

industrial powers. Over time, however, the spread of mdustrtallsm

mid-twenties" (Eichengreen and Partes, I986, 60I-3 ) .

to profit from the competition for capital among the ne":,,ly em: r�mg
eroded British naval supremacy and brought into existence military
industrial complexes tOO powerful for Britain to control through its
traditional balance-of-power policy.
"Britain's new insecurity and growing militarism and Jingoism
[toward the end of the century)," notes Andrew Gamble (I985, 58),
"arose because the world seemed suddenly filled with industrial pow
ers, whose metropolitan bases in terms of resources and manpower
and industrial production were potentia lly much more powerful than

?

Britain's." The rapid industrialization of unified Germany after I87

was particularly upsetting for the British, because it created the condi
tions for the rise of a land power in Europe capable of aspiring to con
tinental supremacy and of challenging Britain's maritime supremacy.
This shift in the actual balance of power in Europe "underlay the

�

�

gradual re-forming of forces that culminated in the : iple Entente an

�

Triple Alliance; it nourished the Anglo-German political a d naval ri
.
valry, as well as French fears of their enemy east of the Rhme; It m de

�

war probable and did much to dictate the membership of the opposmg

and, after fluctuating in the immediate postwar years, soared in the
In spite o f an increasing use o f the U.S. dollar in. the settlement of
international transactions, especially in Latin America, the weakening
of London's world-encompassing financial networks was not associ
ated with the displacement of sterling as the dominant currency in
world trade. Even as late as the middle 1940s,. perhaps half of world
trade was denominated in sterling, as against about 60 percent in the
half century preceding the First World War (Cohen, I97I, 71-72;
Brown, 1940, I43, 14S)· By then. however, the two world wars had
brought about an almost complete centralization of world liquidity in
U.S. hands.

Already in 1910, the United States controlled J I percent of the

world's official gold reserves, while the Bank of England regulated
[he entire world monetary system with much smaller gold reserves (de
Cecco, I984. 12.0-21). As long as the United States was heavily in
debted to Britain-as it was right up [0 1914-this situation did not
interfere with the Ciry

of London's commanding position in high fi
Stares constituted a

nance, because British credits toward [he United

camps" (Landes, I969, 327).

claim on U.S. gold reserves and, therefore, were as good as gold.

The Disintegration of Britain's World Order

British-as it did during the First World War by supplying Britain
with armaments, machinery, food, and raw materials far in excess of

However, as soon as the United States bought back its debt from the

When war actually began, the transition from British to U.S. hege

�

mony entered its second phase. The weakening of British h g�mony
.
that the industrialization of war implied became mamfest.
Brltam and
its allies did succeed in containing Germany. The war even increased
the reach of Britain's overseas territorial empire. But the financial costs

of these military-political successes

sped up the

eclipsing of British

by

U.S. power.
The escalation of governmental expenditures that preceded the
First World War had been an essential condition of the continuing

what the British could pay out of their current incomes-U.S. reserves
ceased to supplement colonial sterling reserves as the hidden prop of
the British world monetary system. As R. S. Sayers ( 1990, 295) notes
"[b]etween 1 9 1 8 and I925 people had too often said that London'

�

financial strength before 1914 was due to the gold standard. The
truth was rather that the strength of the gold standard was due to
London's international financial position."
Britain's liquidation of its U.S. assets during the war weakened
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irremediably London's financial position and left the Bank of England
in charge of regulating the world monetary system with wholly inade
quate reserves. At the same time, U.S. liquidity was set free for foreign
and domestic lending on a massive scale. Within a decade, it became
clear that the weakened world monetary system cemered on London
could not bear the strain of the ebbs and flows of U.S. capital. Between
191.4 and 1929, the United States loaned abroad almost twice as much
as Britain (Kindleberger, 197), 56). But already in 191.7, the mounting
boom on Wall Street began diverting U.S. funds from foreign {Q do
mestic investment, acting "like a powerful suction pump." U.S. for
eign lending dropped from more than $r,ooo million in 1927 to $700
million in 191.8, and in 19 29-when $800 million of debt service pay
ments on dollar debts came due-it turned negative (Eichengreen and
Partes, r990, 75-76).
Although the first signs of an imminent collapse of the London
centered world mone tary system came from the crash on Wall Street
and a run on banks in the U.S. southeast, the weakest link of the inter
national financial structu.re was not in the United States but in Europe.
The collapse of the great Credit-Anstalt bank of Vienna in May 193 I
led to a run in Germany on the even larger Donatbank, which also col
lapsed. The London money market began to crack under the strain,
and on September 2 Y Britain went off the gold standard, followed by
another twenty-one countries around the world (Marichal, 1989, 2°9;
see also Kindleberger, 1988, 55, 7)-82; Drummond, 1987,4°; Fearon,
1979, 3 6).
In discussing the financial crisis of 1772-7)-which began in
London but reflected an ongoing shift of world financial supremacy
from Amsterdam to London-Braude! advanced the hypothesis that
"any city which is becoming or has become the centre of the world
economy, is the first place in which the seismic movements of the sys
tem show themselves, and subsequently the first to be truly cured of
them." He then went on to suggest that, if at all valid, the hypothesis
"would shed a new light on Black Thursday in Wall Street in 1929,
which I am inclined to see as marking the begimlillg of New York's
leadership of the world" ( 1984, 272; emphasis in the original). As we
shall see in the concluding section of the chapter, this hypothesis also
sheds a new light on the collapse of the Tokyo stock exchange in 1990
and the East Asian financial crisis of 1997.
For now let us simply point out that hegemonic transitions in high
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finance have involved far more than the displacement of one financial
center by another in an otherwise stable structure of the world capital
ist system, as Braudel seems to imply. Rather, they have involved
major reorganizations of the interstate system itself. In the transition
from Dutch to British hegemony, the main thrust of such a reorgani
zation was the elimination of proto-nation-states like the United
Provinces from the struggle for world hegemony. In the transition
from British to U.S. hegemony, it was the turn of the national states
themselves to be squeezed out of the great-power game unless they had
come to control military-industrial complexes of continental scale.
This new increase in scale of would-be hegemons was closely re
lated to the process that David Harvey (I989, 240-41) has called
"time-space compression:' Harvey uses the word "compression" to
convey the idea "that the history of capitalism has been characterized
by speed-up in the pace of life, while so overcoming spatial barriers
that the world sometimes seems to collapse inwards upon us." As fig
ure 4 shows, most of this "compression" has actually occurred from
the 1840S onward-that is, from the days of the global transport
revolution and the takeoff of the industrialization of war.
TIme-space compression under the impact of the transport revolu
tion and the industrialization of war-two closely related processes, as
we have seen-"revolutionized strategic geography" (Ropp, 1962,
161). The "new navalism" of the 1890S, in particular, destroyed si
multaneously British insularity vis-a.-vis the European continent and
British supremacy of the world's oceans. After 1902, the race in ar
mored steamships with Germany forced Britain to reconcentrate its
navy in North Sea home waters, leaving Britain less able to police its
global empire. The policy set by Foreign Secretary Lord Castlereagh
in 1817 and later codified into the Two-Power Standard of 1889according to which the British navy had to maintain its superiority by
ensuring that its strength be greater than the combined strength of the
next two most powerful navies-had to be abandoned (Nye, 1990,
53; Kennedy, 1980, 420-23; Kennedy, 1976, 229; Weigall, 1987, 17,
1 9 5-96).
Britain was thus forced to cede unilateral dominion of the oceans
and seek instead alliances with regional sea powers such as the United
States, France, and Japan. Moreover, the combined land-sea challenge
of Imperial Germany led to a renewal of the Continental-Maritime
debate discussed earlier with regard to Anglo-French rivalries in the
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transition from Dutch to British hegemony. This time, however, the out
come of the debate was a renewed continental commitment. Britain's
chancellor of the exchequer summed up the changed strategic landscape
that resulted from the ongoing industrialization of war: "England can
no longer give a European ally money, or find soldiers on the continent.

A conrinenral ally wants help in men"

(quoted in Kennedy, 1976, 233).

Its insularity undermined, Britain had to respond to Germany's in
vasion of Belgium and France by throwing both men and money in the
battle. The deployment of a million trOOps and heavy casualties were
nonetheless nOt enough to tilt the scales of the European balance of
power in Britain's favor. Nor was the most massive deployment of
capital in British history. During the war Britain continued to function
as the banker and loan-raiser on the world's credit markets, not just
for itself, but also by guaranteeing loans to Russia, Italy, and France.
This looked like a· repetition of Britain's eighteenth-century role as
"banker of the coalition." There was nonetheless one critical differ
ence: the huge trade deficit with the United States, which was supply
ing billions of dollars' worth of munitions and foodstuffs to the Allies
but required few goods in return. "Neither the transfer of gold nor the
sale of Britain'S enormous dollar securities could dose this gap; only
borrowing on the New York and Chicago money markets, to pay the
American munitions suppliers in dollars, would do the trick" (Kennedy,
1987, 268).
When Britain's credit approached exhaustion, the United States
threw its economic and military weight into the struggle, tilting the bal
ance to its debtors' advantage. Britain thereby became just another par
ticipant in the mechanisms of the European balance of power, the
United States becoming the decisive participant. The insularity that the

Propeller aircraft
)00-400 m.p.h.

~

Jet passenger aircraft

�OO-7°O m.p.h.

Figure 4. Time.space compression, 15°0-19605. From Dicken (/992., !O4)·
Reprillted with pemri5sion of Guilford Press.

English Channel no longer provided, the Atlantic still did. More impor
tant, as innovations in means of transpOrt and communications contin
ued to overcome spatial barriers, America's remOteness became less of a
disadvantage commercially and militarily. "Indeed, as the Pacific began
to emerge as a rival economic zone to the Atlantic, the USA's position
became central-a continent-sized island with unlimited access to both
of the world's major oceans" (Goldstein and Rapkin, 1991, 946).
This "continent-sized island" was in part the heritage of a

process

of territorial expansion that had gained momentum in the concluding

phase of the transition to British hegemony in the first half of the nine
teenth century (Agnew, 1987). As this continental empire was being
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assembled, the idea of forging it into a single national economy began
to take shape. As David Hounshell (1984. 1 5 ) notes, the notion of an
"American system" is as closely associated with the protectionist pro
gram put forward by Henry Clay in his 1824 tariff speech before the
U.S. House of Representatives as it is with the distinctly " American
system of manufacture" that emerged in the production of small arms
and other machine-produced artifacts. "Internal improvement, and pro
tection of American interests, labor, industry and arts," wrote one of
Clay'S contemporaries, "are commonly understood to be the leading
measures, which constitute the American system."
A truly integrated U.S. Continental System, however, was realized
only after the Civil War of 1 860-65 eliminated all political constraints
on the national-economy-making dispositions of Northern industrial
interests. As wave after wave of mostly British-financed railway con
struction swept the continent, internal spatial barriers were overcome;
the United States' privileged access to the world's twO largeSt oceans
was established; and a full complement of exceptional productive
capabilities-not just in industry, but more particularly, in agriculture
was brought into existence. At least potentially, this giant island was
also a far more powerful military-industrial complex than any of the
analogous complexes being created in Europe. In the 1860s, a practi
cal demonstration of this potential was given in the Civil War, "the
first full-fledged example of an industrialized war." The U.S. govern
ment's decision to downsize its military establishment after the Civil
War froze only temporarily U.S. leadership in industrialized warfare.
"The explicit policy and potential military might of the U.S., briefly
apparent during and at the close of the Civil War, warned European
powers away from military adventure in the New World" (McNeill,
1982. 142-43, 258).
Even before the First World War, therefore, the United States had
emerged interstitially as a regional power in the Americas, seriously lim
iting the global power of hegemonic Britain. The Monroe Doctrine
born as an instrument of Britain's balance-of-power policy-was now
wielded by the United States as a highly effective instrumem of its own
regional supremacy to which Britain itself had to submit. The First
World War simply transformed this regional supremacy into an instru
ment of global dominance, primarily through the massive redistribu
tion of assets from the declining to the rising hegemon brought about
by [he sale of wartime supplies. The very suddenness of the enrichment,
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however, left [he rising hegemon dependent on the policing capabilities
of the declining hegemon to ensure the worldwide security and prof
itable investment of its newly acquired assets. "We should between
us," Presidem Wilson told one prorninem British leader, "do the whole
of the marine policing of the world. . . . Together, we should have
vastly preponderating navies over any forces that could be possibly
brought against us" (quoted in McCormick, 1989, 22).
As for land policing-more complex and more costly than ma
rine policing-the United States was quite happy to let Britain carry
the burden of stemming the rising tide of nationalism in the non
European world. In spite of Presidem Wilson's proclamation of the
right to self-determination (see chapter 3), the United States fully sup
ported Britain's disposition, not just to hold on to, but to expand its
colonial empire in the non-European world in exchange for an open
door to U.S. emerprise, a strategy that for a short time enabled the
United States to enjoy the fruits of imperial power while avoiding the
expense (Stivers, 1982, 55, 122, 137, 193)' Soon, however, the United
States was brought face to face with the fact that it could not have it
both ways. When the nineteenth-century world order finally collapsed
in 1 929-3 1, Britain abandoned unilateral free trade and turned its
far-flung empire into a more protected preserve of its own trade and
investmem than it already was.
The Making of the Cold War World Order
As world capitalism retreated inro its national and imperial preserves,
the transition to U.s. hegemony entered its third and concluding

phase. On the eve of the crash of 1929, Norman H. Davis, a Wall
Street banker and former undersecretary of state, issued an ominous
warning to the U.S. government. After arguing that the solvency of
Europe in servicing or repaying its debts to the United States was
wholly dependem on U.S. leadership in curtailing trade barriers, he
went on to paint a highly prescient picture of what might otherwise
happen.

The world has become so interdependent in its economic life that
measures adopted by one nation affect the prosperity of others. No
nation can afford to exercise its rights of sovereignty without consid
eration of the effects on others. National selfishness invites inter
national retaliation. The units of [he world economy must work to
gether, or rOt separately (Quoted in Frieden, 1987. so)
.
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Davis's advice feU on deaf ears. The United States did lead Europe

but in a direction opposite to that advocated by the WaJl Street banker.
The Great Crash had yet to occur when, in May 192.9, the House of

and at San Francisco new norms and rules for the legitimization of
statemaking and warmaking had been laid out in the chaner of the
United Nations.

Representatives passed the astronomical Smoot-Hawley Tariff Bill.

This new world order reflected the unprecedented concentration

After the crash, in March :1930, the Senate also passed the bill, which

of systemic capabilities that occurred during the Second World War.

became law in June. The effects on the cohesion of the global economy

To paraphrase Braudel, the

were devastating. The conference convened to settle the details of a

power. France and Italy were eclipsed early in the struggle. Once the

tariff truce-which the United States did nOt even bother to anend

German bid for mastery in Europe and Japan's bid in the Far East and

led to nothing. Worse still, the bill set off a wave of reprisals by nine

the Pacific failed-as they each did before the war was formally over

war brutally simplified the map of world

countries directly, and many more indirectly. Britain's system of impe

the careers of these former Great Powers also ended abruptly. Britain

rial preferences established by the Ottawa Agreement of 1932 was

once again was on the winning side but at an even more crippling price

itself largely inspired by Canada's reaction to the Smoot-Hawley tariff

than in the First World War. In Perry Anderson's (I987, 47) words,

(Kindleberger, 1973. l ) I-)2, 135)·

"Washington fine-tuned its aid with more or less cold calculation to

The signing of the Smoot-Hawley Bill, wrOte Sir Arthur Salter in

shore Britain up as a forward barrier against German domination of

1932, was "a turning point in world history" (quoted in Kindleberger,

Europe, yet whittle it down as an economic competitor in the world at

1973. 134). Polanyi (1957, 27) identified such a turning point in 1931,

large. As London's financial reserves were expended and its overseas

the year of the final collapse of the gold standard. Be that as it may, the

assets liquidated, it was forced to pledge an end to imperial preference,

twO events were closely related aspects of a single breakdown-the

economic autonomy drained away and present alliance became future

final breakdown of the nineteenth-century world order.

subordination.

In the early 19)OS, change set in with abrupmess. Its landmarks were
the abandonment of the gold standard by Great Britain; the Five
Year Plans in Russia; the launching of the New Deal; the National
Socialist Revolution in Germany; the collapse of the League in favor
of autarchist empires. While at the end of the Great War nineteenth
century ideals were paramount, and their inOuence dominated the
following decade, by 1940 every vestige of the international system
had disap�ared and, apan from a few enclaves, the nations were
living in an entirely new interna tional setting. (polanyi, 1957, 23)
The 1940 international setting was in fact nOt as new as Polanyi
claimed. Except for its unprecedented scale, brutality, and destructive
ness, the military confrontation that set the great powers against
one another resembled the confrontation that led to the cscablishment
of Britain's nineteenth-century world order. This confrontation soon
translated into the establishment of a new world order-an order now
centered on and organized by the United States. By the time the Second
World War was over, the main contours of the new order had taken
shape: at Bretton Woods the foundations of a new monetary system
had been established; at Hiroshima and Nagasaki new means of vio
lence had demonstrated the military underpinnings of the new order;

n

"The bipolar world, fore<:ast so often in the nineteenth and early
twentieth centuries, had at last arrived; the international order, in
DePorte's words, now moved 'from one system to another.' Only the
United States and the USSR counted . . . and of the two, the American
'superpower' was vastly superior" (Kennedy, 1987, 357). In part, this
simplified configuration of world power was the outCome of a U.S.
strategy that mirrored Britain's strategy in the final confrontation with
France 150 years earlier. As Thomas McCormick ( 1 9 89. 3 3 ) has
underscored, U.S. leaders fought the Second World War "not simply to
vanquish their enemies, bur to create the geopolitical basis for a pOSt
war world order that they would both build and lead." In the pursuit
of this ambitious end. they were guided primarily by pragmatism but
awareness of British precedents during the Napoleonic Wars no doubt
helped. In particular,

Britain entered the main Euro�an theater only when the war had
reached its final and decisive stage. Its direct military presence acted
TO inhibit any other continental power from attempting TO take
France's place in the continental power structure and reinforced the
legitimacy of Britain's claim to a dominant say in peace negotiations.
In parallel fashion, the Unired States entered the European thearer
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only in th� last and d�t�rminant phase of World �ar II. Opt'ration
O\l�rlord, its invasion of Franc� in June 1944, and Its pu� eas� ard
, ambitions In the
into G�rmany similarly resu ain�d potential RUSSian
west and assured America's s�at at the head of the peace table.
(McCormick, 1989, 34-}5)

institutions, and the basic consistency between its national economic

�

policies and those required for world economic integration." The
United States, in contrast, was "only partially integrated into the
world economic system, with which it is also panly competitive, and
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whose accustomed mode and pace of functioning it tends periodically
to disturb. No network of American commercial and financial institu
tions exists to bind together and to manage the day-to-day operations
of the world trading system" (Elliott, 1955, 43).
Second, and closely related to the above, the territorial configu
ration of the United States differed radically from that of nineteenth
century Britain, Unlike the latter, noted the same study group, "the
United States . . . is a sovereign national state but with so large an area
and population, and with such abundant and balanced resources that
it is equivalent to an integrated regional grouping of many national
states, a continent in itself. , , . [ltJ is not simply the largest industrial
producer in the world; it is also the world's largest agriculrural pro
ducer" (Elliott, 1955, 44).
Britain, of course, had terr,itorial domains spread all over the world

whose area, population, and resources were also the equivalent of
those of many national states. These domains, however, did nOt con
stitute an integrated ensemble of contiguous territories. The global dis
persion and weak mutual integration of Britain's colonial domains-as
opposed to the regional concentration and strong mutual integration,
both political and economic, of the territorial domains of the twentieth
century United States-is the most imporrant difference in the spatial
configuration of the two hegemonic states. As noted earlier and eluci.
dated in future chapters, Britain's far-flung territOrial empire was an es
sential ingredient in the formation and consolidation of the nineteenth
century British world order, Bm as soon as interstate competition for
"living space" intensified under the impact of the transport revolution
and the industrialization of war, the protection costs of Britain's met.
ropolitan and overseas domains began to escalate, and Britain's world
encompassing empire turned from an asset into a liability, At the same
time, the overcoming of spatial barriers brought about by these same
two phenomena turned the continental size, compacrness, insularity,
and direct access {Q the world's two major oceans of the United States
into decisive strategic advantages in the escalating interstate power
struggle.
This brings us to a third fundamental difference between' Britain
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and the United States at the time of the establishment of their respec
tive world hegemonies-their different relationships {O the industriali
zation of war. When Britain became hegemonic, it had already pio
neered the advent of modern industry. But it did not promOte the
application of the technologies of modern industry to warfare. This
application was pioneered by

France

in Europe and by

the United

States across the Adantic. Thanks to its superior industrial and finan
cial capabilities, at the height of its hegemony Britain could easily
catch up with any technical advance and surpass its rivals quantita
tively each time the basis of competition in weaponry changed. Except
in artillery after the discovery of the Bessemer process, however, Britain
never became a leader in the industrialization of war.
The United States, in contrast, was such a leader all along-first
with France, then with Germany, and eventually by itself until the
USSR launched the Spllt"ik in October 1957. More important, unlike
all other contenders in the armament race, the United States was in the
privileged position of being sheltered by its insularity from the rapid
increase in protection costs brought ora by that race, again until the
USSR launched the Spla"ik. Once domestic quarrels had been settled
in the blood bath of the Civil War, the United States could concentrate
on supplying the feuding Europeans with means of war, or with the
means to produce them, thereby reaping most of the pecuniary benefit
and shouldering little of the COSt from the industrialization of war.
Taken jointly, these three differences go a long way i n explain
ing, first, why in the 1930S Norman Davis's exhortations to the U.S.
government to lead Europe in the liberalization of trade fell on deaf
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powers of Europe since the end of the nineteenth century on an in
creasingly unreliable world market system. The ensuing political ten
sion had exploded in 19I4. The First World War eased the tension
superficially by eliminating German competition, but aggravated its
underlying causes by making the world market system even less re
liable than it already was (Polanyi, 1957. 12-27).
Under these circumstances, there was little the United States could
have done to prevent the final breakdown of the U.K.-centered world
system, had its leadership been so inclined. By the 1920S, the United
States accounted for over 40 percent of world production but had not
"developed into the 'natural' center for intermediation in international
economic exchanges that London had been." It remained "an insular
giant . . .weakly integrated into the world economy. " Its financial system
"could not have produced the necessary international liquidity . . .
through a credit-providing network of banks and markets. . . . London
had

lost its gold, but its markets remained the most important single

centre for global commercial and financial intermediation" (Ingham,
1994, 4 1-43).
At the same time, structural self-sufficiency, continental insulariry,
and leadership in the industrial production of means of war put the
United States in a unique position, not JUSt to protect itself, but to
profit even more massively than during the First World War from the
escalating interstate violence and systemic chaos that ensued from the
final breakdown of the British order. To be sure, initially the break.
down had more devastating effects on the U.S. domestic economy than

ears and, second, why in the 1940S the United States led Europe and

it did on the British economy. Nevertheless, the social and economic

the world toward an order that differed substantially from Britain's
nineteenth-century world order. Norman Davis and other spokesmen

restructuring that occurred under Roosevelt's New Deal in direct re
sponse to these effects strengthened further the U.S. position in the

for Wall Street were of course highly insightful in foreseeing that the

final round of the interstate power struggle.

unwillingness of nations to "work together" within the disintegrating
world market meant that the nations would soon "rot separately."
Nevertheless, it did nOt follow from this diagnosis that it was in the
power or indeed in the interest of the United States to reverse the final
demise of the nineteenth-century world order and to prevent the na
tions of the world from roning separately.
It is highly doubtful whether the United States or any other gov
ernment could have saved the system from its own self-destructiveness.
The root cause of the crisis was the growing dependence of the great

If before the war America's economy was one among other great
economies, after the war it became the central economy in a rapidly
developing world economy. If before the war America's military had
only sporadic significance in the world's conOicts, after the war its
nuclear umbrella backed by high-technology conventional forces
terrorized one parr of the world and gave security to the other. Above
all, the once loosely jointed federal government of the u.s. became
a powerful, wealthy, and stable state, the axis on which much of
the world's politics, including those of America's enemies, revolved.
(Schurmann, 1974, xx)
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From this position of strength-already apparent in the closing
years of the war-the United States could finally impose on the world
an order of its own choice. This new world order was an altogether dif·
ferent construct than the defunct nineteenth-century world order. Brit
ish hegemony was built from the ground up through mastery of the
European balance of power and the strengthening of Britain's world
entrepot functions. U.S. hegemony, in contrast, was built from the tOp
down as a conscious act of world-government formation aimed at fore
stalling the destabilizing effects of the final destruction of the European
balance of power on the one side, and of the structurally competitive re
lation that linked the U.S. domestic economy to the global on the other.
As conceived by Roosevelt during the war, the postwar U.S. world
order was to be informed by the same ideology of security that had in·
formed Roosevelt's domestic New Deal. In Franz Schurmann's (1974,
66-67) words, "security and fear were symbolic of the major world
view that governed the United States at the end of World War 11chaos produced fear which could only be combatted with security."
The war had boosted U.S. power and wealth, but it had also revealed
the insecure foundations of that power and wealth in an increasingly
chaotic world.

The United Nations would become the nucleus of a world govern
ment which the United States would dominate much as the Demo
crats dominated the American Congress. The essence of the New
Deal was the notion that big government must spend liberally in
order to achieve security and progress. Thus postwar security would
require liberal outlays by the United States in order to overcome the
chaos created by the war. (Schurmann, 1974, 67)
This vision implied a fundamental break with the mode of "pro
duction" and regulation of world money that had characterized
British hegemony. Too narrow a focus on the displacement of London
by New York as prime world financial center, and of the British pound
by the U.S. dollar as prime world monetary instrument, obscures more
than it reveals about this fundamental break-by far the most impor
tant facet of the transition from British to U.S. hegemony in the sphere
of high finance. Just as the prewar domestic New Deal had been
premised on rhe transfer of control over U.S. national finances from
private to public hands, so the postwar global New Deal was premised
on an analogous transfer at the world·economic level (d. Cohen, 1977,
93, 216ff).
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As Henry Morgenthau argued at the time of the Bretton Woods
Agreements, support for the UN meant support for the IMF because
security and monetary institutions were complementary, like the blades
in a pair of scissors (cited in Calleo and Rowland, (973, 87). Indeed, the
primary significance of Bretton Woods in the making of U.S. hegemony
was neither the gold-dollar-exchange standard envisaged by the agree
ments, nor the international monetary institutions created by them, but
the substitution of public for private regulatjon in high finance (Ingham,
1994, 40). As Morgenthau himself later boasted, he and Roosevelt
"moved the money capital from London and Wall Street to Washington,
and [the big bankers] hated us for it" (quoted in Frieden, 1987, 60).
Moving the money capital of the world to Washington was none
theless not enough to bring about the kind of massive redistribution of
liquidity and other resources from the United States to the world at
large that was needed to overcome the chaos created by the war. Once
the war was over, the only form of redistribution of world liquidity
that met no opposition in Congress was private foreign investment.
Plenty of incentives were created to increase the flow of U.S. capital
abroad. But incentives notwithstanding, U.S. capital showed no dispo
sition to break the vicious circle constraining its own global expan
sion. Scarce liquidity abroad prevented foreign governments from re
moving exchange controls; exchange controls discouraged U.S. capital
from going abroad; and small flows of U.S. private foreign investment
kept liquidity scarce abroad (Block, 1977, 1I4).
The vicious circle was eventually broken only through the "inven
tion" of the Cold War. What cost-benefit calculations and appeals to
raison d'etat could not achieve, fear of a global communist menace
did. As long as surplus capital stagnated within the United States and
its regional hinterlands (Canada and Latin America), chaos in Eurasia
continued to escalate and to create a fertile ground for the takeover of
state power by revolutionary forces. The genius of President Truman
and his advisers was to attribute the outcome of systemic circum
stances that no particular agency had created or controlled to the al
legedly subversive dispositions of the other military superpower, the
USSR (Borden, 1984, 23; McCormick, 1989, 77-78).
By so doing, Truman turned Roosevelt's "one-worldist" vision of
U.S. hegemony-which aimed at weaving the USSR into the new
order-into a "free-worldist" policy of containment directed against
the USSR. And yet,
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pansion we can nonetheless detect the same combination of tendencies

the kinds of policies that containment dictated for the free world
were essentially those already sketched out in Roosevelt'S vision:
American military power strategically placed throughout the world,
a new monetary system based on the dollar, economic assistance
to the destroyed countries, political linkages realized through the
United Nations and other international agencies. By the end of the
19405. a new American world otder had dearly emerged. America
"lost� Russia in 1945 and China in 1949. but it gained the remain
der of the world, which it proceeded to energize, organize, and domi
nate in a most active way. (Schurmann, 1974, 5)

cipitated the crisis of the U.S.-controlled Bretton Woods monetary sys

The result of this energizing and organizing was a new expansion

tem. For most of the 1970S, however, this tendency failed to reverse

as in past hegemonic crises.
In particular, in the United States, as in the earlier hegemonic crises,
an intensification of great-power rivalries has played the role of a nec
essary intervening condition in transforming an overaccumulation of

capital into a financial expansion. As we shall see in chapter 2., in the
late 1960s and early 1970s, U.S. multinationals led the way in accu
mulating surplus capital in extraterritorial money markets that pre

of world trade and production-the so-called Golden Age of Capitalism

(he fall in returns to capital. A turnaround, both for capital and the

of the 1950S and 1960s. Like the analogous expansions that had oc

United States, occurred only when great-power rivalries intensified in
the course of what Fred Halliday (1986) has called the Second Cold

curred under British and Dutch hegemony, this expansion too ended in
a hegemonic crisis. When around 1970 it became dear that the U.S.
army was headed toward a humiliating defeat in Vietnam and the

As the U.S. government starred to compete aggressively for mo
bile capital to finance an escalation of the armament race with the

U.S.-controlled Brerron Woods monetary system was about to col

USSR and a simultaneous reductjon in domestic taxation, returns to

War.

lapse, U.S. hegemony entered a prolonged crisis-a crisis, which in

capital increased sharply worldwide, the financial expansion gained

spite of the even greater troubles and eventual collapse of the USSR,

momentum, and U.S. global power experienced a major reflation

has not yet been resolved.

(Arrighi, 1994, 316-17).
As seen in the introduction, it was also at this time that the East

The Bifurcation of Military and Financial Global Power

Asian economic expansion took off and came to be widely perceived
as a threat to U.S. global pOwer. As chapter 4 will show, the East Asian

As discerned from the angle of vision of geopolitics and high finance.
the main tendencies that have characterized the crisis of U.S. hege
mony since about 1970 share broad similarities with the tendencies
typical of past hegemonic crises. As shown in figure 3, past hegemonic
crises have been characterized by three main tendencies: an intensifica
tion of great-power rivalries, the emergence of new loci of power on
the margins of the radius of action of the declining hegemonic state,
and a systemwide financial expansion centered on the declining hege
monic state. All three tendencies can also be detected in the crisis of
U.S. hegemony, though less distinctly than in past hegemonic crises.

economic renaissance has deep roots in the difficulties that both
Britain and the United States encountered at the height of their respec
tive hegemonies in subordinating the region to Western domination.
But the renaissance itself was an offshoot of the expansion of world
trade and production of the 19 50S and 1960s and came of age only in
the 1970S and 1980s; that is, in the contexr of the crisis of U.S. hege
mony and intensification of rivalries between the two superpOwers.
In short, the U.S.-led systemic expansion of the r950S and 19 60s
has given rise to the same combination of tendencies typical of the two

This blurring of the three tendencies typical of past hegemonic

previous hegemonic crises: an intensification of great-power rivalries

crises is due primarily to the fact that one of them-the systemwide fi
ously than in the past. As we have seen, this has been true also of the

resulting in a systemwide financial expansion on the one side, and in a
strengthening of the tendency toward the emergence of new loci of
power on the other. In paSt hegemonic crises, this combination was the

British-led financial expansion in comparison with the earlier Dutch
led expansion, and can be taken as a sign of the intensification of the
capitalist nature of the system from transition to transition. Under
neath the dazzling speed and magnitude of the U.S.-led financial ex-

.
of existing systemic structures, and a centralization of mil
mtegratlon
itary and financial capabilities in the hands of an emergent hegemonic
state (see figure }). Can we expect the crisis of U.S. hegemony to unfold

nancial expansion-has developed far more rapidly and conspicu

� relude to a further escalation of the intersrate power struggle, a dis
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the same way? If not, why not? Or, more precisely, what has changed
in the structures of the modern world system that may make the future
trajectory of the crisis of U.S. hegemony diverge from that of previous

�

and high finance, the main reason fat expecting a dive gence has to
do with the supersession of balance-of-power mechamsms. In past
hegemonic transitions, the escalation of the interstate power struggle
that led [Q the final breakdown of hegemonic structures and the emer
gence of new ones was associated with the attempt of an aspiring n
tinental hegemon-France in the transition from Dutch to British
hegemony, Germany in the transition from British to U.S. hegemony
to unify Europe politically in the face of the joint opposition of west
.
ern maritime states and eastern continental states. Forced to fight
a two-front war against the eastern and western wings of the conti
nent, both of which were directly or indirectly supported by extra

��

European resources, the successive aspiring continental hegemons soon
found themselves bereft of resources. Hemmed in, as they were, on
the continent by the superior seapower (and in the second transition
by superior airpower as well) of the western maritime states, they
found their drives to the east buried under the weight of the land
armies of the continent's eastern wings. In the course of these battles,
the flanking states increased their power and the mariti e n t on
with the greatest seapower and geostrategic advantage In gammg
privileged access [Q extra-European resources-Britain in the first
transition, the United States in the second--emerged as the new hege

� ��

monic power.
Each round of the European power struggle, however, altered the
spatial configuration of the interstate system on which this recurr nt
pattern was based. Each round created the conditions f a revolut on
in the logistics of war and trade, of a further geographlc e panslO
.
of the European-centered system of sovereign states, of a migration
of the locus of power further west and east, and of an irreversible mu
tation in the structure of the enlarged interstate system. As early as
1948, Dehio ( 1962., 2.69) presented his study of the mechanisms t at
had reproduced the European balance of power over the pr edlllg
five centuries as dealing "with a structure that has ceased to eXist . . .
in a manner of speaking, [as] the result of an autopsy:'

�

�
�

� �

�

�

The balance of power in the Occident was preserved only because
new counterweights from territories beyond its frontiers could again
and again be thrown into the scale against forces seeking su.
premacy. . In World War II, the forces that had left Europe in suc
cessive emigrations . . . unexpectedly turned back toward the region
from which they had come. . . . The old pluralistic system of small
States was completely overshadowed by the giant young powers
which it had summoned to its aid, being less able than ever before to
defend itself. . . . Thus the old framework that had encompassed the
European scene . . . is breaking up. The narrower stage is losing its
overriding importance as a setting for a strong caSt of its own, and
is being absorbed into the broader proscenium. On both stages the
twO world giants are taking over the protagonists' role. . . . A divided
system of states reverts again and again to a condition of flux. But
the old European tendency toward division is now being thrust aside
by the new global trend toward unification. And the onrush of this
trend may nOt come to rest until it has asserted itself throughout our
planet. (Oehio, 1961, 16,,-66)
.

hegemonic crises?
. .
..
Insofar as we can judge from the angle of vIsion of geopolitics

?,
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Half a century after this was written, the collapse of one of the
two "world giants" (the USSR) in the course of the Second Cold War,
and the consequent further centralization of global military capabili
ties in U.S. hands, make these remarks sound prophetic. As we shall
see, U.S. global military capabilities themselves have serious limita
tions. But whatever these limitations, there can be little doubt that the
old European tendency toward the reproduction of a balance of power
among a plurality of autonomous and approximately equal military
structures has been thrust aside by the tendency toward the concentra
tion and centralization of global military capabilities.
This tendency has been closely associated with a major escalation
in the costs and destructiveness of the means deployed in the inter.
state power struggle. As the scale, technological sophistication, and
capital intensity of the military apparatuses engaged in the struggle in
creased, the number and variety of states that could reasonably aspire
to the status of great military power decreased. This tendency was
already at work in the transition from Dutch to British hegemony. It
became incomparably stronger in the transition from British to U.S.
hegemony as a result of the industrialization of war. And it received a
new powerful impulse from the developmem of nuclear weapons dur.
ing the Second World War, the launching of the Soviet Sputnik in
1957, and the U.S. space program in I96J. In spite of General de
Gaulle's attempts to keep up with these developments, global military
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capabilities became an effective "duopoly" of the United States and
the USSR.
Under this duopoly, a "balance of terror" rather than a balance of
power kept the armament race going. As McNeill notes, "with the dis
covery of atomic explosives, human destructive power reached a new,
suicidal level, surpassing previous limits to all but unimagi nable de
gree." Unimaginable as it was, this degree was surpassed again when
the installation of hundreds of long-range missiles in the decade fol
lowing 1957 empowered the United States and the USSR to destroy
each other's cities in a matter of minutes. The signing of a five-year
Strategic Arms Limitation Treaty (SALT) in 1972 consolidated the bal
ance of terror between the twO superpowers but did not halt the arma
ment race. It simply shifted the race "to other kinds of weapons not
mentioned in the treaty for the good reason that they did not yet exist"
(McNeill, 1982., 360, 368, 3 7 2.-73) ·
In the scientific discovery of new weapons systems-even more
than in the industrialization of war-the superpower with greater
command over global financial resources could turn the balance of
terror to its own advantage by stepping up, or by threatening to step
up, its research efforts to levels that the other superpower simply could
not afford. This is what the United States did in the Second Cold War,
thereby driving the USSR into bankruptcy and bringing the tendency
toward the centralization of global military capabilities to its ultimate
consequences. In this respect, the Cold War did indeed give way to
.
"the unipolar moment"-the moment, as the triumphalist U.S. com
mentator quoted in the introduction claimed, when "[tlhere is but one
first-rate power and no prospect in the immediate future of any power
to rival it!'
The obverse side of this centralization of global military capabili
ties in fewer and fewer hands has been a partial evaporation of the
substance of the Westphalian principle of national sovereignty. When
it was first established under Dutch hegemony, national sovereignty
rested on a mutual recognition by European states of each other's
juridical autonomy and territorial integrity (legal sovereignty), and on
a balance of power among the states that guaranteed their rachial sov
ereignty against the attempts of any stare to become so powerful as
to dominate all the others. Violations of legal sovereignty have been
countless, and the more so in periods of hegemonic breakdowns But
:
after each hegemonic breakdown, the principle of legal sovereignty
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was reaffirmed on an ever expanding scale. Under British hegemony, it
was expanded to include the newly independent settler states of North
and South America, and under U.S. hegemony, it became universal
through the decolonization of Asia and Africa.
Each reaffirmation and expansion of legal sovereignty was none
theless accompanied by a curtailment of the factual sovereignty that
rested on the balance of power. Under British hegemony, the balance
continued to operate among the States of continental Europe. Globally,
however, privileged access to extra-European resources enabled Britain
to manipulate the balance for most of the nineteenth century so as to
dominate, informally but effectively, all other States. The very idea of
the balance of power as a guarantee of the factual sovereign equality
of states had thus already become somewhat of a fiction.
Under U.S. hegemony, the idea was discarded even as fiction. As
Anthony Giddens has pointed our, U.S. influence on shaping the new
global order both under Wilson and under Roosevelt "represented an
attempted incorporation of U.S. constitutional prescriptions globally
rather than a continuation of the balance of power doctrine." In an
age of industrialized warfare and increasing centralization of politico
military capabilities in the hands of a small and dwindling number of
states, that doctrine made little sense either as a description of actual
relationships of power among the members of the globalizing inter
state system or as a prescription for how to guarantee the sovereignty
of states. The "sovereign equality" upheld in Anicle Two of the char
ter of the United Nations for all its members was thus "specifically
supposed to be legal rather than factual-the larger powers were to
have special rights, as well as duties, commensurate with their superior
capabilities" (I987, 2.58, 2.66).
The enshrining of these special rights in the charter of the United
Nations institutionalized for the first time since Westphalia the idea of
a suprastatal authority and organization that restricted juridically the
sovereignty of all but the most powerful states (for a comprehensive dis
cussion of the differences between the Westphalia and United Nations
systems, see Held, I995, chapter 4). These juridical restrictions, how
ever, paled in comparison with factual restrictions imposed by the twO
preeminent state powers-the United States and the USSR-on their
respective and mutually recognized "spheres of influence." The re
strictions imposed by the USSR relied primarily on military-political
resources and were regional in scope, limited as they were to its
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Eastern European satellites. Those imposed by the United States, in
contrast, were global in scope and relied on a far more complex ar
mory of resources.
The far-flung network of quasi-permanent overseas bases main
tained by the United States in the Cold War era was, in Stephen
Krasner's words, "without historical precedent; no state had previ
ously based its own troops on the sovereign territory of other states in
such extensive numbers for so long a peacetime period" (1988, 21).
This U.S.-centric, world-encompassing, politico-military regime was
supplemented and complemented by the U.S.-centric world monetary
system instituted at Bretton Woods. These two interlocking networks
of power, one military and one financial, enabled the United States at
the height of its hegemony to govern the globalized system of sover
eign states to an extent that was entirely beyond the horizons, nOt just
of the Dutch in the seventeenth century, but of Imperial Britain in the
nineteenth century as well.
In short, the crisis of national sovereignty is no novelty of our
time. Rather, it is an aspect of the stepwise destruction of the balance
of power that originally guaranteed the sovereign equality of the mem
bers of the Westphalian system of states. As the system became global
in scope under the leadership of ever more powerful governmental
complexes, most states lost prerogatives historically associated with na
tional sovereignty. Even powerful states like the former West Germany
and Japan have been described as "'semisovereign" (Katzenstein, 1987;
Cumings, 1997). And Robert jackson [ I990, 21) has coined the ex
pression "quasi-states" to refer to ex-colonial states that have won
juridical statehood but lack the capabilities needed to carry out the
governmental functions traditionally associated with independent state
hood. Semisovereignty and quasi-statehood are the outcome of long
term trends of the modern world system and both materialized well
before the global financial expansion of the 1970S and 1980s. During
the 1970S and 1980s, the capacity of the twO superpowers to govern
interstate relations within and across their respective spheres of influ
ence lessened in the face of forces they had called forth themselves but
could not control.
These forces will be discussed in rhe conclusions of the next three
chapters. For now let us simply note that the intensification of great
power rivalries that led to the collapse of the USSR left the United
States bereft of the financial resources needed to exercise effectively its
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global military supremacy. The 1991 Gulf War-which restored some
of the military self-confidence the United States had lost in Indochina,
Iran, and Lebanon-was entirely paid for by other countries. If the
war demonstrated that japan was "third-rate in politics" (see intro
duction), it demonstrated also that the United States no longer had the
resources to finance a war that was over within a matter of days
(Hobsbawm, 1994, 242).
As Bergsten (1987, 771) asked even before the Second Cold War
was over, "'Can the world's largest debtor nation remain the world's
leading power? Can a small island nation UapanJ that is now militarily
insignificant and far removed from the traditional power centers pro
vide at least part of the needed global leadership?" This double ques
tion points to the peculiar spatial configuration of world power that
seems to be emerging in the crisis of U.S. hegemony. Whereas previous
transitions resulted in a greater fusion of world financial and military
power under the jurisdiction of the rising hegemon than had been
realized by the declining hegemon, the present transition has resulted
in a fission under different jurisdictions of the two sources of world
power. This bifurcation of military and financial power is the true
anomaly of present transformations of the global political economy as
perceived from the angle of vision of geopolitics and high finance.
The 1990 crash on the Tokyo stock exchange has not eliminated
the bifurcation. just as Braudel drew a parallel between the crisis of
1772-73 and the crisis of 1929-)1, so we may draw a parallel be
tween both these crises and the crisis of 1990-92. In all three crises, it
was the world financial center that was growing most rapidly
London in the late eighteenth century, New York in the early twentieth
century, Tokyo in the late twentieth century-that first experienced
"the seismic movements of the system." Braudel sees the crisis in the
newly emergent center as part of the growing pains that eventually led
it to world dominance. As we have pointed out in partial qualification
of this view, past displacements of one dominant world financial cen
ter by another were in fact long, drawn-out processes in the course of
which the existing systemic organization broke down and a new orga
nization was created under the leadership of the state in which the ris
ing center was located. Since for the time being there are few signs of a
systemic breakdown and even fewer of an emergent japanese systemic
leadership, expectations of Tokyo's rise to world financial supremacy
are unwarranted. Nevertheless, it remains true that the 1990-92 crisis
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has all the characteriStics of the problems of a world financial center
that has not developed the organizational capabilities needed to sus
tain its phenomenal expansion (very much like New York in 1:929),

rather than the sign of a reestablished u.s. global financial supremacy.
The crisis has further complicated these problems by strengthen
ing the disposition of Japanese capital to thrust its roots more deeply
in East Asia, where its largest profits have been made, rather than
spread itself thin in North America, where its largest losses have been
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made. This disposition has contributed to the consolidation of other
financial centers of world significance in the East Asian region� mOSt
notably the ciry-states of Hong Kong and Singapore and the "province"
of Taiwan (see introduction). As a result, Bergsten's double rhetorical
question still holds and with a vengeance. The world's greatest mili
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tary power remains the world's largest debtor nation. At the same
time, the states that have come to control the largest share of the
world's liquidity (except for Japan) are not even national states. They
are ciry-states and a iuridical1y non-sovereign state, all of lesser poten
tial military significance than Japan and farther removed than Japan
from the traditional seats of global power.
This dispersal of financial capabilities among multiple competing
centers-none of which can remotely aspire to become world hege
monic on its own-has widened the gap between the rapid capital ac
cumulation in the region on the one side, and the capaciry of the states
that host the centers to sustain organizationally the expansion on the
other. This widening gap has surfaced in the devastating financial cri
sis that swept the entire East Asian region in 1997. For aU its devasta
tions, however, this latest (and in all likelihood, not last) EaSt Asian
crisis in itself is no more a sign of a rollback of East Asian financial
power vis-a-vis the United States than Black Thursday on Wall Street
in 1929 (and the devastation of the U.S. economy that ensued) was a
sign of a rollback of U.S. financial power vis-a-vis Britain.
Underneath the ongoing turbulence of the global economy, the
bifurcation of military and financial power remains in place. In this
chapter we have highlighted one aspect of the bifurcation by showing
how successive rounds of the interstate power struggle have resulted in
an increasing centralization of global military capabilities. In the next
chapter, we highlight another aspect by showing how the evolution of
state-capital relations has promoted a decentralization, rather than a
centralization of global financial capabilities.

Chapter

I

focused on hegemonic transitions as periods of reorganiza

tion of the modern system of sovereign states. In this chapter, the focus
shifts Onto transformations of the dominant system of business enrer
prise. From this angle of vision, we shall see how each reorganization
of the inrerstate system has enrailed also a fundamental change in
srate-capital relations.
A recurrent pattern is discernible in each transition. The very success
of the leading business enterprises of the hegemonic state in "monopo
lizing'" high-value-added activities draws new competitors into their
path of development. As a result, "monopolization'" becomes costly or
impossible. More important, expansion and intensifying competition
along the paths that had made the fortunes of the hegemonic states' en
terprises create the conditions for the emergence of new and more prof
itable paths of development that over time lead to the formation of new
systems of business entetprise under new hegemonies. Dutch joint-stock
chartered companies in the seventeenth century, English manufacturers
in the nineteenth century, and U.S. transnational corporations in the
twentieth century were all equally involved in global attemprs at "mo
nopolization" backed by state power. But each kind of enterprise did so
along a developmental path that departed radically from, and related to
state power differently than, the paths of its global predecessors.
97
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Joint-stock chartered companies were half-governmental and half
business organizations chartered by European governments to act on
their behalf in the non-European world at a time when European
states were still weak by world-historical standards. Bur a s soon as
European states became strong-as Britain soon did, thanks, among
other things, to the successes of the English East India Company-the
chartered companies were phased out and their functions taken over
by more specialized governmental and business agencies. Nineteenth
century English manufacturers and the extensive business networks
that linked them to suppliers and customers all over the world were
among these more specialized business agencies. Their very specializa
tion made them far more dependent on the strong arm of the hege
monic state for the protection and advancement of their global in
terests than joint-stock chartered companies ever were. But English
manufacturers and associated commercial enterprises did less than
joint-stock chartered companies to strengthen the state power on
which they were so dependent.
Finally, U.S. multinational corporations were even more depen
dent on the power of the hegemonic state for creating the global con
ditions of their expansion than their English, let alone Dutch, global
predecessors had been. And yet, the very scale and scope of their
transnational operations made their expansion far more subversive of
the state power on which they depended than their English or Dutch
counterparts had been. In no sphere has this contradictory relation be
tween U.S. corporate and U.S. state power been more evideO( than in
high finance. For as soon as U.S. corporations moved to occupy the
highly profitable political-economic space that the U.S. government
had created for them in Western Europe, the "flight" of their profits to
extraterritorial financial markets became the leading force behind the
undermining and eventual breakdown of the (largely U.S.-controlled)
Bretton Woods world monetary system.
In sum, whereas chapter I tells a story of the emergence in the
course of each transition of a hegemonic governmental agency more
powerful than the preceding one, chapter z tells a $[ory of the emer
gence in the course of these same transitions of business agencies that
are ever more dependent on, but also ever more subversive of, the
power of the hegemonic state. In the first part of the chapter, we ana
lyze the process whereby the full expansion and eventual disintegra
tion of the seventeenth-century system of joint-stock chartered compa-
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nies typical of Dutch hegemony created the conditions for the emer
gence of the system of family business enterprise that came of age with
the consolidation of British hegemony. In the second part, we analyze
the analogous process whereby the full expansion and eventual disin
tegration of the nineteenth-century British system of family business
enterprise created the conditions for the emergence of the system of
vertically integrated, bureaucratically managed, multinational corpo
rations that came of age with the establishment of U.S. hegemony. The
stage will thus be set for an assessment of the historical significance
and future prospects of present-day tendencies toward the full expan
sion of the global system of multinational corporations in the light of
analogies and differences with the tendencies that have characterized
past hegemonic transitions.

The Rise of Corporate Capitalism, Dutch-Style
Corporate Capitalism, Dutch-Style
The magnificence of Dutch capitalism, to paraphrase Braudel (1984,
2.07; also Aymard, 1982., 8), was supplied first by Europe, and sec
ondly by the wortd. Magnificence by Europe was supplied primarily
through the Baltic-Amsterdam's "mother trade." Magnificence by
the world was supplied primarily through the activities of joint-stock
chanered companies-first and foremost, the Vere,zigde Oosl-Indische
Compagnie (VOC) established in 1602.. "The VOC,'" in Charles Boxer's
(1979, 5 1 ) words, "was a colossal organization, comparable to one of
the modern great multinational firms, when due allowance is made for
differences in time, space and demography."
For all their similarities, joint-stock chartered companies and
twentieth-century corporations differ in one key respect. Unlike the
latter, chartered companies were business organizations to which gov
ernments granted exclusive trading privileges in designated geographi
cal areas, as well as the right to undertake the war- and statemaking
functions needed to exercise those privileges. In its charter, for example,
the VOC was granted by the Dutch government a monopoly on all
trade east of the Cape of Good Hope and west of the Strait of Magel
lan, a vast area including the whole of the Indian and Pacific Oceans.
It was also granted the right to build a navy, raise an army, construct
forts, make war, conclude peace, annex territory, and administer colo
nial settlements.
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In the early seventeenth century, the Dutch were not alone in
launching joint-stock chartered companies. The English East India
Company was created twO years before its Dutch counterpart, and
other English trading companies had been chartered even earlier.
Within a decade or twO, several other states and cities of the Baltic and
North Sea followed in the footsteps of the English and the Dutch by
chartering their own overseas companies, mostly to engage in trade
with the rich markets of the EaSt (Bonassieux, 1969; Blusse and
Gaasua, 1981; Tracy, 1990).
In 162.1, the Dutch launched the

West-Indische Compagnie (Wle).

Initially. this was more a governmental than a business undertaking,
closely related to the resumption of hostilities against Imperial Spain
after a twelve�year truce. Facing bankruptcy, the WIC was reorganized
in 1674 as a slave�trading enterprise with profitable side activities in
contraband trade with Spanish America and sugar production in
Surinam. It was the WIC that introduced the Atlantic triangular trade,
which was to link manufacturing communities of Europe, slave�
procuring communities of Africa, and plantation communities of the
Americas to one another in an increasingly massive and profitable cir�
cuit of trade and production (Emmer, 1981; Unger, 1982.; Postma,

1990). The main beneficiary of this innovation, however, was not the
WIC, but French and, above all, English private merchants who cen�
rralized in their hands an increasing share of the supply of African
slaves (Davies, 1974,

7

I2.

-

1.8).

In 1664, Colbert organized twO fairly substantial companies, the

Compagnie des Indes orientales
dentaJes. After Colben's death,

and the

Compagnie des Indes o"j�

several smaller companies received

charters. The larger and smaller companies were later merged or liqui�
dated and eventually reorganized with the installation of the

des lndes in 1723

Consei/

(Haudrere, 1989, 1, 106-14)· But mergers and reor�

ganizations notwithstanding, French companies never matched the
performance of their Dutch and English competitors (Toussaint, 1966,

126-27).
In light of the small number of success stories among the many
joint-stock chartered companies formed in the seventeenth century,
Niels Steensgaard's (1974, 1981, 1982)

contention that the vac in

augurated a new era in business history, and indeed in the history of
European overseas expansion, may seem questionable. Nevertheless,
the epochal significance of this small number of success stories fully
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hus, without the large and steady cash flow gener�
:
ated by the aCtivities of the VOC, Amsterdam might have never be

justifies his c1ai�

come the site of the first stock exchange in permanent session with a
volume and densiry of transactions that outshone all past and contem
porary stock markets (Br�udel, 1982, 100-106; 1984, 224-2.7; Israel,
1989, 75-'76, 2.56-58). Without the initial development of Atlantic tri�

anguIar trade by the WIC and then by the Royal African Company, a
. .
.
prlOclpal dynamiC element of English industrial expansion in the eigh�
[eenth cen�ury would have been missing (Wolf, 1982, 199-200). And,
10 chapter I, without the prior territorial conquests of the

�

as argue

East India C�mpany, Britain in the nineteenth century could never
ave run pefSlstent trade deficits and still retained, even strengthened,
.
.
.
Its creditor-nation pOSition vis-a�vis the rest of the world.

�

The fact that even the most successful of the joint-stock chartered
�ompa�ie� went out of business eventually does not in any way dimin
t�h theIr Importance as the leading business organizations of their

tImes. Itonly sugge�ts that the very expansion of any particular system
.
of busmess enterpme tends to create conditions under which the sys
tem can no longer function and is eventually superseded by a different
system In what fol l�ws, we shall document t�e unfolding of this ten�
:
.
de?c� m the transmon from Dutch to British hegemony by distin
gUlshlOg four phases.
The

�tst

phase-rypical of the late seventeenth century-was

characteflzed by the failure of Dutch attempts to replicate through
.
the WIC 10 the Atlantic the achievements of the VOC in the Indian
Ocean. This failure revealed a major limit of Dutch commercial su

�

premacy, par icularl y vis.a vis the English, but left that supremacy
.. BaltIC and Indian Ocean trade. Supremacy in
more or less Intact In
these arenas began to be eroded in the second phase of the transition

� phase that spanned the early eighteenth century and was character
.
Ized by an IOcreasing diversification of the activities of joint�stock
chartered companies.
The escalation around 1740 of the competitive struggle among the
.
cha�tered compames and their respective chartering states marked the
.
beglOm?g of the third phase of the transition. By the end of the cen
tury. thIS escalating competition

had resulted in the common ruin of

the vast majority of chartered companies, including the WIC and the
VOC (dissolved in 1791 and 1799, respectively). If there was a winner
among chartered companies, it was the English EaSt India Company,
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extract tribute from the region. After establishing its headquarters in
the fortified settlement of Batayia (I619), the VOC seized MaJacca
(1641); it annexed one after another of the Spice Islands and enslaved
their peoples, literally and metaphorically; it settled the Cape of Good
Ho� (1652), it occupied Ceylon (1658), and conquered Malabar

(1663). Formosa, occupied in 1627, was lost in 1661-62. There was

nonetheless a fundamental difference between the Dutch and the
Portuguese use of violence. Whereas Portuguese violence had raised
the protection COSts of their own trade in spices and thereby curtailed
their profit margins, Dutch violence raised the profit margins of the
spice trade and Simultaneously centralized it in the hands of the VOC
(Lane, 1979, 17-18; Parry, 1981, 250-52; Braudel, 1984, 218).
The reversal of the relationship between "profit" and "power"
was thus instrumental in turning the VOC into the source of a large
�nd seemingly inexhaustible cash flow, in bringing extraordinary prof
ItS to the promoters of the YOC, and in making the VOC's shares the
undisputed "blue chip" of the Amsterdam stock market for more than
a century. But the magnificent results of the VOC's strategy were due
as much to the peculiarities of the environment in which it was de
ployed as to the strategy itself.
As Braudel (1984, 496) has observed, the merchant capitalism of
Europe could easily lay siege to the markets of the East and "use their
own vitality to manoeuver them [0 its own advantage" because these
markets already "formed a series of coherent economies linked to
gether in a fully operational world-economy." Braudel's observation
echoes Weber's (1961, 215) remark that it was one thing to undertake
commercial expansion in regions of ancient civilization with a well
developed and rich money economy, as in the East Indies, and an al
together different thing to do so in sparsely populated lands where the
development of a money economy had hardly begun, as in the
Americas. The validity of these observations is borne out by the fact
tha� the Dutch reversal of the relationship between power and profit,
which worked wonders in the Indian Ocean, did not work well at all
in the Atlantic.

!he importance of the WIC and, more generally, of Dutch mer

cantile activities in the Americas, should nor be belirtled simply because
of their pOor returns in comparison with those of the VOC (Emmer
198 � ). It is nonetheless true that after some initial successes-due pri�
.
manly to the highly favorable circumstances for Dutch expansion
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created by the Thirty Years' War-the WlC ran into trouble and never
managed to replicate or capitalize on these initial succ sses. Launched
more to attack the power, prestige, and revenues of Spam and Portugal
than to bring dividends to its shareholders, the WlC initially succeeded
in doing both things at the same time. Thus, when Piet Heyn captured
the Mexican Silver Fleet in 1628, the WIC could declare one of the
very few bumper dividends of its history (Boxer, 1965' -49), a capture
.
.
that also dealt a serious blow to the already war·stramed fmances
of
Imperial Spain (Kennedy, 1987, 48). This early success in pri�ate ri g
was soon followed by the conquest of sizeable Portuguese terntones m
Brazil. But even before the Thirty Years' War was over, the Portuguese
reconquered their Brazilian territories from the Dutch, while the esca·
lation of the cosu of colonization and land warfare over and above
commercial profits weakened irremediably the economic and financial
position of the WIC (Boxer, 1957)·
On its reorganization in 1674, the WlC was modeled more closely
in the image of the VOe. The pursuit of profit was put more fi mly in
command and the acquisition of control over the most strategIc sup*
plies of Atlantic trade was given top priority. Just as the most strate ic
supplies of Baltic trade were grain and naval stores and those of IndIan
Ocean trade were fine spices, so the most strategic supplies of the
Atlantic trade were African slaves. As previously noted, however, the
WIC never reaped the full benefits of its innovative organization of
Atlantic triangular trade. Whereas in the Indian Ocean the VOC dis·
placed Portuguese competition and for more than a century kept
English competition at bay, in the Atlantic the WIC first lost out to the
Portuguese in territorial expansion and colonization, and then lost out
to the English in Atlantic triangular trade.
As Kenneth Davies (1974, 127) has pointed out, the defeat of the
Dutch in the struggle to monopolize the slave trade can be traced to
a combination of three circumstances: ( I ) the few settlement colonies
established by the Dutch, which prevented them from matching the
exclusive colonial policies of England and France; (2) the declining
military.diplomatic weight of the United Provinces, which prevented
the Dutch from holding on to and then reclaiming the asiento--the ex·
clusive right to supply slaves to Spain's American coloniesj and (3) the
continuing reliance of the Dutch on a joint·sfock chartered compa y
(the WlC), long after this kind of organization had become obsolete m
the slave trade and had been abandoned by England and France.
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Each circumstance highlights a different aspect of the limits of the
Dutch system of business enterprise. Settlement colonies never were
a profitable business proposition, and the strictly capitalist logic of
power of the Dutch narrowly limited their disposition to establish
such colonies. The WIC did attempt to take over Brazil from the
Porruguese, but as soon as the COSts of the undertaking rose above the
WIC's commercial profits, the Dutch abandoned territorial conquest
and colonization in the Americas in favor of greater specialization in
commercial intermediation (Boxer, 1965, 49). This left Dutch business
hostage to the marke[.Creating activities of the territorialist states of
Europe. And once these States decided to support the takeover of trade
with their colonies by their own merchant classes-as pioneered by
England's Navigation Acts-the role of commercial intermediation in
the Atlantic began to slip from Dutch hands.
This tendency was strengthened by the declining military.
diplomatic weight of the United Provinces in European politics dis.
cussed in chapter 1. The rising power of France and England did
not just increase the capabilities of these states to pursue exclusive
colonial policies at the expense of the Dutch. In addition, it provided
these same states with greater capabilities to outbid the Dutch in se*
curing control over the colonial trade of the now declining Iberian
early-<omers.
To make things worse for the Dutch, Atlantic trade in general, and
the slave trade in particular, were inhospitable environments for joint*
stock chartered companies. Much earlier than in the Asian trades, in
Davies's (I957, 46) words, "the more flexible system of competitive
enterprise emerged triumphant." By the beginning of the eighteenth
century, even the Royal African Company-which had displaced the
WIC as the main joinNtock company involved in the slave trade
was clearly a doomed enterprise.
At the rOOts of the companies' problems were the difficulties in*
valved in enforcing their monopolies. The procurement of slaves re.
quired the building and upkeep of expensive fortifications on the West
African coast, which nonetheless were ineffective means for policing
the coast against the competition. The American colonists, whose en
trepreneurship was essential to the expansion of Atlantic trade, con
scantly complained about the price and quantity of supplies, and the
d ebts they owed for slaves bought on credit proved difficult or impos.
.
Sible to collect. Merchants seeking unrestricted entry into the African
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trade, in alliance with colonial planters seeking cheap slaves and met
ropolitan manufacturers seeking expanded outlets for their exports,
mobilized continually to obtain governmental recognition, which the
French and English governments were only too ready to grant. The
companies' employees often embezzled goods, traded with interlopers,
and neglected the corporate intetest. And the mutual comperition
among the companies chartered by different governments squeezed
profit margins, making aU the other problems more serious for each
one of them (Davies, 1957, I22-135; 1974, 117-31)·
"Free trade, then," notes Davies after recounting the downfall of
the African Company's monopoly, "won a notable triumph . . . more
than sixty years before the publication of the Wealth ofNations." This
harbinger of the eventual demise a century or so later of the system of
joint-stock chartered companies owed linle to theory or ideology.
"Free Trade . . . won on merits that were severely practical" (Davies,
1957, 152),
These practical merits were in part due to diseconomies of scale.
"Beyond a certain point, the advantages of a large capital and large
scale organization began to be outweighed by the disadvantages of
cumbersome administration, inadequate supervision and slow re
sponses to changing needs." In part, however, they were due to "the
further handicap of an enforceable responsibility to the public to trade
and go on trading whatever the profit might be." The private traders
were under no such obligation: "they traded or refrained from trading
as they chose." If a private trader encountered a serious loss, "he
slipped into the oblivion of bankruptcy, and in time another trader
with fresh capital rose to take his place. Individuals were wiped out or
deterred; but the system endured" (Davies, 1957, 147-49).
Supremacy
Contradictions of Dutch Commercial
through the WIC the suc
The failure of Dutch attempts to replicate
a major limit of Dutch
cesses attained through the VOC conStituted
the end of such supremacy.
commercial supremacy. But it did not mark
however, Dutch commercial
In the first half of the eighteenth century,
where it seemed unassailable,
supremacy began to be undermined even
h hegemony in [he sphere of
and the transition from Dutch to Britis
e. The tendencies typical of
world commerce entered its second phas
ing on the relationship
focus
this second phase are best discerned by
pany.
Com
India
between (he VOC and the English EaSt

The East India Company began rather tentatively as a series of
voyages, each trading on separate joint stocks, frequently with differ
nt investors, and did not begin operating consistently on a permanent
. sto k unti
IOmt
l the I66os. The company did make significant gains
ear IY on 10 settl. g up a number of factories and forts, and even cap
.
tunng some terntory from the Portuguese, Still, in the second quarter
of the seventeenth century, it almost went out of business as its share
holders began doubting whether the company could go on trading in
the face of an entrenched Dutch monopoly in the most profitable lines
of business in the East Indies and an acute shortage of liquidity in
London (Chaudhuri, 1965, chapters 2. and 3).
The career of the East India Company was not made any easier by
the granting o a charter in 1698 to a rival company, the English
Company TradlOg to the EaSt Indies. However, the merger of the two
com anies in 1709 into the United Company of Merchants of England
Tradmg to the East Indies marked the beginning of a reversal of for
tunes. Within a decade, the new company emerged out of the VOC's
shad0 an began to assert itself as the dominant collective European
actor 10 ASia (Furber, I976; Chaudhuri, 1978).
This reversal of fortunes was part of an ongoing shift in the ful
crum of the system of European companies operating in Asia from
pepper and spices to piece goods, and from the Malay archipelago to
the Indian subcontinent. The beginning of the shift can be traced as far
back as the 1680s, but its impact was not felt until half a century later.
England's East India Company was both the main agency and the
main beneficiary of the shift.
Trade in piece goods was one of the ingredients of the VOC's
ighly profitable intra-Asian trade. What made this trade highly prof
Itable, however, was not trade in piece goods as such, but the VOC's
monopolistic control over the supply of fine spices combined with the
strength of the protection-producing apparatus with which the VOC
enforced this control. "For the first time in the history of the Indian
Ocean trade," o serves Om Prakash (1987, 199), "there was a single
agency engaged 10 a large volume of inter-port trade on a multilateral
basis under the centralized direction and control of Batavia."
For the English Company, in contrast, homeward and intra-Asian
rade in piece goods was the second-best choice, which it was forced
!TIto by the VOe's preemption of the more profitable opportunities af
forded by the spice trade. The very extent and decentralized Structure
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of the South Asian textile ind ustry made the acquisition of monopolis
tic positions in the piece-goods trade a far more arduous and risky
undertaking than in the spice trade. That's probably why the Dutch
left the undertaking open to others. The English Company was the
most important among these others. It started out at the beginning of
the seventeemh century by concemrating on SUlat and Bantamj by the
1680s it had moved on to Madras and the Coromandelj and by the
end o the cemury, it began to expand its operations in Bengal, Bihar,
and Orissa.
In centralizing as much as it could of the Indian supply of piece
goods, the English Company used the dadni, or contract system.
ServantS assigned to the company's factories advanced a sum of money
to dadni merchants or their brokers, who in turn hired paikars or rural
agents to deliver the money to and receive the cloth from the weavers.
Upon delivery to the company's factories, the cloth was sorted and
valued, and then penalties were extracted and commissions paid (see
Sinha, 1953; also 1965, chapter 2; Chaudhuri, 1978, chapters 11-12.;
Raychaudhuri, 1982).
These factories were mostly trading POSts designed to procure,
store and ship goods. From this point of view, there was no funda
ment l difference between this regime of factories and that established
for its own trade by the voe, or for that maner by the £Stade before
the VOC. But over time, the networks of procurement and supervision
set up by the English far surpassed in volume and densiry those of their
predecessors and competitors.
And yet, volume and densiry of its trade networks notwithstand
ing, the English Company continued to experience great difficulties

f
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eliminating the competition of other European companies, of European
free traders, and of Armenian and other diaspora merchants. This
competition brought a constant downward pressure to bear on profit
margins in the piece-goods trade and this downward pressure, in turn,
was responsible for the precariousness of the company's existence
throughout the seventeenth century, as well as for its continual at
tempts to compensate for low profit margins through the expansion of
its operations. It was this expansion that, over time, reversed the for
tunes of the English vis-a-vis the Dutch.
This was one of the most fundamental contradictions of Dutch
commercial supremacy. The supremacy was built on a highly selective
choice of undertakings. Only undertakings that ensured high and steady
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pecuniary returns and simultaneously preserved the flexibiliry of Dutch
capital in seizing profitable opportunities in the Amsterdam stock and
commodity markets were selected. Thanks to this strategy, Amster
dam's commanding position in European commerce and high finance
was established and consolidated. But the strategy relied heavily on
markets created by the territorialist states of Europe, which pursued
objectives of their own and which the Dutch were increasingly unable
co subordinate to their own interests. More important, the strategy left
plenty of room for rival enterprises to encroach on Dutch trade and to
expand turnover in less profitable lines of business. As this happened
first in the West Indies, and then, starting in the early eighteenth cen
tury, in the East Indies as well-the contradiction was deepened by the
tendency of Dutch surplus capital to flow, via Amsterdam's money
market and stock exchange, to foreign governments and businesses,
thereby sustaining their expansion (see chapter I).
By the 1730s and L7-4os, the stepping up of the activities not JUSt
of the English, but also of the French, Austrian, Danish, and Swedish
EaSt India Companies brought the VOC face to face with tougher and
more widespread competition than it had been accustomed to in the
preceding century (Neal, 1990, 2 1 8-23). Since this new siruation in
the EaSt Indies was paralleled by growing encroachments on Dutch
control over Baltic trade (Israel, 1:989, 303-4), we may well take it as
symptomatic of the fact that around 1740, Dutch commercial su
premacy had for all practical purposes come to an end.
The Rise of the English East India Company
The demise of the VOC and the full expansion of the wealth and
power of the East India Company were coeval trends of the second
half of the eighteenth century. The latter was most important, not
just in bringing to a close th era of joint-stock chartered companies,
but also in preparing for the subsequent rise of Britain's Free Trade
Imperialism. It was simultaneously a commercial and a territorial ex
pansion, but territorial expansion led the way.
At the beginning of the eighteenth century, the territorial acquisi
tions of the East India Company were still limited to a few coastal
settlements. Soon, however, the Mughal empire on the Indian subcon.
ti nent began to disintegrate into a multiplicity of autonomous provin
. governments, warrior states, and small kingdoms. This disintegra
clal
.
tion threatened to disrupt the trading operarions of the company, but
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also presented it with an opportunity to replace the Mughal court as
the dominant governmental organization of South Asia (d. Marshall,
1.987; Bayly, 1.988).
In the 1740s, the size and scope of the company's military forces
began to expand and to be reorganized along European lines. On the
eve of Plassey (I757), lndian battalions were formed and the company
thus came to combine superior European techniques using and con
trolling violence with an extensive use of local manpower. It was this
combination, more than anything else, that accountS for the success of
the company in defeating all local rivals in the struggle for Mughal
succession (McNeill, 1982, 1 3 5; Bayly, 1988, 85)·
Initially, the English Company was not alone i n bringing European
military techniques to bear on South Asian politics. The French
Company moved in the same direction, and for a decade or �o,
French competition was the main obstacle on the road to English
political primacy in the region. But once French rivalry was elimina�ed
in the course of the Seven Years' War, the conquest of a South ASian
territorial empire by the English East India Company became only
a question of time. With the defeat of the combined forces of Mir
.
Kazim, Shah Alam II, and the Wazir of Awadh in the Batde of Buxar Ln
1764, the company acquired a major territorial foothold in Bengal and
began to play a dominant role in the Indian interstate system. From
then on, the reach and scope of its commercial operations expanded
rapidly under the auspices of an increasingly powerful "company
state" (Marshall, 1987).
This expansion was accompanied and sustained by major changes
in the strategies and organization of the company in India. Following
a practice introduced in Bengal in the 1750s, the dadni system was re*
placed by an agency system. Under the new system, each of the com
pany's factories brought into its organizational domain one or more
arangs-specialized centers of production in the districts where there
were concentrations of artisans (Raychaudhuri, 1982, 282). Gumashtas
were hired by the chief of each factory to provide the company with
greater control over the labor of the weavers in each of the arangs.
Each gumashta. in turn, coordinated the activities of a staff of [Wenty
or so employees responsible for such tasks as overseeing production,
appraising cloth, enforcing contracts, keeping the arang's accounts, pay
ing wages, writing correspondence, and bearing goods (Bhattacharya,
1983; Hossain, 1988).
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The transformation of the company into a n increasingly powerful
territorial organization enabled it to deploy its coercive apparatus in
support of its intervention in the labor process, as it did through the
assign�ent of military personnel to protect and suppOrt the gumashtas
and their staff, or through the later enactment of legislation requiring
weavers t� work exclusively for the company. Equally important, the
new coercIVe powers of the company state were used to eliminate the
competition of other European companies. Thanks to these actions
the company could continue to expand its trade in piece goods with�
out �rivin� down profit margins for another twenty to thirty years,
that IS, until the 1780s, when expansion in this line of business began
to level off.
By then, however, the company had acquired other, more impor*
tant sources of revenue, which were rapidly transforming it into a re
distributive organization nOt altogether different from the Portuguese
Estado of old. Starting with the acquisition of the Bengali diU/ani in
1765, the company had gone into the business of levying and collect
ing revenue in the form of taxes. As the sovereignty of the company
state expanded functionally and spatially, revenues from this source
increased massively and the burden of taxation on agricultural pro
ducers reached unprecedented heights (Bagchi, 1982, 79-81). Since it
was common for weavers to belong to households that engaged in
some kind of agricultural production, this meant that they came to be
squeezed simultaneously in the fields and in the workshops and were
�hu� pressured into giving up moce and more of their labor directly or
tndlrectly to the company (Hossain, 1979).
The company, for its part, used these proceeds to cover various
expenses in london and Asia. These included some of the costs of
the China trade, the expenses involved in the further expansion of the
company's territorial domains in South Asia, and the expenses of wars
against rival companies and states. It was one of these wars that
in 1795-96 ousted the vec from Ceylon and precipitated its termi
nal crisis.
As we shall see, these developments were not without contradic
tions for the East India Company itself. But first let us underscore
how, by the end of the eighteenth century, the system of joint-stock
chartered companies had come full circle. Spearheaded by the vec,
the system had begun its career in the early seventeenth century
through a reversal of the relationship between power and profit that
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had been typical of the activities of the Estado. By the end of its career
twO centuries later, this relationship had been reversed once again by
the chanered companies themselves. Power was back in command,
and the company that proved fittest in effecting this new reversal (the
English Company) came out on top (d. Furber, I976, 3)·
From this point of view, tne main difference between the VOC and
the English Company lay in the line of business in which they had
specialized and in the environment that was most appropriate for
this specialization. The spice trade and the Malay archipelago were the
line of business and the environment that promised and delivered the
highest rate of profit; and their preemptive occupation by the VOC
accounts for its extraordinary success as a business enterprise and gov
ernmental organization throughout the seventeench century. The piece
goods trade and the Indian subcontinent, in contrast, promised and
delivered a lower rate of profit, but they were also the line of business
and the environment beSt suited for the appropriation of tribute. This
difference accounts for the difficulties experienced for more than a
century by the English Company in matching the business and govern
mental performance of the VOe. But it also accouncs for the fact that,
once the appropriation of tribute became the main source of self
expansion for joinc-stock chartered companies, the performance of the
English Company began to outshine that of the VOC until the latter
was driven out of business.
The Supersession ofJoint-Stock Chartered Companies

The victory of the EaSt India Company in the eighteenth century com
petitive struggle did not guarantee its survival once the struggle was
over. Victory itself and the means deployed to attain it became the
source of troubles which, over time, led to the demise of the English
Company and the final supersession of the system of joint-stock char
tered companies by Britain's Free Trade Imperialism. These troubles
were in part due to the tendency of the English Company to destroy
the main foundation of its own vitality: the existence of rich and weJl
articulated markets, the vitality of which the company had turned to
its advantage. But in exploiting this vitality, the company sapped it
and thereby undermined the conditions of continued expansion. As
Christopher Bayly (1988, 13 5 ) sums up the process, "[tJhe East India
Company had penetrated the subcontinent by making use of its buoy
ant markets in produce and land revenue. But the needs of its financial
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and military machine had tended to snuff out that buoyant entrepre
neurship of revenue farmers, merchants and soldiers which kept the
indigenous system functioning."
To some extent, this tendency reflected a superexploitation of the
human and natural resources incorporated within the company's do
mains. Too much was squeezed out of labor in [he fields or workshops
or both for workers to be in a position to reproduce individually and
collectively their livelihood and productiveness within and across gen
erations. And the attempts of the laboring classes to procure means of
livelihood against all odds often led to a superexploitation of land and
other natural resources, which tended to destroy the productiveness of
nature as well (Bagchi, 1982, 71, 79-80, 84).
However, the most serious problem was not so much the super
exploitation of resources as major dysfunctions in the company's gov
ernance of the subject economies. One of these dysfunctions was noted
by Marx himself, who was otherwise quite unapologetic about Western
rule in Asia.

There have been in Asia, generally, from immemorial times, but three
depanments of Government: that of Finance, or the plunder of the
interior; that of War, or the plunder of the exterior; and finally, the
department of Public Works
Now, the British in East India ac
cepted from their predecessors the department of finance and of war,
but they have neglected entirely that of public works. (Quoted in
Bagchi, 1981., 85)
.

.

.

As Amiya Bagchi notes, by the time Marx was writing, this state
of affairs had already changed, because in the 1820S the East India
Company had begun to plow some of the tribute exacted from the
Indian economy back into restoring and expanding its infrastruc
rure. However, there was another, more fundamental dysfunction in
the company's "mode of regulation" of the South Asian economy
which, instead of being remedied, got worse over time. Most or all
of the tribute exacted by the Mughals and earlier rulers went back
into local circulation, not just through public works but through aU
kinds of ordinary expenditures. The tribute exacted by the company,
in contrast, was not only larger-in Bengal twice as large as under the
Mughals, according to some contemporary estimates-but was in
good part withdrawn from local circulation to be siphoned oH to
Britain directly or through the China trade (Bagchi, 1982, 80-81,
9 6-971·
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It follows that the predecessors of the company provid�d the ex
tensive and complex indigenous system of agro-industrial production
both with the effective demand necessary for its daily reproduction
and the capital necessary to maintain its productiveness over the long
haul. The company's management of the Indian economy was instead
deficient on both counts, and thus progressively undermined the
surplus-yielding capacity of its domains, that is, the very source of its
vitality both as company and as state , A first sign of things to come
was the tripling of the company's debt between 1798 and 1806, despite a huge acquisition of territory (Bayly, 1988, 84),
, .
This contradiction was aggravated by the tendency of JOint-stock
chartered companies to contribute with their successful expansion
overseas to the emergence of forces at home opposed to their trade
privileges. For the liquidity, effective demand, and investments that the
,
company did not return to the circuits of the Indian economy found
.
.
their way into the circuits of the British economy, thereby con r butlng
to its industrial expansion (see chapter I). Instead of benefiting the
company, however, industrial expansion at home undermine t e
legitimacy of its privileges. Thus, Birmingham and other provincial
manufacturers were in the forefront of the campaign to abolish the
company's monopoly of the India trade (Moss, I976), The monopoly
was actually abolished in [ 8 I 3 with the declared objective of increas
.
ing employment and preserving the "tranquillity of the manufactunng
population" after the emergence of Luddi�n:a (Farnie, 197? , 97)·
For about twenty years after the abolition of the India trade mo
nopoly, the company adjusted to the new situation pri arily through
greater reliance on its continuing monopoly of the hlna tra e The
.
:
tea trade with China had been a highly profitable subSidiary actlVlty of
the company since the early eighteenth century. Initially, its expansion
had been seriously constrained by the lack of demand for European
goods in China and the consequent need to ship bullion to purchase
tea. The constraint was relaxed when the conquest of Bengal gave the
company new means-silver, textiles, and raw cotton-with which to
undertake the China trade. But the trade did not enter its golden age
until the company began to push sales of opium in China and to mo
nopolize opium production in India. These developments were already
under way before the abolition of the company's monopoly of tr�de
with India. But once the monopoly was abolished, the concentration
of the company's efforts on this line of business led to an explosive
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growth of shipments of opium, from 42.,52.7 chests in the decade
1803-13 to 143,123 chests in the decade 182.3-33 (Greenberg, I951,
chapter 5, appendix I; Bagchi, 1982., 96--97).
Greater reliance on the China trade helped the company to keep at
bay, but not resolve, the underlying contradictions of its mode of op
eration. The political instability created by the company's territorial ex
pansion in the subcontinent was compounded by the social instability
engendered by the loss of its India trade monopoly and the consequent
opening of its domains to private merchants who dumped on the
weakened Structures of the indigenous agro-industrial system the full
weight of the competition of British machinofacture. These structures
collapsed and the attempt to remedy the situation through expendi
tures in public works was simply too little too late. Costs of protection
escalated beyond the means of the company, and the further curtail
ment of these means by the abolition in 1833 of the company's trade
monopoly with China sounded its death knell. Increasingly, the com
pany appeared to friends and foes alike as incompetent to rule the em
pire it had conquered, and when this empire was taken over by the
British government, few really cared about the company any more.

From Family Capitalism to
Corporate Capitalism, U.S.-Style
Industria/ism and Family Capitalism
The strategies and structures of the system of family business enter
prise that became dominant in the early nineteenth century did not
constitute an absolute break with the strategies and structures of the
system of joint-stock chartered companies that had been dominant in
the preceding two centuries. In key respects, they continued by other
means the pursuits of the system they superseded. Joint-stock char
tered companies were business organizations empowered by European
governments to exercise in the extra-European world statemaking and
warmaking functions, both as ends in themselves and as means of
commercial expansion. As long as the companies performed these
functions more effectively and economically than the governments
themselves could, they were granted trading privileges and protection
commensurate to the usefulness of their services. But as soon as they
no longer did, the companies were deprived of their privileges or dis
solved by the governments. Their governmental functions in the extra-
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European world, however, were nOt abolished. They were simply
taken over by the metropolitan governments themselves.
This was a strictly pragmatic course of action. As Davies (1957,
152.) remarks, in belaboring the African Company in the Wealth of
Nations, Adam Smith "wrote of the dead." As previously noted, once
joint-stock chartered companies had established the Atlantic triangular
trade, they could not prevent smaller, unregulated, and more flexible
enterprises from growing in the interstices of the companies' formally
regulated trade. Nor could they prevent these smaller companies from
thriving on and deepening the inefficiencies and contradictions of the
companies' bureaucratic structures, and from forming increasingly
powerful coalitions opposed to the trade monopolies on which the ex
istence of the companies depended. The very usefulness of the compa
nies in opening up new trade opportunities, in other words, made them
obsolete in the subsequent exploitation of those opportunities.
Adam Smith himself-while maintaining that joint-stock chartered
companies "have in the long-run proved, unjversally, either burden
some or useless, and have either mismanaged or confined the trade"
had to concede that "they may, perhaps, have been useful for the first
introduction of some branches of commerce, by making, at their own
expence, an experiment which the state might nOt think prudent to
make" (Smith, 196T, II, 2.55). This usefulness was much greater and
lasted much longer in the EaSt than in the West Indies. But even in the
East Indies, to paraphrase Davies's previously quoted diagnosis of the
troubles of the African Company, "[b]eyond a certain point, the ad
vantages of a large capital and large-scale organization began to be
outweighed by the disadvantages of cumbersome administration, inad
equate supervision and slow response to changing needs." When this
point was reached, it became prudent for the British state to step in to
govern the territorial conquests of the East India Company in the
British national interest, rather than letting the company continue in an
undertaking that had outgrown its organizational capabilities.
Smith's influential theories notwithstanding, the abrogation of the
company's trade monopolies in the early nineteenth century was no
less a pragmatic course of action than the abroga£ion of the African
Company's monopoly in the early eighteenth century. When in the late
nineteenth century joint-stock chartered companies appeared to have
become useful again, new ones were launched. The most successful
specimen of this new breed of joint-stock chartered companies, the

British South Africa Company, combined characteristics of formality
and informality.

�hat rights it possessed . . . were intended to be the basis for conces
sions to ot�ers rather than the direct activity of its own. Its profits
would derive .from the ,,":ork . of subcontractors. The company, in

shan, was a glam conceSSIOnaIre. (Galbraith, J974, 12.2.)
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Alt ough several of the British South African Comp
any's offsprings
. d 10
thrive
the corporate economy of the twentieth centu
ry, the late nine
teenth century revival of joint-stock chanered
companies was tempo
rary and soon overshadowed by the rise of
new and more powerful
forms of corporate business. A return to the
old system of joint-stock
chartered companies was impossible primarily
because, in the mean
.
tIme,
the world capitalist system had been thoroughly
reorganized.
At th Je;el of means, the nineteenth-centur
y reorganization of
orld capitalism can be described as a process
of diffusion of mecha
nization. his diff sion occurred through a seem
ingly endless sequence
of related mnovatlons: one, from carton spinn
ing forward to weaving
.
. mg
and fimsh
and backward to the processing of raw cotton'
' and two
from extractive and manufacturing activities
in general to transpor
and communications, a d from these back to
manufacturing (Marx,
[959, 383-8 4). As DaVId Landes (I969 , 2.) prefac
ed his own recon
struction f this sequence of innovations, "ri]n
all of this diversity of
.
technologICal Impro
vement, the unity of the movement is apparent:
change begat change."
And yet, change begar change only up to a point
. The capitalist
nature of the underlying objective of industrial
expansion was both its
main foundation a d its main limit Just as the
commercial expansion
.
.
of Dutch capital 10 the seventeenth and
early eighteenth centuries
was based on, and limited by, a reversal in
the relationship between
"'pro it" and "powet," so the industrial expansion
of British capital in
the mete� nth century was based on, and
limited by, a reversal in the
rel tlonshlp between "profit" and "livelihood
." This reversal had two
maIO aspects. One, underscored by Marx throu
ghout his work was
the subordination of labor to capital in
produ
ction
processes (s e es
.
p eclall
y Marx, (976 ). The other, underscored by
Polan
yi (1957 , espe
.
Cially chapter 3), was the subordination
of the motive of subsistence to
the motI.ve of gain in the regulation of
social life.
Machines were expensive and specialized
. Their profitable use
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required that labor's ways of life and work interfered as little as pos
sible with their steady operation at full capacity. At the same time, the
mechanized labor process enabled employers to "cage" individual
workers into a sequence of operations that tied them all to one another
and deprived them all of control over the pace and rhythms of their
labors. As Sidney Pollard (1965, (84) underscores, it was "machinery
{which) ultimately forced the worker to accept the discipline of the
factory. "
The use of machines in production processes thus provided capi
talist entrepreneurs with both a new rationale and new means for en
forcing a more thorough subordination of labor [Q the commands of
capital. The greater the success of capitalist employers in forcing or en
ticing workers to accept the discipline of the factory, the easier it be
came for the mechanized fac[Qry system to outcompete the ar(isanal
system in procuring inputs and disposing of outputs. Conversely, the
greater the success of the factory system in outcompeting the artisanal
system, the easier it became for capitalist employers to force displaced
artisans and their dependents to put up with the discipline of the ma
chine. A virtuous/vicious circle-virtuous for capitalist employers, vi
cious for displaced artisans and their dependents-thus came into op
eration: while workers were being deprived of their established ways
of life and work, capitalist employers came to enjoy seemingly unlim
ited, low-cost supplies of labor power and other primary inputs, as
well as seemingly unlimited remunerative outlets for their outputs.
This kind of virtuous/vicious circle was particularly important in
sustaining the spread of machinofacture from spinning to weaving
in the cotton industry and, more generally, in sustaining processes of
capitalist expansion in Britain during the long downswing in com
modity prices that followed the end of the Napoleonic Wars. In 1813,
there were fewer than 3,000 powerlooms in the British conon indus
try; twenty years later there were 100,000, and in 1861 four times as
many. Between 1813 and 1 83 3 , the spread of powerlooms did not
result in the displacement of handloom weavers in the British cotton
industry, their numbers remaining in the 2.00,000-25°,000 range
throughout the period. Then, from the mid-1830s onward, rapid dis
placement set in. By 1 8 50, only 40,000 were left. Fifteen years later,
weaving in the British cotton industry had been completely taken over
by the factory system and handloom weavers had become extinct
(Crouzet, 1982., 199; Wood, 1910, 593-99)·
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The destruction of artisanal textile production was even more
massive, if less complete, overseas---cspecially but not exdusiveJy in
India. The abolition of the East India Company's monopoly in 1 8 1 3
let loose on the already debilitated Indian craft industry the "heavy ar
tillery" of cheap cotton goods from British factories. By the 1 860s,
India had been "deindustrialized" as thoroughly as it possibly could
have been, and the stage was set for its subsequent partial "reindustri
alization" on the basis of the factory system (Morris, 1965; 1982.;
Crouzet, 1982., 194; Bairoch, 1976, 83).
The recovery of capital accumulation in Britain from the postwar
depression of the late 1810s and early 182.OS was thus closely associ
ated with a progressive destruction of artisanal textile production both
in Britain and in India. Destrucrion in Britain was particularly impor
tant in creating seemingly unlimited, low-cost supplies of labor fo[, the
expanding Lancashire factory system. Destruction in India was par
ticularly important in creating seemingly unlimited remunerative out
lets for its products. An insignificant outlet for British cotton goods up
to 1 8 r 3, by 1843 India had become the single biggest market for such
goods, taking up 2. 3 percent of their export in 18 So and 3 r percent ten
years later (Chapman, 1972., 52).
This process of "creative destruction"-through which profitable
opportunities for the spread of mechanization were created by de
stroying artisanal production-was self-limiting. It could go on only
as long as there still were large and unprotected "reserves" of artisanal
production that capitalist production could easily outcompete. But as
we have just seen, by the early 1 8 60s the expansion of mechanized
production had already wiped out the two largest concentrations of
artisans within easy reach of the British factory system. From then on,
attempts to keep up the expansion would inevitably intensify com
petitive pressures on the units of the factory system themselves, squeez
ing the profits of them all.
This same tendency toward an eventual intensification of competi
tive pressures was inherent in the process of diffusing mechanization
from manufacturing to transport and back to manufacturing. Like the
diffusion of mechanization from conan spinning to weaving, this
process took off during the long downswing in prices that followed
the end of the Napoleonic Wars. As noted in chapter I. the rapid ex
pansion of government demand during these wars had created a large
iron industry in Britain with a capacity well in excess of peacetime
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needs, as the postwar depression of 1816-2.0 demonstrate . However,
overexpansion created the conditions for renewed groW'th III the future
by giving British entrepreneurs extraordinary incentives to seek new
uses for the cheaper products that the new, large-scale furnaces could
turn out (McNeill, 1982., 2.11-12.; see also Jenks, 1938, 1 3 3-34)'
These new uses were soon found in (he iron railway and later in
iron ships. Combined with the contemporaneous spread of mechaniza
tion within the textile industry, these innovations progressively trans
formed the British capital goods industry into an autonomous and
powerful engine of capitalist expansion (Minchinton, I 9� 3, 164-68).
Up to the 182.0S, enterprises specializing in the productIOn of fixed
capital goods had very little autonomy from their customers, be they
governmental or business organizations, which, as a ru�e. subc�n
tracted or closely supervised the manufacture of whatever fixed capital
goods they required and did not themselves produce. But �s the sp�ead
of mechanization increased the number, range, and vanety of fixed
capital goods in use, the enterprises that specialized in their production
actively sought new outlets for their merchandise among actual or po
tential competitors of their established clientele (Saul, 1968, 186-87)·
For about half a century this increasing autonomy of the British
capital goods industry, far from intensifying, relieved competitive pres
sures on British enrerprises_ British capital goods found a ready de
mand among governmental and business organizations all over the
world. These organizations, in turn, stepped up their production of pri
mary inputs for sale in Britain in order to procure the means necessary
to pay for the capital goods or to service the debts incurred in their pur
chase (Mathias, 1969, 2.98, } I 5 , 3 2.6-28). By mid-century, these joint
tendencies resulted in a major boom in world trade and production
during which the benefits of expanding supplies of primary inputs and
expanding demand for British products more than compensated for the
proliferation of nominal competitors due to the worldwide diffusion of
British technology and capital goods (Hobsbawm, 1979, 37-54)·
This was necessarily a temporary situation. The progressive filling
of the vacuum of demand eventually left capitalist enterprises fully ex
posed to the cold winds of competition. And as profits fell-"squeezed
between [he upper millstone of price-competition and the lower of
increasingly expensive and mechanized plant," as Hobsbawm (1968,
106) put it-the great euphoria of the 1 8 50S and 1 860s gave way to
the Great Depression of 1873-96.
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The Great Depression was as much a turning point in inter·
enterprise relations as it was in interstate relations. It marked the be
ginning of the transition from the British system of family business to
the American system of vertically integrated, bureaucratically man
aged multinational corporations_ Like the earlier transition from the
Dutch system of joint-stock chartered companies to the British system
of family business, this transition was thoroughly embedded in the
broader, synchronous processes of the interstate power struggle. In
both transitions, the transformation of one dominant system of busi
ness enterprise to another did not proceed along some predetermined
path inscribed in an invariant structure. Rather, the transformation oc
curred through a spatial shift of the system's center and a fundamental
change in the way business enterprises related to one another and to
governments. The governmental and business organizations of the de
clining center remained trapped in the particular path of development
that had made their forrunes, while the opening up of a new path by
the governmental and business organizations of the rising center owed
as much to the ongoing processes of the interstate power struggle as to
the innovations and mutual competition of the enterprises themselves.
The pattern of transformation of the dominant system of business
enterprise that we can detect in both transitions is shown in figure 5.
I n sketching the pattern for the transition from British to U.S. hege
mony, we shall distinguish three phases. In the first phase, which en
compasses the Great Depression and the subsequent belle epoque of
the Edwardian era, the British system attained its maximum expansion
but began to be challenged by the emergence of corporate capitalism,
not just in the United States, but in Germany as well. In the second
phase of the transition, from the outbreak of the First World War to
the Crash of 1929, the British system itself underwent major transfor
mations in a corporatist direction but lost ground to the emergent
American system. The transition was completed in the third phase,
when the restructuring of the American system, under the impact of
the Great Depression of the 1930S and the Second World War, pre
pared it for global dominance in the Cold War era. The next three sec
tions deal with each phase in turn.
The Challenge of Vertical Integration

The corporate economy of the twentieth century is a child of the Great
Depression of 1873-96. As Adam Smith had predicted a century earlier,
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the intensification of competitive pressures inherent in the process of
trade liberalization had resulted in a curtailment of profits to a barely
"tolerable" level. That the outcome had been predicted was of Little
consolation to the entrepreneurs who lived for and by profit. And the
fiercer the competition, the harder they struggled to bring it under
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control. As Edward S. Meade wrOte with specific reference to U.S.
manufacturers, businessmen were "tired of working for the public."
"They want a larger profit without such a desperate struggle to get it"
(quoted in Sklar, 1988, 56),
One obvious means in this endeavor was horizontal combination
the fusion through association, merger, or takeover of enterprises using
much the same inputs to make much the same outpms for much the
same markets. Through combinations of this kind, competing enter
prises could reduce market uncertainties for one another; they could
set their combined production, purchases, and sales at levels that
would guarantee larger profits; and they could pool resources to break
into unregulated markets, to develop new technologies, and to orga
nize their operations more effectively. Horizontal combinations, how
ever, were not easy to enforce in overcrowded markets-that is, pre
cisely where they were most needed-especially in the absence of
suppOrt by governments.
A more roundabout but, where feasible, more effective means of
bringing the competition under control was vertical integration-the
fUSion, that is, of an enterprise'S operations with those of its suppliers
and customers, so as to ensure supplies "upstream" toward primary
production, and outlets "downstream" toward final consumption.
The multi-unit enterprises chat resulted from this fusion were in a po
sition to reduce the transaction costs, risks, and uncertainties involved
in moving inputs/outputs through the sequential subprocesses of pro
duction and exchange that linked the procurement of primary inputs
to the disposal of final outputs.
By routinizing the transactions between units, the costs of the trans
actions were lowered. By linking the administration of producing
units with buying and distributing units, costs of information on
markets and sources of supply were reduced. Of much greater sig
nificance . . . [mlore effective scheduling of flows achieved a more in
tensive use of facilities and personnel employed in the process of
production and distribution and so increased productivity and re
duced costs. In addition, administrative coordination provided a
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cerrain cash and rapid repayment for services ren
dered. (Chandler, 1977, 7)
As the large and steady cash flows ensured by this kind of centrali
zation were plowed back into the creation of hierarchies of tOp and
middle managers specialized in monitoring and regulating. marke�s
and labor processes, the vertically integrated enterprises acqUired decI
sive competitive advantages vis-a.-vis single-unit enterpris�s or le�s spe
cialized multi-unit enterprises. Once established, these hierarchies. be
came a far more imposing barrier than technology to new entry l�tO
the industries that had been successfully reorganized through vertical
integration (Chandler, 1977, 299)'
. mte
The tendencies toward horizontal combination and vertical
gration set off by the intense, widespread, and persistent competition
of the last quarter of the ni.neteenth century developed very uneve�ly
among the business communities of the three main industrial countries
of the time-Britain, the United States, and Germany. The Germa�
business community moved most rapidly and successfully in both di
rections, giving rise to that cohesive system of business ent�prise �hat
Rudolf HiUerding (1981) later turned into the paradigm of orgamzed
capitalism." The British business community, in cont�ast, mo�ed mo�t
slowly and least successfully in either direction-particularly the �I
rection of vertical integration. Finally, the U.S. business commumty
fell somewhere in between, being less successful than the German in its
early attempts to move in the direction of horizon�al com�i�ation, ?ut
eventually emerging as the most successful of all m practicing vertical
integration (Chandler, 1990).
The German pattern was thoroughly embedded . the state- and
warmaking activities of the newly established German Reich. When
the slump of 1873-79 hit Germany, the spread of unemployment,
labor unrest, and socialist agitation, combined with a crippling fiscal
crisis of the Reich, induced Chancellor Bismarck to intervene to pro
tect German society, lest the ravages of unfettered market competition
destroy the imperial edifice he had just built. At the sam� time, �he
growing convergence of agrarian and industrial i�t:rests pressl�g
for governmen£ai protection from foreign competition prOVided BI�
marck with unique opportunities to use the political power vested
the Reich executive "to secure a new balance of power betw"een the
Reich and the states . . . and to complete the national unification by
more
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cementing it with unbreakable economic ties" (Rosenberg, 1943,
67-68).
In cementing the unity of the German domestic economy and en
dowing the German state with a powerful military-industrial appara
tuS, the German government actively sought the assistance of enter
prises in the forefront of the ongoing industrialization of war (see
chapter J) and, above all, six large banks. These Grossbanken had
emerged out of the personal and interfamilial structure of German
banking, still prevalent in the 1850S, primarily through the promotion
and financing of railway companies and heavy industrial enterprises
involved in railway construction (Tilly, 1967. 174-75, 179-80). Their
dominance in German finance increased further during the slump of
the 1870S. When a large proportion of their entrepreneurial and pecu·
niary resources were released by the nationalization of the railways in
the 1880s, they moved swiftly to take over, integrate, and reorganize
German industry in collusion with a small number of powerful indus
trial firms (Henderson, 1975, 178).
Whereas on the eve of the Great Depression family capitalism was
still the norm in Germany as in Britain, by the turn of the century it
had become a subordinate component of a highly centralized corpo
rate Structure. Over the next two decades centralization increased fur
ther, mostly through horizontal imegration. To the extent that small
and medium-sized enterprises survived, as many did, they lived on as
subordinate members of a private command economy controlled by
a closely knit group of financiers and industrialists acting through
increasingly extensive and complex managerial bureaucracies. The
German domestic economy, to paraphrase Engels (1958), was indeed
beginning to look like "one big factory."
In sharp contrast with trends in Germany, in Britain "there was
little movement toward the differentiation of management from owner
ship, toward the elongation of organizational hierarchies." In most
industries, family businesses remained as dominant as they had been
throughout the nineteenth century. so that the eventual domination of
the nation's economic structure by the corporate enterprise can hardly
be perceived in Britain before the First World War. At the end of the
nineteenth century, very large mergers occurred in several industries.
But the resulting giant businesses remained under the control of the
vendors, with disastrous consequences for the effectiveness and effi
ciency of the combinations. Thus, the Calico Printers' Association,
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formed in 1899 by the amalgamation of fifty-nine firms, was described
eight years later as "a study of disorganization." As the vice-c airman
of another giant concern suffering from similar dysfunctions re
marked "it was an awful mistake to put into conttol of the various
busines;es purchased by the company the men from whom the busi
nesses were purchased, because these men have got into one groove
and could not get out of it" (Payne, 1974. 20-23).
In fact, it was much more than individual entrepreneurs who had
gotten into one groove and could not get out of it. The entire British
system of business enterprise was trapped into a particular path of de
velopment, which it could not abandon except at costs that far ex
ceeded calculable benefits (d. Ingham, 1995, 3 5 3 ) . This was the path
of a highly extroverted economic system that drew its raw materials
from the whole world and depended critically on foreign outlets for
the profitable disposal of its industrial production. As argued in chap
ter 1 ' Britain's role as the "workshop of the world" further increased
its capacity to function as the commercial and financial emrepot of the
world economy. This enhanced capacity, in turn, provided British
business with relatively well-protected market niches within which to
specialize once its competitiveness in industrial production began to
wane (Rubinstein, 1977; Ingham, 1984).
It is highly doubtful that it would have been more profitable for
Britain to compete with the rising industrial nations through a funda
mental restructuring of its industries than to specialize more fully, as
it did in its role as world commercial and financial intermediary. In
any e�ent, the capacity of British business to move toward the ki�d
of reorganization that was sustaining rapid industrial expansion 10
Germany and the United States was strictly limited by the highly de
centralized and specialized structure inherited from its earlier indus
trial expansion. For throughout the nineteenth cemury, British indus
try in general, and the textile industry in partic�lar, showed a strong
. sub
tendency toward the fission rather than the fUSIOn of sequenual
processes of production and exchange-that is, toward vertical "dis
integration" rather than integration. From about 1780 to the end of
the Napoleonic Wars, leading London and provincial induStrialists
had ventured into overseas trade, often beginning in the United States
and the West Indies, where most of the raw cotton for the English tex
tile industry was procured. During the economic depression that fol
lowed the end of the war, however, the phenomenon was reduced to

�

insignificance. As c}{p()rt markets became more dispersed and the
sup
plies on which the competitiveness of British industries depend
ed
came to be procured more economically through volume cash pur
chases, British manufacturers lost the capacity to compete, and indeed
the interest in competing, in overseas trade. Their competitive edge
came to'reside ever more firmly in specialized production in domesti
c
market niches. The procurement of supplies and the disposal of out
puts, in contrast, was left safely and profitably in the hands of equally
specialized accepting houses, which promoted the formation and fi
nanced the growth of truly global networks of commission agents and
small general merchants (Chapman, 1984, 9-15; 1992, u6j see also
Farnie, 1979, 83).
The rapid spread of machinofacture from spinning to weaving in
the second quarter of the nineteenth century was associated with some
vertical integration of these two subprocesses. But after 1850 the ten
dency was reversed. Spinning, weaving, finishing, and market
ing be
came the separate and specialized domains of different enterprises, often
highly localized and specialized even within each branch. As a result,
in the last quarter of the nineteenth century, the British system of busi
ness enterprise was more than ever an ensemble of highly specialized
medium-sized firms held together by a complex web of commercial
transactions-a web that was centered on Britain but spanned the en
tire world (Hobsbawm, 1968, 47-48; Gattrell, 1977, 1 18-20j Crouzet
,
1982, 204-5, 212).
The main disadvantage of this extroverted, decentralized, and dif
ferentiated business structure was high transaction costs. "A pound of
canon arriving in Liverpool," noted Melvin Copeland (1966, 371),
"frequently . . . will pay tribute to two Liverpool brokers, to a yarn
agent and merchant, to a cloth agent, converter, and merchant, and
finally to a wholesaler and retailer. During its course it may also have
been the property of a spinner, a doubler, a weaver, and a printer.
"
Nevertheless, the high transaction costs involved in this fragmented
Structure were more than compensated for by the advantages of
being
located in the "dense network of specialists" that had develop
ed in the
Lancashire industrial district-"a development which can
hardly be
matched elsewhere in the industrial world"-and of being
connected
to the markets of the entire world by a highly flexible
commercial net
work (Copeland, 1966, 327-29).
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The tentacles of the Manchester trade reach out to all corners of the
world and whatever form of manufactured cotlon is sought, what
ever ;ccommodation is desired, some one can be found in Man
chester ready to accept the commission. Of all the assets which make
it possible for the conon industry to attain its lar�est dimensions in a
. con
country which does not produce the raw matenal, and which
sumes only ten or twenty per cent of the yarn and cloth manufac
tured in its mills, none is more significant than the adaptability of the
commercial organization. (Copeland, 1966, )71)
The more British industrial enterprises specialized locally in pro
cessing world supplies for world markets, the more dependent they be
came upon commission agents and large-scale merchant impor ers,
who were nOt as aggressive as the salesmen of much larger Amencan
and German enterprises. But even if they wanted to, they were "too
small to afford a vigorous selling effort in world markets by means of
a salaried force of commercial travellers" (Payne, 1974, 54)· As for

�

eign competition intensified, rhey had little choice but to specialize
further within the global commercial nerwork that supported and
"caged" them at the same time. Thus, under the i pact f the G eat
.
Depression of 1873-96, the tendency toward vertical dISintegration,
far from being reversed, became stronger. In 1884 firms combining
spinning and weaving still accounted for 57.3 percent of the looms
and 39 percent of the spindles in Lancashire, but by 191 I these shares
were down to 33.7 and 1.0.5 percent respectively (Tyson, 1968, JJ9)·
Further specialization within a global commercial network was
neither the only nor indeed the main response of British entrepreneurs
to the intensification of competitive pressures that ensued from the

�

�

�

mid-nineteenth century world trade expansion. The rerouting of cash
flows from production to moneylending and speculation, and from
domestic to foreign investment, was far more important in determin
ing the eventual outcome of the incipient crisis of the British system
of business enterprise. For now, however, let us underscore that the
British system of business enterprise did not generate from within its
national core the tendency toward the vertical integration of sub
processes of production and exchange that was to become the domi
nant characteristic of business organization in the rwentieth century.
Just as the switch from the corporate to the family business form in the
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries was closely associated with a
spatial shift of the epicenter of systemic processes of capital accumula-

tion from the United Provinces to the United Kingdom, so the switch
from the family to the corporate form of business in the late nineteenth
and early rwentieth centuries was closely associated with an analogous
spatial shih from the United Kingdom to the United States.
It was in the United States that the tendency toward vertical inte
gration developed most fully and successfully. Initially, rhe attempt to
bring the competitive pressures of the late nineteenth century under
control caused the United States to go in the same direction as Ger
many, that is, toward the formation of horizontal combinations in re
straint of competition and toward an increasing dominance of a small
group of private financial institutions that had grown through invest
ments in railway companies and related industrial enterprises. In the
United States, however, these nationwide associations of manufactur
ers mostly failed to attain their objectives long before they were de
clared illegal in r890 by the Sherman Antitrust Act. And the domi
nance of financial institutions never went far beyond the construction
and operation of railroad systems (Chandler, 1977, T87, 3 1 7, 335).
In the 1880s and 1890S, the changing structures of German and
U.S. business began to diverge radically. In both countries the centrali
zation of capital gained momentum. In Germany opportunities to pur
sue vertical integration were rapidly exhausted and the main thrust of
the centralization of capital became horizontal combination (Landes,
[966, 109-10). In the United States, by contrast, the main thrust of
the centralization of capital became vertical integration. As under
scored by Alfred Chandler ( 1 977, T978, 1990), ineffectual, unpopu
lar, and eventually illegal horizontal combinations were abandoned.
Business enterprises in branches ranging from cigarettes and canned
meat to office and agricultural machinery moved toward integrating
within their organizational domains the sequential subprocesses of
production and exchange. All phases, from the procurement of pri
mary inputs to the disposal of final outputs, were linked within the
single firm.
The greater speed at which primary inputs could be turned into
final outputs by the vertically integrated enterprises enabled these en
terprises to lower COStS and increase production per worker and per
machine faster and to a greater extent [han single-unit enterprises or
less specialized multi-unit enterprises. And as the large and steady cash
flows generated by these "economies of speed" were plowed back into
the creation of hierarchies of top and middle managers specialized in
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monitoring and regulating markets and labor processes, the competi
tive advantages of vertically integrated enterprises increased further.
The result was a swift growth and diffusion of the new organizational
structure. "Almost nonexistent at the end of the 1870S, these inte
grated enterprises came to dominate many of the most vital [U.S.] in
dustries within less than three decades" (Chandler, 1977, 185).
Growth was not limited to the U.S. domestic market. U.S. corpo
rations became multinational almost as soon as they had completed
their continental integration (Hymer, 1971, T:tI). By 1902 Europeans
were already speaking of an "American invasion"; and by 1914 U.S.
direct investment abroad amounted to 7 percent of U.S. GNP-the
same percentage as in 1966, when Europeans once again felt threat
ened by an "American challenge" (d. Wilkins, 1970, 7 1 , 201).
The Demise of the British System ofBusiness Enterprise

In seeking an explanation for the triumph in the early twentieth cen
tury of the U.S. paradigm of mass production, Charles Sabel and
Jonathan Zeitlin (1985, 164) advocate a reinterpretation of economic
developments in the United States and Western Europe in the nine
teenth century "as concurrent and competing attempts to elaborate
a distinct variant of industrial technology suited ro the particularities
of national circumstances." While they have no difficulty identifying
major national industrial variants, they nonetheless find that the ori
gins of these variants remain obscure and the evidence of their clash in
international competition too fragmentary to weigh heavily in defense
of what they call the "many-worlds view" (Sabel and Zeitlin, 1985,
164-71 ) .
The analysis here shows that the evidence supporting such a view
is much stronger if we focus on systems of business enterprise, rather
than on technological paradigms, as Sabel and Zeitlin do. Thus, the
branching of nineteenth-century family capitalism into three distinct
directions during the Great Depression of 1873-96 can be seen as
originating in the different responses of the British, German, and U.S.
business communities to the challenges posed by the intensifying com
petitive pressures typical of the time. Differences in response, in turn,
largely correspond to differences in the national circumstances under
which the three business communities operated.
The world-entrep6t function exercised by the British economy
was the single most important factor conditioning the British response.
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As competition in agro-industrial production intensified, British busi
ness specialized further in global commercial and financial interme
diation, supported by the British government's more activist role in
world politics. German business-unable to compete in global com
mercial and financial intermediation with British business, or in agri
cultural production with U.S. business and other overseas producers
moved instead in the direction of national-economy formation.
A.ctively encouraged by the German government, it pushed venical in
tegration as far as it could and combined horizontally to generate thac
highly centralized state economy chat became the model of Marxist
theories of state monopoly capitalism. The U.S. business community,
taking advantage of the continental size and natural self-sufficiency of
the domestic economy, moved in a direction as distinct from the
British as from the German: it did not go very far in the creation of
a comprehensive system of horizontal combinations, but it created
in most industries elongated managerial hierarchies through vertical
integration.
This branching of nineteemh-century family capitalism into
several national developmental paths is indeed aptly described by che
metaphor of a branching tree that Sabel and Zeitlin (1985, 163) derive
from Stephen J . Gould. Right up to the First World War, family capi
talism, supported by Free Trade lmperialism, remained the central and
dominant form of business enterprise at the level of the world capital
ist system. Ie continued, so ro say, to constitute the "trunk" of the
branching tree. The U.S. and German variants of corporate capitalism
(along with lesser national systems of business enterprise). in contrast,
were and remained just "branches" of the British "trunk," whose vi
tality and centrality they did not yet threaten seriously.
To be sure, sectors of British business did perceive U.S. and
German advances in industrial production as a challenge to their con
tinuing dominance in domestic and world markets. Alarm for "[he
American invasion" around the turn of the century was first vented in
Britain-at this time the primary location of the overseas transplant of
U.S. corporations (Wilkins, 1 9 70, 7D-7I). Fear of German competi
tion was no less acute (Landes, 1969, 32.8).
British fears were nonetheless grossly exaggerated. Speaking of [he
engineering industry, S. B. Saul (1968, 201) claims that the scare over
the American invasion "was entirely artificial." For th� first and only
time since the 1 8 }os, British railways had bought American engines;
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but the purchase was due to "a dearth of home orders in the Uni�ed
States and booming order books for the British makers," hardly a Sign
of declining British competitiveness. Even when challenges were real,
they were mostly limited to specific industries and British business could
meet them easily ( I ) by taking over the new technologies through the
purchase of machinery, as it did in the small arms and shoe ind�stries
(see Fries, 1975; Church, 1968); (2) by specializing more fully In the
high-value-added activities associated with Britain's world-entrep6t
functions; and (3) by establishing claims on the value added produced
in other countries through foreign lending and investment.
The extent to which British business managed to keep at bay the
German challenge in processes of capital accumulation without itself
undergoing a major restructuring of the U.S. or German kind can be
gauged by the discrepancy between the German "catching up" with
Britain in industrial production on the one side, and in value added
on the other. As David Landes (1969, 329) notes, "Where British out
put of manufactured commodities . . . slightly more than doubled
from 1870 to 1913, against a German increase of almost sixfold, the
ratio between the rising incomes of the twO countries, whether calcu
lated in aggregate or per capita, was of the order of 0·7 or 0.8 to I. "
In other words, Germany had to expand industrial output almost
three times faster than Britain to make a relatively small gain in value
added. As underscored in chapter I, the rise of German industrial
might did pose a serious threat to British national security and world
power. But until that threat materialized in a military confrontation,
British supremacy in global processes of capital accumulation re
mained unchallenged.
Even then, it was not German but U.S. corporate capitalism that
began unseating British family capitalism from its position of global
dominance. In the half century preceding the First World War, the
United States, unlike Germany, had caught up and surpassed Britain
not just in industrial production, but in aggregate and per capita in
come as well. Nevertheless, the explosive growth of British foreign
investment in this same period had mortgaged to British residents a
significant and growing share of the increase in incomes generated in
the United States. Thus, between 1870 and 1,914, foreign investment
and long-term lending to the United States amounted to $3 billion. But
during this same period, the United States made net payments of inter
est and dividends, mostly to Brita in, amounting to $5.8 billion. The
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consequence was an increase in the U.S. foreign debt from hoo mil
lion in 1843 to $3,700 million in 1,914 (Knapp, 1957,433). Britain, in
contrast, at the beginning of the First World War had nearly one-half
of its assets overseas and received about 10 percent of its national in
come in the form of interest on foreign investment (Cairncross, 1953,
3, 2.3 ) ·
As Peter Mathias (I969, 329) has pointed out with specific refer
ence to British investment in the United States, "this was not just
'blind capital' but the 'blind capital' of reflliers organized by financiers
and businessmen very much with a view to the trade that would be
flowing when the enterprise was under way." British railway building
in the United States and, a fortiori, in countries like Australia, Canada,
South Africa, and Argentina, "was instrumental in opening up these
vast land masses and developing expOrt sectors in primary produce . . .
for Britain" (see also Chapman, 1992, 233ff). Capital lending was no
less "blind" in creating outlets for Britain's own exports.

The complex of activities into which capital lending fined can be
most dearly seen in such a case as China where [he British firm
Jardine Mathieson was in the lead. They organized the raising of
loans to Chinese provincial governments (on which they took the
margin). They supplied the railways at a profit, sometimes shipped
the equipment on their own shipping lines, which brought in freight
charges, and supplied equipment and arms to the contestants in the
wars whose Strategy was being shaped by the railways. Such a pyra
mid of activities . . . makes it difficult actually to work out a rate of
profit on the loans for parties that were hoping to profit from them
in so many interrelated ways. (Mathias, 1969, )2.8)
In short, the overabundant liquidiry that accumulated in,

or
passed through, British hands was a powerful instrument in the com
petitive struggle that ensued from the growing "industrialization" of
the world capitalist system. What eventually destroyed the centrality
and vitality of British family capitalism was not market competition,
but military confrontation.
A world war could simply not be combined with "business as usual."

By 1918 the government had taken over the running of several in
dustries, controlled others by requisitioning their output or licensing,
organized its own bulk purchases abroad, resrricted capital expendi
ture and foreign trade, fixed prices and controlled the distribution of
consumer goods. Fiscal policy was used-dumsily-to divcrt morc
resources to the war cffort than people were wilting 10 forgo, largely
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by indirectly induc� inflation. One part of this fiscal war-effort, the
so-called McKenna duties of 1915 . . . made the first de (acto breach
in the wall of Free Trade. . . . In fact between 1916 and 1918 Britain
was forced to evolve a first incomplete and reluctant sketch of that
powerful state-economy of the Second World War. (Hobsbawm,
1968, ::1.0))
The First World War and its aftermath thus played a decisive role
in precipitating the demise of the British system of family business en�
terprise and the corresponding rise of the U.S. system of corporate
business. In business as in government, however, the destruction of an
old regime does not in itself bring into existence a new regime. The
First World War and its aftermath destroyed the vitality and centrality
of the British system of business enterprise, bm it took another great
depression and another world war before the emergent U.S. system ac
quired the capabilities necessary to become dominant on a world scale.
As long as vertically integrated, multi-unit enterprises remained
the exception rather than the rule in the U.S. domeStic economy, and
the U.S. domestic economy itself enclosed only a fraction of world
purchasing power, the expansion of such enterprises was sustained by
the takeover of single-unit enterprises and the diversion of purchasing
power from the rest of the world to the United States. By the end of the
First World War, these two sources of exogenous support began to
wane. The war brought abom a major redistribution of purchasing
power from the rest of the world to the United States, so that much
less remained to be diverted to the U.S. economy. Moreover, by 1919
the process of displacing the structures of family capitalism in the
United States was nearly complete. Out of thirty-eight "key" indus
tries, only four were not dominated by the hundred largest corpota�
tions. Moreover, even in non-key industries, which by and large re
mained unconcentrated, the large enterprises of the key industries
exercised a growing influence over the flow and prices of goods through
their purchases from, and sales to, the smaller single function, single
unit enterprises (Chandler, 1978, 12-0).
By the end of the First World War, in other words, the emergent
U.S. system of corporate capitalism had come to stand or fall on
its own. It could no longer expand by sapping the residual vitality of
family capitalism domestically and internationally. It could expand
only on the basis of its own vitality.
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To cope with the new situation, U.S. corporate business underwent a
. reorganization characterized by product diversification and the
major
consequent adoption of a multidivisional organizational structure-a
s�r�c.ture, that is, "consisting of autonomous and integrated operating
diVISions and a general office, that appraised and planned the work of
the divisions and the corporation as a whole" (Chandler, 1978, He).
. .
As Wdham
Lazonick (1991, 32) has noted, the multidivisional organi
.
zational structure that emerged in the I92.0S and spread rapidly in the
1930S and 19405 arose out of the need for already dominant enter
prises "to move into new product lines and regional markets in order
to continue to transform the high fixed COSts inherent in . . . past in�
vestmentS into low unit COSts as old product lines and markets became
s�ru[ated �r outmoded." And yet, "[0 move into new products and re
gtons reqUired even more fixed COSts for ongoing research and devel�
opm�nt facilities as well as for the plant, equipment, and personnel
reqUired to produce the new products and service the new markets. "
The multidivisional structure, in other words, continually recreated at
an eve� higher level of organizational complexity the need to diversify
operations out of which it had originated.
As it moved in the direction of product and market diversifica�
tion, U.S. corporate capitalism moved also in the direction of "manu
aCturing" customers. Consumerism, writes Stuart Ewen (1976, 54),
.
emerged 10 the 1920S not as a smooth progression from earlier and
less 'developed' patterns of consumption, but rather as an aggressive
.
evlce of corporate survival." Under the impact of a sharp contraction
10 market share, Ford Motor Company itself was forced to introduce
si�nificant style and equipment changes, thereby relaxing its fixation
with standardized mass production (Hounshell, 1984, 275-76). New
.
fashions
had to be invented to keep plants running once the original
market had been supplied.

:

�

Within the ideal of a "scientifically" managed industry, raw materi.
als and consumers were both viewed as malleable. They both would
?ave to be shaped by the demands of the production line, pecuniary
mterests, and the newly emergent managerial tools of capital. (Ewen,
1976, ::1.5-2.6)
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Glick, and Rangel, 1987� 354ff). And when
business collapsed in the wake of the Crash of 1929 and the tariff war
triggered by the Smoot-Hawley Tariff Bill (see chapter I), mass pro
duction experienced the most serious crisis of its history.
The emergent U.S. system of corporate business had come to
Paul
stand or fall on its own and had failed the test. As the banker
Mazur put it in the columns of the New York Times, "the power of
production . . . has been so great that its products have multiplied at
geometric rates . . . at the same time the power of consumption--even
under the influence of stimuli damned as unsocial and tending toward
profligacy [for example, advertising and built-in obsolescenceJ-has
expanded only at a comparatively slow arithmetic rate." The result
had been "overproduction and the disastrous discontinuity of industry
that comes as a consequence" (quoted in Hounshell, 1984, 322).
to
The Great Depression of the 1930S did not reverse the tendency
cence.
obsoles
built-in
stimulate consumption through advertising and
But its main effect was to induce big business to multiply its efforts
to regain some flexibility in adjusting to market conditions through

subcontracting to outside suppliers (Hounshell, 1984, 299-300). This
strategy was no more successful in sustaining the profitable expansion
of U S. c�rporare business than the straregy of product and market di
:
�erslficatlon and the adoption of the multidivisional form of organiza
tion. What ev�ntually pulled U.S. big business out of the depth of the
Great De resslon of the 19}OS was not its own strategies of survival,
�
but massive government expenditure during and after the Second
World �ar. As Lewis Mu nford (1934, 93-94) had noted, "Quantity
� success upon quantity consumption; and
prod �ctlon must rely for ItS
nothmg ensures replacement like organized destruction. . . . War . . . is
the health of the machine." The Second World War fully confirmed the
validity of this diagnosis (Hounshell, 1984, 330).
As the French Regulation School (Aglietta, 1979; Boyer, 1988;
1990) has underscored, already before the war the New Deal had in
�ugurated the conscious intervention of the U.S. government in crear109 aggregate demand conditions favorable to the expansion of mass
prodUCtion. Bur as �he new economic collapse of 1937-38 demon.
,
strared, the mterventlon
had failed in its objective. Robert Brenner and
Mar Glick (1991, 92) say that "The New Deal, in itself, had little or
nothmg �o do �ith the end of the depression." This is an exaggeration,
because mcreasmg government expenditures do stimulate effective de
mand even when they a �e balanced by increased taxation, as they were
under the New Deal. Without this stimulus, the depression might have
become much worse than it actually was, thereby making the subse.
quent recovery more problematic. It remains nonetheless true that, as
they conclude, "In so far as a rise in demand helped pull the economy
from the depression . . . the impetus came . . . from massive de.ficit
spending on armaments."
After the war, massive deficit spending on armaments was insti
tutionalized in what James O'Connor (1973, chapter 6) has aptly
.
charact�nzed
as the U.S. "warfare-welfare state." Military expendi.
tures -Vlthou t precedent in periods of peace (DeGrasse, 1983, 20-:2.1),
:
, the U.S. federal government's commitment under the
combmed With
Employment A�t of 1946 to maintaining maximum employment and
the lar�est pOSSible aggregate demand, finally brought to fruition the
strat glC and structural innovations introduced by u.S. corporate busi
�
�ess 10 t�e 1920S a�d 1930s. The multidivisional fOlm of organiza.
tlon, w�,ch had failed to rescue u.S. big business from the Great
DepreSSion, now turned into a key instrument in meeting the demand

�
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of the U.S. federal government for military and advanced scientific
hardware.

During rhe years of the Cold War, Ihe government required a wide
variety of weapons, ranging from aircraft carriers, missiles and sub
marines to convenrional guns and tanks, as well as nuclear reactors
for the Atomic Energy Commission and the spaceships with all their
accoutrements for the National Aeronaurics and Space Administra
tion. To handle these markers, the companies merely added a sepa
rate division or group of divisions for atomic energy weapons or for
government business in general. (Chandler, 1978, 12.7)
Similarly, under the aegis of the warfare-welfare state, the str�ggle
of U.S. corporate business 10 overcome "puritanism in consumption"
through advertising and built-in obsolescence finally succeede in �re
ating steady and expanding mass markets for its mass production hnes
and bureaucratic structures.

�

Coming out of Ihe �ond World War, state consumption and rhe fi
nancial seeding of foreign markels . . . created apparently stable em·
ployment for wide sectors of the popularion whose . lives had bee.n
chronicaHy characterized by the instability and disqUIetude of deprl'
vation. Government loans to G.l. families and others helped erect
suburban communities which would prove fertile soil for the cultiva
lion of a consumer Eden. . . . The mass marketing of television . . .
carried the consumer Imagery into the back corners of home life. The
vision of the modern family informed a suburban migration which
dwarfed (five fold) even the massive European migration to these
shores in the first decade of the century. The shift of work and com
mercial activity into arenas of bureaucracy, service and communica
tions further minimized the notion of popular self·sufficiency. (Ewen,
1976, 105-6; emphasis in the original)
From this domestic base of strong governmemal support for the
establishment and reproduction of the demand conditions of inte
grated mass production and distribution sprang a new wave of multi
national expansion. As previously noted, U.S. corporations became
multinational almost as soon as they had completed their continental
integration. Many had done so before the First World War. A few
more followed in the 1920S. In the 1930S and 1940s, however, depres
sion and war dampened the tendency (U.S. Department of Commerce,
various years; Dunning, 1983, 91-93).

Then in the 19 50S and early 19605, particularly after the opening of
the European Common Market, there was a massive drive for for-
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cign markets. Direct American investment in Europe alone rose from
$1.7 thousand million in 1950 to $z4.5 thousand million in 1970.
This "American challengen was spearheaded by the 2.00 firms that
accounted for more than half of the direct investment made by
United States companies abroad. These 100 were nearly all in rhe
capital-intensive, technologically advanced industries and were those
that had adopted the multidivisional form of organization. (Chandler,
1978, 12.7-18)
The multidivisional structure thus helped to capture not JUSt gov
ernmental demand at home for military and advanced scientific hard
ware, but foreign markeu and resources as well. As Chandler notes,
the large integrated corporations could simply add to their existing
divisions one or more international divisions to supervise and coordi
nate overSeas activities and to advise their top management on invest
ment deCisions; or they could PUt their product divisions in charge of
the overseas lines of business they already handled domestically. Either
way, the scale, scope, and reach of the corporations increased further,
adding to their power vis-a.-vis markets and governments alike.
The U.S. government played as decisive a role in fostering the
transnational expansion of U.S. corporate capital as it did in creating
the conditions of its domestic consolidation. It provided U.S. corpora
tions operating abroad with tax incentives and insurance schemes, as
well as political and military protection (d. Commission on Inter
national Trade and Investment, 1971). Most important, it contributed
decisively to turning western Europe into the primary arena of U.S. di
rect foreign investment. As John Foster Dulles had declared in 1948,
"a healthy Europe" could not be "divided into small compartments."
It had ro be organized infO a market "big enough to justify modern
methods of cheap production for mass consumption." To this end,
the new Europe had to include a reindustrialized Germany. Without
German integration into the European eConomy, remarked General
Motors Corporation chairman Alfred P. Sloan, "there is nothing [hat
could convince us in General Motors tbat it was either sound or de
sirable or worthwhile to undertake an operation of any consequence
in a country like France" (both quotations from McCormick, 1989,
7.9-80).
The U.S. government spared neither money, nor energies to create
in Europe a political-economic space large enough to enable
U.S.
corporate capital to experience a second youth across the Atlantic
.
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Through the skillful use of economic inducements (most notably, the
Marshall Plan), it fostered European cooperation and the reduction of
intra-European economic barriers. Through U.S. and European re
armament under the North Adantic Treaty Organization (NATO), it
provided further inducements for European economic integration and
for U.S. direct foreign investment. In these and other ways, it provided
essential backing for the establishment of a European Payments Union
and the European Coal and Steel Community, thereby initiating the
process that culminated in the formation of the European EConomic
Community in 1957.
As Gilpin underscores, "the fundamental motivation for support
ing the economic unification of Western Europe was political-the se
curity of the West against the Soviet Union." In this pursuit, the U.S.
government was willing to tolerate some discrimination against the
import of U.S . goods in the newly created Common Market. But it was
not willing to tolerate discrimination against the transplant of U.S.
corporations within the walls of (hat market. U.S. support of the
Rome Treaty was conditional upon a European guarantee "that an
American-owned subsidiary would be treated equally with national
firms of European countries. The importance of this policy, and of
subsequently negotiated bilateral commercial treaties, for the Euro
pean expansion of American corporations cannOt be overemphasized"
(Gilpin, 1975, 108).
As U.S. corporate capital seized the opportunities for domestic
and transnational expansion created by the U.S. government, world
capitalism came to operate under an entirely new system of business
enterprise. For about twenty-five years after the end of the Second
World War, the U.S. multidivisional, multinational corporation be
came the model that businesses worldwide sought to imitate. As
Servan-Schreiber (1968, IQ-Il) put it, the "American challenge" was
not primarily financial or technological but organizational, "the ex
tension to Europe of an orgmtization that is still a mystery to us." And
yet, by the time: Servan-Schreiber was writing, a growing number of
European firms had found effective ways to meet the challenge, be
coming challengers themselves of the long-established U.S. corpora
tions, even in the U.S. market (Chandler, 1990, 615-16). The stage
was thus set for a new major intensification of interenterprise compe
tition and a new metamorphosis of the dominant system of business
enterprise.
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The Double Crisis of Corporare Capiralism, U.S.-Sryle
�r�m the angle of vision adopted in this chapter, past hegemonic tran
sitions appear as moments of fundamental transformation of the
do�inan� system of business enterprise. As figure 5 sums up, the in
t�ns'ficatton of great-power rivalries and the interstitial emergence of
new lOCi. of power that ensued from each major expansion of world
t.rade and production were intertwined with an intensification of imer
enterprise competition and the emergence of new systems of business
enterprise. This combination of tendencies laid bare the weaknesses
and contradictions of the previously dominant interstate and inter
enterprise systems, while creating the conditions for their reorganiza
tion under a new hegemony.
In both transitions, the displacement of one hegemonic structure
by another was accompanied by a spatial shift of the system's center.
The business enterprises and the government of the declining center
tended to remain trapped in the particular path of development that
had made their forrunes. Continued adherence to rhe old path of de
vel�pme�t �rotected the declining center from many of the challenges
of mtenslfymg competition; but it could not prevent new centers that
were parricularly well positioned to exploit the greater growth pOten
tial of alternative paths from outshining the wealth and power of the
declining center.
Aspects of this pattern can also be detected in present transforma
tions of the global political economy. As many observers have pointed
�ut, the very expansion of the U.S. system of multinational corpora
nons has precipitated a crisis, not just of states, the United States in
cluded (see introduction), but of the corporations themselves. In the
words of Manuel Castells and Alejandro Partes (r989, 29-)0),

The large corporation, with its national venical structure and the
separation of its functions between staff and line, does nOt appear
any more as the last stage of a necessary evolution toward rational
ized industrial management. Networks of economic activities, net
w�rks of firms, and coordinated dusters of workers appear to com
prISe an emergent model of successful production and distribution.

The main fe�ture of this emergent model is its "informality," in
sharp COntrast With the "formality" of the previously dominant model
of corpora�e capitalism based on the regulatory powers of big
busi
ness, orgamzed labor, and big government (Castells and Pones,
1989,
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27-2.9; on the differem meanings of "informality" and "informaliza·
tion," see Pones, 1994).
In a similar vein, Michael Piore and Charles Sabel have argued
that we are in the midst of an "industrial divide," one of those rare his·
torical momems in which the path or paradigm of technological devel
opment itself is at issue. In their view, the triumph of mass production,
undertaken in bureaucratically managed, giant corporations, over the
"flexible specialization" of small-batch craft production, carried out
in small and medium-sized business units coordinated by market rela
tionships of cooperation and competition, was neither complete nor
irreversible. Indeed, the triumph may now be in the process of being
reversed (Piore and Sabel, 1984, 4-5, 15, 19-20).
Integral to the claim that we may be in the midst of a reversal of
the century-long tendency toward the formation of centralized. for
mally regulated, and rigidly specialized business structures has been
a revival of interest in Alfred Marshall's (1919. 283-88) notion of
"industrial districtsn as the locus of "external economies" (external,
that is, to individual business units). Thanks to these economies, small
business was said to be able to survive and prosper without any need
[0 exploit the "internal economies" of scale and scope available to
big business (Becattini, 1989, 1990; Brusco, 1982., 1986). Magnified
and publicized by Piore and Sabel's influential book, this rediscovery
of Marshallian industrial districts quickly caught the imagination of
scholars, media, and policy makers. Silicon Valley was conceptualized
as a quimessential Marshallian district (Gilder, 1989; Saxenian, 1990,
1993); small machine and electronics manufacturing enterprises were
hailed as the "true" source of Japan's international competitive advan
tage (Friedman, 1988); and, conversely, Britain's international com
petitive disadvantage was attributed to the absence of comparable
networks of small businesses (Best, 1990). "The trend of a cemury is
being reversed," editorialized the Economist in 1989. "Now it is the
big firms that are shrinking and small ones that are on the rise. The
trend is unmistakable-and businessmen and policy makers will ig
nore it at their peril" (quoted in Harrison, 1994).
The large corporation, notes Bennett Harrison (1994, 12.), thus
began to be portrayed as "something of a dinosaur, increasingly unable
to compete in a 'post-industrial' world characterized by continually fluc
tuating consumer demands, heightened international competition, and
the need for more 'flexible' forms of work and interfirm interaction. "
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The world described by an earlier generation of scholars-Raymond
Vernon,John Kenneth Galbraith, and Alfred Chandler-was thought
to be collapsing before our eyes. Now it was the turn of the small
agile companies to drive technological progress, according to writer�
of every ideological persuasion and academic discipline. (Harrison,
1 994, 12.- 13)

After surveying the evidence, Harrison concludes that this is a
grossly distorted image of actual trends. Before we turn to actual
trends, however, let us notice how present arguments about the com.
petitive advantages of decentralized, informal, and flexible struCtures
of business enterprise vis-a.·vis corporate capitalism, U.S.-sryle, are
reminiscent of the arguments advanced two centuries ago about the
ad....antages of the "free" trade of small, private business vis-a.-vis the
formally regulated trade of corporate capitalism, Dutch-style. Could it
be that the withering away of corporate capitalism, Dutch-style, of the
late eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries is about to be replicated
by an analogous withering away of corporate capitalism, U.S.-sryle?
Are present tendencies toward market coordination of world-scale
processes of production and distribution the harbinger of the emer
gence of a new dominant system of business enterprise more akin to
the nineteenth-century British syStem than to the twentieth-century
U.S. system? Or is U.S.·sryle corporate capitalism so different from its
Dutch predecessor as to make us expect a different prospective out.
come to its alleged crisis?
Our analysis has indeed shown that the recurrent transformation
of the dominant system of business enterprise is inseparable from the
constant evolution of the system from transition to transition. Thus
!oinr-srock chartered companies were surrogate agencies in the open:
109 up and penetration of distant markets in place, and for the benefit,
of the states that had charrered them. Eventually, the companies were
driven or phased out of existence. But the pioneering activities of the
WIC and the African Company in establishing Atlantic triangular
trade, and of the VOC and the English East India Company in laying
the foundations of European imperialism in Asia, prepared the ground
on which British family capitalism waxed rich and powerful. Without
Adantic triangular trade, the dense networks of family business ente,r.
prise that constituted the backbone of Britain's future industrial districts
may have never come into existence. And without the unprotected
markets and tribute of Britain's Indian empire, these same networks
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mignt have withered before they developed fully during and after tne
great mid-nineteentn-century world trade expansion.
The rise of twentietn-century U.S. corporate capitalism, in turn,
was based as mucn on the realization of the full potential of Britain's
nineteenth-century family capitalism as on its limits and contradictions.
It was this system that under the carapace of Free Trade Imperialism
promoted the rapid diffusion of mechanization from one branch of in
dustry to another, from industry to transport and communications,
and from country to country. Without this diffusion of mechanization
in all directions, and without tne formation of mass markets for agri
cultural and industrial products that went with it, U.S. business would
have had neither the stimulus, nor the means to integrate vertically, to
create powerful managerial hierarchies, and to expand across indus
tries and political jurisdictions.
It follows that the corporate capitalism of giant multinational
corporations rose and became dominant worldwide under radically
different world-historical circumstances than the corporate capitalism
of joint-stock chartered companies. Joint-stock cnartered companies
were precurSOrs in the process of world-market formation tnat became
irreversible with the mid-nineteenth century industrial revolution in
long-distance transpOrt and communications. Multinational corpora
tions are a by-product of that process. Joint-stock chartered companies
were half-business, naif-governmental organizations that specialized
territOrially in the monopolization of trade opportunities in the extra
European world. Multinational corporations are strictly business or
ganizations that pursue profit by specializing functionally across the
territorial jurisdictions of sovereign states. Joint-stock chartered com
panies depended for their very existence on exclusive trading privileges
granted by their metropolitan governments. Multinational corpora
tions have established and reproduced themselves primarily on the
basis of the competitiveness of their managerial hierarchies. Joint-stock
chartered companies were the outgrowth and instrument of states
that were fundamentally weak by world-historical standards. Multi
national corporations have been the outgrowth and instrument of the
most powerful military-industrial apparatus the world has ever seen.
Taken jointly, tnese differences point to fundamental changes in
the dynamic of interenterprise competition and state-capital relations.
For what concerns the dynamic of interenterprise competition, the most
striking change is the phenomenal increase in the number of relevant
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units in the system. Owing to their territorial specialization and exclu
siveness, viable joint-stock chartered companies of all nationalities
were few in number, probably no more than a dozen or so at any given
time. And as soon as their mutual competition intensified, their num
ber decreased further to one or two specimens in each major arena of
commercial expansion. Owing to their trans-territoriality and func
tional specialization in a greatly expanded world market, in Contrast,
the number of multinational corporations that have operated under
U.S. hegemony has been incomparably larger, always being in the
three rather than in the two digits. Moreover, the intensification of
their mutual competition in the X970S and 1980s has been associated,
not with a decrease, but with an explosive growth in that numbet. By
1980, it was estimated that there were over 10,000 multinational cor
porations, and by the early 1990S three times as many (Stopford and
Dunning, 1983, 3; Ikeda, 1996, 48).
Partly related to this phenomenal increase in the number of rele
vant units in the interenterprise system is a fundamental change in
the relationship between government and business. In underscoring
the overlapping and complementary interests that have linked the
U.S. government to U.S. corporations, Gilpin (1975, 141-42) has
noted how this relationship "is not unlike that between the British
government and the mercantile enterprises which dominated the
world economy in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries. . . . The
American muhinational corporation, like its mercantile ancestor, has
performed an-important role in the maintenance and expansion of the
power of the Uniced States." We concur with Gilpin in maintaining
that the U.S. government saw in the unfettered expansion of U.S. cor
porations in Western Europe a key instrument of its own world hege
mony. As it turned out, however, multinational corporations proved
to be far less malleable instruments of world power than joint-stock
chartered companies.
Nothing illustrates this difference better than comparing the in
corporation of Western Europe after the Second World War into U.S.
networks of power with the late eighteenth and early nineteenth cen
tury incorporation of the Indian subcontinent into British networks of
power. As we have seen, the latter incorporation was the work of a
joint-stock chartered company (the East India Company). As soon as
the company had fulfilled its task of opening up South Asia to British
commercial and territorial expansion at its own risk and expense, it
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was phased aUf through the progressive revocation of its trading
privileges. The incorporation of WeStern Europe within the power net
works of the United States, in contrast, was undertaken by the U.S.
government itself. Once governmental action had prepared the terrain
for the profitable transplant of U.S. corporations, the latter invaded
Europe in large numbers, contributing to the consolidation of U.S.
hegemony. Soon, however, the transplant developed a dynamic of its
own, which backfired on U.S. world power.
For one thing, the claims on foreign incomes established by the
subsidiaries of U.S. corporations did not translate into a proportionate
increase in the incomes of U.S. residents and the revenues of the U.S.
government. On the contury, precisely when the fiscal crisis of [he
U.S. "warfare-welfare state" became acute under the impact of the
Vietnam War (see chapter 3), a growing proportion of the incomes and
liquidity of U.S. corporations, instead of being repatriated, fled to off
shore money markets (Mendelsohn, 1980). In the words of Eugene
Birnbaum of Chase Manhattan Bank, the result was "the amassing of
an immense volume of liquid funds and markets-the world of Euro
dollar finance--outside the regulatory authority of any country or
agency" (quoted in Frieden, 1987, 85; emphasis in the original). This
massive flight of U.S. capital to offshore money markets precipitated
the collapse of the U.s.-controlled Bretton Woods system and the still
unresolved fiscal crisis of the U.S. government (Ingham, 1994, 44-46).
Equally important, the consolidation of U.S. hegemony and the
concomitant new wave of transnationalization of U.S. business cre
ated favorable conditions for the transnationalization of Western
European and East Asian business as well. As the ranks of multi
national corporations were swollen by these new arrivals, a global sys
tem of production, exchange, and accumulation came into existence
that was subject to no state authority and had the power to subject to
its own "laws" even the most powerful states, the United States in
cluded. This is probably the most important difference between the
present supersession of corporate capitalism, U.S.-style, and the super
session twO hundred years ago of corporate capitalism, Dutch-style.
The legacy of the system of joint-stock chartered companies estab
lished under Dutch hegemony was a major centralization of world
power in the hands of European states in general, and of Britain in
particular. This centralization, in rum, provided Britain's nineteenth
century Free Trade world order with a solid political foundation. The
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legacy of the system of muhinational corporations established under
U.S. hegemony, by contrast, has been a major weakening of the regu
lative capacities of even the most powerful states, nOt just at the level
of the global economy as a whole, but also at the level of their own do
mestic economies.
This weakening of [he regulatOry capacities of stares is both the
most distinctive outcome of U.S. hegemony and a major contributing
factor of the presenr tendency toward informalization in the organiza
tion of business enterprise. As discussed above, U.S. big business be
came dominant worldwide only when it was rescued from the depth of
the Great Depression of the 1930S by the U.S. government, which was
itself made "big" and powerful by the Second World War and the
institutionalization of the U.S. warfare-welfare state in the Cold War
era. And yet, once the U.S. government had created the conditions for
the global expansion of U.S. big business, this very expansion and
the competitive responses it elicited from Western European and East
Asian business undermined the centralization of world financiaL and
economic power within the U.S. that had made possible the institu
tionalization and enlarged reproduction of the U.S. warfare-welfare
state. As in the interwar period, therefore, U.S. big business faced once
again a situation in which it had to stand or fall on its own. In com
parison with the interwar period, however, the self-expansion of U.S.
big business over the last twenry·five years has been far more depen
dent on foreign markets and resources and far more exposed to for
eign competition.
To cope with this new situation, U.S. corporations have been
forced to cut their managerial hierarchies and subordinate workforce
and to enter into all kinds of informal alliances and deals with other
corporations, both U.S. and foreign, with governments at all levels, and
with small businesses all over the world, to which they subcontract ac
tivities previously carried out within their own organizations. The ten
dency toward the bureaucratization of business through vertical inte
gration and product diversification, which had made the fortunes of
U.S. corporate business since the r87os, thus began to be superseded
one hundred years later by a tendency toward informal networking
and [he subordinate revitalization of small business. In acknowledging
[his tendency, Harrison (1994, 7, 144-45) finds that it "'ooks more like
the lopping off of the tip of an iceberg than a meltdown of the old
prevailing structure." He interprets this "lopping off" of the tip of the
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iceberg of corporate power as the expression of what he calls "the
emerging principle of concentration without centralization."

fRjather than dwindling away, concentrated economic power is
changing its shape, as the big firms create all manner of alliances,
short· and long-term financial and technology deals-with one an·
other, with governmentS at all levels, and with legions of generally
(although not invariably) smaller firms who act as their suppliers and
subcontractors. . . . [MJanagers first divide permanent ("core") from
contingent ("peripheral") jobs. The size of the core is then cut to the
bone-which, along with the minimization of inventory holding, is
why "flexible" firms are often described as practicing "lean" pro
duction. These activities, and the human beings who perform them,
are then located as much as possible in different pans of the com
pany or network, even in different geographical locations. (Harrison,
1994, 8-1 I)
Large corporations, in other words, have themselves resorted to
networking as a highly effective way to decentralize production out
side their organizational domains, without reducing, and often in
creasing, their control over markets and technological and financial
resources. Under these circumstances, Marshallian industrial districts
have tended either to lose their vitality as manufacturing centers or
to lose their autonomy vis-a-vis big business (Blim, 1990; Harrison,
1.994, chapters 4-5; Braczyk, Schienstock, and Stefensen, (995). "In
the context of a global system populated by big companies on the per
petual prowl for new profitable opportunities," comments Harrison
(I994, 37), "the very success of the district itself can bring about
changes which give rise to their opposite, and we observe the re
creation of hierarchical organization."
The strategy of big business, operating transnationally, to turn the
advantages of small business into an instrument of the consolidation
and expansion of its own power has been in evidence everywhere. But
nowhere has it been pursued more consistently and successfully than
in East Asia. Without the assistance of multiple layers of formally
independent subcontractors, notes jETRO (Japan's External Trade
Organization), "japanese big business would flounder and sink"
(Okimoto and Rohlen. 1988, 83-88). Close relationships of coopera
tion between large and small firms are buttressed by informal arrange
ments among the parent companies themselves in the form of semi
permanent trade agreements and intergroup shareholding that enable
management to concentrate on long-term rather than short-term per-

formance (Eccleston, 1989, }I-34). Starting in the early 19705, the
scal e and scope of this multilayered subcontracting system increased
.
ra �ldly
through a spillover into a growing number and variety of East
ASian states (Arrighi, Ikeda, and lewan, 1993, ssff).
As we shall see in chapter 4. the spillover made a major contribu
tion to the economic expansion of the entire East Asian region and
strengthened the competitiveness of japanese big business in the global
economy at large. It contributed also to the revitalization of the over
seas Chinese business diaspora, a powerful network of medium-sized
�a�i1y-owned ent�r�rises stitched together by ethnic ties, marriages
10mt ventures, political connections, and a common culture and busi
ness ethic. Informal though pervasive throughout the maritime and
coastal regions of Northeast and Southeast Asia, the diaspora's net
works quickly became the dominant business organization in the region
and the main intermediary in the reintegration of Mainland China into
rhe global econo�y (So and Chiu, 1994, chapter 1I; Arrighi, 1996,
33-37; K�tzensteIn, 1997, 13-14, 37-41. For a comparative analysis
.
of East ASian buslOess
organizations, see Orru, Biggart, and Hamilton,
1997)·
It is too early to tell what kind of dominant system of business
enterprise will emerge out of this highly diversified tendency toward
" �oncentration without centralization." We may nonetheless expect
�Ith some confidence that such a dominant system will be character
Ized by greater informality and markedike coordination than the sys�
t�m of vertically integrated and bureaucratically managed corpora
tJon � that became dominant under U.S. hegemony. But we may JUSt as
confIdently expect that this grearer informaliry and marketlike coordi
ation �ilJ not resurrect the kind of market capitalism that prospered
10 the mneteenth century under British hegemony.
T ree differences seem most likely to materialize. First, the pro
.
.
Meranon
10 the number and variery of transnational corporations in
the present transition (in contrast to the almost complete extinction
. .
of 10lOt-Stock
chartered companies in the transition from Dutch to
BritiSh hegemony) makes safe the prediction that the emergent sys
. be characterized more by a synthesis of corporate and family
tem wJiI
.
b �slOess forms than by the prevalence of the family form, as in the
Oi �eteenth-century British system. Second, the weakening of the regu
J �tlve c� pacities of even the most powerful states in the present tran
. (10 contraSt to the strengthening of the regulative capacities of
Sition
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European states, Britain in particular. in the tr,an,sition from Dutch to
British hegemony) makes equally safe the prediction that the emergent
system of business enterprise will not be able to rely on, the Strong arm
of an imperial state, as the nineteenth-<entury system did o� t�e ,strong
arm of Imperial Britain, Finally, to the extent that East Asia IS I,ndeed
beSt p Sitioned to realize the full potential of present tendenCies t�.
ward concentration without centralization, the emerg�n.t, sys�em Will
bear the social and cultural imprint of a non.Wes�e�� clv.lllzation.
This brings us to the issue of the social and clVlhzatlonal fou?da.
tions of world hegemonies. So far we have been almost excl�slv,ely
concerned with hegemonic transitions as mome?ts of. re.org�O\zatlon
of the modern world system under the impact of tntenslfytng Interstate
rivalries and imerenterprise competition. In the next twO chapters, we
broaden OUf angle of vision to examine the interpl�y between th�se
rivalries and competition on the one side, and conflicts among SOCial
groups and civilizations on the other,
O

Three
The Social Origins of
World Hegemonies
Beverly J. Silver and Eric Slater

The focus of this chapter is on the social foundations of world hege.
monies. The central argument is that the systemwide expansions in
trade and production that have characterized each period of hege
mony have been based on social compactS between dominant and sub.
ordinate groups. Periods of hegemony have been characterized by a
"'virtuous circle," with social peace and material expansions in trade
and production reinforcing one another, Periods of hegemonic tran
sition, in contrast, have been characterized by a "vicious circle" in
which intensifying interstate and interenterprise competition interacts
with mounting and increasingly dysfunctional social conflict, leading
to periods of systemwide rebellions, state breakdowns and revolutions,
This chapter builds on the previous two chapters by showing how
the intensification of competition among states and capitalist enter
prises during each of the hegemonic transitions undermined the condi
tions necessary for the reproduction of established social compacts, In
particular, we describe how the growing "financialization" of pro
cesses of capital accumulation during each transition was associated
with a rapid and extreme polarization of wealth, which in turn under
mined the "middle class" consent upon which the world-hegemonic
order rested. Part of the force behind the growing social conflict of the
transition periods comes from the efforts of these "middle" strata to
151
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defend the privileges they had enjoyed under the hegemonic social
compact.
.
The chapter also emphasizes how the systemic expansions themselves undermined the social foundations of successive world hege
monies by transforming the world-scale balance of class forces. During
periods of systemic expansion, new social gr�ups and c1asses--exclud�d
.
from the benefits of the established hegemomc SOCial compacr-grew 10
size and disruptive power. The struggles of these groups [0 expand their
rights have been both causes and consequences of the escalating interstate and interenterprise competition.
.
Finally, periods of hegemonic transition have been charactenzed
.
by growing intra-elite conflict, in reaction to the intensifica�ion of .10terstate and interenterprise rivalry on the one hand, and [0 IOcreaslOg
social unrest from below on the other. The result of these combined
processes has been long periods of social turbulence Stretching for a
.
half a century or more in past transitions. These penods
have played
a decisive role, not JUSt in destroying the strained social foundations of
the collapsing hegemonic order, but in shaping the nature of the new
world-hegemonic order.
The consolidation of each world hegemony presupposed the estab
lishment of new "historical compromises" capable of bringing social
conflict under control. The cooptation of rising groups was pivotal
the settler bourgeoisies of the Americas and the propenied middle
classes of Europe in the transition from Dutch to British hegemony, and
the Westernized elites of the non-Western world and the working classes
of the Western world in the transition from British to U.S. hegemony.
But in both transitions, the widening of the social foundations of the
hegemonic bloc was accompanied by, indeed, premised on a de jure or
.
de facto exclusion of the majority of the world's population from access
to the same rights and privileges.
.
The twO main parts of the chapter analyze the interplay of IOter
state rivalries' intercapitalist competition, and social conflict during
the transition from Dutch to British hegemony and from British to
U.S. hegemony, respectively. For each transition we descri� the un
.
raveling of the old order under the impact of escalating SOCial conflict
and the emergence of a new social order capable of bringing the con
fliet under control through a combination of cooptation and repres
sion. The twO transitions taken together describe a pattern of evolu
tion: the social unrest with which the rising hegemon must come to
.

ISJ

terms is of far greater geographical scope and
social depth in the tran
sirion to U.S. hegemony than in the transition
to British hegemony.
Thus, in telling the story of the transition from
Dutch to British hege
mony, we focus on rebellion and revolution in Europ
e and the Ameri
cas. In describing the transition to U.S. hegemony,
our story becomes
global.
The concluding part examines present tende
ncies toward (he
breakdown of the social compacts that undergird
U.S. hegemony. Our
examination of past hegemonic transitions allow
s us to see patterns of
both recurrence and evolution. As in past hegemonic
transitions, we
are in the midst of a systemwide financial expan
sion that has led to an
increasing polarizadon of wealth and to the squee
zing-out of some of
the "middle" strata that had been incorporated
into the U.S. hege
monic bloc. The mass-production working class
of the core, in partic
ular, has lost power and privileges with the increa
sing "financiali
zarion" and mobility of capital. At the same time,
new classes and
groups emerged and were strengthened in the cours
e of the system
wide expansion and in the early stages of the transi
tion. A new world
hegemony-if there is to be one-will have to come
to terms with the
growing size and centrality of women and people
of color among the
workers of the world.
The Rise of the Propertied Classes
The Social Foundations of Dutch Hegemony

The social foundations of Dutch hegemony were forged during the pe
riod of systemwide political and social upheavals known as the "gen
eral crisis of the seventeenth century." The republic that emerged from
the long war of Dutch independence against the Hapsburgs quickly
became an admired model of social relations that others sought to
emulate. The "northern Netherlands was the first European country
to reject the Renaissance Court," which had grown in lavishness
throughout Europe, supporting its extravagance through the sale of
offiees, and thus spawning parasitic bureaucracies that "sent their
multwlying suckers . . . deep into the body of society" (Trevor-Roper,
1967, 9 3-102). Emulation of the Dutch republic-that is, the elimina
tion of princely states in favor of streamlined mercantile states-was
carried forward with varying degrees of success in the second half of
the seventeenth century throughout Europe. In Britain, the post-1688
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settlement "asserted the political power of a capitalist landowning and
mercantile oligarchy," but it "clothed oligarchic rule" with a constitu
tionally constrained monarchy that became a symbol of cross-class
consent (Blackburn, 1988, 69, 72). In France, the "unbridled vio
lence" of the peasant insurrections and repressions of the seventeenth
century gave way to "a social and political order, authoritarian in
character, yet accepted and acceptable" (Braudel, 1990, 391-92).
The Dutch also led the way in establishing new rules for interstate
relations that guaranteed the safety of private enterprise, while damp
ening the religious impetus to revolution by making official religious
tolerance an international norm. The Treaties of Westphalia (1648)
established the principle that civilians were not party to the quarrels
between sovereigns, while subsequent agreements introduced rules to
protect the property and commerce of noncombatants (see chapter I;
see also Taylor, 1996, 109-10; Carr, 19450 4). By the early eighteenth
century, treaties among the European powers had also reduced the
uncertainties dogging commercial expansion in the Atlantic. With the
Peace of Utrecht in 1713. favorable conditions were established for
both plantation development and the organization of large-scale slave
trafficking (Blackburn, 1988, II). In the seventeenth century, commu
nities of buccaneers and pirates had flourished in the Cadbbean. By
the early eighteenth century, transatlantic commerce was flourishing
and "anarchy gave way to slavery" (Curtin, 1990, 86-96). Wars pep
pered eighteenth-century Adantic life, but at least up through the
Seven Years' War, they proved to be far more a boon than a disruption
for profitable transatlantic commerce and production.
A "virtuous circle" thus came into operation in the early eigh
teenth century. By reducing the weight of parasitic classes and leading
to the establishment of the Westphalia system, the political upheavals
and revolutions of the seventeenth century had created favorable con
ditions for a renewed expansion of trade and production. A widening
"middle class" shared in the prosperity, thus contributing to the con
tinuation of social and political stability. At the same time, the com
mercial expansion provided rulers with the means to establish the
coercive appara(Us (and elite unity) needed to secure the compliance of
the prosperity's victims-most notably the millions of African slaves
who toiled in the booming plantations of the Americas.
Among the big beneficiaries of the eighteenth-century expansion
were large European landowners with a marketable surplus (Waller-
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stein, 1989, 64), as well as manufacturers and mine operators through
O �t Europe. But "the true economic victors of the age" were the colo
mal planters, and the merchants and shippers of such "splendid POrts"
as Bordeaux, BristOl, and Liverpool, together with the "great officials
and financiers who drew their wealth from the profitable service of the
state" (Hobsbawm, 1962, 36).
Transatlantic commerce created fabulous fortunes. To be sure,
these fortunes were nOt shared equally, and there were significant
intra-elite tensions-between merchants and planters in the Atlantic,
between planters and metropolitan governments, between nobility and
wealthy commoners, and among European states vying for a larger
share of the pie. Siavehoiding planters, for one, were prone to an
"intimate antagonism toward metropolitan merchants and their local
agents" (Blackburn, 1988, 3, IS). With few local sources of credit
colonial planters frequently found themselves indebted to merchant�
shippers who charged high rates of interest on colonial loans (Currin,
:990, 140-41). Resentments toward merchants tended to spill over
IOtO resentments toward the colonial governments who put the plant
ers �t a disadvantage vis-a-vis the merchants and shippers by granting
, to the latter. For Virginia tobacco planters, this
tradlOg monopolies
meant they had fa sell at low prices to British merchants who pro
ceeded to re-export four-fifths of the tobacco crop to consumers in
continental Europe. Likewise, sugar planters in the French Caribbean
in addition to finding themselves "chronically in debt" to merchan;
companies with " ome offices in Nantes or some other Atlantic port,"
.
no benefit from mercantilist protection of the home market
receIved
since their plantations produced the world's cheapest sugar (Curtin,
1990, 140; Blackburn, 1988, 77, 87. l63).
However, for as long as the commercial expansion lasted, these
,Intra-elite tensions remained under control and did not escalate into
the kind of open rift that would become crucial fO the detonation of
the revolutionary upheavals of the late' eighteenth century. The actual
system of colonial trade was in fact much more "flexible" than official
policy implied. There was a yawning gap between mercantilist theory
and the everyday reality-the century from 1680 to 1780 has been
dub ed "the golden age of smuggling" (Rediker, r987, 72; see also
Curtm, 1990, 132). Moreover, some colonial planters did benefit from
th: metropolitan connection. Protected access to the fast growing
. market translated into a sizable subsidy for British West Indian
Bf][lsh
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planters, as their sugar was more costly than that of their French
Caribbean neighbors (Mintz, 1989, 39). And empirewide free trade
allowed them to buy cheap North American and Irish supplies as well
as cheap English metal implements and textiles (Blackburn, 1988, 4,

14-16) .
These profic-Ioss calculations were reinforced by social and politi
cal considerations. Over half of the West Indian proprietors lived in
Britain, and wealthy colonial merchants and proprietors were able to
purchase influence or representation at Westminster. North American
notables even played a part in helping to devise the settlement of
1688-89, through their representatives in London and through the
parallel action of colonial assemblies (Nash, 1986, 21-22; Blackburn,
1988, 78). Thus, even where there were economic tensions between
planters and merchants, these were "not automatically translated into
friction between colony and metropolis" (Curtin, 1990, 140-41). At
the same time, well-established representative assemblies existed in the
British and French co lon ies. While formally owing allegiance to the
metropolitan authorities, in practice they had considerable autonomy.
"White colonists," nOtes Blackburn (1988, II) "enjoyed a measure of
freedom unknown in the Old World white blacks were subjected to a
more systematic and ferocious system of enslavement than had ever
been seen before."
Indeed, it was this contrast between the freedom of white senlers
and the subjugation of black slaves that ultimately provides the most
important explanation for why the latent tensions between settlers and
mother country did not explode for most of the eighteenth century.
Until the 1760s, no group in the colonies had the commercial and fi
nancial facilities, much less the military capacity, to survive on its own.
British West Indian planters were well aware of the fact that, with
slaves composing a majority of the population, British troops were
needed to guarantee the colonial order. In Saint Domingue, while
planters chafed under the metropolitan government's trade restric
tions, they were also aware of the role played by colonial garrisons in
restraining the majority slave population, as well as in maintaining the
roads, ports, and systems of irrigation that made the colony so pro
ductive. The survival of the North American settlers (not to mention
their expansionist ambitions) was only possible if the Royal Navy pro
tected them from the French and the Indians (Blackburn, 1988, 16-17,
84). In other words, settlers in the Americas could see their "tax dollars
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at work" in the coercive forces defending and extending the plantation
system and slavery.
The benefits of the eighteenth-century expansion of trade and pro
duction did not accrue only to the political and economic elite of the
Atlantic world. The expansion led to the emergence of "great middle
class societies" in the urban centers that serviced this mushrooming
trade and commerce. Plantations were excellent customers for the
finished goods of artisans and manufacturers. During the eighteenth
century, combined English exports to the North American and West
Indian colonies expanded by 2.300 percent (Mintz, 1985, 42., 56).
Planters were also good customers for local farmers and manufactur
ers, and they engaged the services of overseers, bookkeepers, lawyers,
doctors, and the like (Blackburn, I988, IS). Finally, the slave trade
itself was "financed by a highly democratic pooling of the modest
resources of 'attorneys, drapers, grocers, barbers, and tailors'''; the
profits thus trickled down to the middle rungs of the class structure

(Williams, 1964, 37; Mintz, 1985, 168).
This incorporation (co-optation) of a broadening "middle class"
strengthened the social and political stability of the Atlantic system by
further isolating those in the hoctom rungs of the productive system.
Planters promoted white racial solidarity by extending political con
cessions to less prosperous whites. In Virginia, for example, any white
man who owned fifty acres with a house could vOte (a criteria, which
given the easy access to land, was not beyond reach of many white
men). In the French Caribbean, while the franchise was more narrow,
"[n1early all free males between sixteen and sixty were armed" and
were members of colonial militias that acted as auxiliaries to the regu
lar garrisons (Blackburn, T988, 85-87, 163).
Moreover, territorial conquest in the Americas strengthened cross
class cohesion among whites on both sides of the Atlantic by creating
easy access to land for the surplus population of Europe. The Caribbean
Islands-although closed to smallholders with the switch to large
scale slave-based sugar production in the eighteenth century-became
an important ourlet for surplus members of already wealthy families.
This kind of safety valve was by no means unimportant: colonization
" �as added to war and privateering as a gentleman'S occupation,"
sUitable for landless younger sons (Davis, 1973, 125-42; see also Mintz,
1985, 168-69 and Pares, 1950).
The North American mainland, in contrast, became "the small
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man's refuge." The flow from Europe broadened in the eighteenth cen
tury as the mid-Adamic colonies eliminated restrictions on foreign
landholdings and encouraged the migration of European farmers and
artisans facing economic or political dislocation. Restless youth, dislo
cated families, religious dissidems, and war refugees were removed as
a burden not just from England and France, but also from Scotland,
Ireland, Germany, and Switzerland (Davis, 1973, Il.5-42.). They ar
rived in an environment characterized by "widespread opportunity for
almost twO generations before the end of the Seven Years' War. " It was
in this environment-where "{h)ard work and frugality had Led to ma
terial success, not only for merchants, professionals, and extraordinary
lower-class sons such as Benjamin Franklin, but also for scores of ar
tisans" and farmers-that Whig political theory became dominant
(Nash, 1986, 2.12.-13).
With an Atlantic ruling class united around the defense of property
in general, and slaveholding in particular, and with the "middle classes"
effeCtively co-opted as junior panoers in the hegemonic bloc, there was
no space for successful general slave uprisings. Throughout the seven
teenth and most of the eighteenth century, open slave resistance led
either to "bloody defeat and heroic sacrifice of life" or to the establish
ment of maroon societies in the hinterlands beyond colonial society
(Genovese. 1979, xix). Slaves faced short life expectancies (an average
of seven to ten years for the newly arrived Caribbean slave) and a "fero
cious and integrated apparatus of coercion and control." The only twO
slave rebellions prior to the 1790S that threatened to engulf a whole
colony (the Danish island of Sainte Croix in 1733 and the Dutch Berbke
in J763) were crushed with the help of croops from more powerful
slaveholding neighbors (Blackburn, 1988, 57-58; Genovese, 1979, 2.1).
Localized slave revolts did take place often enough to give plamers
nightmares. But where and when the Atlantic economy was booming.
slaves found successful revolt almost impossible: "Colonies that were
growing and prosperous attracted settlers and could afford the upkeep
of patrols, militia units and garrisons." Even autonomous maroon
communities of escaped slaves were "more of a problem at the periph
ery of the slave systems or in colonies that were stagnating" (Black
burn, 1988, 58; see also Genovese, 1979. 5 1-68; Mintz, 1989. 78).
The highly successful slave colonies on the North American main
land were particularly secure. The objective conditions for rebellion
were extremely unfavorable. In contrast to the Caribbean, slaves consti-
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tuted a minority of the population-about one-quarter of the popula
tion in British North America in .1770. Moreover, they tended to live on
farms rather than plantations; the average slaveholding unit contained
only twenty slaves. The hinterlands were inhospitable for the establish
ment of maroon communities. Meanwhile, the white population
which "constituted one great militia," "fully and even extravagantly
armed"-was united around defending the privileges that came from
slaveholding or racism or both (Genovese, 1979, 12.-17). This lack of
space for slave resistance explains in large measure why North
Americans would be the first to risk an open display of intra-elite dis
unity with a bid for independence. They correctly sensed that they could
challenge the colonial relationship without precipitating an uncontrol
lable revolt from below (Blackburn, 1988, 58).
Plantation slaves were not the only coerced labor force upon
which the Atlantic economic prosperity was built. Transatlantic com
merce required approximately half a million tons of shipping and em
ployed more than a hundred thousand seamen and dockers (Black
burn, 1988, 6). Physical force supplemented market forces in creating
an interracial and international maritime working class composed of
poor whites. indentured servants, and slaves. At times of war. when
the "simultaneous mobilization of the Royal Navy and of enormous
privateering forces generated furious competition for the skills and
strength of Jack Tar," press gangs would roam the poorer quaners of
port cities and kidnap unwilling participants for adventure on the high
seas-a dangerous adventure as almost half of all of those pressed into
service in the seventeenth and eighteenth centuries died at sea (Rediker,
.1 987. 1 2.-.13, 3 1-33, 6 2., 67. 2.90).
In sum. the creation of "great middle-class societies" during the
Atlantic boom (i.e., the eighteenth century "cycle of rights establish
ment") was premised on the exploitation of millions of African slaves
and hundreds of thousands of coerced maritime workers. Unity at the
top, combined with the wealth generated by slave labor on conquered
lands, provided the resources necessary for the broadening of the
"middle class," as well as the resources necessary to put down any re
bellion from those upon whose backs the prosperity had been buiJt.
The First Wave of Rebe//;on and Revolution

The American Revolution was the first major event to signal a change
in the "virtuous circle" of expansion and social cohesion. It had a
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confidence in their military self-defense capacities. Perhaps most im
portant, the British victory, by ejecting the French from the North
American continent, "was too sweeping for its own good"; it "eman
cipated the colonists" from their need for British protection (Black
burn, 1988, 19, 82-84).
The destabilizing effects of the war were felt mainly in its after
math, when the wartime boom came to "a shuddering hah": war con
�,racts evaporated.. and . t�e withdrawal of the British army and navy
meant that English shlllmgs no longer clanked into the tills of tavernkeepers and shopowners." The flow of credit from London was tight
ened, while an "invigorated British customs service cracked down on
American smugglers." The severe dislocation caused by the London
centered financial crisis of 1772 (see chapter I ) "was felt from the top
to the bottom of the social scale." As London tried to shift a greater
share of the COSts of empire onro the colonies themselves through such
measures as the Stamp Act of 1765 and the Tea Act of 1773. many
local merchants felt aggrieved and found common ground in anti
British protests with planters, manufacturers, artisans, and the labor
ing poor (Nash, 1986, ISS-56, 204-6; Wallerstein, 1989, 198-99,
09- o) .
. Further c�mpounding difficulties for the settlers was the grow109 armed resistance by Native Americans to the westward push of
�he colonist�, thus blocking the usual outlet for the renewed postwar
IOflo� of Irls.h and ?erman immigranrs (Nash, 1986, 1 56-57). The
. which was crushed by British troops at the settlers'
Pontiac upnsmg,
behest. was followed by British efforts to economize on military ex
�enses by limiting the westward expansion of the settlers and by turn
Lng to "trans-Appalachia as a source of extraction via peaceful trade
wi�� secure indigenous populations" (Wallerstein, 1989. 202-3). This
British strategy threatened to close the frontier and thereby eliminate
one of the main devices by which social cohesion among the white set
tlers had been mainrained in North America. The policy thus became
another major source of metropolitan-settler tensions.
�stwar depression was not only deeper and longer than pre
. The
cyclical downturns of the eighteenth centurYi it was also accom
�anied by a wide and increasing polarization of wealth. This polariza
tion was already visible during the war, but when "everyone believed
he could be a winner in the wartime sweepstakes, the ground for politi
cal contention all bur disappeared" (Nash, 1986, 167). The depression
2.
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reserving the northwest for family farming held the United States to
gether as an aggressively expansionist power, violently displacing the
indigenous population in the southwest and northwest with slavehold
ing plantations and settler-farmers, respectively,
Revolution in Europe

Toward the end of the century, the center of political and social up
heaval moved across the Atlantic. Europeans were experiencing trans
formations and dislocations similar to those that had precipitated
unrest in North America. At the same time, "globalization" processes
had advanced to the point where words and deeds in the Americas
could have a rapid and resounding impact on Europe (and vice-versa).
Despite its limitations, the new American Republic was perceived
in Europe as an inspiring model of democracy and liberty. "When the
Declaration of Independence insisted that 'all men are created equal'
and endowed with an inalienable right to 'life, liberty, and the pursuit
of happiness' it took a historic leap beyond the particularistic notion
of the 'rights of Englishmen.'" "Resounding slogans had been launched
on the world; the fine print of the Constitution made less of an im
pression" (Blackburn, 1988, 126).
The first and greatest effect of the American Revolution on Eu
rope, according to R. R. Palmer (1'59, 2H-40), was to make Euro
peans feel "that they lived in a rare era of momentous change." The
American Revolution was seen as "a lesson and an encouragement for
mankind," There was "an expectancy of change, a sense of great
events already begun, a consciousness of a new era, a receptivity to . . .
attempt[s! at world renewal."
For both the rising and declining hegemonic states, the Amedcan
Revolution called into question their status as the mOst advanced mod
els for state-society relations. The American Revolution "dethroned
England, and set up America, as a model for those seeking a better
world" (Palmer, 1959, 2.82). Britain's political and military defeat "at
the hands of a patriot rabble was an intimate and lasting wound," It
inspired opponents of the regime to seek "radical, democratic alterna
tives to oligarchy and corruption," while waking the ruling classes to
the fact that "fundamental reforms were necessary if the contagion of
revolutionary democracy was not to spread" (Blackburn, 1988, I33).
Likewise, the widely admired Dutch Republic, long seen as by
word for political stability," was increasingly seen by its inhabitants as
tIT,

"

a
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an intolerable system of "nepotism and oligarchy." In the early 1780s,
"polities in Holland . . . exploded from the realm of a politely circum
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or artisan-toward the periwigged oligarchs became decidedly more

�

ambivale tn (

�hama, 1992., 43-47; see also Boxer, 1965, 302.-3 1 ) .

In thiS envlConment of deinduStrializafion and economic polari

scribed dite to a chaotic and impulsive mass activity." The Dutch
Patriots called for the recapturing of "the imagined vigor of (the

zation, political hostility was directed at "allegedly self-satisfied and

Republic's) origins" through radical reform, including a "democratic

short-sighted rentiers and capitalists, who preferred to invest their

system of direct and frequent elections" (Schama, 1989. 148-5°)' The

money abroad rather than in

Dutch Patriots saw the American Revolution as "virtually a repeat

and thus relieving unemployment" (Boxer, 1965, 32.8). Resentment of

fostering industry and shipping at home

performance of their own republican epic, complete with tyrannical

the financial elite and the ruling elite went hand in hand. The Dutch

empire, citizen militias and a taciturn hero as the 'father' of the na

regent-oligarchs were thoroughly involved in long-distance trade and

tion." The American Revolution was euphorically associated with

high finance, and access to many of the most lucrative activities was

"the past of Dutch freedoms and their impending rebirth" (Schama,

denied to those without the right political, family, and religious con

1992., 60).

nections (Palmer, 1959, 32.6-2.7). True, fabulously wealthy or fabu

�

For France as well, "the Revolution began in America. " The con

lously 10y 1 commoners might be granted regent status by the prince,

sequences of French involvement in the revolutionary wars were "pro

thus opemng a path inco a closed hereditary oligarchy. But "the ad

foundly subversive and irreversible." Apart from the disastrous fiscal

mission of new regents on the strength of either their great wealth or

impact on the French state, there were important ideological conse

cheir partisanship (or both) was almost calculated to alienate" those

quences. The American rebels were enormously popular among sec

who possessed neither attribute. Thus, a section of well-off, albeit not

tions of the enlightened aristocracy in France; the laner's "flirtation

fabulously rich burghers came to support Patriotic politics (Schama,

with armed freedom," in the process of which they scored spectacular
military successes against the British, boosted their self-confidence and
led them to equate patriotism with liberty (Schama, 1989, %.4, 40, 47)·
In Europe, as had been the case for North America, revolutionary
language caught on in a time of extreme polarization of wealth associ
ated with a combination of commercial depression and wild financial

1992., 50-52.; see also Palmer, 1959, 32.6).
A5 we shall see, this combination ofsocial polarization and "middle
class" political alienation has characterized all declining hegemonic
powers during their decline and final flowering as centers of finance. In
Kevin Phillips's words,

Finance cannot nurture a Ilarge middle] class, because only a small
. of any national population-Dutch, British, or American--can
ehte
share in the profits of bourse, merchant bank and countinghouse.
Manufacturing, transportation and trade supremacies, by contrast,
. a broader national prosperity in which the ordinary person
prOVide
can man the production lines, mines, mills, wheels, mainsails and
nets. Once this stage of economic development yields to the next
w�lh its �harper .di�isions from capital, skills, and education, grea;
mldd le.dass. SOCletles lose something vital and unique, JUSt what
. believe was happening again to the United States in the late
worners
twentieth century. (Phillips, 1993, 197)

speculation. This, in turn, led to a situation in which the middle and
lower classes felt increasingly squeezed by and resentful of their social
"superiors.'" In Holland, the final flowering of Amsterdam as the cen
ter of European high finance (see chapter

I)

coincided with wide

spread processes of "deindustrialization" (most clearly reflected in
shipbuilding) and with a contraction of working-class incomes. "The
merchant-bankers and the wealthy rentiers might never have 'had it so
good,' nOtes Charles Boxer (1965, 2.93-94), but as an eyewitness re
ported at the end of the period, " 'the well-being of that class of people
who lead a working life [was] steadily declining.
The resulting "contrasts between luxury and penury" sharpened
political animosities, especially as it was nOt just the poor who were
. .•

becoming poorer. Many in the "middle classes" were feeling the effects
of industrial and commercial decline. As their economic difficulties in
creased, "the anitude of the small burgher-the shopkeeper, guildsman,

We shall return to this theme in discussing both the transition to U.S.
hegemony and the current crisis. At this point we will only note that
although Phillips limits his argument to a comparison of trends within

�

t e hegemonic powers, the processes of financiaiization, polariza
tion, and political alienation were widespread during each hegemonic
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transition. We have already discussed their interrelationship with re
gard to North America. The same processes were visible in Fra.nce
in the last decades before the Revolution. In the French countryside,
financialization and polarization took the form of an "offensive by
landed proprietors" (the so-called seignorial reaction) in which landed
properry was touched by "gene al manja for speculation." The
"seigniorial reaction," writes Braudel
a

r

was determined nOt so much by a return to tradition as by the spirit
of the times, the climate, new to France, of financial racketeering,
stock exchange s�culation, investment bubbles, as the aristocracy
began to take an imerest io overseas trade or mining, in short, w�at
I would describe as capitalist temptation as much as a mentality.
(1981,195)

The sustained effort by "'both tenant-farmers and proprietors to
restructure [modernize) large estates . . . aroused panic and resentment
among the peasants" (Braudel, 1982., 2.95-97; see also Le Roy Ladurie,
1974, 1975)' Spectacular new wealth went hand in hand with the
creation of "'streams or rather oceans of beggars" (Braudel, 1990,
395). Moreover, speculation in grain went hand in hand with renewed
fears of famine and shonages. As a result, peasant revolts leading
up to and through the Revolution were increasingly directed at the
seigneur in modernizing regions ("'against the enclosers, the irrigators,
the modernizers," Wallerstein, 1989, 48-49), rather than against the
traditional noble or the state, as had been the case in the seventeenth
century (Braudel, 1982, 297; Braudel, 1990, 387-99).
Likewise, with the Revolution itself, political rhetoric was increas
ingly directed against merchant-capitalists and financiers as well as
the nobility. "The radical thrust behind the Revolution based on the
sallS-cll/ottes and sections of the peasantry was explicitly and strongly
anticapitalist" (Moore, 1966, 69). This anticapitalist reflex, visible al
ready in the North American and Dutch revolutions, would intensify
in France as a large-scale flight of capital between 1789 and 1791 led
to a collapse of the French currency and the domestic economy. "On
2.5 November 1790, the comte de Custine fulminated from the ros·
ttum of the National Assembly: 'Will this Assembly, which has de
stroyed all kinds of aristocracy, flinch before the aristocracy of capital
ists, these cosmopolitans whose only fatherland is the one in which
they can pile up theit tiches?'" (Braudel, 1982. 236-37).
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In North America the genie of social revolution was kept in the
bottle as the settler elite (north and south) remained unified and suc.
cessfully directed the protests of poor whites against the British, while
excluding the slave population from active participation in the revolu
tion. In the United Provinces, the bottle was recorked by (British
backed) Prussian troops just as the genie was about to escape. The
Dutch state did collapse in the face of the Patriot Revolution, but the
"Free Corps dissolved in the face of Prussian regular forces in 1787"
(Palmer, 1959, 338). In France, the genie finally made it out of the bot
tle and spread across the European continent and back across the
Atlantic to Haiti and South America.
The French state was left with little room to maneuver in tesolving
intra-elite tensions. French intervention in suppOrt of the American
rebels had left France drowning in "oceans of red ink" (Schama, 1989,
61-62.). While Britain could use its income from plundering the Asian
subcontinent to pay back its national debt (beginning with Plassey in
r757; see chapters I and 2.), the French state had to squeeze additional
resources from within France or the settler-colonies. Moreover, the
immunity of the nobility and clergy to direct taxes-a cornerstone of
aristocratic and clerical privilege-placed a major roadblock in the
path of resolving the monarchy's fiscal crisis. Aristocratic tax exemp
tion resulted in a major loss of revenue, especially as the more dynamic
members of the hereditary nobility were "important participants" in
the most lucrative activities of the era, including those related to the
booming Atlantic economy. Attempts by the monarchy to reduce or
eliminate aristoctatic privilege met with wide resistance. As the number
of newly ennobled families grew-six thousand families were ennobled
during the eighteenth century alone-"'those who stood to lose status
as well as cash" if privileges were reduced or eliminated "constituted
an ever-broadening coalition" (Schama, 1989, 69, 103, I17-I8; see
also Chaussinand-Nogaret, 1985).
The French notables, like their Dutch and American Counterparts,
were aware of the dangers of playing with the revolutionary fire.
Indeed, "most members of the Constituent Assembly were more
frightened of the populace and of the hazards of democratic experi
ment than they were of counter-revolution" (Blackburn, 1988, 189).
Nevertheless, perhaps because of the small maneuvering space avail
able for resolving intra-elite differences, this time the notables lost
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conerol of the revolution and began to turn against each other to save
their own skins:

II is only as of th� mom�nt that the popular forc�s enter the scene for
reasons that hav� nothing to do with the revolution dt$ir�d by the
notables that a fault appears which will eventually widen the ditch
between nobility and bourgeoisie. For it now b«:ame a qu�stion of
saving one's hide, and to that end any maneuver is legitimat�.
Threatened just as much as the nobility, th� bourgeoisi� play�d a
major trump card, the comedy of scandalized virtu�; it shouted
alongside the peopl� and displaced onto the 'aristocracy' the tempest
which threatened to sw�ep them away. (Chaussinand-Nogaret, as
quot�d in Wallerst�in, 1989, p)
The Spread of Revolution Back to the Americas
Saine Domingue and the other slave colonies were immensely prof
itable for France and for the free population of the colonies, thus pro
viding a strong incentive for keeping a lid on factional strife among the
free population and between colony and metropolis. Nevertheless,
fierce inera-elite divisions in the metropolis inflamed intra-elite divi
sions in the colonies. The fault lines widened between maritime bour
geoisie and colonial planters, between whites and free coloreds, and
between petits blancs and grands blancs. All these inera-elite and elite
middle-class rifts, in turn, opened the space for a full-scale slave in
surrection in Saint Domingue.
The class and caSte power structure of Saint Domingue was ex
tremely complex. The grands blancs elite was composed of large sugar
planters and merchants (some with strong ties to the metropolis, some
with strong autonomist leanings). There was also a large group of free
coloreds who owned coffee plantations and slaves or were profeSSion
als or both. The petits bJanc$ wefe prone to resent the success of the
free coloreds and strived to make race rather than wealth the criteria
for status and political power. All had an interest in ensuring that the
majority slave population remained under firm control.
At first, the Revolution brought colony and mother country closer
together: "The events of 1789 aroused great enthusiasm among the
colonists of the French Caribbean. The storming of the Bastille had
an electric effect on the opponents of 'ministerial despotism' in the
colonies" (Blackburn, 1988, 175). Metropolitan merchants and colo
nial proprietors were for a time united in Jacobin Clubs. The colonists

�
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were prepa ed to Support the Third Estate in its bid for majority rule,
nd the Third Es ate was willing to suppOrt the colonists' bid for po
.
.
Imcal
representation 10 France. Moreover, in 1790 the Assembly guar
anteed that the fundamentals of the slave order (that is, the slave trade,
slavery, and metropolitan resources for the repression of slave upris
ings) would not be touched.
But colonial planters and local merchants took advantage of the
weakening grip of the mother country to evade the exclusif. In France
the anger of the POrt dties at lost trade coalesced with the frustratio
of the urban population at rising prices for plantation produce, as
sugar, coffee, and cacao were diverted from the French entrepdts by
the higher prices in New York, Amsterdam, and London. The dis
ruption of colonial trade also fueled the major r�volt in the Vendee
(Blackburn, 1988, 22.2.). French efforts to bring smuggling under con
trol stimulated growing calls for autonomy by colonial planters and
local merchants.

�

�

�

The open rift (and spark for civil war) would come over the issue
of the franchise. The initial franchise adopted by the Assembly (for
mother country and colonies alike) was restricted to property owners
and taxpayers-a law that had the effect of enfranchising many of th�
f ee coloreds while disenfranchising poor whites. The white popula
tion of the colonies resisted implementation of the law. In May 1:791
the Assembly passed a law explicitly enfranchising free coloreds born
of free parents who met other qualifications. Despite the small num
ber who actually met all the criteria-only four hundred in Saint
Domingue-the decree provoked open resistance by white colonists.
F a.ring that they would lose their most profitable colony, the Con
s lfUent Assembly quickly withdrew its suppOrt for the implementa
tion of mulatto rights. But by now, the free colored population had
.
determmed to take matters imo their own hands: "Armed, mulattos
sought to enforce their rights" (Blackburn, 1988, 189).
he fateful move in the factional strife in Saint Domingue was the
armmg of some slaves-a move assiduously avoided in the North
American revolt. Factional strife among the elite issued into a full
scale slave revolt in August I79I.

�

�
�

!

[Arbour 10,000 former slaves left th�ir estat�s and formed �n
campm�nts in the foothills surrounding the Northern plain and at
Ounanllnthc near the border . . . The plant�rs or their managers
acknowledged changed conditions by making concessions to their
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slaves-an extra free day per week, or more extensive cultivation
rights-and in this way retained their work-force. (Blackburn, [988,

19 3)

All contenders for power (including the free people of color and
the black generals) had remained committed to the defense of slavery.
But as slave rebellions spread in 1793 and 1794, it became clear that
the slaves themselves held the balance of power: no force could tri
umph without their support. Touissaint Louverture and Sonthonax
(the Commissioner for the French Republic in the North of Saint
Domingue) both came to understand that "the slaves were the key to
the future of the colony and that victory would belong to whoever was
accepted by them as the bearer of their will to freedom." In August
1793, Sonthonax issued a decree freeing all slaves in his jurisdiction,
and in September, the Commissioner in the South backed Sonthonax's
decree. In February 1794 the Convention in Paris decreed emancipa
tion in all the French colonies, and the Committee of Public Safety as
sembled an expedition [Q the New World with instructions to under·
take a revolutionary war of liberation of the slaves. In April 1794,
Touissant, who had already begun giving shelter to slave rebels, broke
with Spain and allied with revolutionary France and the spreading
slave rebellions. "For a brief but vital period the programme of radical
abolition was fuelled by slave rebellion and sponsored by a major
power" (Blackburn, 1988, 2.06, 2.15-2.1, 2.2.3-2.6).
The slave rebellion's power was in part rooted in the rapid growth
of the African population in the Americas. Despite appalling mortality
rates, the slave population of the Americas had grown from about
400,000 in 1700 to 2.,400,000 in 1770. In the Caribbean region, slaves
composed the majority of the popularion (Genovese, 1979, I3-(4;
Blackburn, 1988, 5; Mintz, 1985, 53). Apart from numerical domi
nance, two separate roots nourished the power of the slave revolt. On
the one hand, the revolution in the Caribbean drew strength from
the "proto-peasant" aspirations of the slaves (Mintz, 1 9 89 , 146-56).
" [Tlhere can be little doubt rhat many of St. Domingue's former slaves
saw emancipation principally in terms of their opportunity to cultivate
a plot of land, and raise a family, unmolested by their former over
seers. On the other hand, a disciplined and organized labor force had
developed in the plantations.
It

Localistic, 'prow-peasant' resistance largely thwarted [the various
local and foreign attempts I to recreate a plantation regime. But para-
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doxically those who had been formed by the plantations played a
major part in sustaining the new Republican political order. Ul
timately it was the discipline and coherence of the army, echoing that
of the plantations, which defeated the partisans of re�nslavement.
(Blackburn, 1988, 2.36; see also James, t989, 85-86)

The former slaves were able to hold back a series of restorarionist
invasions, first by Britain and Spain in 1794, then by Britain again in
1796, and finally by France in I802. The 1802. French invasion re
ceived tacit support from Britain and the United States, which saw the
elimination of the black government as essential to the preservation of
their own slaveholding societies. Despite the capture of Toussaint
Louverture and the wholesale massacre of noncombatants by French
forces, a united front of blacks and mulattoes successfully resisted
French attempts to restore slavery. On January I, 18°4, the indepen
dent Republic of Haiti was proclaimed (Blackburn, I988, 2.49-5 1 ) .
The ability of an army of former slaves to successfully defeat the
major European powers of the era had an enormous impaCt on all
actors in the Atlantic world. The example of Haiti inspired slave con
spiracies and maroon rebellions throughout the Americas, and a sec
ond wave of abolitionist and reform mobilizations in Europe.
Black rebels in Cuba in t8u, in the United States in 182.0 in
Jamaica and Brazil in the I 82.os, found inspiration in Haiti. Bri sh,
French, and North American abolitionists all wrOte books about
Toussaint Louverture and the drama of the Haitian revolution. The
example ofSt Domingue lived on in the fears of planters and colonial
authorities. (Blackburn, 1988, 2.57)

ti

Haiti gave material suppOrt as well as inspiration to the liberation
stIuggles in Spanish America. The radical and emancipationist turn
that Simon Bolivar would take in I 8 1 5 was directly linked to the sup
port he received from Haiti. After experiencing a series of defeats from
18Il to 18t5, Bolivar appealed to the president of Haiti for help.
President Petion agreed to provide substantial help, but only if Bolivar
would undertake to free the slaves in all the lands he liberated. Bolivar's
emancipationist policy radicalized the independence struggle and
brought him into conflict with many slaveholding Republicans. In the
end, the social-political legacy of the struggle, like those throughout
the revolutionary epoch, was mixed. Rebellions by Indian and mestizo
peasants, such as the Tupac Amaru in 1780-82. or the Hidalgo and
Morales uprising in Mexico in 1810, were heavily repressed and elicited
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few gains. Emancipationist gains were slow and uneven. Nevertheless,
the independence movements put slavery on the road to extinction
(Blackburn, 1988, 345, 372.-73; Wallerstein, 1989, 2.50).
In the United States, the revolutions in France and Haiti inspired a
second wind of abolitionist sentiment, leading to the passage of eman
cipation laws in New York (1799) and New Jersey (1804), and to the
abolition of the slave trade in 1807. But it also led national leaders
such as Jefferson to take measures designed to consciously head off any
potential for slave rebellion, including supporting the ban on the slave
trade as part of an effort to ensure that slaves remained a minority
population in the southern states. In addition, Jeffersonians sought to
strengthen cross-class alliances between planters and the "common
man" (farmers and artisans) based on whiteness, and to design federal
structures around "states' rights," so as to preclude the chance that
nonslaveholding states might interfere in the southern slaveholding
regime. "Jefferson's Republican success . . . brought white American
men closer to their government . bm . . . riveted more securely the
chains of southern blacks" (see Blackburn, 1985, 2.68-86).
.

.

Restoration and Hegemonic Consolidation

Rritain emerged from the Napoleonic Wars as the most powerful state
in the world, both militarily and economically (see chapters 1 and 2).
In the aftermath of the wars, Britain used its world power to imple
ment a conservative and restorationist agenda. The Congress of Vienna
established a program of monarchical and colonial restoration, in
cluding the reStoration of slave regimes that had been overthrown as
a direct or indirect consequence of the French Revolution and the
Napoleonic Wars. Por Castlereagh, Britain's foreign secretary from
1 8T2 to 1822, the "only perfect security against the revolutionary em
bers more or less existing in every state of Europe . . . (was for the
European Powers] to stand together in support of the established so
cial order" (quoted by Hobsbawm, 1962, 126). Moreover, after "more
than twenty years of unbroken war and revolution . . . it was evident
to all intelligent statesmen that no major European war was hence
forth tolerable, for such a war would almost certainly mean a new
revolution, and consequently the destruction of the old regimes"
(Hobsbawm, 1961, 126-2S).
British support for restorationist repression abroad was matched
by a policy of repression and resistance to reform on the homefront.
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Britain was not immune to the spread of revolutionary processes
throughout the Atlantic world. The loss of its North American colonies
was shortly made up for by major acqu.isitions in Asia. But the
American Revolution and the early years of the French Revolution in
spired a firSt wave of mobilization in support of political reform in
Britain itself. Haiti's victory against France in 1804 inspired a second
wave of reform mobilization. The IS07 ban on the slave trade was
passed during this period of activism. But the mobilizations were cut
short by political repression in 1792, and again in the aftermath of the
Napoleonic Wars. Unlike in France, intra-elite unity remained strong
(despite strains). Imperial success brought prosperity, and prosperity
ensured the basic loyalty of the middle classes to an unreformed, cor
rupt, and unrepresentative political system. The coercive apparatus
of the British state remained solid and reliable in the face of popular
discontent.
The postwar repression was particularly harsh. The war itself ended
amidst riots as thousands of disbanded soldiers and sailors returned to
find unemployment in their villages. Middle class reformers-alarmed
at this mobilization of the "rabble"'-set aside their own grievances
(e.g., the 1815 Corn Law) and again sided with the oligarchy. The
Coercion Acts of 1817 suspended habeas corpus and gave the govern
ment power to ban meetings. The Peterloo massacre of peaceful
demonstrators in Manchester in August 1819 was followed by the
passage of the Six Gag Acts in December. This further curtailmenr of
civil rights marked the launching of "the most sustained campaign
of prosecutions in the courts in British hiStory" (Thompson, 1966,
chapter IS).
Yet, the prewar status quo could not be fully restored in intrastate
or interstate relations. Something had changed as a result of the strug
gles of the revolutionary epoch. According to Perry Anderson (1980,
36) "the whole ideological world of the West was transformed." The
undefeated revolutioM in Saint Domingue, the ongoing slave revolts in
the Caribbean, and the liberation struggles in South America had a
profound impact on perceptions of human freedom and democracy.
While reform sentiment in Britain had been a novelty in the I790S,
after lSI 5 "the claims of Rights ofMall" were "assumed" (Thompson,
1966, 60)).
By the early 18)os, it was increasingly clear that the revolution
ary genie had not been put back in the botde. By ISJI, political
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mobilization in Britain had again reached the point of a prerevolu
tionary crisis as the wages and living conditions of laborers deterio
rated. There were huge working-class demonstrations in mining and
manufacturing districts, Captain Swing riots in the countryside, and
"the marches and drilling of Political Unions demanding parliamen
tary reform" (Thompson, 1966, 808-9; Blackburn, 1988, 446). More
over, mass mobilization in Britain fed and was fed by simultanepus
uprisings on the Continent (e.g., the 1830 Revolution in Fra�c.e) and
slave revolts in the West Indies (such as the 1831 mass upnsmg on
Christmas Day in Jamaica). Again, events in the Americas inspired
renewed reform and radical political activity in Europe, which in turn
furthered the struggles in the Americas (Blackburn, 1988, 4}l., 436).
Faced with widespread revolutionary ferment, King William gave
his support to a limited reform enfranchising one-tenth of the adult
male population. The British Reform Bill passed in June 1832. In
August 1833, the reformed Parliament passed a slave emancipation
bill that generously compensated slaveowners for almost the full value
of their slaves. The same parliament then proceeded to pass a new
Poor Law in 1834, which eliminated all outdoor relief for the unem
ployed (Polanyi, 1957, 224). As E. P. Thompson put it, in 1832 "blood
compromised with gold to keep out (he claims of ega/ite." The 1832
reform represented an "accommodation between landed and indus
trial wealth, between privilege and money" (1966, 819-20).
The political dynamic of the 1840S confirmed the solidity of the
1832 alliance, albeit with the growing strength of "gold" vis-a.-vis
"blood" in the partnership. In 1846 the Corn Laws were repealed,
thanks in part to working-class mobilizations. But the powerful Char
tist movement-with its demand for universal manhood suffrage
was roundly defeated as "all those with a property stake in the coun
try" closed ranks (Saville, 1987, 227; see also Mann 1993, 529-30).
Keeping the poor away from political power came to be seen as a
fundamental precondition for the functioning of laissez-faire and
the protection of private property. would have been an act of
lunacy," Karl Polanyi notes, "to hand over the administration of the
New Poor Law with its scientific methods of mental torture to the
representatives of the self-same people for whom that treatment was
designed." Indeed, Britain's political leaders saw the Charter's call for
universal manhood suffrage as an attack on the Constitution, reveal·
ing that "constitutionalism [had] gained an utterly new meaning" in
"h
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the nineteenth century. Instead of a primary concern with acquir
ing protection from interference by the state, capitalists now sought
protection "not against the Crown but against the people" (Polanyi,
1957, 215).
Following the 1832 parliamentary reform, Britain reassumed the
role of symbolic leader for middle-class reformisr currents on the
Continent, and began presenting itself as the model for how reform
should be achieved. Britain's polky of publicly supporting the re
pressive measures of the Holy Alliance had already begun to change
in 1821, when "the flexible Canning replaced the rigid reactionary
Castlereagh." Britain came out in support of independence for the
Latin American states, and when revolts broke out in Spain, Italy,
Greece, and Portugal, Britain finally spoke out against the Holy
AlJiance's efforts to repress them, making Britain the beacon for conti
nental liberals (Adams, 1940, 84-85; Hobsbawm, 1962, 1311.
James Adams (1940, 99), in a passage that seems steeped in hege
monic ideology, contrasts the British reform movement with the conti
nental upheavals of 1830: "It was typical of the British, as contrasted
with their Continental neighbors, that their revolution, if we may call
it so, of 1830-32 was comparatively peaceful, as well as constitu
tional, and lasting." Likewise, of Britain in 1848, Priscilla Robertson
(1967, 406) claims that "the spirit of conciliation of classes {was at
work], each one eager to render justice to the others, each one con
tributing by its good will to the common welfare." Peaceful com
promise and limited reforms became the organizing myth of British
hegemony-as a description of its own hinory and as a prescription
for others.
The Continent would indeed emulate the "British model" in the
aftermath of the r848 revolutions, although the path to get there was
far from "peaceful." Faced with the threat of social revolution, the
bourgeoisies of Europe called a halt to their revolution, set aside their
demands for more commercial and intellectual freedom, and em
braced reaction (as the British bourgeoisie had done in the immediate
postwar years). When faced with a choice between "order" and "free
dom," the middle classes chose "order." In the aftermath of (848,
symbiotic alliances between old landed wealth nd new industrial
elites were established. The working-class movements were isolated
and crushed; the propertyless and the poor were firmly excluded from
political power. Even the franchise for the propertied classes was often
a
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temporarily sacrificed. But in the alliance that resulted, the bour
geoisies were able to gain their most vital demands as capitalist prin
ciples were advanced through "reforms from above" (Kocka, 1986,
2.88-91; RobertSon, I967, I40).
In sum, British hegemony came to symbolize an increased political
ol e for the propertied, but non-noble classes (the bourgeoisies) of
Europe. The social power of the propertied middle class was to be
slowly but surely recognized in the West. But universal suffrage re
mained the demand of radicals. The various reforms were largely agree
ments among the old elite and the emerging middle classes designed to
head off more radical and democratic concessions to the emerging
working classes. There was a major expansion of the Westphalia sys
tem as the newly independent national bourgeoisies in the former
American colonies were recognized and incorporated as full members
in the system of states. But Haiti was ostracized. Slavery, overthrown in
much of the Atlantic world, continued to thrive (with tacit British sup
port) in Brazil, Cuba, and the southern United States. Finally, the rights
of non-WeStern peoples to self-determination were trampled upon, as
Britain proceeded to build the Second Empire in Asia as the main pillar
of its hegemony in the Western world (see chapter 4).
r

The Rise of Labor and National Liberation Movements
From Vicious to Virtuous Circle and Back

With the emergence of autonomous working-class militancy in the
most industrialized areas of Europe, the revolutions of 1848 can be
seen as harbingers of the rebellions and revolutions that marked the
transition from British to U.S. hegemony in the first half of the twenti
eth century. But given the complete and bloody defeat of the working
class uprisings, 1848 is more fruitfully seen as the final round of the
struggles leading up to the firm establishment of British hegemony.
The decisive defeat of the working-class movements in :1848, to
gether with the reforms won by capitalist interests, created favorable
social conditions for the systemwide expansion of trade and produc
tion of the 1850S and 186os-what Hobsbawm (1979) dubbed the
..Age of Capital" (1848-1875). This British-led expansion was analo
gous in several ways to the earlier Dutch-led expansion. First, it was a
period of relative political stability and social peace. Just as the social
and political turbulence that had characterized much of the seventeenth
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century subsided toward the end of the century, so the revolutions and
state breakdowns that had spread throughout the Atlantic world dur.
ing the transition to British hegemony virtually disappeared in the
decades following 1848.
At the root of both these shifts from turbulence to quiescence was
a "virtuous circle": the wealth generated in the course of the system
wide expansions in trade and production allowed for the establish
ment of intra-elite peace-that is, class compromises among the big
and small beneficiaries of the prosperity. This intra-elite peace, in turn,
fostered the conditions for continued material expansion. In the early
eighteenth century, as we have seen, this meant that settlers and plant
ers in the Americas accepted their subordinate status within the hege
monic bloc. In the third quarter of the nineteenth century, this meant
that the national bourgeoisies in sovereign states outside of Britain ac
cepted British world hegemony and eagerly hooked up to the British
industrial entrepot as suppliers of raw materials and consumers of
capiral goods. Britain was at the cemer of a rapidly growing world
capitalist system that brought the greatest fortune and power to Brit
ain, but whose benefits trickled down to embrace a far-flung global
elite. As a result, peace and prosperity reinforced one another (see
chapter :l; also Carr, :1945, II).
Moreover, during both the Dutch-led and British-led expansions
of world trade and production, benefits from the expansion trickled
down as far as the upper strata of the laboring classes, including arti
sans and farmers. In contrast to the growing polarization between rich
and poor that characterized the periods of financial expansion, "mid
dle classes" grew in size with the expansion of trade and producrion,
and consensual rule widened its embrace. In the decades after 1848, in
various European countries, a distinction was gradually made between
the "respectable" working class (the artisanal elite) and the rabble,
with the former cautiously welcomed as junior partners into the hege.
monic bloc through judicious extensions of the adult male franchise.
This intra-elite and cross-class peace was underwritten by territo
rial conquest and racial oppression in both periods of hegemony.
Slavery and the conquest of the Americas had been central to tbe
social underpinnings of Dutch hegemony. Likewise, the "opening" of
the entire North American continent for farmer-settlers and slave
plantations in the wake of the Mexican-American War (:1846-48) and
the expanding opportunities for settler-farmers and civil servants in
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the colonial bureaucracies in conquered territories in Asia and Africa
were crucial to the social underpinnings of nineteenth-century British
hegemony.
Moreover, British Free Trade Imperialism contributed to a decline
in the tax burden-especially significant, as taxation had been one of
the central grievances feeding social unrest in the late eighteenth and
early nineteenth centuries. Unilateral free trade lowered Britain's mili
tary costs (and hence per capita taxation) by encouraging peaceful
interstate commerce in the West. At the same time, the formation of
the British empire in India shifted a good part of the financial and
human costs of the Pax Britannica OntO the peoples of Asia themselves
through, among other things, an increase in their tax burden (see
chapters 1. , 2, and 4). The result was "tax relief" on a European-wide
scale in the mid-nineteenth century. Mann (1993, 533) maintains thac
"regressive war finance had caused most class politicization since the
1760s," and that as the tax burden on consumption declined from
the 1840S onward, so working-class politicization also declined. "In
the late nineteenth century, new forms of class politicization would
arise, but [in the decades following 1848] there came a lull."
Common to both hegemonies, thus, was the building of cross
class cohesion through the exacerbation of the racial divide on a
world scale. Moreover, in both periods, intra-elite unity and widening
suppOrt from the world's " middle classes" left linle opportunity for
effective rebellion by the victims of the world trade expansion-in
the nineteenth century, those who failed to escape the dreaded faU
into the proletariat, and the victims of European expansion in Asia,
Africa, and the Americas. Thus, the high point of British hegemony
corresponded not only to a lull in working-class mobilization and
politicization in Europe, but to the repression of popular uprisings
in China (the Taiping Rebellion of 18S<r64) and in India (the Great
Rebellion of 1857), as well as to the final defeat of all North Ameri
can Indian resistance to their forcible removal from the land (Brown,
I971).
Finally, while both the Dutch-led and British-led booms in world
trade and production created a virtuous circle of expanding profita
biliry and social peace in the short run of a generation or cwo, in the
medium run they led to an intensification of intercapitalist competi
tion, a shift to financial speculation, and growing social-economic po
larization. They also both transformed the world-scale balance of class
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forces. In other words, one by-product of the material expansions was
the eventual undermining of the social bases of the world hegemonic
order and the serting of the stage for a renewed period of widespread
rebellion and revolution. In the late eighteenth cemury, as we have
seen, financialization and social-economic polarization eroded cross
class cohesion within countries and widened rins between colonial
settler populations and mother countries. Moreover, these rifts grew
within a social-structural context that had been greatly transformed
by the material expansion of the preceding decades-that is, the num
bers and resources of the junior partners of the hegemonic bloc (e.g.,
the colonial settlers) had been greatly strengthened, as were the num
bers and the strategic power of some of the excluded and exploited
(e.g., the Caribbean slaves),
British hegemony followed an analogous denouement. The explo
sive growth of world trade and production in the "Age of Capital"
(1848-1873) brought about two major transformations that im
pacted social relations worldwide. On the one hand, by r873 it had
provoked a sharp intensification of intercapitalist competition, fol
lowed by the British-led financial expansion of the Edwardian belle
epoque (see chapter I). On the other hand, it transformed the world
scale balance of class forces--creating, enlarging, and strengthening
the social forces that would challenge the established world order. As
in the transition from Dutch hegemony, the economic polarization
and social disruptions that accompanied the financial expansion com
bined with the structural transformations in the balance of class
forces to produce a major world-scale wave of rebellions and revolu
tions. Escalating social conflict combined and interacted with intensi
fying interstate conflict, leading to the destruction of the old world
order and contributing to the shaping of the social foundations of a
new world order.
Figure 6 provides a graphic summary of the processes at work in
both transitions as seen from the angle of vision adopted in this chap
ter. However, as we shall see below, the waves of social conflict that
mark the transition from British to U.S. hegemony were not a simple
repeat of the previous transition. As a result of the transformations of
the world capitalist system that took place under British hegemony,
rhe agencies of social conflict would be different. Moreover, rhe speed,
scale, and scope of the social conflict, as well as its impact on interstate
power struggles, would be far greater.
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The Great Depression and the Rise of Workers'
Movements and Mass Parties

The Great Depression of 187}-1896 was a decisive turning point for
British hegemony from the angle of vision of the interstate power
struggle (see chapter r ) and of interenrerprise competition (see chapter
2.). Closely related were the first signs of the undermining of the social
bases of British hegemony in the r 8 80s and 189°5. For most of its
duration, the Great Depression was primarily a depression for capital
ists, nOt for workers. In Britain, for example, real wages grew steadily
during the depression, while unemployment did not increase signifi
candy (Saul, 1969, 28-34). Nevertheless, by the 1 890S capitalists had
succeeded almost everywhere in shifting much of the burden of the
new competitive environment onto their workers through various re
structuring strategies. The Great Depression, writes David Montgom
ery (1987, 56) was "the cradle in which scientific management was
born." As the earnest efforts of management to tighten control over the
pace and style of work met the equally earnest efforts of workers to re
sist, class tensions in the workplace escalated. Moreover, by the last
decade of the century, financialization, along with horizontal and ver
tical integration (see chapter 2), succeeded in transforming the defla
tionary pressure on capitalists into inflationary pressures on workers
that is, prices began to rise faster than wages (Gordon, Edwards, and
Reich, 1982., 95-99; Boyer, 1979; Phelps Brown and Browne, 1968).
Workers responded by combining their efforts in defense of their
wages and working conditions. Trade unions and working class par
ties proliferated throughout Europe and the Americas. The final years of
the Depression saw the reestablishment of the (Second) International,
the appearance of a significant number of socialists in parliaments,
and a mushrooming in union membership and strike activity. This was
the first major upsurge in labor militancy since 1848 (Abendroth, 1972,
chapter 3; Hobsbawm, 1987, 130).
In sharp contrast to 1848, however, this upsurge could not be
easily repressed. The size and scope of the industrial working classes
had grown enormously in the course of the preceding expansion.
Germany, while only 600,000 workers (or about 4 percent of the total
labor force) were employed in mining or manufacturing in 1 8 50, by
1873 the number had tripled, and by 1900 it had reached 5.7 million
workers (or percent of the total labor force) (Kocka, 1986, 296-97).
In
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In the United Scates, between 1840 and 1870 employment in manu
facturing increased fivefold. ]n BostOn, the numbers employed in
major industries doubled between 1845 and 1 8 5 5, and again between
1 8 5 5 and 1865. In the three decades after {he Civil War, the advances
in industrial output and employment, the emergence of giant factories,
and [he disappearance of artisanal establishments were even more rapid
(Gordon, Edwards, and Reich. I982., 82.-83; Shefter, 1986, 199-2.00;
Bridges, 1986, I73)·
The attacks on craft standards chipped away at the "consent" of
the "labor aristocracy" and induced skilled workers to reach out to
unskilled workers. In Britain the discontent of the artisanal elite and
the growing size and power of unskilled workers was signaled by the
"new unionism" of the late 1 880s. In only four years following 1888,
union membership doubled to 1.5 million and union density jumped
from 5 to percent, with industrial unions in mining and transport
leading the way. An employer offensive in the late 1890S was followed
by another forward burst of unionism in the decade prior to the world
war, with membership jumping to over 4 million and union density
reaching 2.5 percent. Trade unionism became more aggressive and po
litical and less sectional, "absorbing unskilled, semiskilled, and skilled
workers alike" (Mann, 1993, 601-9).
This trend toward greater unity of action and purpose across skill
levels was visible wherever the old craft elite felt threatened while the
new industrial workforce mushroomed in size. In France this period
saw nor only a "second great burst of socialist ferment and organiza
tion," but the first time that "factory workers and artisans were in
tegrated into a common c\ass-conscious movement" (Sewell, 1986,
67-70). In the United States union membership increased fourfold be
tween 1880 and 1890, while strike activity swelled in the 1890S and
the first decade of the twentieth century. Strikes in this period were
often sparked by craft workers resisting "deskilling." However, they
tended to spread quickly and envelop the full labor force in large fac
tories. Cooperation between skilled and unskilled workers (and men
and women) could also be seen in the widespread community support in
manufacturing towns that striking workers received. Late-nineteenth
century strikes were frequently accompanied by marches from factory
to factory, and through working-class neighborhoods, calling for sup
port. Non-striking members of the working-class communities com
monly participated in these marches and open-air meetings (Shefter,
IT

Brecher, 1972.; Gordon, Edwards, and Reich, 1982.,
Montgomery, 1979).
Gordon, Edwards, and Reich attribute this growing tendency to
ward multioccupational (and community) solidarity to the increas
ing homogenization of the labor force: the attack on craftworkers
brought their conditions of work closer to the unskilled and fostered
a natural solidarity. Moreover, the mushrooming size of the unskilled
workforce and its concentration in downtown factory districts and
working-class neighborhoods facilitated both the rapid spread of
prOtest across categories of workers and plants, and a growing com
mon class consciousness. Protests launched in one plant or neigh
borhood quickly spread, leading contemporary observers use the
epidemiological metaphor of "contagious diseases" to describe the dif
fusion of prOtest. "This density and intensity of 'communicable' pro
test," write Gordon er aI., "both took rOOt in the increasingly homo
geneous working conditions of masses of wage workers and helped
contribute to these workers' spreading consciousness of common prob
lems and conditions" (1982., 12.6).
While the most spectacular trade union growth took place in
Britain, and the most violent class warfare erupted in the United
States, (he most stunning example of working-class party growth was
in Germany. The German Social Democratic Parry (SOP) quickly be
came the largest political party after the abrogation of the antisocialist
Jaws in 1890. The electoral strength of the SOP doubled from 10 per
cent of the vote in 1887 to percent in 1893. They attracted "nearly
one and a half million votes in I890, over two millions in 1898, three
millions out of an electorate of nine millions in 1903, and four and"a
quarter millions in 1912.. The German case was the most striking
example of a general process. While mass working-class parties barely
existed in I880, by 1906 they were "the norm" in industrializing
countries wherever they were legal. In Scandinavia and Germany
they were already the largest party (although still not a majority)
(Barraclough, 1967, 1 3 5 ; Piven, 1992., 2.).
If keeping the poor away from political power was a fundamental
precondition for the functioning of the British-centered world capital
ist system, then the rise of working-class parties and the general agita
tion for universal manhood suffrage presented a profound challenge.
In Polanyj's words: "Inside and outside England . . . there was not
a militant liberal who did not express his conviction that popular
1986, 2.I7-18;
:12.1-2.7;

to
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democracy was a danger to capitalism" (I957, 2.2.6). A common re
sponse to the challenge was repression (the German Social Democratic
Party was outlawed in 1879), but pure repression was no longer a suf
ficient response. In 1890 the ban on the German SOP was removed,
and major extensions of the franchise were won throughout mOst of
Europe around the turn of the century. To be sure, as suffrage rights
were broadened, various tactics. such as limiting the consritutional
powers of directly elected bodies and gerrymandering, were intro
duced as safeguards (Hobsbawm, 1987, 85-99, II6-18). Neverthe
less, the emergence of politically organized working classes was a pro
found transformation and required more �han a modification of
tactics; a fundamental change in ruling class strategies was required
(Therborn, T977, 23-28).
The night-watchman state would be sacrificed in an attempt to
diffuse working-class prOtest from below. Social insurance schemes
(old-age �nsions, heahh and unemployment insurance) were intro
duced in the last decade of the nineteenth century and first decades
of the twentieth century as part of an effort to take the steam Out of
socialist agitation. Germany was precocious with the first moves in
the 1880s; Britain followed with a series of measures in 1906-1914
(Abbott and DeViney, 1992).
However, the new legitimation of state activism was not a reaction
to working-class demands alone. The intense competition that charac
terized the Great Depression prompted clamors for "protection" from
all segments of the class spectrum. The agrarian classes in continental
Europe were especially hard hit by the massive inflow of imported
grains as the steamship and railroads (and free-trade policies) allowed
cheap American and Russian supplies to flood the continental market
(Mayer, 1981). Even in the United States, repeated overproduction
crises in agriculture led to vigorous demands from farmers for govern
ment action aimed at expanding their markets and providing them
with cheap railroad transportation (LaFeber, 1963, 9-10; Williams,
1969. 20-22).
Moreover, the national bourgeoisies of continental Europe, which
had tended to see international free trade as being in their own as well
as Britain's interest during the mid-nineteenth century, changed their
tune by the 1878 Congress of Berlin. They joined agrarian elites in de
manding that government action be oriented toward obtaining exclu
sive spheres of influence, protected markets, and privileged sources of
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supply. In the United States, the depression of 1893 (the first crisis to
hit manufacturing harder than agriculrure) cemented the alliance be
tween agriculturalists and industrialists in favor of aggressive overseas
expansion. The fact that this depression was accompanied by wide
spread social unrest contributed to the sense of urgency. As William A.
Williams (1969, 41) notes: "The economic impact of the depres ion
(of 18931. and its effect in prodUCing a real fear of extensive social un
rest and even revolution," led U. S. business and government leaders
to finally accept "overseas expansion as the strategic solution to the
nation's economic and social problems." One immediate outcome was
the U.S. government decision to fight Spain on two fronts in 1898-a
war in large measure designed to expand U.S. access to the markets of
Asia.
Thus, by the end of the depression "all western counrries . . .
irrespective of national mentality or history" moved tOward the im
plementation of policies designed to protect citizens against the dis
ruptions caused by a self-regulating orld market (Polanyi, 1957,
2.16-17). But protection of domestic markets from foreign competi
tion and high-pressure colonial tactics required military might to con
quer colonies and to fend off the growing number of imperialist rivals
pursuing similar strategies. By the end of the Great Depression, a
vicious circle linking domestic and international conflict was engaged.
s

w

Great Power Rivalries and Revolution: The First Wave

Starting in the 18805, the escalation of the armaments race among
European powers and their mutual competition for mobile capital in
flated profits and brought a belle epoque for the European bour
geoisie (see chapter I). But the belle epoque did not signify a new sta
bilization of the social foundations of British hegemony; rather. the
depression for capitalists was overcome by tightening the squeeze on
workers. Thus, the Edwardian era (like the first phase of the transi
tion from Dutch hegemony) was one of growing economic and social
polarization.
In the previous transition, the conspicuous consumption of elites
side by side with mass (and middle-class) misery had been an impor
tant ingredient provoking growing social conflict in the late eighteenth
century, from the American Revolution through the Dutch and French
Revolutions. Analogous processes emerged in the late nineteenth cen
tury and fed into the rising socialist and labor agitation. Moreover,
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just as Dutch elites were particularly embarrassed by the wide diver
gence between their puritan self-image and their gluttonous reality, so
members of the British bou.rgeoisie were hard pressed to make the
same leadership claims that might have seemed credible earlier in the
nineteenth century. If, as Hobsbawm (1987, 127, 168-69) claims, "a
common front had united those who laboured and produced, work
ers, artisans, shopkeepers, bourgeois against the idle and against
'privilege'" and was "largely responsible for the earlier historical and
political force of liberalism," by the late nineteenth century this com
mon front had crumbled. The bourgeoisie became "more visibly inte
grated into the undifferentiated zone of wealth, state pow.!r and privi
lege. Ie joined the 'plutocracy' which . . . increasingly flaunted itself,
visibly and through the new mass media."
The increasing polarization between rich and poor was also inti
mately tied to the intensification of rivalries among the great powers.
A1though the intensification was in part rooted in an effort to contain
domestic conflicts through a strategy of fusing national and social pro
tection, its effects were not unambiguously favorable for the promo
tion of national social cohesion. As in the transition from Dutch to
British hegemony, conflict over distributing the costs of war-financing
inflamed social conflict. In the previous transition the main contention
was the disuibution of the tax burden. In the transition from British to
U.S. hegemony, inflationary deficit spending by governments was the
main source of financing the arms buildup. Like direct taxes, inflation
contributed to the squeeze on real wages, but it created a less visible
target in the state. Or perhaps more accurately, it increased the visi
bility of the "triple alliance" of governments, finance capital, and
heavy industry-sa-called monopoly capital-as the culprit and target
at which protest was directed.
If we judge from the direction of mass protest in the decades lead
ing up to the First World War, it would appear that national hege
monic projects fusing national and social protection were not contain
ing social tensions. As figure 7 shows, a rapid escalation of labor
militancy took place in the 1:890S, and then again from [905 until the
outbreak of the war. Working classes continued to grow rapidly
throughout the capitalist world during the belle epoque and they were
increasingly located in strategic concentrations. Moreover, they took
advantage of this size and strategic location (in an increasingly planned
and conscious fashion) to launch mass strikes in the sectors that were
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Figure 7. Labor III/rest waves ill the world-system (three-year moving average).
011 New York limes: figures from 1906 to
New York TImes a"d TImes (London). Source:

Figures from 1870 to '905 based
1990 based on maximum of

World Labor Group Database; see Silver '995,

the lifeblood of the world capitalist system: especially coal min.ing,
maritime transport, and railways.
Given the militancy of European working classes in the decades
leading up to the war, it surprised most contemporary observers when
European citizens (including most of the working class) went to war in
1 9 I 4 with apparent enthusiasm. It now appeared that the ruling elites
had successfully fashioned national hegemonic projects that brought
cross-class allegiance to the state. Indeed, once the masses were in a
position to make demands on their respective states for social and eco
nomic protection, working-class internationalism was on shaky ground.
As E. H. Carr put it:
In the nineteenth century, when the nation belonged to the middle
class and the worker had no fatherland, socialism had been inter
national. The crisis of I ! P 4 showed in a flash thai, except in back
ward Russia, this attitude was everywhere obsolete. The mass of
workers knew instinctively on which side their bread was buttered . . .
Internalional socialism ignominiously collapsed. (Carr, 1945, 2.0-2.1;
see also Haupt, 1972.)

The masses in European states supported their flags. To the sur
prise ofthe war planners, draft evasion was virtually nonexistent. Labor
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militancy and socialist agitation declined precipitously during the first
years of the war (see figure 7). To be sure, this decline in part had co
ercive roots (Tilly, 1989, 441-42), but it was also rooted in active
government efforts to secure the consent and cooperation of trade
unionists. Tripartite agreements between trade unions, employers, and
governments secured no strike pledges from union leaders in exchange
for government and employer recognition of trade unions and the es
tablishment of collective bargaining and grievance procedures_ For the
union movement in many countries (e.g., the United States) the First
World War marked the first time that employers relaxed their impla
cable hostility to trade unions (Hibbs, 1978, 157; see also Feldman,
1966; Brody, 1980; Dubofsky, 198}; Davis, 1986; Giddens, 1987) .
However, a central characteristic of the early twentieth century
was the extremely unstable nature of all these national hegemonic
compacts. The brutality of the war would disabuse many of the idea
that a successful formula for protecting citizens had been found. This
sentiment was registered loud and clear by the major wave of rebel
lions and revolutions that exploded in the midst of the war and con
tinued in its aftermath. By 1 9 1 6 mushrooming strikes, desertions, and
revolts gave lie to the conclusion that new stable national hegemonies
had been formed. By the time of the 19X7 Russian Revolution, antiwar
feeling among the populations of Europe was probably a majority sen
timent. And in x9x8 it seemed like socialist revolution would spread
throughout Europe.
If the strikes in the 1905-1914 period revealed the vulnerability of
capital to labor agitation in transport and mining industries, during
the war itself it was the vast armaments industries that proved most
vulnerable to labor militancy. The industrialization of war (see chapter
1) meant massive private and public investments in weapons manufac
ture. Workers in the metalworking industries became critical cogs in
the war machine, supplying the soldiers at the front. But the industri
alization of war also meant a confrontation with craftworkers, as ef
forts to mechanize arms production were pushed forward. was in
the metalworking industries that the Tripartite Agreements first floun
dered, for it was here that "the traditional force of labour organiza
tion, the skilled workers . . . with stubborn craft unions met the mod
ern factory." The vast armaments industries-in Britain, Germany,
France Russia and the United States-became the centers of indus
trial a�d antiw�r militancy by both skilled and unskilled workers. The
It
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metalworkers in the factories turned to revolution during and after
the war, as did "the new high-tech navies" or "floating factories" at
Kronstadt and Kiel (Hobsbawm, 1:994; X987, t2}-24; Cronin, 198},
) )-)51.
Thus, from the beginnings of the belle epoque through the after
math of the First World War, a vicious circle of escalating social and
interstate conflict can be clearly seen. A link between interstate con
flict and domestic social conflict can also be seen in the transition from
Dutch to British hegemony. As was argued in the first part of this
chapter, the dislocations and boom-bust cycle caused by the Seven
Years' War in North America were important in detonating the Ameri
can Revolution. The immense costs of France's intervention in the
American Revolutionary War were crucial in bringing about the final
collapse of the French monarchy and the French Revolution. However,
contrary to the transition from British to U.S. hegemony, there is no
evidence that the reverse relationship also obtains-that is, neither the
Seven Years' War nor the French intervention in the American Revolu
tionary War seem to have been motivated by efforts to quell social un
rest on the home front. The escalation of interstate conflict precedes
the escalation of intrastate conflict, with geopolitical considerations
(discussed in chapter x ) as the main driving force behind the initial es
calation of military confrontations.
In the transition from British to U.S. hegemony, the relationship
between intrastate and interstate conflict is far more intertwined.
Class and nationalist agitation is clearly escalating on the eve of the
First World War. Even the colonialist adventures in the late x 890s fol
low (and attempt to divert) increasing class antagonisms. Little victo·
rious wars could be popular and bolster governments. The Spanish
American War (in the United States) and the South African War (in the
United Kingdom) were two such examples. However, the danger that
lost (or otherwise unpopular) wars represented was also well known.
This was one of the lessons rulers learned from the revolutionary
upheavals that shook the Russian Empire in 1905 in the wake of its
defeat by Japan.
In sum, if prior to the nineteenth century rulers seemed to fight
wars with little concern for "public opinion," by the end of the cen
tury domestic politics and internarional politics were intimately inter
twined. Indeed, by the time of the First World War, military strategistS
were well aware of this dose relationship. New military strategies,
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such as naval blockades aimed at cutting off food supplies and raising
the threat of mass starvation among noncombatants, were designed to
create domestic instability on the enemies' homefront. Such strategies
recognized the importance of retaining popular loyalty (and the dan
ger of losing mass suppOrt) for success in war (Offer, 1985).
A first premonition of this link was visible during [he Napoleonic
Wars. Indeed, pan of the restoration that took place in the early nine
teenth century involved ending experimentation with citizen armies
and returning to old-style armies-that is, armies of paid profession
als, mercenaries, and "gentlemen." As McNeill has pointed out, the
experience of warfare in the age of revolution had convinced Europe's
rulers that "the fierce energy of the French conscripts in 1793-95, and
the nationalist fervor of some German citizen soldiers in 1 813-14,
could challenge constituted authority as readily as it could confirm
and strengthen it" (1982., 2.2.1). By restoring the old-style armies,
Europe's rulers "refrained from tapping the depths of national ener
gies that the revolutionary years unveiled." But they also kept "the
specter of revolutionary disorder at bay."
In the early nineteenth century, the genie could be put back in the
bottle since the nationalization and democratization of the state had
only just begun. By the time of the outbreak of the First World War,
however, states had gone far in developing nationalism and patriotism
as the new civil religion. Soldiers would once again be mobilized as
"citizens" fighting for a just cause (Tilly, 1990). If European rulers
hoped in 1914 for a popular little war, they badly misjudged the
changed conditions that the industrialization and nationalization of
warfare had brought about. Once the wheel turned from nationalist
to revolutionary fervor, the arms used to defend the constituted order
were used to challenge it. Demobilized and deserting soldiers returned
to their towns and villages from the battleground, carrying both the
message of revolution and the guns with which to fight for it (Wolf,
1969).
This volatile admixture resulted in a speeding up of social history:
great power rivalries and social conflict were far more intertWined, and
systemic chaos was unleashed far more quickly than in the first transi
tion. A second and related difference was the widening of the geographi
cal space in which revolutionary processes were diffused. If revolution
ary contradictions largely diffused within an "Atlantic space" during
the first transition, (he second transition had become a global affair.
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This globalization of revolutionary processes was linked to the
globalization of the world capitalist system in the nineteenth century.
With the spread of railroads and steamships, the intensification of
competition that marked the late nineteenth century Great Depression
shook local class relations from South America to Asia and Africa.
From the sugar plantations of Morelos in Mexico to the vineyards of
western Algeria and the rubber plantations of southern Vietnam, the
new opportunities to sell cash crops in the world market initiated
a race by capitalist entrepreneurs to grab land, labor, and other re
sources. Sometimes local, sometimes foreign capitalist classes, some.
times backed by local oligarchic rule, sometimes backed by foreign im
perial power, the result nevertheless was a crisis of livelihood for the
peasantry and a crisis of legitimacy for existing social contracts upon
which political stability had been based.
We have emphasized the impact that the intensification of capital
ist competition had on labor-capital relations. On a world scale-and
even in much of Europe itself-the greatest disruptions (with the most
important political consequences) took place in the agrarian sector
(Mayer, T981). Eric Wolf (1969, 2.80-81) argues that the rapid com
modification of land and labor in the periphery in the late nineteenth
century brought on an ecological crisis of the peasantry. "Where in [he
past the peasant had worked out a stable combination of resources to
underwrite a minimal livelihood, the separate and differential mobi
lization of these resources as objects to be bought and sold endangered
that minimal nexus." The commercialization of land threatened access
to pasture, forest, and other common lands; and the "outright seizure
of land by foreign colonists and enterprises drove the peasants back
upon a land area no longer sufficient for their needs." Peasant resis
tance to the destruction of traditional ways of life by domestic and for
eign capital was crucial to the major revolutions of the twentieth cen
tury, from Mexico and Russia to China, Vietnam, and Algeria.
The Mexican Revolution in Morelos provides one example of this
general process. The extension of the railroads in the 1870S and I880s
in Mexico opened new opportunities for turning haciendas into capi
talist enterprises oriented toward the world market. Beckoning profits
motivated a "race . . . to grab land,
and labor" through what
ever means necessary. Villages began to disappear, swallowed up by
plantations, in the latter's ceaseless quest for "more." By the time of
the outbreak of the Mexican Revolution in ro, it had become clear
Water,
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that "the village as a community" had no place in the new economy:
their land was to be taken over by the planters and the self-sufficient
peasantry turned into agricultural wage workers (Womack, 1968,
' s-6 si .
With this change in the djstribution of land came a change . patterns of governance, and a destabilization of c.onsensual elements of
rule. Whereas the old hacendados had attempted to supplement force
with the appearance of fairness by supporfing local governors who at
least listened to the grievances of the poor peasants and villagers, by
the turn of the century a new plantocracy plac.ed in power governors
who made no effort to hide their complete subservience to the planter
elite. The legitimacy of planter rule was further undermined in the eyes
of the poor (and middle classes) by the fact that growing economic and
social polarization was accompanied by open displays of lavish and
conspicuous consumption on the part of the planter elite. From this
point of view, Mexico in the Edwardian era was reprodu.cing a. general
pattern of the belle epoque. The polarization (and growmg
g:levances
of the middle classes) led to a split in the ruling elite over national po
litical succession. In this space, endemic village resistance was able to
escalate into armed rebellion in 1910-1 (Womack, 1968).
Some of the same processes are visible in the 1905 Russian
Revolution. As in Mexico, a modernization program had opened the
country up with railroads and made Russia a major supplier of wheat.
But peasants suffered greatly when the world-market price for wheat
dropped by half during the late nineteenth-century depression. Peasant
rioting, long semidormant, began to revive in 1902. With the final
spark of defeat in the Russo-Japanese War and the disintegration of
the armed forces, peasant revolts on a massive scale broke out in the
Black Earth region, the Volga valley, and partS of the Ukraine (Hobs
bawm, 1987, 297; see also Wolf, 1969; Skocpol, 1979)'
The Russian Revolution of 1905, however, represented a hybnd.
case between a peasant-based peripheral revolution and a worker
based core revolution. As a result, it would have enormous inter
national repercussions (a harbinger of the tremendous impact of the
1917 revolution). The hugely successful modernization program had
left Russia "with a rapidly growing industrial proletariat, concen
trated in unusually large complexes of plants in a few major centres,
and consequently with the beginnings of a labour movement which
was . . . committed to social revolution." General strikes in Rostov-onm
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Don, Odessa, and Baku in 1902-3 broke out as open peasant resis
tance was resurfacing. "Mass workers' strikes in the capital and sym
pathetic strikes in most industrial cities in the empire" were crucial in
initiating "the government's retreat" in 1905 and later exerting "the
pressure which led to the grant of something like a constitution"
(Hobsbawm, 1987, 194-97)·
Moreover, the role that the rebellions by national minorities
played in the 1905 Russian Revolution strengthened its resonance in
the multiethnic empires of the world, and especially throughout Asia
and the Middle East. The common frontiers shared by the Russian
Empire with several Asian countries, the ethnic groups that over
lapped on both sides of the frontiers, the large numbers of Persians,
Chinese, and Turks who resided, studied, or worked in Russia, all
heightened the impact of the Russian Revolution. At the same time,
the fact that Russia's minority population of twenty million Muslims
participated in the 1905 revolution and held three Muslim Congresses
between 1905 and 1907 "had far-reaching repercussions on fellow
Muslims beyond Russia's frontiers, especially in Persia and Turkey"
(Stavrianos, 1981, 389). The Rllssian Revolution of 1905 "almost
certainly precipitated the Persian and Turkish revolutions, it probably
accelerated the Chinese, and by stimulating the Austrian emperor to
introduce universal suffrage, it transformed, and made even more un
stable, the troubled politics of the Hapsburg Empire" (Hobsbawm,
987, 297; see also Stavrianos, 1981, 388-409).
These multiple faces of revolution in Russia were seen again in
1917. According to Hobsbawm (1994, 66) the Russian Revolution of
I917 "was universally recognized as a world-shaking event" by both
revolutionaries and counterrevolutionaries alike. The immediate inter
national repercussions were even more profound than those of the
French Revolution.
T

The sheer physical extent and multinationality of an empire which
stretched from the Pacific to the borders of Germany meant that
its collapse affected a far greater range of countries in two conti
nents. . . . And the crucial fact that Russia straddled the world of
conquerors and victims, the advanced and the backward, gave its
a vast
was both a major in
dustrial economy and a technologically medieval peasant economy;
an imperial power and a semi<olonYi a society whose intellectual
and cultural aehievementS were more than a match for the most

revolution

potential resonance in both. It
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advanc�d culture and int�ll�c:t of th� western world, and on� whos�
peasant soldiers gaped at the modernity of th�ir Japan�se captors. In
short a Russian revolution could appear to be simultaneously rele
vant �o west�rn labor organizers and to eastern r�volutionaries. in
G�rmany and in China. (Hobsbawm, 1987, 300-Jol; Ste also Seton
Watson, 1967)
In sum, in the first decades of the twentieth century the combined
dislocations caused by the spread of capitalism and great power rival
ri�s created receptivity to examples like th� Russian Revolutions of
1905 and :1917. A deep fear of revolution gripped ruling elites in the
wake of the Great War. All the defeated powers suffered revolu
tions and state breakdowns: Germany, Hungary, Turkey, Bulgaria, and
Russia. Moreover, even those countries that had won the war faced
massive social unrest. ln 1919 th� British prime minister Lloyd George
observed: .. [TJhe whole of Europe is filled with the spirit of revolution.
There is a deep sense not only of discontent, but of anger and revolt

among the workmen against pr�war conditions. The whole existing
order in its political, social and economic aspects is questioned by the
masses of the population from one end of Europe to the other"
(quoted in Cronin, 1983, 23). Lenin's :1916 prediction that imperial
ism would intensify all the contradictions of capitalism, and thus
would mark "the eve of the social revolution of the proletariat"
seemed confirmed (:197:1, r 7 5 )·
The Interwar Impasse mid the Widening of the Vicious Circle
By the end of the First World War, the United States had surpassed all
other states in terms of financial, industrial, and military weight. And
at the end of the war, it appeared as if the United States might anempt
to lead the world out of the increasing social chaos created by the vi
cious circle of domestic and international conflict. Woodrow Wilson,
recognizing the appeal and the threat represented by Lenin's "summon
to world revolution" and call for "the solidarity of the proletariat and
the revolt against imperialism," countered with his own international
ist, world-embracing, but reformist appeal. Wilson's Fourteen Points
and his call for "self-determination and the century of the common
man were a deliberate counterstroke to Lenin's appeals (Barraclough,
I967, urI·
Wilson's program was a harbinger of the reformist and consensual
elements of tne U.S.-sponsored world-hegemonic order tnat would
"
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emerge after the Second World War. However, the social forces needed
to back such a program did not exist in the United States in the 1920S.
Congress declined to join the League of Nations and repudiated
Wilson's internationalist program. Likewise, Lenin's internationalist
program floundered as revolutionary movements failed to gain state

power elsewhere in Europe; the failure of the revolution in Germany
and the fascist takeover in Italy were decisive blows. In the T92.0S,
then, neither the revolutionary program of international proletarian
solidarity, nor the reformist program of the "century of the common
man" prevailed. Instead, proponents of a restorationist program were
the victors of the decade.
The restorationists argued that a return to the gold standard and
international free trade was necessary in order to reestablish the virtu
ous circle of international and domestic peace that had characterized
the mid-nineteenth century. But a global self-regulating market was an
even more utopian project in the 1920S than it had been in the nine
teenth century. The mechanisms that, for a short period in the nine
teenth century, had absorbed the social tensions produced by laissez
faire policies were no longer there. First, the new center of wealth and
power (the largely self-sufficient and protectionist United States) was a
poor substitute for the British entrep6t, which had been prepared to
absorb a large share of the world's non-industrial exports in the nine
teenth century (see chapter :1J. Second, the large industrial countries
first and foremost the United Stares-closed their frontiers to large
scale immigration after the war, thus eliminating "one of the most
effective and necessary safety valves of the nineteenth-century interna
tional order" (Carr, 1945, 21-23). This change in immigration policy
was partly a response to labor movement demands for protection from
intense labor market competition. As such, it was related to yet an
other difference between the mid-nineteenth century environment in
which the British-sponsored world-economic liberalization took place,
and the environment in which the 1920S restoration was attempted.
That is, despite the widespread defeats suffered by labor and socialist
movements, the power of workjng classes to resist laissez-faire policies
was far greater in the :1920S than it had been in the 1 840S and 1 8 5 0s.
Democratic governments now had to demonstrate concern about the
wage levels and living standards of their own workers (and citizens
more generallyJ-something that was of little concern to nineteenth
century economic liberals.
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In this highly unpropitious environment, the international gold
commission in Geneva began forcing "structural adjustment" policies
on countries to promote healthy (convertible) currencies. These poli
cies created immense social dislocations. Governments were forced
to choose between sound currency and improved social services, be
tween the confidence of international financial markeu and the confi
dence of the masses, between following the dictates of Geneva and fol
lowing the resuhs of the democratic ballot box. For those governments
tempted to make the wrong choice, the mechanism to punish non
compliance was most effective. "Flight of capital . . . [played) a vital
role in the overthrow of the liberal governments of France in 192.5,
and again in 1938, as well as in the development of a fascist movement
in Germany in 1930." In Austria in 192.3, in Belgium and France in
1926, in Germany and England in 1931, labor parties were eliminated
from government, social services and wages were reduced, and unions
busted, in vain attempts to "save the currency" (Polanyi, T957, 24,
2.2.9-33 ).
Restoring the gold standard became "the symbol of world soli
darity" in the 1920S. But within a year or two after the Wall Street
crash it became clear that the restorationists' efforts had failed
abysmally. Although unsuccessful, the effort to restore the gold stan
dard had important social and political effects: "free markets had not
been restored though free governmentS had been sacrificed." Demo
cratic forces "which might otherwise have averted the fascist catastro
phe" were weakened by the "stubbornness of economic liberals" who
had, in the service of deflationary policies, supported the authoritarian
policies of (often democratically elected) governments throughout the
1920S (Polanyi, 1957, 2.6, 23 3-34) '
To be sure, the establishment of a U.K.-centered world market in
the 1 850S and 1 860s also had been built on intense repression-that
is, the restoration of the post-Napoleonic years up through the repres
sion of working-class uprisings in 1848. But world capitalism passed
safely through "structural adjustments" such as the "Hungry Forties"
because the UK.-centered world market was in its formative/expansive
phase in the mid-nineteenth century. Facing a united front of elites
who believed that British world hegemony waS delivering broad bene
fits and who were prepared to administer the necessary amount of re
pression to defend those benefits, there was little room for effective
prOtest by the victims of the structural adjustment. Moreover, most of
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the burdens of Britain's free-trade world order were borne by Asians
whose mid-nineteenth century rebellions were systematically repressed
by the strong arm of British imperialism (see chapters 2 and 4). But in
the 1920S no amount of repression could reestablish the virtuous
circle. The world market was in an advanced stage of disintegration.
Even in the colonies, repression would not deliver the goods, and the
facade of international elite unity collapsed together with the restora
(ionin effort.
With the political credibility of high finance and liberal govern
ments destroyed in the wake of the crash and the depression, and with
no alternative world-hegemonic project on the horizon, international
ism was abandoned in favor of purely national hegemonic projects.
The New Deal, the Soviet Five-Year Plan, fascism, and Nazism were
different ways of jumping off the disintegrating world market into the
life raft of the national economy. These competing national projects
shared two common characteristics: first, they discarded laissez-faire
principles, and second, they promoted rapid industrial expansion as
part of an effort to overcome the social and political crises caused by
the failure of the market system, mass unemployment in particular
(Polanyi, 1957, chapter 2).
But rapid industrial expansion relieved unemployment only by ex
acerbating other sources of domestic and international tensions. First
and foremost, rapid industrialization increased pressures to seek out
new markets and new sources of raw materials. This, in turn, brought
about a renewed escalation of inrerimperialist rivalries. Britain, with
its huge head starr in overseas te.rritorial expansionism, already con
trolled a vast empire in Asia and Africa. The United States was itself a
continental empire, and was expanding with ease in Latin America by
replacing Britain as the center of informal empire. Russia likewise was
continental in size, though its eastward expansion would continue to
bring it into conflict with both European and Japanese imperialism
in Asia. The Axis powers, on the other hand, felt constrained by their
relative backwardness as empire builders and their relatively small
geographical home bases, and thus began to actively and aggressively
challenge the existing distribution of political-economic space (Neu
mann, 1942).
As interimperialist rivalries reignited, the pressure to industrialize
intensified given the now intimate links between industrial and military
capabilities. The vicious circle of escalating domestic and international
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conflict of the Edwardian era resurfaced in the 1930S and 1940S with
a vengeance. Thus, figure 7 shows a virtual repeat of the pattern of es
calating labor unrest on the eve of the war, declining overt militancy
with the outbreak of the war, and a major explosion in the aftermath
of the war itself. However, the second round of the vicious circle
would be far more massive in both scale and scope. The military
industrial complexes brought into confrontation during the war were
of infinitely greater destructive power. Moreover, a much greater pro
portion of the globe was engulfed by social conflict and political chaos
in the period leading up to the war, during the war itself, and in the
revolutionary upheavals that followed the war.
The result was a far greater wave of decolonization than the one
that had occurred during the transition to British hegemony. The
two waves can be seen in figure 8. The number of colonies in the
European-centered world system drops sharply in the late eighteenth
century (independence of the Americas), only to rise again to new
heights in the nineteenth and early twentieth centuries (rhe coloniza
tion of Asia and Africa). Then comes a new and much sharper decline
in the mid-twentieth century (Asian and tben African independence).
Qualitative differences between the waves are even more important.
The first wave brought national self-determination and statehood to
settlers of European extraction. Haiti, the only exception, was ostra
cized. The second wave brought national self-determination and state
hood to non-Western peoples. The first strengthened Western su
premacy in the modern world; the second weakened it. Moreover, the
leaders of the independence movements during the first transition
were largely successful in keeping the demands of the poor off the
agenda; in contrast, the national liberation movement leaders of the
second transition would mobilize the masses, wittingly or unwittingly
raising the specter of social revolution.
A first cluster of twentieth-century nationalist revolts took place
between 1905 and the First World War (in Persia, Turkey, and China).
These revolts were largely reactions to the collapse and decay of old
systems of rule and the inability of the old power structures to resist
the encroachment of Western military and economic power. Their
main protagonists were westernized elites, increasingly disillusioned
with both the ancien regimes and with Western supremacy. japan's
military victory over Russia in 1905, even more than the 1905 Rus
sian Revolurion itself, had an electrifying effecr on colonial elites
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Figure 8. Walles of colonization and decofonization. From "Long Walles of
Colonial Expansion and Contractioll, 1415-1969," by Albert Bergesen and
Albert Bergesen,
R�nald Schoenberg, in
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editor, 1980. Courtesy of Academic Press.
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throughout Asia. According to Sun Zhongshan "the Russian defeat
by japan [was regarded) as the defeat of the West by the East. We
regarded the japanese victory as our own victory." And jawaharlal
Nehru recalled how as a schoolboy in India: "japanese victories
stirred up my enthusiasm . . . Nationalistic ideas filled my mind. I
mused of Indian freedom . . . I dreamed of brave deeds of how sword
in hand, would fight for India and help in freeing her" (qu�ted by
Stavrianos, 1981, 389).
The First World War and the Russian Revolution would have a
radicalizing effect on the emergent national liberation movements.
The horr�r and brutality of the First World War-a war that many
future Thlfd World nationalist leaders saw firsthand as soldiers in im
perial armies-further tarnished the image of "European civilization.
And with the Russian Revolution of 1917. one of the major powers
r

n
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raised the banner of anti-imperialism for the first time. The Com
munist International's "combination of anti-imperialism and socialist
internationalism, of national and social revolution, made a powerful
appeal during the next decades to the new intellectual elites of the
colonial and semicolonial peoples. The appeal was not confined to
those who became communist. To a far wider circle, the Soviet Union
appeared a land of promise, and the October Revolution a source of
inspiration" (Seton-Watson,
The elites who led the nationalist movements in the years leading
up to the First World War made little or no attempt to mobilize the
mass of the population into the nationalist struggle. However, in the
interwar years, partly in response to the failure of elite-based national
Russian Revolution
ist movements, and partly in response to the
and the spread of socialist ideology, the (successful) nationalist leaders
both communist and non-communist-began "broadening . . . the
basis of resistance to foreign colonial power by the organiza tion of a
mass following among peasantS and workers and the forging of links
between the leaders and the people" (Barraclough,
In India, the shift from "nationalist agitation on a relatively nar
when
row middle-class basis" to mass mobilization took place in
Gandhi launched the first national civil disobedience campaign.
Gandhi's "outstanding contcibution in the phase immediately follow
ing the First World War was to bring Congress to the masses and thus to
see also Chatter
make it a mass movement" (Barraclough,
when
In China an analogous shift was made around
jee,
Sun Zhongshan reorganized the Guomindang (GMD) after a wave of
labor militancy in China induced him to rethink the role of the popu
social problems
lar classes in the nationalist movement. Prior to
and particularly the agrarian question had played little part in his pro
he had made contacts with the Russian Bolsheviks,
gram. But by
placed the economic question at the head of his program, allied with
the communist party, and reorganized the GMD into a mass party
with a revolutionary army as its spearhead (Barraclough,
the leading nationalist
below). Likewise, by the
and chapter
movements in Africa (e.g., the Gold Coast and Nigeria) had moved
from being "middle-class parties with limited popular contacts, to
mass parties which mobilized support by combining national with so
cial objectives for the attainment of which the whole people could be
stirred to action" (Barraclough,
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Thus, nationalist movements in Asia and Africa increasingly
merged with social revolutions. It became dear that a successful inde
pendence movement required mass agitation. As Kwame Nkrumah
put it, "a middle class elite, without the bauering ram of the illiterate
masses could never hope to smash the forces of colonialism." But the
loyalry of the masses could not be secured without promiSing that
radical social change ("the building of a new society") would be high
on the agenda of the nationalist movements (Barraclough,
Nkrumah,
The disruptive power of mass mobilization was enhanced by the
fact that by the eve of the Second World War, the colonies and semi
colonies were tightly interwoven into the supply structures of the im
perial powers (as suppliers of both men and material). The Second
World War (and the buildup to it) led to rapid urbanization and
growth in the size of export enclaves, and provided workers in chese
enclaves with strong bargaining power. Just as the workers in the ar
mamenrs industries in the COre occupied a strategic position within the
military-industrial complexes of the belligerents, so the colonial ex
POrt enclaves occupied strategic positions within the resource-needs
Brown,
structures of the imperial powers (see Bergquist,
as nationalist movements began to hook up
and
In the
with workers movements and as both began to take advantage of the
disruptive power of the export workers, strike waves spread in semi
Brown,
peripheral and peripheral countries (Bergquist,
Silver,
The effectiveness of these strikes is shown by Britain's decision to
introduce trade unions and conciliation and arbitration mechanisms
throughout its empire during the Second World War. During the First
World War tripartite agreements between trade unions, employers,
and states only emerged in core countries (and were rapidly eliminated
after the war). The tripartite agreements concluded during the Second
World War were more permanent, involved far greater concessions to
labor in the core, and were much broader in geographical spread (on
Brown,
Britain's colonial trade union policy, see Cooper,
Burawoy,
Thus, by the time of the Second World War it was clear that only a
small part of the challenge for the emerging world-hegemonic power
came from the nationalist component of the revolt against the West.
Indeed, it would be the part of the challenge that was relatively easy to
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accommodate, for the rising hegemon had little stake in formal colonial·
ism, and much interest in denying exclusive access to the existing colo
nial powers. Moreover, there was clear past precedence for absorbing a
large number of newly independent states into the interstate system
that is, the expansion of the Westphalia system under British hegemony
to accommodate the newly independent stares of the Americas.
The social revolution posed a different sOrt of challenge. With
the communist victory in China in 1949, the problem of repressing or
accommodating the social revolutionary challenge from the non
Western world moved to center stage in the global strategies of the
new hegemonic power. Until 1949, attention had been focused on
Europe where, as a U.S. undersecretary of commerce reported to
President Truman in 1947, "most . . . countries were standing on the
very brink [of revolution] and may be pushed over at any time; others
are gravely threatened" (quoted in Loth, 1988, 137)' By 1949 the
social revolutionary threat was unmistakably global. Instead of "a
single, weak and isolated USSR, something like a dozen stares had
emerged, or were emerging, from the second great wave of global
revolution . . . Nor was the impetus of global revolution exhausted, for
the decolonization of the old imperialist overseas possessions was still
in full progress" (Hobsbawm, 1994, 82).

The New Deal Roots of the Cold War World Order
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a restoration of monarchy, colonialism, and slavery. And initially, the
main thrust of British rule, both at home and abroad, was repressive.
As the nineteenth century progressed, however, new waves of social
unrest (e.g., slave uprisings in Jamaica, independence struggles in
South America, democratic reform movements at home, and democra.
tic and nationalist

movements on

the

Continent) made it dear

that

many of the problems that led to the Age of Revolution remained un.
resolved. By the 18305 and 18405, Britain began to champion cautious
reform at home and abroad. At the same time, the expansion of the
British-centered world capitalist system undermined the bargaining
power of subaltern groups who had won greater freedom or security
in the previous round of struggles.
The same three mechanisms were also central to the establishment
of U.S. hegemony; that is, repression, reform, and the undermining of
the bargaining power of subaltern groups behind their backs through
processes of world-economic expansion. However; in Contrast to Brjtish
hegemony, reform was a leading ingredient in the U.S. hegemonic
model from its inception. This was due in part to another contraSt be.
tween the initial conditions faced by Britain and the United States at
rhe start of their hegemonies. While France (the main great-power em
bodiment of the revolutionary challenge of the late eighteenth and
early nineteenth centuries) suffered a decisive military defeat in 1815,
the Soviet Union (the main great-power embodiment of the revolu.
tionary challenge of the first hali of the twentieth century) emerged

By the end of the Second World War, there was an even more over·
whelming concentration of systemic capabilities, both military and
financial, within the borders of the United States than at the end of the
First World War. The military and financial dominance of the United
States was not, however, a sufficient condition for establishing a new
world hegemony that could end the ongoing systemic chaos and
reestablish favorable conditions for the expanded reproduction of
capital on a world scale. The challenge posed by escalating social un·
rest had to be met. And as the interwar experience made clear, a return
to nineteenth century institutions would only exacerbate the under·

perience of the Great Depression and fascism, convinced the ruling
groups of the leading capitalist states that a serious reform of the
world capitalist system was required:

lying tensions.
At the end of the Napoleonic Wars, there was also an (until then)
unprecedented and overwhelming concentration of financial and mili·
tary systemic capabilities within the jurisdiction of a single state.
Britain's initial role in the years after 1 8 1 5 was to carry out a restora
tion of eighteenth--century political and economic instirutions-that is,

The collapse of capitalism and rlle rise of fascism convinced peopJe
t at the systems of peace and progress that had �n growing ever
Since th e beginning of the nineteenth century were finally doomed.
There was hunger for experimentation with new social and world or
ders even at the highest levels of interests, while the pessimism was
even greater at the bottom. (Schurmann, 1974, 4-5)

from the Second World War battered, but much stronger politically
and militarily. The counterrevolutionary challenge of the Axis powers
was defeated in the war, while the power and prestige of the revolu
tionary challenge was enhanced.
The continuing revolutionary challenge, combined with the ex.

�
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The exact nature of the U.S.-sponsored global reform was greatly
influenced by the New Deal experience. The core of New Deal "phi
losophy was that only big, benign and professional government could
assure the people order, security and justice" (Schurmann,
In the course of the Depression and the New Deal, U.S. policy makers
had come: [0 bdieve that economic prosperity and political stability

1974, 40).

were inextricably linked, and that only an activist government could
safeguard both. Moreover, there was a widespread perception that
"laissez-faire economics and laissez-faire politics" had contributed to
the social and political chaos of the interwar and war years. To U.S.
policymakers, the lessons of the New Deal seemed relevant to the
international sphere:
Just as th� New Deal government increasingly took active responsi
bility for the welfare of the nation, U.s. foreign policy planners rook
increasing responsibility for the welfare of the world . . . It could n�t
insulate itself from rhe world's problems. As at home, moreover, It
could not l'Ieatly pick and choose among those problems, distin.
guishing politics from economics, security from p�osperity, d� f��se
from welfare. In the lexicon of th� New Deal, takmg responsibility
meant gov�rnment int�rvention on a grand scal�. (Burl�y, 1993,
ll.j-16, 1 19-31)
If the image that inspired the founders of the League of Nations
was the nineteenth-century night-watchman state, then the supporting
image for the United Nations was the twentieth-<entury welfare state.
.
The United Nations Charter "reflected a newly enlarged conception of
the necessary and proper role of international organization in world
affairs." It represented "a kind of international New Dealism, an
adaptation of the welfare state philosophy to the realm of world af
fairs." To do the job of keeping the peace, international organizations
had to be empowered to deal with "the wide-spreading economic, so
cial, and ideological root structure of the problem of war" (Claude,

1956, 87-89).

The New Deal experience not only taught U.S. policymakers the
importance of activist government; it also suggested the kind of g�v
ernmental institutions that could most effectively diffuse explosLve
social and political issues. The preferred institutional solution of the
domestic New Deal was the "neutral" regulatory agency, which recast
social and political conflicts as technical problems of efficiency and
productivity. At the global level, likewise, the United States sponsored

20S

a proliferation of "neutral" international regulatory agencies to deal
with a plethora of potentially explosive social and political problems
Burley,
(Maier,
The two most volatile social and political conflicts of the immedi
ate postwar years were the conflict between labor and capital in met
ropolitan countries and the anti-imperialist revolt in the colonies.
These were recast as technical problems of macroeconomic adjust
ment and economic growth and development-problems that could be
overcome using scientific and technical knowledge backed by govern
ment planning. We shall deal with these in turn.
The reformist solution to rising labor militancy in the core was re
flected in changes in both domestic and international institutions. The
"labor-capital accord" or "soc.ial Contract" that emerged from the
wave of labor militancy in the United States called
and
for a truce based on an exchange: government and big business ac
cepted the permanence of unionism, while unions accepted the right of
managemenr to make continuing changes in the organization of pro
duction to increase productivity. Government promised to use the
macroeconomic tools at its disposal to assure full employment, while
businesses would pass on a share of the increased profits from rising
productivity in the form of rising real wages. This, in turn, assured a
mass market for the growing output of industry and allowed for
the depoliticization and taming of labor-capital conflict through the
promise of "mass consumption"-that is, through the promise of uni
Gordon et aI.,
versal access to the "American Dream" (Agliena,
Arrighi and Silver,
During the postwar decades, the United States actively sought to
generalize the mass consumption social contract throughout the core
by promoting Keynesianism, economic planning, regional economic
integration (without the European Community there would not be a
large enough market to suppOrt mass production and consumption),
and non-communist trade union movements (Maier,
Arrighi and Silver,
The U.S. economic advisers who fanned
"out to the far corners of the U.S.-controlled portion of the globe"
preached the Keynesian gospe\. Their preaching was "backed up by
U.S. power and prestige" in the form of military governments in the
defeated COuntries and Marshall Plan aid for the Allies (Hirschman,

1978;

1930S

1993, J39-40).
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Keynesianism "'supplied an attractive third way" between the
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Soviet model of centralized planning (which had gained in power and
prestige during the 1930S and 1940S) and traditional laissez-faire poli
cies (which had lost aU credibility in the course of the Great Depres
sion and the related social-political catastrophes of the era). But
Keynesian policies at the national level had no chance of success with
out corresponding changes in international economic institutions. In
deed the international economic institutions sponsored by the United
'
States were, in Zolberg's words, "labor-friendly" (see introduction).
They were based on the recognition that states have a right and a duty
to protect their workers, businesses, and currencies from annihilation
by unregulated world market forces. Thus, under the Bretton Woods
system it was accepted that governments would use monetary policy
as an instrument for reducing unemployment and inflationary pres
sures. Moreover, there was no attempt to move toward nineteenth
century-style "free trade:' Instead, the GAIT rounds set up a system
of multilateral negotiations designed to promote a controlled process
of trade liberalization over time--one that again recognized the "le
gitimate" interests of governments in protecting the livelihoods of their
citizens, both those who earn wages and those who make profits
(Ruggie, 1982; Maier, 1987, 121-$2; Ikenberry, 1989; Mjoset, 1990).
The cooptation of the "responsible" elements of the labor move
ment through institutional reforms and mass consumption was sup
plemented by fierce repression of the "irresponsible" elements. On the
home front, the radical and cornmunist left was purged from the ranks
of organized labor. The process began in 1947 with the Taft-Hartley
Act "loyalty oaths" and culminated in 1:949 when communists and al
leged sympathizers were excluded from the CIO executive board, and
eleven unions representing more than a million workers were purged
from the CIO ranks. Thus, while great material rewards awaited union
members who stuck to the politics of mass consumption, intense re
pression, culminating in McCarthyism, awaited those who rejected the
parameters of the new hegemonic compromise. In Western Europe, re
formism and repression also went hand in hand as "responsible" U.s.
labor leaders were invited to assist the U.S. government in the postwar
reconstruction of Europe by setting up new noncommunist unions in
competition with the existing trade-union movement (McCormick,
1989, 82-84; see also Radosh, 1969; Rupert, 1995)·
The defusing of the revolutionary challenge posed by core labor
movements was thus accomplished through a combination of repres-
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sion and cooptation. But neither of these mechanisms would have suc
ceeded without the transformations in the structure of business enter
prises described in chapter 2-that is, the global spread of U.S. corpo
rate capitalism. The wave of U.S. corporate investments in Western
Europe in the 1950S and 1960s, in combination with the European
response to the "American challenge," fostered [he rapid spread of
Fordist mass production techniques in WeS(ern Europe. The result was
a weakening of the strongest segments of the labor movement in both
WeS(ern Europe and the United States. On the one hand, as mass
production techniques spread in Western Europe, craftworkers-who
had been the backbone of the militant European labor movemenc of
the first half of the twentieth century-were progressively marginal
ized from production and their bargaining power undermined. On
the other hand, as the geographical relocation and reorganization of
U.s. corporate capital proceeded, the semiskilled mass-production
workers-who had formed the backbone of the U.S. labor movement
i n the 19305 and 19405-were progressively weakened (Arrighi and
Silver, 1984; Edwards, 1979; Goldfield, 1987; Moody, 1988).
The combined process of repression, cooptation, and restructur
ing overcame the anticapitalist challenge of the early twentieth century
labor movements of the core (Silver, I995). By the 1950S and 1960s,
this transition was dubbed "the withering away of the strike" by the
industrial sociology literarure; it was seen as the inevitable and bene
ficial Outcome of "modernization" (Ross and Hartman, 1960; see also
figure 7).
This incorporation, cooptation, and eventual weakening of the
mass-production workers as junior partners in the hegemonic bloc is
analogous to the incorporation of the craft worker elite under British
hegemony (the creation of the so-called "labor aristocracy"). More
over, the attack on these coopted strata of the working class in the
:r880s (as in the 1980s) would be one of the opening salvos in the
destabilization of the social bases of both world hegemonies. The dif
ferences are nonetheless important. Whereas the cooptation of the
upper strata of the working class was a late (and short-lived) develop
ment in British hegemony, it was one of the foundational elements of
U.S. hegemony. That is, U.S. hegemony has been based on effortS to
win consent on a deeper (class) basis-reaching out to core working
classes with promises of mass consumption. Moreover, whereas British
hegemony could shift much of the burden of working-class cooptation
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ontO the non-European world, U.S. hegemony had to confront from
the start the escalating demands for independence and social justice in
the non-European world.
The victories of national liberation movements in India, and espe
ciaUy in China, eliminated any remaining doubts in the minds of U.S.
policymakers about whether reform could be limited to the core.
Moreover, it was becoming dear that the longer national liberation
struggles dragged on, the more likely they were to precipitate social
revolutions. Thus, in his 1949 inaugural address, President Truman
emphaSized that it was time to bring an end to "the old imperialism"
and offer a global "Fair Deal":
We must embark on a bold new program for making the benefits of our
scientific advances and industrial progress available for the improve·
ment and growth of underdeveloped areas. The old imperialism
exploitation for foreign profit-has no place in our plans. What we
envisage is a program of development based on the concepts of demo
ocratic fair dealing. Greater production is the key to prosperity and
peace. And the key to greater production is a wider and vigoro�s
application of modern scientific and technical knowledge. (Quoted In
Escobar, 1995, 3; see also Esteva, 1992; McMichael, 1996, 30)
JUSt as labor-capital conflict was recast as a technical problem of
Keynesian pump-priming and increasing growth and productivity, so
Truman's global "Fair Deal" recast the North-South conflict as a tech
nical problem amenable to "a wider and vigorous application of mod
ern scientific and technical knowledge." The anticolonial struggles
"stimulated thinking about the conditions of economic progress"
among policy-oriented economists. This, in turn, led to the emergence
of the new subfield of "development economics" and "the conviction,
among an influential group of development economists, that they had
identified and understood . . . the 'mechanics of development'" and
that "a determined effort" should be made "to get those 'mechanics'
goingn (Hirschman, 1979, 3 59). The very concept of development was
an "invention" of the early post-World War II period-the U.S. re
sponse to the need to offer leadership in a world in which the political
weight of Asia and Africa suddenly loomed large (Escobar, 1995> 30;
cf. Cooper, 1996, on British precursors).
The hegemonic promise-made explicit in Walt Rostow's (1960)
"stages of economic growrn"-was that aU the peoples of the world
could achieve the American Dream. Each country had to pass through
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a set of similar stages before arriving at the "Age of High Mass
Consumption," but everyone was on the road to this same (desirable)
destination. Also made explicit in the subtitle of Rostow's book-"A
Non-Communist Manifesto"-was the reactive nature of U.S. official
and semi-official thinking and policy on the Third World.
In the: late 1940S, the real struggle between East and We:St had al
ready moved to the Third World, and development became the grand
strategy for advancing such rivalry and, at the: same time, the designs
of industrial civilization . . . The fear of communism became one of
the most compelling arguments for de:velopme:nt. It was commonly
accepted in the early 19505 that if poor countries were not re:scued
from their pove:ny, they would succumb to communism. To a greate:r
or lesser e:xtent, most e:arly writings on deve:lopment reflect this pre
occupation. (Escobar, 1995, 33-34)
Decolonization and development became the twin pillars of the
U.S. hegemonic appeal to the Third World. This appeal was aimed at
those segments of the nationalist elite that had not allied themselves
with the social revolution (or those segments for whom the alliance
was one of only tactical convenience). For while U.S. policymakers
supported economic planning in the Third World-again, New Deal
experience in the form of the Tennessee Valley Authority would pro
vide a model for what development corporations should look like
(Escobar, 1995. 3 8 )-there was to be no Marshall Plan for the Third
World as a whole. In contrast to the U.S. role in Western Europe, few
public governmental funds were llsed to support the development pro
ject. With the exception of a handful of countries that were built up
as showcases of successful capitalist development (Arrighi, T990a;
Grosfoguel, 1996), Third World countries were "instructed to look to
private capital, both foreign and domestic." And to attract private
capital, it was necessary to create the right investment climate
(Waiton, 1984). This meant "a commitment to capitalist development;
the curbing of nationalism; and the control of the Left, the working
class, and the peasantry" (Escobar, 1995, 33; see also Bataille, 1988).
The challenge of the nationalist revolution, on the other hand,
",:,as met (and defused) through decolonization and a major expan
sIon of the Westphalia system. Legal sovereignty was extended to aU
nations-not just those of the West-and enshrined in the charter of
the United Nations (see chapter I). As Inis Claude (1956, 87) re
marked: "The United Nations reflected a sharp awareness of the
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developing significance of non-European peoples as foil par(icip

in world affairs. Whereas the League had not represented a decisive
break with the tradition of European-focused international politics,

,:, �

the new system was directed toward the problems of a world in hi h
.
Europe would appear in drastically shrunken, and ASia and Afnca In
greatly enlarged, proportions. "

.
.
But the revolutionary potential of this expanSiOn of the system of

sovereign states was effectively defused through such safeguards as the

�

great power vetoes and the permanent seats on the ecuriCY Council.
,
"In the end" notes Anne-Marie Burley (1993, 145), aU nations were

flot to be treated equally." Just as voting rights were skewed in favor
of the Western great powers (the old boy network of the origi.nal sys
tem) so control over the new institutional guardians of the world

�

econ my (the IMF and the World Bank) was weighted in favor of the

�

largest contributors-that is, the rich countries of t e world.
.
.
Nonetheless, the combined policies of decolORIzation and devel
opment successfully contained the revolutionary

anticapitalist chal

lenge rising from the colonial world in the aftermath of the Second
World War. As each colony achieved independence, the cross-class al
liance of the nationalist movements dissolved. Once nationalist move
ment leaders controlled state power, workers' and peasants' struggles
invariably lost much of their former support from other classes within
society (see, for example, Walton, 1984, on Kenya; Post, [988, on
Vietnam; and Beinin and Lockman, 1987. 14-r8, on Egypt as well as
more generally).

.
For the nationalist elites who had never embraced SOCial revolu

tion their central aim of political independence and sovereignty had

� achieved. Even those nationalist elites who had believed that the

bee

social and national revolutions could not be separated now mostly

�

accepted the idea that "development" (read, industria ization) was a
.
prerequisite for meeting the needs of t e peopl . hIS, In turn, re
.
quired a good investment dimate, espeCIally a dlsCiphned and hard

�

� :

working labor force. Moreover, on this front, the Soviet challenge

�?

represented no challenge at all. The communist ver i n of "de:el�p

��

ment" also prioritized industrialization as a prerequIsite for c le�lRg

socialism

and thus also emphasized the importance of a dlSClphned

and hardworking labor force. The fruits of this di

�iplined. labor

would be reaped in the Age of High Mass Consumption or WIth the

transition to communism. In the meanrime, popular movements found
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themselves politically isolated,
and the new power elites foun
d it fairly
easy to repress them, usually on
their own, sometimes with the
help of
outside military powers.

The Speeding-Up of Social His
tory?

From the angle
vision of this chapter, past hegemonic transitio
ns ap
pear to be moments of escalatin
g social conflict aimed at reaff
irming
or challenging established statu
s and class hierarchies-an esca
lation
that is intertwined with inten
sifying interstate and incerente
rprise
competition. In both transitions,
social conflict played a double role.
On
the one hand, it fed into the esca
lation of interstate and incerente
rprise
competition, speeding the tran
sition from hegemonic crisis
to hege
monic breakdown. On the othe
r hand, the intensity and form of
social
conflict was decisive in shaping
the social compacts that emerged
in
the midst and aftermath of the
hegemonic breakdown, and on
which
the new hegemony would be base
d (see figure 6).
As we have seen in chapters r and 2., around
I970 the great
expansion of world trade and
production of the preceding twen
ty
years-the so-called Golden Age
of Capitalism-began to taper
off
amid multiple signs of a hegemon
ic crisis. By the early 1980s, the
di
version of capital from productio
n and trade to finance and spec
ulative
activities had gained momencu
m, giving rise to a new systemwi
de fi
nancial expansion. As in the Dutc
h-led financial expansion of the
mid
eighteenth century and the Briti
sh-led financial expansion of the
late
nineteenth century, a rapid and
unseemly polarization of wealth
sig
naled that elites were abandoni
ng their efforts to incorporate a
broad
ening "middle class" into the hege
monic bloc. The polarization was
a
first sign that the basis of SOCia
l-political stability was breaking
down.
In past transitions, crises of legit
imacy and social-political unre
st
grew as conspicuous consump
tion at the top contrasted shar
ply with
conspicuous poverty at the
bottom and widespread insecurity
in the
middle. In the 19 80s, as the
financialization of capital acce
lerated, ob
servers began to point to a
growing polarization of wealth
both within
stares and between stare
s, as the North-South gap also
wid
ened. And
as world politics became
increasingly turbulent in the 1990
S,
observers
bega nOt only to mak
e a link between this polariza
,
tion
and
growing
.
.
. l£Y;
political mst
abd
they also began to suggest
that current dynamics
were similar to those
that had historically preceded
major state break
downs. Thus, in an opin
ion piece in the New York Tim
es, Russell Baker

of

�
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(1996) pointed to "the rise of a new American class of super-duper
rich�" and labels the 1990S e<the decadent decade." Baker continued,
wid marked sarcasm, to draw parallels with other historical periods
of decadence:
As a youth I longed to live in dKadent time in Rome jus� before
.
the fall, or in France just before the Revolution. In that squalid deca
dence
. I would have sinned incessantlY-<lr so I thought. Now,
here it is at last: a great age of American dKadence, and wh�re, I
ask you, where is the joy of it? Most of the R� mans probably missed
out on it too, and most of the pre-Revolutionary French. It muSt
s-

. .

have soured them. Maybe that's why those antique bouts of delight
ful decadence were followed by the fall of Rome and the French
Revolution.

Likewise, the influential U.s. political analyst, Kevin Phillips,
began ro hammer away at the corrosive impact that the financi�liza
tion and polarization of the 1980s w as having on the well-being and
security of what he terms the "American middle class." (Or, from our
perspective, the junior partners of the hegemonic bloc, including the
established mass-production working class.) "While specularors and
corporate raiders rook home huge sums," wrote Phillips, "the average
American family wound up fearing for the safety of itS bank accounts,
insurance coverage, home values and pension coverage." ..Across
broad swaths of charcoal-grill and lawnmower America. the middle
class was in trouble . the American Dream was increasingly at risk."
By 199 1-,92, "the dangerous rise of middle-class frustration politics"
could be seen in the popular political success of Pat Buchanan and
David Duke, both of whom mixed "an anti·elite and populist message
in a confusing package that also included nationalism, anti-immigrant
sentiment and economic appeals to the middle-class." Ross Perot's
presidential candidacy also tapped into so�e of.t�e same "mid��e-cl��s
1993.
economic apprehensions and status fears (Phillips,
1, 1 3 � 1 371.
However, as in past hegemonic transitions, the declining hegemOnic.
state is not the main site of polarization and rising social-political un
rest. Financial expansions have been processes of the world capitalist
system as a whole. Thus, in the transition from Dutch to British hege
mony financialization created speculative boom-and-bust cycles that
left the port cities of the North American colonies reeling on th� eve of
the Revolution. Likewise, "capital flight" and speculation dunng the
. .
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interwar years shook the political and social systems of Central
Europe, preparing the ground for fascism. In the 1980s and I990s, the
effects of financialization and polarization once again have been felt
throughout the world capitalist system-a space that is now synony
mous with the entire globe. Countries all over the world have been
competing ever more inten ely for mobile capital by dismantling l ng
established vehicles for fighting unemployment (Brecher, 1994/95,
3 3 ) · Likewise, development projects have been abandoned in favor of
IMF-imposed structural adjustment and austerity programs aimed at
making Third World countries solvent in world financial markets
(McMichael, [996; Bienefeld, 1993)'
The result has been both intranational and international polariza
tion of wealth. Looking at the ranking of countries according to GNP
per capita, the 1980s and 1990S have seen "the vast majority of the
South . . . either slipping backwards. stagnating, or growing slower
than the North" (Broad and Landi, r996, 37). Intranationally, "[wlork
ers and communities all over th world are being put into ruinous
competition," causing in Jeremy Brecher's ( 1994'95, 33-34) words, "a
'race to the bottom' in wages and environmental conditions." Brecher
links these tendencies to growing "racism and extremist nationalism
around the world." Julius Ihonvbere (I992, 8 ) links these tendencies
to the "mounting instability . . . widespread unrest, turmoil, and vio
lence which is now afflicting an unprecedented number of countries in
the developing world" (see also Rodrik, 1997).
From the vantage point of the 1990S, then, the current transition
seems to be following a familiar path: financialization, polarization of
wealth, and the abandonment of the social compact that tied junior
partners to the hegemonic bloc are creating widespread legitimation
crises for the world's elites. The signs of diffuse and mounting social
political unrest and uncontrollable violence indicate that we may
again be entering a period of systemic chaos characterized by wide
spread social upheavals, state breakdowns, and dysfunctional ....io
lence. Indeed, as suggested by Hobsbawm in the passages quoted in
[he introduction, the revolutions of 1989 and the collapse of the Soviet
Union may appear in retrospect to have been the harbinger of a new
phase of systemic chaos.
In past transitions, long periods of systemic chaos played a deci
sive role, not JUSt in destroying the strained social foundations of the
collapSing hegemonic order, but also in creating the conditions under
s

o
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which new and more inclusive dominant blocs and social compacts
formed and, over time, became hegemonic. New Structures of world
governance were established only when the ruling groups of the State
that emerged with the greatest concentration of global military and
financial capabilities succeeded in fashioning an effective social re
sponse to the challenge posed to the ruling groups of the entire system
by the increasingly dysfunctional social conflicts of the transition
period. Can we expect the present transition to go through the same
trajectory?
Insofar as we can judge from the angle of vision adopted in this
chapter, there are several reasons why we should expect the trajectory
of present transformations to diverge in some respects from past hege
monic transitions. The first and probably most important reason has
to do with the fundamenta l change that has occurred in the relatipn
ship between the interstate power struggle and social conflict from
transition to transition. In both past transitions, interstate warfare
promoted an escalation of social conflict before and after the break
down of the old hegemonic order. During the crisis of British hege
mony (but not the crisis of Dutch hegemony) the opposite causal rela
tionship also held true; that is, social conflict promoted and inhibited
rulers' engagement in warfare. This difference between the two past
transitions seems to have been taken to an extreme in the crisis of U.S.
hegemony.
The initial crisis of hegemony was signaled by the U.S. defeat in a
Third World civil war (Vietnam), and the revolt against the war thar
flared up at home and around the world. The war and antiwar move
ments intertwined with the already mobilized black civil rights move
mentS, as well as the growing assertiveness of Third World demands
for a new international economic order. Initial attempts to quiet these
revolts only intensified the fiscal crisis of the U.S. state. The decline in
U.S. power and prestige climaxed in the Iranian revolution of I979
and the hostage crisis of 1980.
It was in this context of widespread internal and external social
political challenges that the U.S. elite switched strategies. The domes
tic and global New Deals were abandoned, and the United States
sought to reestablish its military prestige. To pay for the military
buildup of the Second Cold War, the United States raised interest rates
and began [Q compete actively for internationally mobile capital. The
world's surplus was drawn to the United States in the 1980s, precipi-
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tating the "-debt-crisis" and signaling the abandonment of the hege
monk promise of "development." In abandoning the hegemonic
promise of universalizing the American Dream, the U.S. ruling elite
was essentially admitting that the promise had been fraudulent. As
Wallerstein put it (see introduction), world capitalism as presently
constituted cannOt accommodate "the combined demands of the
Third World (for relatively little per person but for a lot of people) and
the Western working class (for relatively few people but for quire a lot
per person)."
In sum, whereas in past hegemonic crises the intensification of
great power rivalries preceded and thoroughly shaped the intensifica
tion of social conflict, in the crisis of U.S. hegemony the intensification
of social conflict preceded and thoroughly shaped the intensification
of great power rivalries. An analogous speeding-up of social history
can also be detected in the relationship between social conflict and
interenterprise competition. Whereas in past hegemonic crises, social
conflict flared up following the intensification of interenterprise com
petition, in the crisis of U.S. hegemony a wave of labor militancy pre
ceded and shaped the crisis of Fordism.
The wave of labor militancy that swept through much of the core
in the late 1960s and early (970S both conforms [Q and diverges from
previous patterns of social conflict in hegemonic ttansitions. On the
one hand, as in past transitions, the main protagonists of the wave of
unrest were new social groups created during the period of systemic
expansion. The backbone of the "resurgence of class conflict in west
ern Europe" (Crouch and Pizzorno, 1978) was the large, new, mass
production working classes created in Western Europe in the 1 950S
and 1960s as a result of the spread of U.S. multinational corporations
and the European response to the American challenge. In the short
run, major gains in wages and workers' rights were obtained. In the
medium run, the wave of labor militancy (and rising labor costs)
touched off a thorough round of restructuring of business enterprises.
The crisis of Fordism and the emergence of more decentralized and in
formal forms of business enterprise during the current crisis of U.S.
hegemony (see chapter 2.) have thus been driven in important part by
social conflict.
This reorganization has transformed the world's working classes
and has important implications for the nature of the terrain on which so
cial cohesion and conflict will unfold in the remainder of the hegemonic
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transition. the global economic restructuring of the past several decades
has progressively eliminated the male mass-production worker in the
core. But this same restructuring has led to a funher increase in the
feminization and internationalization (immigration) of the core labor
force as employers seek out lower<ost labor. Thus, while a central ju
nior partner of the U.S. hegemonic bloc is literally disappearing as a
s�ial force (as Zolberg claims, see introduction), new female and im
migrant Working classes have grown in size and centrality throughout
the care. "these transformations have already produced an increase of
�ocial �onflict along new fault lines with various forms of feminism and
multlcultl.J.ralism " as well as backlashes against them.
Finally, it ca�not be emphasized tOO strongly that while manu
facturing workers may be a disappearing breed in core countries,
� Isewher�specially in Asia, and most especially in China-the work109 class IS growing in size and centrality (Silver, 1997). As Hobsbawm
(1994, 289) points out, the "most dramatic and far-reaching social
change of the second half of [the twentieth} century . . . is the death of
the peasantry."
.
At the

very moment when hopeful young leftists were quoting Mao
Tse.Tllng's strategy for the triumph of revolution by mobilizing the
Countless rural millions against the encircled urban strongholds of
the Status quo, these same millions were abandoning their villag6
and IT\oving into the citi6 thernselv6. (Hobsbawm. 1994. 2.90)
Thus" the widespread current tendency to dismiss the working
class as a n important social force may be as premature as late nine
teenth and early twentieth century dismissals of the peasantry as a
revolutioQary force. For just as peasant rebellions from China to
Vietnam were fundamental to the formation and crisis of U.S. hege
mony, so workers' rebellions in the same region of the world may turn
out to be: fundamental to an understanding of the social origins of
world he �emony in
the twenty-first century. But just as the twentieth
century Peasant rebellions were enmeshed in a broader revolt against
the West� so
we can expect future class conflict to be enmeshed in the
changing balance of power between the Western and non-Western
worlds. 11: is to this changing intercivilizational balance of power that
we now t\lrn
to in chapter 4.

Four
Western Hegemonies in
World-Historical Perspective
Giovanni Arrighi, Iftikhar Ahmad,
and Miin-wen Shih

The first three chapters of the book have focused on the inner struc
ture and dynamic of the expanding European-centered world system
as perceived from the angles of vision of the interstate power strug
gle, interenterprise competition, and social conflict. respectively. Each
chapter has underscored how this inner structure and dynamic was
profoundly influenced by the changing relationship between the
Western and non-Western worlds. But aU three chapters remained
focused on the structural transformations that enabled the Western
system to become global. Chapter 4 recasts the analysis of these
transformations in the broader perspective of the encounter and clash
of the globalizing Western world with the civilizations of South and
East Asia-two civilizations that have played a particularly critical
role in shaping the trajectory of the modern world system, both past
and present.
The main thrust of the argument is that we can detect a funda
mental asymmetry between the transition from Dutch to British hege
m��y and the transition from British to U.S. hegemony. Dutch and
British h egemonies within the Western world were both based, among
.
on a privileged access to Asian resources. And in both
other thlOgs,
hegemonies, this privileged access was based on the coercive incor.
poration of Asian territories within the jurisdiction of the hegemonic
217
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state-the Indonesian archipelago by the Dutch, and the entire Indian
subcontinent by the British. The increase in the scale and scope of the
hegemonic state within the West was thus as
iate w th an in rea e
in the scale and scope of the hegemonic state s terntonal domams In
Asia. This increase added an entirely new dimension to the dash of
civilizations already entailed by Western intrusions under Dutch h ge
mony. Western intrusions under Dutch hegemony were and remame
interstitial vis-a.-vis Asia's world empires and civilizations. They neI
ther needed, nor attempted, to transform the systems of belief a d
authority on which these civilizations and empires rested. Western In
trusions under British hegemony, in contrast, were imperial in scope
and, as such, inevitably clashed with indigenous systems of belief and
authority.
In this clash, Western systems of belief and authority won at best
a partial victory. They did force their way into ASian oci ties on the
.
basis of a fundamental, and growing, Western supenonty In the art of
war and related industrial-scientific activities. But Western attempts to
persuade the dominant and subordinate strata of Asian societies that
this Western superiority was the expression of a more general moral
and intellectual superiority never went very far. Claims of moral supe
riority were made entirely implausible, both by the West's failure to
apply Western ideas of rights and liberties to non-Western peoples,
and by the West's disregard for the most basic reproductive needs of
Asian societies. Western dominance in Asia was thus based over
whelmingly on coercion rather than consent. It was "dominance wit .
out hegemony." And it was this dominance without hegemon that In
the transition from British to U.S. hegemony spurred and sustamed the
revolt against the West.
.
Emancipation from Western dominance did not involv rel c
.
tion of Western ideas of rights and liberties or of Western SCientifiC
industrial achievements. On the contrary, a large part of the politics of
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national liberation in Asia turned on a demand for rights and liberties
that Western powers had proclaimed abstractly but denied concretely
in dealing with Asian peoples and governments. The old and ew na
. .
tions of Asia came to perceive the appropriation of Western sclentlf�c
industrial achievements as essential to any attempt to catch up With
Western standards of wealth and power. But in upholding Western
ideas, and in seeking to appropriate Western achievements, mo...emen s
.
of emancipation from Western dominance invariably relied
on their

�
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own civilizational heritages in those spheres in which they had little or
nothing to learn from the West.
Nowhete was the heritage of Western and non-Western civiliza
tions combined more effectively than i n East Asia. Western military en
croachments on the region's indigenous China-centered world system

triggered a process of modernization that posed ever more serious chal
lenges to Western supremacy: the challenge ofJapanese military power
from 1905 to 1945. the ideological challenge of Communist China
from 1949 to 1973, and the economic challenge of the EaSt Asian re
gion as a whole from the late 1970S to the present. Each challenge built
on the preceding one and, taken sequentially, the three challenges
reflect a downward trajectory in the capacity of the West to exercise
dominion globally on the basis of superior military capabilities.
We shall begin by showing how the transition from Dutch to
British hegemony was closely associated with the formation of a
British empire in India and the deployment of Indian resources to es
tablish Western suzerainty over China. As a result of these endeavors,
Western power in the East came to depend on a combination of direct
despotic rule and indirect rule through suitably weakened indigenous
political structures. The contradictions of this precarious configura
tion of power are then analyzed as integral aspectS of the responses to
Western dominance that materialized in the transition from British to
U.S. hegemony. We conclude by showi ng that the East Asian economic
renaissance of the last twenty-five years has deep rOOts in these re
sponses and points to a probable recenrering of the global economy on
the East.

The Rise of Western Dominance in Asia
The Interstitial Emergence of Western Power in the Far East
The original and most enduring source of Western power in Asia has
been the capacity of Western states to disrupt the complex organiza
tion that linked Asian societies to one another within and across juris
dictional and civilizational divides. This capacity has been rooted in
Western advances in military technology on the one side, and in the
vulnerability of Asian societies to the military disruption of their mu
tual trade on the other. Writing in 1688 during the war against the
Mughal emperor Aurangzeb, Sir Josiah Child, director of the East
India Company and instigator of the war, captured the essence of this
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relationship. "The subjects of the Mogul," he noted, "cannot bear a
war with the English for twelve months together, without starving and
dying by the thousands for want of work to purchase rice; nOt singly
for want of our trade, but because by our war, we obstruct their trade
with all the Eastern nations which is ten times as much as ours and all
the European nations put cogether" (quoted in Watson, 1976, 348-49).
Two aspects of this early diagnosis of East·West relations stand
out. The first is the incomparably greater size and importance of intra
Asian trade relative to East·West trade. At this time (1688), and for at
least another cenNry, the rapidly expanding European world·economy
had yet to "catch up" with the size and density of what Fernand Braude!
(1984, 51.3) has called the "super-world-economy" of the Far East.
The Far East taken as a whole, consisted of three gigantic world�
economies: Islam, overlooking the Indian Ocean from the Red Sea
and the Persian Gulf, and comrolling the endless chain of deserts
stretching across Asia from Arabia to China; India, whose influence
extended throughout the Indian Ocean, both East and West of Cape
Comorim; and China, at once a great territorial power-striking
deep into the heart of Asia-and a maritime force, controlling the
seas and countries bordering the Pacific. And so it had been for many
hundreds of yeats. But between the fifteenth and eighteenth centuries,
it is perhaps permissible to talk of a single world-economy broadly
embracing all three. (BraudeJ, 1984, 484; emphasis in the original)
This super·world-economy was "gigantic, fragile, and intermittent." It was intermittent "since the relationship between these huge
areas was the result of a series of pendulum movements of greater or
lesser strength, either side of the centrally positioned Indian subconti
nent." The ebb and flow of these movemems redistributed functions,
power, and wealth, "favoring by turns the West, that is Islam; and the
East, that is China." Sometimes, however, "the pendulum malfunc
tioned or stopped working altogether: at such times the loose garment
of Asia was more than usually divided into autonomous fragments"
(Braudel, 1984, 484).
This intermittent formation was also fragile, because it was
"structured enough to be penetrated with relative ease, but nOt suffi
ciently structured to defend itself." In a sense, it "was asking to be in
vaded." And so it was repeatedly, both from the north and from the
west. The Europeans "were only following in the footsteps of other
invaders" (Braude!, 1984, 523).
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Unlike their predecessors, however, the European invaders did not
seek incorporation within the structures of the Asian super-world
economy. Rather, they sought to incorporate within their own econ
omy centered on Europe the disjointed components of those structures
by deploying ever more destructive technologies of war. This brings us
to the second aspect of the East-West relationship as diagnosed by
Josiah Child: the power that accrued to the West by virtue of the case
with which Western stares could djsrupt Eastern trade by means of war.
Ever since Roman times, Asia had been a purveyor of valued
goods for the tribme-taking classes of Europe and had thereby exer
cised a powerful pull on Europe's precious metals. This structural
imbalance of European trade with the East created strong incentives
for European governments and businesses to seek ways and means,
through trade or conquest, to retrieve the purchasing power that re
lentlessly drained from West to East. As Josiah Child's contemporary,
Charles Davenant, observed, whoever controlled the Asian trade would
be in a posicion to "give law to all the commercial world" (Wolf,

1982, u5).
The centrality of Asian trade for the intra-European power strug.
gle had been the driving force behind the Iberian discovery of the
Americas and of a sea route to the East Indies via the Cape of Good
Hope. American silver, in turn, had multiplied the means available to
European states in their mutual struggle to appropriate the benefits of
trade with the EaSt. Initially, however, the expanded European pres
ence in Asian trade had little impact on the integrity of the Asian
super-world-economy.
Religious fervor and intolerance seriously hampered Portuguese
expansion in the Indian Ocean. Eventually, the Portuguese found their
place in the region, "not as a conquering empire, but as one of many
competing and warring maritime powers in the shallow seas of the
[Indonesian] archipelago" (Parry, 1981, 244, 241). Their shipping re
mained "one more thread in the existing warp and woof of the Malay
Indonesian interport trade" (Boxer, 1973, 49). Their inroads in the
Asian super-world-economy, "built upon war, coercion and violence,"
had little effect on Asian trade (van Leur, 1955, 1 1 8).
The Spaniards, for their part, concentrated on the development of
a direct trade route from America to China via the Philippine Islands.
Silver-laden galleons left Acapulco for Manila, where the cargo was
transferred to junks for delivery in China, mostly by Chinese merchants.
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Although there are no reliable estimates of this traffic, the Manila
galleons "seem to have carried as much silv�r to Asia as �he Portu�ues:
Estado da India and the Dutch and Enghsh Compantes combined
(Flynn and Giraldez, 1994, 72, 79-83). Whether larger or sma.ller,
the silver trade via Manila had a more direct impact on the Chlna
centered world-economy than the silver trade via Europe. Like the
latter it contributed toward consolidating China's ongoing transition
to a ;i\ver standard and toward sustaining the economic expansion of
the late Ming era. But its greater reliance on Chinese merchants meant
that it probably played a greater role than the silver trade via Europe
in reviving the fortunes of the Chinese merchant class, both at home
and overseas-a revival that contributed to the instability of the
Ming regime in the late sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries (d.
Hamashita, 1994; Flynn and Giraldez, 1994. 84-86).
By and large, the sixteenth-century, Iberian-led wave of Europ�an
intrusion affected the functioning but not the structures of the ASian
super-world-economy. The Dutch-led wave of the seventeenth cenrury,
in contrast, initiated the disarticulation of those structures. War, coer
cion, and violence were as critical to Dutch inroads in Asian trade as
they had been to the Portuguese (Parry, 1981, 2.So-54; Bra�del, 1? 84.
8). Nevertheless, in the century that separated the rwo intr Sions,
Europe's art of war had experienced major advances, which t�eUD�tch
themselves had pioneered (McNeill, 1982. uS-43)· Moreover, In brmg
ing a more advanced military technology to bear on the structures of
Asian trade, the Dutch adhered more strictly than the Portuguese to a
logic of expansion that gave priority to trade and profit. As a result,
they managed to acquire, not just a near-exclusive control over the
supply of a commodity (fine spices) that played a critical role i� East
West and local trade, but also strategically significant territonal do
mains in the Indonesian archipelago (see chapter 2.).
The impact of this double acquisition on Asia was far less mo
mentous than on Europe. In South Asia, the seventeenth-century ar
rival of the Dutch and their English and French competitors simply
added new merchant communities to the already diverse commercial
population of the trading ports. In these ports, European merchants
remained wholly dependent on local communities and networks to
gllide them "through the labyrinth of the 'country trade'" (Br�udel,
1984, 496). East Asia, the company state created by the VOC I� �he
Indonesian archipelago could be perceived as nothing but an additi
On
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to the outer fringes of the China-centered world system (d. Hamashha,
1997, II9-23)·
And yet, peripheral as they seemed from an Indocentric or
Sinocentric perspective, the VOC's acquisitions drove a wedge at the
fault lines between the South and East Asian world-economies. For the
East I�dies were at a major crossroads of trade, "a nerwork of mari
time traffic," in Archibald Lewis's words, "comparable in voilime and
variety to that of the Mediterranean or of the northern and Atlantic
coast of Europe" (qlloted in Braudel, 1984, 486-87). This busy cross
roads of trade had formed as a result of rwo developments: the expan
sion of the East and South Asian world-economies in the thirteenth
and fourteenth centuries, and the rise of Malacca and other ports of
trade in the fifteenth century. These ports of trade-like the trading
towns of medieval Europe-benefited "from nOt being strictly inte
grated into any very powerful political units. Despite all the kings and
'sultans' who ruled them . . . these were virtually autonomous towns:
wide open to the outside world, they could orient themselves to suit
the currents of trade. But their strength was also their weakness, be
cause openness and political fragmentation made them vulnerable to
the disruption of their trade and conquest by a superior naval power.
And when the Dutch first arrived in the region, they went straight for
this vulnerable intersection of Far Eastern trade (Braudel, 1984, 486,
5 24-30).
tt

The Disarticulation ofthe Asian "Super- World-Economy"

Dutch power in the seventeenth century thus grew interstitially at
the intersection of the South and East Asian world-economies. The
eighteenth-cenrury, British-led wave of European intrusion shifted the
epicenter of this interstitial growth to the very heart of the South Asian
world-economy. The growth remained interstitial, because for most of
the eighteenth century the East India Company had little control over
the Indian subcontinent's gigantic productive apparatus, and at least
until Plassey, it also had little control over the dynamic of the disinte
grating Mughal empire. By the end of the century, however, the com
pany was well on its way to becoming the successor of the Mughal
COUrt as the redistributive center of the South Asian world-economy
and to incorporating Indian trade and production within the struc
tures of the European world-economy.
The story of this double conquest of India, political and economic
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at the same time, has already been told in chapter 2. and will nOt be re
told here. Nevertheless, the story must now be recast in the wider con
text of the dash of civilizations that the British conquest of India en
tailed. The clash had already begun with the European intrusions of
the preceding centuries, but until Plassey, by choice or by necessity, the
intrusions had been primarily commercial. In the decades following
Plassey, and particularly in the nineteenth century, the intrusion be
came imperial in scope, and the clash of civilizations thereby moved to
the center of the stage in East-West relations.
British imperial rule in the Indian subcontinent was established
through an almost uninterrupted series of wars, which constitute the
main manifestation of the coercive underside of Britain's world hege
mony. From a strictly European-centered perspective, hegemonic
Britain couJd present itself, and be perceived, as having linle enthusi
asm for wars. As it worked actively to establish and preserve Europe's
"hundred years' peace," it cut to the bone its already modest military.
According to one estimate, the number of British military personnel
shrank from 255,000 in 1 8 1 6 to 140,000 in 1830; and even by :r880,
when the number climbed to 248,000, it was below the numbers at the
end of the Napoleonic Wars (Kennedy, 1987, 15)-54). According to
another estimate, the number of men under arms in Great Britain fell
from 2.92.,000 in 1700 to 2.01,000 in r850; and troops as percentage
of national population feU from 5.4 in 1700 to 1.7 in 1 8 5 0 (Tilly,
1990,79).
This downsizing of the British military occurred in the context of
what Polanyi (1957, 5 ) has called "the triumph of a pragmatic paci
fism" in Europe. The reverse side of this pragmatic pacifism in
in
Europe was a voracious appetite for military prowess and conquest
Britain
the non-Western world. In the lndian subcontinent alone,
fought ten wars. These included two Anglo-Maratha wars ( :r 803 and
of
r 8 1 8), which brought British control to much of central and parts
es
northwestern India; one Anglo-Gurkha war (18 14-r 816), which
( 1 8 2.4
tablished British presence in Nepal; two Anglo-Burmese wars
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brought
which
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1803 and 1901 Britain fought fifty major colonial wars (Giddens,
1987,123).
Britain could wage al[ these wars and yet reduce military expendi
ture and personnel at home because it had the control of the largest
European-style army in Asia, manned largely, and paid for entirely, by
Indians. By 1880, Indian raxpayers were supporting 130,000 Indian
and 66,000 British troops. As Lord Salisbury put it, "India was an
English barrack in the Oriental Seas from which we may draw any
number of troops without paying for them" (Tomlinson, 1975, 34J).
This army was not only instrumental in the conquest and control of
India and in defending the western frontiers against Russian advances
in Central Asia; it was also used to advance British interests around
the world. It was sent to China in 1839, 1856, and 1859; to Persia in
1856; to Ethiopia and Singapore in 1 8 67; to Egypt in T 8 8 2; to Burma
in 1 8 8 5 ; to Nyasa in 1893; to Mombasa and Uganda in 1896; to
Sudan in 1896 and 1 897; to South Africa during the Boer War; and to
various places during the First World War (Ambedkar, 1945, 2.7;
Mason, r974).
The British conquest of the Indian subcontinent thus marked an
entirely new stage in the expansion of Western power in Asia. On the
one hand, it completed the disarticulation that had begun under Dutch
hegemony of the Asian super-world-economy. On the other hand, it
endowed Britain with the resources needed to subdue the last bastion
of Asian power: the Chinese empire and the EaSt Asian world-economy
centered on the empire.
In comparing the different extent of Western dominance in India
and China, K. M. Panikkar (1970, 93-94) has pointed out that, "even
in the days of her weakness [Chinal maintained a political unity,"
whereas "in India by 1740 the Imperial authority had completely
broken down." As a result, European companies in India dealt with
a fragmented political structure within which one of them (the East
India Company) eventually became dominant. In China, by contrast,
E�ropeans had to deal, not JUSt with a unified political structure, but
w�th a unified political structure whose size, wealth, and power were
still unmatched in Europe and continued to excite the admiration of
most European visitors.
Partly real and partly imagined, the achievements of the Chinese
empire in the rising phase of the Qing dynastic cycle were a source of
inspiration for leading figures of the Enlightenment. In the first half of
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the eighteenth century, notes Michael Adas (1989, 79), "the rage for
chinoiserie· went far beyond latticed garden houses and themes for
theatrical works. Some of the most prominent thinkers of the age,
including Leibniz, Voltaire, and Quesnay, looked to China for moral
instruction, guidance in institutional development, and supporting
evidence for their advocac:y of c:auses as varied as benevolent abso
lutism, meritocracy, and an agriculturally based national economy."
The most striking contrast with European states was the Chinese
empire's size and population. In Fran!iois Quesnay's characterization,
the Chinese empire was " what all Europe would be if the latter were
united under a single sovereign"-a characterization echoed in Adam
Smith's remark that China's "home market" was as big as that of "all
the different c:ountries of Europe put together" (Quesnay, 1969, 1 1 5;
Fairbank, 198), 170). Equally impressive was the extent to which
these huge and populous domains appeared to be, and in comparison
with Europe definitely were, ruled by moral persuasion rather than by
force. European visitors and residents of China, Jesuit missionaries in
particular, c:ontrasted the peac:e and tranquillity of the Qing empire
with Europe's social strife and incessant warfare. The view that Euro
pean rulers had much to learn from the Chinese in matters of law, gov
ernment, and morality was greatly enhanced by Jesuit depictions of
emperor Kangxi "as a veritable philosopher-king, devoted to his sub
jects' welfare and deeply interested in the fine artS and sciences, both
Chinese and Western" (Adas, 1989, 80-81).
Kang-xi's so-called edict of toleration in 1692. particularly caught the
attention of Bayle, Leibniz, and Voltaire, who like virtually all the
philosophes deeply detested religious bigotry and persecution. Even
though few dared to make the comparison explicit, the contrast be
tween Kang-xi's religious policies and Louis XIV's revocation of the
Edict of Nantes in 168 S-with the consequent renewal of religious
strife in France and neighboring states-strengthened the arguments
of those who sought to defend Chinese political wisdom and ethical
probity. (Adas, 1989, 81)
Even the most convinced proponents of China as a model for
Europe qualified their enthusiasm by acknowledging the stagnation of
scientific learning in China relative to European advances of the pre
ceding century or two. Nevertheless, neither Leibniz and Voltaire, nor
the Jesuit writers whose accounts inspired them, saw any contradic
tion between relative stagnation in the sciences and excellence in the
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art of government and moral philosophy. After all, European advances
in the sciences had occurred in the context of generalized warfare,
state breakdowns, and social strife, and had done little to produce
stable government and tranquil lives (Adas, 1989, 8 I-89). And con
versely, it was precisely stable government that led Qing China to fall
behind the West in the art of war and related scientifit: activities
(Parker, 1989, 98-99).
What tarnished, and eventua lly completely destroyed, the image
of China as a model was not European primacy in the abstract sci
ences, but European primacy in war and commerce. European mer
chants and adventurers had long emphasized the military vulnerability
of an empire ruled by a scholar-gentry class, while complaining bit
terly about the bureaucratic and cultural obstacles met by those who
sought to trade with China. Fictionalized in Daniel Defoe's Farther
Adflentltres of Robinson Crusoe (r719), and given non-fictional re
spectability by a travel account attributed to Captain George Anson, A
Voyage aroltnd the World (1748), these indictments and complaints
gradually translated into a fundamentally negative view of China as a
bureaucratically oppressive and militarily weak empire. This negative
view found a receptive ear among such prominent French philosophes
as Montesquieu, Diderot, and Rousseau. More important, it contrib
uted to transforming China in the political imagination of the West,
from a model to be imitated into the antithesis of the British model of
the commercially oriented, liberal state that was becoming hegemonic
in Western thought (Adas, 1989, 89-93, 124-2.5).
Civilization as Proficiency in "The Murderous Art»
This reimagining of"China" as the antithesis of the forming European
hegemonic state prepared the way for the rising clash of civilizations
that culminated in the Opium Wars of ( 839-42. and 1856-58. The
Opium Wars were fought primarily to decide whether the British or
the Chinese view of law, government, and morality would prevail, not
in the abstract, but within the domains of the Chinese empire itself.
While the first of these wars was being fought, former U.S. president
John Quincy Adams asked whether China or Britain had "the right
eous cause" and answered that Britain did. Anticipating some surprise
i n his audience, he felt "obliged to show that the opium question is nOt
the cause of the war." The cause of the war, he maintained, "is the
kowtow!-the arrogant and insupportable pretension of China that
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she will hold commercial intercourse with the rest of mankind, not on
terms of reciprocity, but upon the insulting and degrading forms of
lord and vassal" (quoted in Esherick, 1972, 10). Adams's view that the
Opium War was not really about opium, but about a general interest
in diplomatic equality and commercial opportunity, became standard
in Western historiography. Thus, to quare a particularly authoritative
source, it has been argued that
In demanding diplomatic equality and commercial opportunity,
Britain represented all the Western states, which would sooner or
later have demanded the same things if Britain had not. It was an
accident of history that the dynamic British commercial interest
in the China ttade was centered not only on tea but also on opium.
(Fairbank, Reischauer, and Craig, 1965, 318)
This characterization of the Anglo-Chinese conflict is accurate in
underscoring the hegemonic function that Britain was exercising vis-a
vis the Western world. In coercing China to open its domains to un
regulated trade and proselytizing, Britain did indeed represent the gen
eral interest of Western states, as witnessed by John Quincy Adams's
support. The characterization, however, misses entirely how central
the opium trade was to the more fundamental clash of interests and
values that underlay the conflict over trade and diplomacy.
Protocol, as symbolized by the kowtow, was hardly an issue. The
famous refusal of George Lord Macartney, head of the 1793 British
mission to Reijing, to kowtow to the emperor Qianlong was
promptly followed by an agreement that he would not kowtow but
only kneel (Peyrefitte, 1992, 203). The diplomatic and commercial as
pects of the Anglo-Chinese confrontation were not so easily resolved.
They were resolved more than half a century later through the forcible
imposition on China of extremely unequal treaties in the name of
diplomatic equality and commercial reciprocity. Even trade and diplo
macy, however, were not all that was at issue. Underlying all others,
there was the issue of whether the East Asian economy should con
tinue to be centered on China or should instead become a subordinate
and peripheral component of the increasingly global capitalist system
centered on Britain.
From this more fundamental point of view, opium was nOt just
one of twO commodities on which the dynamic British commercial in
terest happened to be focused. It was the one and only commercial
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means available to Britain in its struggle to OUSt China from the com
manding heights of the East Asian economy. In this struggle, opium
was no more "an accident of history" [han iron, coal, railways, and
steamships were in Britain's successful bid for hegemony within the
Wesrern world.
Throughout [he first half of the nineteenth century, opium was, in
Joseph Esherick's words, "the West's only feasible entree into the
China market. " As late as 1870, it still accounted for 43 percent of
China's imports. By then, local production of opium, particularly in
the southwestern provinces of Sichuan and Yunnan, had begun to cut
into imports. And yet, import substitution norwithstanding, between
1870 and 1890 imports of opium, varying in value between £8 million
and £12 million a year, remained China's largest single import (Esherick,
1972, 10; Hsiao, 1974, tables 2. and 9a; Bagchi, 1982., 101). The main
significance of the opium trade for Britain, however, was not strictly
commercial. Rather, it lay in the role that sales of Indian opium to
China played in the transfer of Indian tribute to Britain. As the head of
the statistical department at the East India House put it,
India, by exporting opium, assists in supplying England with tea.
China by consuming opium, facilitates the revenue operations be
tween India and England. England by consuming tea contributes to
increase the demand for the opium of India. (Thornton, 18)5, 89)
The need to expand the India-China trade by any means in order
to facilitate the revenue operations between India and England had
been from the start the main stimulus behind the expansion of the
opium trade. As early as 1786, Lord Cornwallis, then Governor Gen
eral of India, saw the expansion of the India-China trade as essential
to paying at least in part for Chinese exports to Britain and other
European countries and, above all, as the only way in which the vasr
tribute of Bengal could be transferred to England without heavy losses
through exchange depreciatioll. Such was the importance attributed to
the expansion of the India-China trade that Cornwallis pleaded with
the East India Company to disregard its monopolistic privileges and to
extend special facilities to private merchants trading between India
and China (Bagchi. 1982, 96; Greenberg, 1951, chapter 2.).
Whether the company would have followed Cornwallis's advice
of its own accord is a question that was made moot by China's twO
imperial bans on the opium trade in t796 and 1 800 and by Britain's
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abrogation of the company's India monopoly in 1 8 1 3 . Before the im'
perial bans, the opium trade was regulated by the so·called "Canton
system," which authorized foreigners to trade with China only through
the intermediation of the Co-hong, the guild of Hong merchants. The
East India Company's monopoly of the China trade was thus matched
by the Co-hong's monopoly of Chinese foreign trade-an arrangement
(hat left little room for private merchants, British or otherwise, to
trade in Chinese tea or Indian opium. The rapid increase in the con·
sumption of the habit·forming drug under the Canton system led to
the prohibition of further imports by the above mentioned bans. But
the bans backfired. Once the Co·hong stopped dealing in opium, the
East India Company Started encouraging private merchants to smug·
gle the drug into China.

The East India Company kept up the polite fiCTion that its ships
could not be used for exporting opium to China. But it did every·
thing in its power to push the sale of the drug, by monopolizing its
production in Bengal . . . regulating prices, and assisting the private
European smugglers. (Bagchi, 198:1, 96)
The abrogation of the India monopoly in 1 8 1 3 led the company to
redouble its efforts to encourage opium smuggling into China-a re
doubling of efforts which� as noted in chapter 1., resulted in a more
than threefold increase in shipments between 1803-13 and 181.3-33'
The soundness of Cornwallis's advice was fully vindicated. As a
contemporary account informs us, from the opium trade,

[t)he Honourable Company has derived for years an immense
revenue and through them the British Government and nation have
also reaped an incalculable amount of political and financial advan·
tage. The turn of the balance of trade between Great Britain and
China in favour of the former has enabled India to increase tenfold
her consumption of British manufacture; contributed directly to sup
pOrt the vast fabric of British dominion in the East, to defray the ex'
penses of His Majesty's establishment in India, and by the operation
of exchanges and remittances in teas, to pour an abundant revenue
inlO the British Exchequer and benefit the nation to an extent of £6
million yearly. (Quoted tn Greenberg, 195t, 106-7)
The "Honourable Company" was soon squeezed out of this highly
beneficial branch of British commerce by the abrogation of its China
monopoly in 1 8 3 3 . But the abrogation further emboldened the forces
of "free trade," which went on to agitate for "the strong arm of
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England" to bring down all the restrictions that the Chinese govern
ment imposed on their freedom of action.
This mounting pressure was accompanied by a further demeaning
of the power and prestige of China in the Western imagination. As ten
sions increased, China's military vulnerability began to be construed
as the sign of a more general civj[izational backwardness. Thus, the
author of an anonymous essay published in Canton in 1836 claimed
that "there is, probably, at the present no more infallible a criterion of
the civilization and advancement of societies than the proficiency
which each has attained in 'the murderous art,' the perfection and
variety of their implements for mutual destruction, and the skill with
which they have learned to use them." He then went on to dismiss the
Chinese imperial navy as a "monstrous burlesque, " to argue that anti
quated cannon and unruly armies made China "powerless on land,"
and to view these weaknesses as symptoms of a fundamental defi
ciency of Chinese society as a whole (quoted in Adas, 1989, 185).
In reporting these views, Michael Adas adds that the growing im
portance of military prowess "in shaping European assessments of the
overall merit of non·Western peoples boded ill for the Chinese, who
had fallen far behind the aggressive 'barbarians' at their southern
gates" (1989, 1 8 5-86). Worse still, tile Chinese government could nOt
JUSt yield to the demands of this new breed of barbarians because the
consequences of the opium trade were as baneful for China as they
were beneficial for Britain. Beyond the deleterious impact on the fabric
of Chinese society of a growing number of addicts, the opium trade had
highly disruptive political and economic effects on the Chinese state.
The proceeds of opium smuggling trickled down to Chinese oUi.
cials whose corruption thereby seriously impaired the execution of of
ficial policy in all spheres. At the same time, the trade caused a massive
and growing drain of silver from China to India: 1.6 million taels a
year in 1 8 1 4-1.4, 1..1 million cae!s a year in r81.4-)7, and 5.6 million
taels a year in the two years preceding the first Opium War (Yen et aI.,
1957. 34). As the imperial edict of 1 8 3 8 emphasized in announcing
the decision to destroy the trade, the effects of the drain on the finan
cial and fiscal integrity of the Chinese empire were devastating.

has spread ils baneful influence through China the
quantity of silver exported has yearly been on the increase, till its
price has become enhanced, the copper coin depressed, the land and
capitation tax, the transport o( grain and the [salt) gabeJJe aU alike

Since opium
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tween right and wrong: the choice was between survival and destruc
tion"

hamper�d. If steps not be taken for our defence . the us�ful wealth
of China will be poured into th� fathomless abyss of transmarme
regions. (Quoted in Gre�nberg, 1951, 143)

(1990, 99).

Soon after (he edict was issued, the vigorous and incorruptible
Viceroy for Hunan and Hupei, Lin Zexu, was put in charge f sup
.
.
pressing opium smuggling. Lin's commission was s nctly bmlted
to
.
,
.
this task and, contrary to John Quincy Adams s OpInion, It was nOt at

�

�

all aimed at thwarting commercial opportunities in other branches of
China's foreign trade, such as silk, tea, and cotton goods, which the
Chinese government continued to encourage. Lin himself was careful
.
rade-whlch h
in drawing a distinction between the illegal opiu
was determined to suppress with or without the British government S
cooperation-and other, legal forms of trade, which he invited the
British government to encourage as a substitute for the illegal traffic
(Waley,
T,
Hao,
Having failed to persuade the British government to cooperate 10

��

1958, 18, 2.8-3 46, 1l.3;

;

1986, 113-15).

.

suppressing the traffic in the name of international law and common
.
morality, Lin proceeded to confiscate and destroy smuggled OPIU a d
to incarcerate some smugglers. As soon as the news reached Brltam,

":, �

emotions ran high. With the exception of some members of the Tory
opposition, Lin's actions were denounced in the British arlia en as
.
.
"a grievous sin-a wicked offence-an atrOCIous vlol
tlon f IUS ICe,
for which England had the right, a strict and undemable right, by
"the law of God and man," "to demand reparation by force if refused
peaceable applications" (quoted in Semmel,
see also Owen,

�

�

�

� �
!

1970, 1.53;

'9341·

�

Evidently, twO quite different views of international law and ommon morality held sway in Britain and China. But while the Chmese
view claimed a right to lay down and enforce the law only at ho e, the
British view claimed a right to lay down and enforce the law nOt lust at
home but in China as well. What's more, superior proficiency in "the
murderous art" provided Britain with the firepower needed. to m ke
its view of right and wrong prevail over the Chinese. Impenal Chma
had no answer to the steam-powered warship that one day in February
stations, and
!SA
, l destroyed nine war junks, five forts, twO military
. "When
As K. N. Chaud un· put It,
one shore battery (Parker,
the Chinese government ag eed to
after a disastrous war
it did not do so choosmg be·
traders,
opium
open its ports to British
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�

]989,96) .
(T839-42.)
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r842.,

The Nanjing Treaty of
signed at the end of the first Opium War,
is widely held as a watershed event in Ease-WeSt relations. In compar
ing this treaty with an earlier treaty, also held as a watershed event in
East-West relations-the Balta Limani Treaty of
between Britain
and the Ottoman Empire-Resat Kasaba has noted significant differ
ences, as weU as similarities, in the premises and outcomes of the two
t("eaties. Both treaties "were 'free trade treaties' in the sense that they
sought to provide protection for the activities of foreign merchants. re
duced the authority of the Chinese and Ottoman governments to im
pose unilateral tariffs on (he articles of trade, and stipulated the aboli
tion of all kinds of monopolies and other kinds of control that could
inhibit the circulation of goods in the two empires" (Kasaba, T993,

1838

116-J8).

Underneath these similarities, however, were important differ
ences. The Nanjing Treaty was more punitive, reflecting China's defeat
in the war with Britain. It involved the cession of territory to the
British (Hong Kong), the payment of an indemnity of $l.I million,
amnesty to Chinese subjects imprisoned for illegal dealings with the
British, and the presence of the British fleet in Nanjing to enforce
the treaty. But the Balta Limani Treaty was far more comprehensive in
scope, involving equal treatment of foreign and Ottoman merchants,
the prohibition of all government monopolies and locally imposed sur
charges, and the specification of the rate and manner of all duties. In
the Nanjing Treaty the Chinese made no such concessions. Moreover,
while Western diplomatic and consular representatives had resided in
the Ottoman Empire for centuries, it took another war to force China
to authorize the appointment of a British ambassador to Beijing and
consuls in places other than the five ports opened up to trade by the
Nanjing Treaty (Kasaba,
I
As Kasaba
underscores, the British obtained a far
more comprehensive treaty from the Ottomans than from the Qi.ng,
without having to fight the equivalent of the Opium War, primarily
because under external and internal pressures of all sorts the Ottomans
had already been liberalizing their trade and economy long before
In fact, the Balta limani Treaty should be seen as a turning

1993, 2. 7-2.18).
(T993, 2.1 8-l.l.)

1838.
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point, not so much in Ottoman policies toward free trade, as in British
policies toward the Ottoman Empire.
With this convention, Britain took a firm STand againsT the exp�n
sionist ambitions of France and Russia and declared �he pre rvatl�n
of the integrity of the Ortoman empire as the centerpiece of Its pohcy
in the Near East. . . . For the Ottomans, being recognized as part of
the European state system was a significant step in curing the I��g
term viability of their empire. From the point of vle of t�e British
government, an Ortoman administration that was rauo ahze , c n·
.
tralized, and secularized was likely to be more effecTlve In mamtaLO
.
. .
ing the territorial integrity of th empire nd hcnc LO provl�LOg
unified and friendly access to India. Accordmgly, whIle the Sublime
Porte was forthcoming in commercial matters, Britain became the
main supporter of Ottoman reforms in the nineteenth century.
(Kasaba, 1993. 2.2.0-2.1)

�

�
�

�

�

�

�
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No such convergence of interests existed in Anglo-Chinese rela
tions. At the time of the Nanjing Treaty, no Western state posed a chal·
lenge to British dominance in the Far East comparable to that posed by
France and Russia in the Near East. Nor did China have any of the
strategic significance for Britain that a unified and friendly O toman
. .
Empire commanded by virtue of its geographical posltlon as a lOk be
.
rween continental Europe and British India. The maIO strategic value
of China for Britain remained the role its purchases of Indian opium
played in facilitating the revenue operations between India and
Britain. For China to play that role, no strong central government was
needed, nay, the weaker, the better. Under these circumstances, the
Qing government had far more to lose than to gain from its incorpo
ration into the European-centered interstate system, and for that very
reason it was far less forthcoming in commercial and diplomatic mat·
ters than the Ottoman government. If the problem with the Ottoman
Empire on the eve of the Balta Limani Treaty was that it had become
"toO weak" to serve British interests in the Near East, the problem
with the Chinese empire in the wake of the first Opium War was that
it remained "too strong" to serve British interests in the Far East.
To be sure, by aggravating the disruptions that the opium trade
had been inflicting upon China, the provisions of the Nanjin� T eary
sped up the decline of [he Qing dynasty. Moreover, once Chma s ca
.
pacity to resist Western demands had been tested and found wanting,
a breach was opened for more demands to come. Thus, the Treaty of
.
Nanjing was immediately followed by a Supplementary Treaty With

�
�

;
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Britain, a treaty with the United States, and one with France. Since the
privileges obtained by one foreign power were also claimed by other
foreign powers under the so-called "most-favored-nation clause "
these t eaties reinforced one another. And yet the Western powe s,
.
later lamed by Japan, kept coming back asking for more.
Through the 1850S and 1860s, however, the progressive weaken
ing of Qing China did not proceed fast enough to satisfy the increas
ingly unbound imperial will of its British foes, "Just as the Roman in
days of old held himself free from indignity, when he could say Ciuis
Romanus Sum," declared Palmerston in 1850, "so also a British sub
ject in whatever land he may be shall feel confident that the watchful
eye and the strong arm of England will prOtect him against injustice
and wrong" (quoted in Bourne, '970, 302). Coming at a time of
growing tensions berween the Chinese and Western governments over
the issues of residence and travel of foreigners and duties on domestic
trade, this extraordinary claim of a territorially unrestricted right for
all British citizens to be judged by their own code of legality and
morality boded ill for China. The following year, a new declaration
by Palmerston made it clear that China was indeed in trouble: " I
clearly see that the Time is fast coming when we should be obliged to
strike another blow in China . . . . These half civilized governments,
such as those of China, Portugal, Spain, America require a Dressing
every eight or ten years to keep them in order" (quoted in Lowe,
1981, 34).
Two years later, the destruction of the Turkish navy by Russia
forced Britain to intervene along with France to protect the integrity of
the Ottoman Empire (see chapter 1). But as soon as the Crimean War
( 1 8 54-56) was over, Britain proceeded without hesitation to give
China its long overdue "Dressing." Under the pettiest of excuses
redressing "an insult to a British flag lowered by Chinese police from a
Chinese-owned vessel registered at Hong Kong" (Fairbank, Reischauer,
and Craig, 1965, r69)-the Anglo-French alliance of the Crimean
War was renewed in the second Opium War ( 1 8 5 6-58) a nd in the sub
sequent military occupation of Beijing in 1 8 60.
As we shall see presently, at the time of the second Opium War the
.
Qmg dynast)' was in (he middle of the most serious upsurge of popu
lar rebellions in its history. Its capacity to resist Western aggression
and the imposition of new radical restrictions on its sovereignty was
thus even less than in the fi.rst Opium War. The Treaty of Tianjin

�
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( 1 8 5 S ) and the Convention of Beijing (IS60) expanded th so-called
treaty-port system by adding nine additional ports to the five already
opened to trade by the Nanjing Treaty. They abolished China's tariff
autonomy by reducing custom tariffs to a maximum of about 5 pe 
cent ad valorem and by handing over Chinese customs to the supervI
sion of foreign powers, represented by a British official. They imposed
the payment of a new indemnity of sixteen million taels and grante
Western merchants, missionaries, and politicians immunity from Chi
nese law and freedom of movement throughout China upon the acqui
sition of passports from their consuls in the ports. They also legalized
trade in opium, taxing it at the same rate as other articles of commerce
(Zhou, 1986, 15-16; Guo, :19S0, 136; Moulder, 1979, 10S-IO; Roz
man, 1981, 101).
Having led the way in imposing upon China yet another unequal
treaty in the name of diplomatic equality, Britain turned around to
give a helping hand to the newly humiliated Qing government in sup
pressing the Taiping Rebellion. This turnaround established a pattern
that became characteristic o f Western relations with the Qing dynasty
until its downfall in 191 r. In Owen Lattimore's words,

�

�

From rime to time one country or another thoughl it necessary 10
chasten a too obdurate China. Once chastened, however, China's
incompetent Manchu government had to be put back in business
again, for it could nOt be expected that future demands would be car
ried out if the government was tOO weak to carry them out. Thus
there emerged an interesting principle: for international purposes,
the ideal government of China was a government suong enough to
carry out orders, but not strong enough to ddy orders. (Quoted in
Bagchi, 1982., 99)
had inspired Britain'S
This "interesting principle" is the same that
es at the time of
empir
Qing
differential treatment of the Ottoman and
y of 1 842.. As
Treat
ing
the Balta Limani Treaty of 1 8 3 8 and the Nanj
es performed
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twO
the
noted their similarities notwithstanding,
h domi·
Britis
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on
lidati
altog ther different functions in the conso
.
ing the
gthen
stren
ion of
nance in Asia. The first performed the funct
re, while the second per·
central government of the Ottoman Empi
central government of the
formed the function of weakening the
central �overnment f th
Chinese empire. Twenty years later, the
.
ly to quahfy for the kind 0
Chinese empire had weakened suffiCient
the Ottoman Empire.
suppOrt that Britain had long accorded to
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In the combination in space, and alternation in time, of policies aimed
at weakening or strengthening the structures of Asian empires to suit
Britain's pursuit of world power, "Westernization" as such was never
a n objective. Suffice it to say that the change in British policy from
hostility to friendship toward the central governments of the Ottoman
Empire in the late 1830S and the Chinese empire in the early 18605
occurred while these governments were being seriously challenged by
rebellions-the revolt of the Egyptian governor Muhammad Ali and
the Taiping Rebellion, respectively-that were more strongly oriented
toward one form or another of "Westernization" than the central gov
ernments with which the British sided. Muhammad Ali had provided
the Ottoman government with decisive military assistance in suppress
ing the Wahhabis Islamic Revival movement in Arabia. When he sub.
sequently turned against the Ottomans, his revolt was part of an at
tempt to transform Egypt into a modern national state in the European
image. In the pursuit of regional hegemony, Britain found nothing
appealing in this endeavor and had no qualms in siding with the
Ottomans to quell the revolt.
The Taiping Rebellion of IS50-1864 was a far more complex,
powerful, and radical movement than the revolts that had shaken the
Ottoman Empire twenty years earlier. Coming at the end of a long
series of religious/political rebellions, which had marred Qing mle
since the apogee of the dynasty's power and prestige under Qianlong
(1736-95), the Taiping movement presented features that made it
more akin to a social revolution than a mere "rebellion."
Had it been directed only against the Manchus, like earlier Ming
restoration movements or like Sun Yat-sen's Revolutionary party, the
gentry might have rallied to it and it might have succeeded. But then
it would only have been another of China's many dynastic changes.
The Taipings were determined instead to eradicate the most basic
elements of traditional Chinese society: the gentry·officials, scholars,
landlords-and the Confucian ethos on which their authority rested.
(Schurmann and Schell, 1967, 178-79)
Founded by the charismatic leader Hong Xiuquan, and organized
militarily by lieutenants drawn from the same ethnic group as Hong
(the Hakka, or "guest settlers"-people who had migrated from
northern to southern China centuries earlier but had retained a sepa
rate ethnic identity), this social-revolutionary movement originated in
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the Guangzhou region and its hinterland_ In 1851 the leadership of the
movement gave it the dynastic title Taiping Tianguo ("The Hea e ly
Kingdom of Great Peace") and launched a great northern expedl l n
into the Yangzi valley_ By 1853, the Taipings had taken over NanJlng
and made it their capital; they had occupied much of central and south
China, and they got within thirty miles of Tianjin_ Airhough t ey
_ authonry,
failed to oust the Qing from Beijing, the symbol of dynastic
they held their own against the imperial forces for another ten years
until they were defeated in 1:864·
.
The political and military organization of [he Talplng
as mostly
, com
taken from [he ancient classic the Rites of Zhou. The pnmltlve
munism called for by these and other pre-Confucian texts also in
formed the Taipings' socialist utopian doctrines. But the most istinc
tive feature of Taiping ideology was the rying of thes doctrlnes o
.
Christianity, an alien religion with only a short and dublous hlstor� In
,
.
,
China. In Hong Xiuquan's messianic imagination, Christian behe s
derived mainly from the Old Testament-the uniqueness and omm
potence of God [he creator, his spiritual fatherhood of all men, the ef
ficacy of prayer, the Ten Commandments, and so on-were co bi ed
with, or replaced by, traditional Chinese beliefs, as i the subs ltutlon
of the traditional Chinese gloss, "The whole world IS one family, and
all men are brothers," as the Sixth Commandment, replacing the
starker "Thou shalt not kill or injure men" (Franke, 1967, 18 It 185-86;
Fairbank, 1983, 183-85; 1:992., 2. I I).
The result was, in John Fairbank's words, "a unique East�West
amalgam of ideas and practices geared to militant a tion, the hke of
. ,
.
which was nO[ seen again until China borrowed and slmfled
MarxI m
Leninism a century later." In retrospect, this early amalgam strikes
Fairbank "as undoubtedly the best chance Christianiry ever had of ac
tually becoming part of the old Chinese culture" (1992., 209, 211).
And yet the Western powers did nothing to seize this chance. The only
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chance they were quick to seize was the one to squeeze mor con
cessions out of the Qing regime, taking advantage of the straitS the
regime had been put in by the Taiping and othet contemporane us
rebellions-the Nian rebellion in the east ( 1 8 5 3-68), and the MI3.0
.
rebellion ( 1 850-72) and various Muslim rebellions (r855-74) 1.0 the
west. But once they had secured what they wanted in the second
Opium War, they threw their lot behind the Qing Restoration for fear
of losing what they had just obtained (Franke, 1967, 185).

�
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The logic was nOt just that, in Jonathan Spence's words, "if the
Qing beat back the Taiping, the foreigners would keep their new gains;
if the Taipings defeated the Qing . . . then the West would have to start
the tiresome process of negotiations-and perhaps wage fresh wars
all over again" (1990, 182). Equally important, adherence to a faith of
Western derivation made the Taipings even less accommodating than
the Qing toward Western encroachments upon Chinese sovereignry.
For their puritanical ardor did not stop at prohibiting gambling, idola
try, adultery, prostitution, and footbinding. I t also turned against
opium far more firmly than the Qing had ever done, thereby clashing
head on with Britain's preeminent interest in the region. Nor did their
belief in the equality of all people stop at a general friendliness toward
all "foreign brothers" (wai quo xiongdi), in sharp contrast with tradi
tional beliefs in the superioriry of the Chinese as a chosen people. It
translated also into a strong opposition to the restrictions on Chinese
sovereignry that the Western powers were forcibly imposing on the de
bilitated Qing dynasry (Franke, 1967, 187-88).
In ShOft, in the early 1860s in China, as in the late 1830S in the
Onoman Empire, the Western powers under British hegemony showed
a distinct preference for dealing and siding with the disintegrating struc
tures of Asia's ancien regimes rather than with the nascent forces of na
tionalism and "Westernism." Contrary to Western rationalizations, the
purpose of the British wars with China, and of most nineteenth-century
British wars with the governments and peoples of the non·Western
world, was nOt the establishment of conditions of commercial inter
course on terms of reciprociry and respect for one another's sovereignry.
Rather, it was to impose upon China and the non Western world a con
-

dition of political vassalage that utterly contradicted Western ideas of
international equaliry and national sovereignry. In the pursuit of this ob
jective, a partnership with the declining ancien fegimes was much safer
than a partnership with the forces of nationalism and "Westernism."

Asian Responses to Western Dominance
The Civilizational Foundations of the Revolt
against the West in South Asia
A contradiction between Western practices in the non-Western world
and Western ideas of rights and liberties characterized, not JUSt interstate
relations, but also intrastate relations between rulers and subjects and
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between dominant and subaltern groups and classes. Nowhere were
these social aspects of the contradiction more evident than in India, the
main foundation of Britain's own imperial power. Here, implacable
champions of democratic reforms and representative government at
home-from Jeremy Bentham to James Mill-turned into staunch ad
vocates of coercive rule (Srokes, 1959, 68; Coupland, 1942, 20). Mill's
more illustrious son, John Stuart Mill, who joined the East India
Company's service in 1823 and eventually replaced his father as the
examiner, argued in his Representative Covert/ment that in backward
areas like India, a "vigorous despotism" by a civilized nation, like
England, was the only possibility (Bearce, 1961, 289).
Neither during the much lauded "Age of Reform, " associated
with the administration of the Benthamite friend of James Mill, Lord
William Bentick (1828-1835), nor during Britain'S "high" hegemony,
were any of the democratic institutions characteristic of British hege
mony in the West ever applied to India. British India was governed pri
marily by coercive and bureaucratic institutions-the civil service, the
army, and the police. Even these institutions had special characteris
tics. Unlike civilian bureaucracies in Britain, the Indian Civil Service,
proudly known as the "steel frame of India," was not merely executor
of policy, but also its maker. Similarly, the army was instrumental in
putting down frequenr uprisings and coercing recalcitrant landlords.
Military men were usually members of ruling institutions, such as the
Governor-General's Council, and were often also senior bureaucrats
and officials in the civil service and the police. The liberal distinction
between the civil and the military was nonexistent (for an extensive
bibliography on the Indian army, see Dodwell, I932, 6T6-18).
Finally, the role of the police was nOt confined to maintaining law
and order, to ensuring the "rule of law," as preached by liberal democ
racy. "Police power was often used to circumvent or supplement the
legal process because the latter was tOO dilatory or tOO scrupulous to
satisfy the colonial need for prompt retribution and collective punish
ment:' The coercive character of the police was strengthened by the
lack of distinction between political and crime-control functions:
"(qrime and politics were almost inseparable: serious crime was an
implicit defiance of state authority and a possible prelude to rebellion;
political resistance was either a 'crime' or the likely occasion for it"
(Arnold, 1986, 3 ) . Thus, campaigns against highway robbers led not
only to laws and institutions for collective and arbitrary punishments,
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but also to criminalizing all SOrts of groups and communities. The
Criminal Tribes Act of 1871, replaced by a more sweeping Criminal
Tribes Act in 1911, consigned 1,500,000 people in North India alone
to 'criminal tribes' and hence subject to confinement (Nigam, 1990a,
1 3 I; see also Radhakrishna, 1989; Yang, 1985; Ahmad, 1992.).
The centrality of coerc ive and autocratic institutions in the gov
ernment of British India reflected the fact that the British did not rule
India for the benefit of the Indians.
As Disradi pointed out in 1881, the key to India lay in London:
British rule was not maintained (or the benefit of the Indian, nor
simply for the sake of direct British interests in India; the Raj was
there to keep firm the foundation on which much of the structure of
formal and informal empire rested. For London the twin imperatives
of Indian policy were that the Indian empire should pay for itself
and that Indian resources should be available in the imperial cause_
(Tomlinson, 1975, )38)

The fact (hat Western ideas of represenrative government could not
be applied to India because India was not ruled for the benefit of the
Indians does not mean that coercive rule could dispense completely with
an elemenr of persuasion. To this end, coercive rule was rationalized
through the construction of a body of "knowledge" about the Indian
past and heritage aimed at demonstrating both the unfitness of India for
the institutions of representative government and the fitness of Britain
to rule India by means of a "vigorous" despotism-a construction now
familiar to us as Orientalism (on Orientalist represemations of India,
see, among others, Inden, 1986; Guha, 1992a; Prakash, 1990). Central
to this construction was the portrayal of India as a society composed of
implacably hostile communities, castes, cultures, and religions.
The portrayal was used over and over again to deny liberal demo
cratic reforms. In 1892, electoral reforms were restricted because in
the words of then Prime Minister Lord Salisbury, representative g v
ernment was "not an Eastern idea." It only works well when "all those
represented desire the same thing." Its introduction in India would put
"an intolerable strain" on a society divided into hostile sections. Even
in 1909 only very modest measures were introduced because, in the
words of A. J. Balfour,

�

�epres.entative government . . . is only suitable . . . when you are deal
�ng w1th a population in the main homogeneous, in the main equal
10 every substantial and essential sense, in a community where the
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minority are prepared to accept the decisions of the majority, whe�e
they are all alike in the traditions in which they are brought up, In
.
their general outlook upon the world and in their broad vIew of
national aspiration. (QuOled in Coupland, 194 2., 2.6)
British coercive rule was in turn presented as a continuation of
by the
British adoption of some of the symbols, rituals, and p mp of t�e
Mughal court. But the claim conveniently ignored that behmd the ht
ter of these symbols, rituals, and pomp, the actual power of �revlous
rulers of the Indian subcontinent had been far less centralized and
despotic than imagined and practiced by their British successors.
Since at least the tenth century, government in South Asia had
rested on the recognition and accommodation of competing and au
..
tonomous centers of power, peoples, and cultures. The urablhty and
.
strength of central power depended on the extent to which the �arlous
.
strains in indigenous civilization were accommod�ted, not ehmmated.
Even the Mughals, who like the British were ahen c�nquerors, and
whom the British sought to emulate, soon recognized thiS fundamental
principle. Far from running a tightly centralized regime the Mughals
�
allowed local magnates to continue to function, not only In the marcher
regions, but in the heartland of the empire as well (Perlin, 1985; Alam,
I986; Singh, 1988; Bayly, I988, 1989; Subrahmanyam and Bayly,
1988). Thus, in the crucial sphere of taxation, the sources of revenue on
which the central authority depended were largely controlled by a
.
myriad of groups and personal networks around local and regional
markets and the surrounding agrarian tracts. In order to get to these,

indigenous political traditions. The claim was lent credence

�

�

�

�

[the ru1er\ had to involve himself a l the �ime in local inf1�ence an� to
.
stake his power in the ever changmg alignments of factions lo�thng
for local and regional predominance. By the same to en l�al mf1u
ence was free to encroach on the imperial ct!nter. The �ntegn� of the
whole was therefore in the intertWining and overiapplOg of IOterests
competing for tht! distribution of power rather than the �pectacular
use of superior force, which moreover could too easily lead to
.
overextension. The system then was one of a 'balancing of relative
weak.ness,' managed by conflict in which the Mughal �o�ld �t bes
.
be a superior arbiter arranging and rearrangmg the distribution 0
power by a judicious and sparing use of resources. (Heesterman.
1978, 42.)
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power to abrogate or modify, and by customs, which in virtue of their
antiquity had (he force of law (Rashid, 1979, 139). A fundamental dis
tinction between power and authority was in fact a central aspect of
the South Asian political tradition. Different spheres of action had dif
ferent authority systems, each "divided by counter-weighing authori

ties. Under these circumstances, an individual had considerable £ree
dom "to choose his authority and follow his own beliefs. . . . The idea
of an indigenous, central, public authority exercising political power
could not � linked to the traditional ethos" (Nandy, 1972., 1 1 9-2.0).
This highly diffused system of domination did nOt imply disorga
nization or fragmentation, as colonial historiography maintained.
Economy and culture united the polity. Multiple cultures, communi
ties, and territories were tied in an integrated civilization through
extensive and dense networks of uade, which linked innumerable
markets to one another and were essential for converting the surplus
extracted from land and labor into money and commodities (Heester
man, I978; Chaudhuri, 1990).
Culturally, numerous popular idioms and codes of ethics provided
the moral foundations of the system. Thus, the notion of moral duty
em�dded in the idiom of Dharma was a double-edged concept justi
fying subordination in the caste hierarchy, but also imposing obliga
(ion to promote and support the subordinated. Similarly, the idiom of
Danda, representing the idea of punishment and authority, served as
a source of power, but also of responsibility to provide protection.
Indeed, protection was the most important duty of the ruler. For ex
ample, the revered epic Mahabharata stareS:
to

That king who tells his people that he is their protector but who does
not or is unable to protttt them, should be killed by his subjttts in a
body like a dog ThaT is affected with the rabies and has bttome mad.
(Quott!d in Guha, 1992.3, 2.68)

�

To be sure, precolonial systems of rule were highly exploitative
and oppressive. But oppression and exploitation were embedded in a
civilizational order that rendered their logic flexible, comprehensible,
even acceptable. For the peasant, as for other subaltern groups and
classes of Indian society,

�
�

More generally, the rulers' absolute power to make. laws was i
practice limited both by religious laws, which were not In the rulers

Exploitation as such was nor unjUST. It was inevitable that some
ruled and some conducted prayers and some owned the land and
some labored, and all lived off the fruits of thal labour. But it was
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important that everyone in the society made a living Out of the re
sources that were available. (Pandey, 1988, 2.61)

gOing restoration of the power of the Qing
dynasty and of the landlord
,
, a,
class In Chin
so the Great Rebellion of 1857 prompted
Britain co re
Store som of he powe an ut nomy
of landed magnates and petty
rulers of native states Within ItS own
Indian empire (on the latter
, n,
restoratio
see Metcalf, 1964; Bayly, 1988 , II-I 5).
Taken jointly
th se parallel shifts in British policy show
that British dominance
ASia c1 shed far more fundamentally with
the interests of the lower
th n With thos f the upper social Strat
a.
Once
the ruling groups of
,
ASI ,s ancie
n regimes had been tamed, as in China,
or subdued, as in
In Ia, they ould be turned into useful
allies in the reproduction of
,
Cltlsh dominance over the
subaJtern strata. But that dominance won
lit
tle or no allegiance among the subaltern
strata themselves.
, funda
ThiS
mental lack of legitimacy of BritishlWestern
dominance
among the lower strata of Asian socie
ties enabled the nationalist
movements that developed in the wake of
the "traditional" revolts of
the e rly and mid�njneteenth century to mobi
lize massive popular sup�
port In the revolt against the West. Among
the "modernized" indige
, who
nous elites
led these movements the central objective was
national
self-determination-that is, a sovereign natio
nal state within the mod
ern ur entric interstate system. As Guha
(1992 3, 266) notes, there
was I thl respect a curious inversion of roles
between colonizers and
, West
colomzed In upholding
ern values and ideals.

� �

This was precisely the principle that British rule in India could not
accommodate. For British rule in India was not JUSt alien. It was an
alien rule that, unlike any alien rule previously experienced by India,

�

continually disrupted established ways of life and, moreover, did so in
the pursuit of objectives that ran counter to all moral principles of the
subcontinent's civilization. As argued in previous chapters, the super
exploitation followed by the destruction of the Indian "traditional"
productive apparatus and by its subsequent reconstruction on "mod
ern" foundations made perfect sense in terms of the British national
interest. But it made no sense at all from the standpoint of the repro
ductive needs of India's subaltern classes. The alternating attraction
and repulsion of their labor by the British system of capital accumula
tion on a world scale continually disorganized their social life, making
them prey to misery and degradation. To them, this new alien ruler,
who claimed to be the bearer of a superior social order and delivered
instead unprecedented social chaos, must indeed have appeared-to
paraphrase the Mahabharata-"Iike a dog that is affected with the ra
bies and has become mad."
Here lay the fundamental clash of civilizations that fed popular
insurgency in British India and, in due course, inspired Mohandas
Karamchand Gandhi's utopia of a nonmodern India. As Guha (1992b,
1-2., 1 3 ) notes, "agrarian disturbances in many forms and on scales
ranging from local riots to war-like campaigns spread over many dis
tricts were endemic throughout the first three quarters of British rule
until the very end of the nineteenth century. At a simple count there
are no fewer than I r o known instances of these even for the somewhat
shorter period of I I 7 years . . . between the revolt against Deby Sinha
in 1783 and the end of the Birsaite rising in 1900." Often led by "tra
ditional" elites, these popular revolts reached their apogee in the fa
mous Great Rebellion of 1857 (for a comprehensive treatment of elite
and subaltern resistance to British rule, see, among many others,
Chaudhuri, 1955; Guha, I992b).
The 1857 rebellion induced Britain to abandon the policy of in
troducing new social and political institutions, and to rely instead on
the restoration of indigenous ones. JUSt as the contemporaneous
Taiping Rebellion prompted Britain to throw its weight behind the on-
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Wh ile the colo�ial regi me, which had itself introduced among its
,
,
subJect
� the nO�lon of fI�h �s and liberties, went on denying these in
f�Jl or In p�rt In th� prinCiples and practice of its government, the
dlse�f�anch�sed subjects went on pressing the rulers to match their
admlnlstr�t�on to their own ideals, Ironically, therefore, a large part
of (he polmcs ?f protest under the raj, especially when initiated by
the educated mIddle-class leadership, turned on the 'un· British' char
acter of British rule.
Western ideas of rights and liberties, however, played only a sec

���ary �ole �,n the nationalist mobilization of subaltern strata. "Tra

monal behefs about power, protection, fairness, and protest in her
'
fro
the indig�n? us �ivilization and continually violated by
,
mod�rn Western CIVilization as practiced in the East, played a far
more Important role. Gandhi became mahatma (literally Great Soul)
not merely �ecause he opposed and sought to end British rule, like
many other figures of the Indian National Congress. Rather, he rose to
,
prommence
because he linked the nationalist struggle to a fundamental
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to sign a treaty, soon followed by similar treaties with Britain' France
Russi , a d t e Netherlands. Patterned after the treaties of Nanji.n
.
and TlanJIO with China, these treaties included the opening of portS to
Western trade and residence, extraterritoriality, most-favored.nation
clauses, a d tariffs flXed at 5 percent ad valorem (So and Chiu, 1995,
63-65; Gibney, 1991., 119-22; Moulder, 1 979. 1 3 2 33 ) ,
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�

�
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In spite of the increasing number of Western powers present in the
.
regIOn, for another twenty years after the second Opium War and the
opening up of japan fa Western trade and influence, relationships
among Western states in the Far EaSt remained far more cooperative
than they had ever been in the Near East, It was as if Western states had
to join forces to make significant inroads in the last remaining bastion
of the now dismembered Asian super-world-economy, In the 1880s
rivalries among European states in East Asia did seem to be gaining
momentum, The transformation of Annam (Vietnam)-another im
portant member of the China-cenrered world system-into a French
prOtectorate following the Sino-French War of 1 884-85 led Britain to
annex Burma-also a member of the China-centered world system-to
balance French influence in the Indo-China peninsula, Soon afterward
Russian advances in Central Asia were countered by the British an
nexari n of Sikkim and the signing of a treaty with Tibet, Nevertheless,
the m 1O fa tor that eventually upset the precarious balance of power
on which Qmg rule and China's territorial integrity had come to rest
were not rivalries among Western states. Rather, it was a conflict inter
nal to the China-centered world system, namely, the Sino-japanese
War of 1894 and the Treaty ofShimonoseki that followed in (895.
The war and itS aftermath-the emergence of japan as a regional
power, the further weakening of Qing rule in China, the threat of the
partition of China by the Western powers and japan, and the nation
a li t response that this threat provoked in China--<:onstitutes as sig
.
mflcant a watershed in East-West relations as did the Opium Wars .
From then on, a process of indigenous modernization in the East Asian
region posed ever more serious challenges to Western supremacy. As
Takeshi Hamashita has suggested. the process of modernization that
nderlies these challenges was no mere response to the subordinate
IOcorporation of the region within the European-centered interstate
system. In his view, this incorpocation was partial at best, and the
legacy of what he calls the Sinocentric tribute-trade system has cantin.
ued to shape developments in East Asia right up to rhe present.

�
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In Hamashita's conceptualization, the regions, countries, and cities
located along the perimeter of the several sea zones that stretch from
Northeast to Southeasr Asia were close enough to influence one an
other, but tOO far apart to assimilate or be assimilated. The Sinoce tric
tribute-trade system provided these territorial entities with a politlcal
economic framework of mutual integration that nonetheless endowed
its peripheral components with considerable autonomy vis-a-vis the
Chinese center. Within this system, tribute missions performed an "im
perial title-awarding" function that was both hierarchical and compet
itive. Thus, Korea, japan, the Ryukyus, Vietnam, and Laos, among
others, all sent tribute missions to China. But the Ryukyus and Korea
sent missions to japan also; and Vietnam required tribute missions
from Laos. japan and Vietnam, therefore, were both peripheral mem
bers of the Sinocentric system and competitors with China in the exer
cise of the imperial title-awarding function (Hamashita, 1:994, 92.;
I997, I I 4-2.4)·
The system of tribute missions was intertWined and grew in sym
biosis with extensive trading networks. Indeed, the relationship be
tween trade and tribute was so dose that "it is quite legitimate to view
tribute exchange as a commercial transaction."

�

Even the Chinese court . . acted as a party to business transactions.
The mode of payment was often Chinese currency, whether paper
money or silver. Seen from an economic perspective, tribute was
managed as an exchange between seller and buyer, with the 'price' of
commodities fixed. Indeed, 'price' standards were determined, albeit
loosely, by market prices in Peking. Given the nature of this trans
action, it can be shown that the foundation of the whole complex
tribute-trade formation was determined by the price structure of
China and that the tribute-trade zone formed an integrated 'silver
zone' in which silver was used as the medium of trade settlement.
The key to the functioning of the tribute trade as a system was the
huge [foreign} 'demand' for (Chinese) commodities . . . and the dif
ference between prices inside and outside China. (Hamashita, 1994:
96--97)
_

European expansion in Asia eventually led to the formal dissolu
tion of the Sinocentric tribute-trade system through the subordinate
incorporation of its members into the European-centered interstate
system as colonies, semisovereign and peripheral, or semiperipherai
sovereign states. Substantively, however, the structures and norms of
the Sinocentric tribute-trade system continued to shape and influence
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interstate relations within East Asia. Thus, the formation of national
identities among East Asian countries long preceded European impact
and was based on their own understanding of Sinocentrism (Hamashita,
1994, 94; 1997, nQ-27), Through its seclusion policy in the Edo pe
riod ( 1 603-r867), for example, "japan was trying to become a mini
China both ideologically and materially." And even after the Meiji
Restoration, japanese industrialization "was not so much a process of
catching up with the West, but more a result of centuries-long compe
tition within Asia" (Kawakatsu, 1994, 6-7; see also Hamashita, I988).
Whether formal or substantive, the subordinate incorporation of
EaSt Asia within the structures of the European-centered world system
transformed its political economy. Three changes were of particular
importance for subsequent developments. One was the expansion of
what had long been an interstitial formation of the Sinocentric tribute
trade system, the Chinese capitalist diaspora. The second was the
adoption of Western military technologies by both China and japan.
And the third was the adoption of a sinified version of Marxism
Leninism by China.
The Expansion of the Chinese Merchant Diaspora
Even after British gunboats had battered down the wall of governmen
tal regulations that enclosed the Chinese domestic economy, the lead
ing branches of the so-called First Industrial Revolution had a hard time
outcompeting Chinese products. In I 8 50, cotton goods accounted for
a mere 6 percent of British exports to China and in 1875 for just 8 per
cent (Woodruff, I966, 309). As late as I894, China's indigenous
handicraft industry still supplied 86 percent of the Chinese market for
cotton cloth (Wu, I987, I48). By then, foreign imports were rapidly
displacing handicraft spinning of cotton yarn, which suffered an esti
mated 50 percent contraction between 1871-80 and 190I-IO. But the
use of cheaper, machine-produced foreign yarn gave new impetus to
the domestic weaving industry, which managed to hold its own and
even expand (Feuerwerker, I970, 371-75)'
The competitiveness of Western firms that set up production in
China was even less impressive. Thus, in the silk industry foreign
ventures incurred major losses, while local business prospered-the
number of plants, workers employed and exports of modern, Chinese
owned filatures increasing by a factor of ten between the I880s and
1 890s. "Foreigners," lamented a British consul in Canton, "had little
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left [0 them other than the export trade" (So, 1986, 103-16; So and
Chiu, 1995, 47). Western products and businesses did triumph in a
few industries, such as cigarettes, which did not compete with any in
digenous product, and kerosene, which replaced local vegetable oil.
Generally speaking, however, it is hard to dispute Andrew Nathan'S
observation that "the China market spelled frustration for foreign
merchants. Foreign goods made but a superficial mark in Chinese
markets" (1972., 5) ·
Opium, of course, was the great exception, leaving as it did a deep
and long-lasting mark. But while the predominance of opium among
Chinese importS throughout the nineteenth century may be taken as a
measure of the continuing lack of competitiveness of most other for
eign goods in the Chinese market, even the opium trade spelled frus
tration for foreign merchants. Access to the final consumers of the
drug could be gained only th.rough Chinese intermediaries organized
in groups and networks on the basis of language, residence, kinship,
and political patronage. The "squeeze" that these intermediaries exer
cised on foreign merchants was the subject of recurrent complaints.
Self-serving as these complaints undoubtedly were, it was nonetheless
the case that Chinese middlemen in all trades, even when formally
employed by foreign merchants, often made more money than their
Western principals; that they were quick to learn what there was to be
learned of Western business techniques; and that in competing with
foreign firms they had the great advantage of much lower overheads
and of not being "squeezed" by a middleman (Hui, 1995, 91, 96-98;
Hao, :1970, nO-II; Murphey, 1977, 19 2.-93)·
The result was an unprecedented expansion of the Chinese mer
chant networks and communities that over the centuries had devel
oped in the coastal regions of China and in the interstices of the
Sinocentric tribute-trade system (Hamashita, 1994, 97-103; 1997,
132.-35). Chinese merchants had always figured prominently among
these intemitial communities (Chang, 1991, 2.3-24). But at no time
had the conditions of their expansion been more favorable than in the
nineteenth century, as a direct result of the Western onslaught on the
organizational structures of the Sinocentric tribute-trade system. As
the capacity of the Qing government to control channels between [he
,
Chinese domestic economy and the outer world declined, opportum
ties incr�ased for Chinese merchants operating around the perimeter
of the empire.
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Many of these merchants made their "first tank of gold" in the
,
opIUm
trade. But the greatest expansion of the Chinese trading dias
pora that connected China to the rest of the region occurred in the
"coolie trade," the procurement and transshipment of indentured
labor for service overseas. First promoted by the POrtuguese in the six
teenth �entury, the Chinese coolie trade experienced an explosive
growth 10 the second half of the nineteenth century. Between IS51 and
1900, more than �o million "COntract laborers" were shipped off
,
from Chma,
two-thirds of them to Southeast Asia. The transformation
of much of the "periphery" of the China-centered system into a major
source of raw materials for European countries created a sudden ex
pansion in the demand for cheap labor in the region. At the same time
the ongoing diSintegration of the imperial political economy inflate
th � surpl us pop�lation in China and undermined the capacity of the
,
Qmg regime
to mterfere with the resettlement of the surplus overseas
(Hui, 1995, 10S-9, 1 1 5, 138-41; Northrup, 1995).
The ensuing boom in the coolie trade boosted the expansion of the
Overseas C hinese tr�ding diaspora in several related ways. Although
,
transportation
was 10 the hands of European shipping companies,
most other branches of the trade were controlled by Chinese secret
societies in the major pOrts of China and Southeast Asia. Ptofits were
high and became the foundation of many new fortunes among Chinese
merchants. Besides making the fortunes of i.ndividual merchants the
coolie trade also made the fortunes of the POrt cities of Singa re,
Hong K�ng, Penang, and Macao, all of which became to varying ex
tents major seats and "containers" of the wealth and power of the
,
,
Chmese busmess diaspora. Equally important, the coolie trade left a

d

�

legacy of Chin�se settlement throughout Southeast Asia. It is this
legacy that, right up to the present, has provided the Overseas Chinese
with a highly prolific source of opportunities to profit from one form
or another of commercial and financial intermediation within and
across urisdictions in the region (Hui, 1995, Il.7-3S, 142-45, 149-5 3;
Headrick, 1988, 259-303).
The c?n�olidation and expansion of a Chinese capitalist diaspora
as the malO Intermediary and beneficiary of trade between Mainland
ina and the outer world left a deep and long-lasting mark on the po
IIti�al economy f EaSt Asia. Neither Japanese modernization, nor the
�
Ch�nese Revolution of 1911, nor indeed the present dynamism of the
ChlOese economy can be fully understood except in the light of this

j
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nineteenth-century development. Focusing on japanese modernization,
Hamashita maintains that japan's industrialization after the opening
of its ports was as much a response to Chinese commercial supremacy
in the East Asian region as it was a response to Western military su
premacy. Specifically, the production of textiles for export to China
a major component of the process of japanese industrialization in its
early stages-was primarily aimed at breaking the hold of overseas
Chinese merchants on japan's foreign trade (Hamashita, n.d., 18-19).
But Sino-japanese commercial rivalries and the launching of moderni
zation both in japan and China must be put in the context of a com
petition that was not just commercial, but political as well.
The Rise arid Demise ofJapanese Imperialism
This brings us to the second major change that occurred in the China
centered world system as a result of its subordinate incorporation in
the European-centered world system-the adoption of Western mili
tary technologies by both China and japan. By brurally revealing the
full implications of Western military superiority, the First Opium War
awoke the Chinese to the imperatives of modernization much faster
and more effectively than cheap Western commodities could have ever
done. During the war, Lin Zexu himself had promptly realized that the
military equipment at his disposal was no match for that of the British.
While trying his best to buy foreign equipment, he also commissioned
the translation of foreign texts, and later passed on the material he had
collected to the scholar-official Wei Yuan.
Wei used the material to compile An Illustrated Gazetteer of the
Maritime Countries, which developed the old idea of using the bar
barians to control the barbarians into the new idea of using barbarian
annaments to control the barbarians. The importance of the new idea
was nOt lost on japanese scholars, who later translated the book to
push forward their own reform movement (Tsiang, 1967, 144). In
China the idea became central to the Self-Strengthening Movement,
which took off after the second Opium War and the defeat of the
Taiping Rebellion. In justifying to Beijing the establishment of a ma
chine factory and arsenals to make guns and gunboats, a provincial
leader of the movement argued that the foreigners' domination of
China was based on the superiority of their weapons, and that China
could strengthen itself only by learning to use Western machinery
(Fairbank, 1983, 197-98; So and Chiu, 1995, 49-50). A few years
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later, the Meiji Restoration ( 1 868) propelled Japan along the same
path of rapid modernization aimed at using barbarian armaments
(and machines) to control the barbarians. The armaments race that
had long been a feature of the European-centered world syStem was
thus "internalized" by the China-centered world system.
Launched under the same slogan taken from the ancient text rhe
Rites of Zhou, "Enrich the country, strengthen the army," the parallel
modernization efforts of China and japan in military-related indus
tries gave priority to the establishment of modern industrial enter
prises in mining, heavy industries, transport, and communications. In
both countries, these modern industries were governmental undertak
ings. In China, government supervision was combined from the start
with the capital and management of Chinese merchants experienced in
foreign business. In japan, government enterprises recruited techni
cians of various nationalities (Dutch, French, English, among others)
as managers, assistants, and instmctors, and once the enterprises had
been put on a sound footing, they were turned over to Japanese mer.
chants at bargain prices. But in both countries, foreign investment and
control in the new industries were actively discouraged (Moulder,
1979, r84-87; Thomas, 1984, n, 64, 8 r-82.; Norman, 1975, 2.33-34;
Hsu, 1983, 2.78-82.; So and Chiu. 1995, 49-53, 74-75).
For about twenry-five years after they were launched, these indus
trialization efforts yielded similar economic results. On the eve of the
Sino-Japanese War of 1 894, in Albert Feuerwerker's assessment, "the
disparity between the degree of modern economic development in
the two countries was not yet flagrant" (r958, 53). Nevertheless,
Japan's victory in the war was symptomatic of a fundamental differ
ence in the impact of the modernization drive on the social and politi
cal cohesiveness of the two countries. In China, the main agents of the
modernization drive were provincial authorities, whose power vis-a
vis the central government had increased considerably during the re
pression of the rebellions of the I 8 50S, and who used modernization
to consolidate their autonomy in competition with one another. In
Japan, by contrast, the modernization drive was an integral aspect of
the Meiji Restoration, which centralized power in the hands o f the
national government and disempowered provincial authorities (So and
Chiu, 1995, 53, 68-72.) .
The advantages japan came to enjoy vis-it-vis China as a result of
these opposite domestic thrusts of their respective modernization efforts
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were compounded by the geopoliticS of the situation, most notably, by
japan's smaller size, insularity, and poverty of resources, all of which
oriented japan's modernization toward overseas expansion at the
expense of China and its tributaries. From the start, control over
Korea-"a dagger to the heart of japan" and a "tributary" state of
China-was the main goal of this ourward thrust of japanese mod
ernization. By 1876, japan had already succeeded in opening up
Korea to its trade through an unequal treary, which was immediately
followed by similar treaties obtained by the Western powers by virtue
of the most-favored-nation clause. Within a few years, japanese pur
chases of rice raised prices beyond what ordinary Koreans could af
ford, precipitating a major rebellion aimed not just at stopping t e
export of rice, but at reconstituting power in Korea on new SOCial
foundations. Unable to quell the rebellion, the Korean government
turned to China for help in 189-4. As China stepped in, japanese war
ships intercepted and destroyed the Chinese fleet (Borthwick, 1992.,

�

1-45--49; Kim, 1980).
The japanese victory in the short war that followed turned the
underlying divergence in the trajectories of japanese and Chinese
modernization into an unbridgeable chasm. On the one hand, defeat
in the war weakened further national cohesion in China, leading to
half a century of political chaos marked by further restrictions on sov
ereignry, the final collapse of the Qing regime, the transformation of
provincial governors into semi-sovereign warlords, japanese invasion,
and recurrent civil wars between the forces of nationalism and com
munism. On the other hand, victory in the war strengthened further
national cohesion in japan, leading over the same half century to the
renegotiation and eventual supersession of the unequal treaties with
.
Western powers and japan's emergence as the paramount econorruc
power and leading imperialist power in East Asia until irs defeat in the
Second World War.
japan's victory over China in 1894, followed by its victory over
Russia in the war of 1904-5, established japan-to paraphrase Akira
lriye (1970, 5 5 2. �as "a respectable participant in the game of impe
rialist politics." Economically, victory over China gave a major boost
to the resources that japan could mobilize in the expansion of its
military-industrial apparatus. The acquisition of Chinese territory, �ost
notably Taiwan, as well as China's recognition of japanese suze�alRty
over Korea, endowed japan with valuable outposts from which to
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launch future attacks on China, as well as with more secure overseas
supplies of cheap food. At the same time, Chinese indemnities amount
ing to more than one-third of japan's GNP helped japan finance the
further expansion of heavy industries and put the currency on the gold
standard. This improved japan's credit rating in London and, there
fore, its capacity to tap additional funds for industrial expansion at
home and imperialist expansion overseas (Duus, 1984, 143, 1 61-62.;
Feis, 1965, 42.2.-2.3).
Politically, victory over China turned japan into a respectable par
ticipant in the imperialist game, but only after a minor setback. Shortly
after the signing of the Treaty of Shimonoseki, France, Germany, and
Russia demanded that japan return to China Port Arthur and the
Liandong Peninsula, which the treary had aSSigned to japan, along
with Taiwan and the Pescadores Islands. japan complied only to see
the Western powers reap the fruits of its victory through the scramble
for exclusive spheres of influence over Chinese territory: Russia leasing
Port Arthur and establishing control over the Liandong Peninsula, Ger
many leasing Kiachow Bay and establishing control over the Shandong
Peninsula, France leasing Guangzhou Bay and extending control from
northern Indochina to Henan, and Britain leasing Weihaiwei and es
tablishing control over the Yangzi Valley. Worse still, China's recogni
tion of japanese suzerainty over Korea brought japan face to face with
an increaSingly active and influential Russia (80nhwick, 1992., 1-49-50;
Thomas, 1984, nO-II).
Russia's growing activism and influence was nonetheless as upset
ting for Britain's balance-of-power policy as it was for japan's imperi
alist ambitions. What's more, Britain perceived japan as strong enough
to help counter Russian advances in the Far East, but not strong
enough to challenge British dominance in the region. It was thus easy
for japan to persuade Britain to renegotiate their unequal commercial
treaty-thereby opening the way to analogous renegotiations with
the other Western powers-and to agree to a formal Anglo-japanese
alliance (1902.). Emboldened by Britain's commitment to discourage
any other power from siding with Russia, in February 1904 Japan
launched a surprise attack on the Russian fleet at POrt Arthur: sank the
entire squadron at anchor, and went on to win the ensuing w�r.
As Geoffrey Barraclough (1967. 108) observes, in forging an al
.
with Japan, Britain seemed to have "pulled off a clever manoeu
hance
vre against Russia, but in reality it had called in a force it could not
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control." The Treaty of Portsmouth (1905) brokered by U.S. President
Theodore Roosevelt gave Japan control over Liandong, POrt Arthur,
the southern half of Sakhalin Island, the southern part of the railway
built by the Russians in Manchuria and, most important of all, a free
hand in Korea, which Japan formally annexed as a colony five years
later. The "dagger to the heart of Japan" was thus transformed into a
springboard for furthering expansion in China and into a major
source of cheap food with which to support Japan's rapidly increasing
industrial population (So and Chiu, 1995, 91, 94; Ho, 1984, 348-50).
These gains were increased during the First World War. Having
joined the war on Britain's side, Japan seized German concessions in
China and German possessions in the Northern Pacific. It then took
advantage of the fact that Britain and Russia were tied down in
Europe to seek a sort of Japanese protectorate over China with the ag
gressive Twenty-One Demands of 1915. The attempt was not success
ful, but "the effects of the war on the power situation in the Far East
particularly when the Russian revolution in I917 gave Japan further
possibilities of building up its ascendancy-were no less revolutionary
than those in Europe. By 1918, even before the end of the European
War, Wilson was already girding himself to challenge in earnest the ex
pansion of Japan" (Barraclough, 1967, 108-9, 116-17)·
By and large, from Versailles through the Washington Conference
of 1920-21 and right up to the Crash of 1929, Japan yielded to U.S.
pressure to accept a war fleet significantly smaller than those of Britain
and the United States and to restrain its expansionist ambitions in
China. This enabled Japan to place a growing share of its exports in the
United States and the British empire and to raise money both in
london and New York for its own commercial and financial ventures
overseas, from loans to Chinese warlord governments to the establish·
ment of the Manchuria Railway Company and the Oriental Develop
ment Corporation (Iriye, 1965, 25-26; Duus, 1984, 1:61-62). But
when the Crash of 192.9 unplugged Japan from core financial and
commodity markets, Japan's imperialist tendencies reemerged with a
vengeance. In 1930, Japan demanded parity in warships with the
United States and Britain, and when parity was denied, it abrogated
all previous agreements controlling the size of the fleet. In 193 1-32.,
it took over the whole of Manchuria under the guise of the puppet
state "Manchukuo." In 1934-35, it enlarged its sphere of influence
in northern China. In 1937, the japanese initiated the Second Sino-
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Japanese War, leading by late 1938 to the occupation of a vast swath
along China's coast from north to south. In 1940, as Germany ad
vanced into France. japan advanced into French Indochina and signed
a treaty of alliance with Germany and Italy (Borthwick, 1992., 2.03-5.
209-10; So and Chiu, 1995, 105-8).
That was the signal for the United States to intervene to end
Japan's bid for regional supremacy by tightening U.S. trade testric
tions against Japan, by freezing Japanese assets in the U.S., and by im
posing a total embargo on petroleum products to Japan. When japan
responded by doing to the U.S. fleet at Pearl Harbor what it had done
to the Russian fleet at Port Arthur in 1904, its career as a respectable
military power quickly drew to a close. In the intervening thirty-six
years, Japan's advances in "the murderous art" had been truly spec
tacular. But they had not been sufficient to keep up with further
Western advances, as the massive destruction inflicted on japan by the
U.S. strategic bombing campaign demonstrated even before the nu
clear holocaust of Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
The Reconstitution of China as a Modern State
As japan's military challenge to Western dominance in East Asia went
up in smoke, a new and more formidable challenge emerged in the re
gion in the form of the reconstitution of China as a modern state by a
sinified version of Marxism-Leninism. Once japan's military challenge
was defeated, the challenge posed by this reconstitution became the
single most important determinant of Western policies in the Far EaSt.
The proximate origins of this new challenge can be traced to the same
bifurcation in the trajectories of Chinese and Japanese modernization
that occurred in the wake of the Sino-Japanese War of 1894 and pro
pelled japan on the road to Pearl Harbor and Hiroshima.
Besides imposing a crushing indemnity of 2.30 million taels on
Chinese finances, the Treaty of Shimonoseki forced China to open
up several more ports not JUSt to trade but also to "industries and
manufactures"-a concession to Japan, which by virtue of the most
favored-nation clause was extended ipso facto to thirteen Western
powers. Moreover, as previously noted, Chinese recognition of japanese
suzerainty over Korea and the cession of Chinese territories to Japan
triggered a scramble among the Western powers for exclusive spheres
of influence over large chunks of Chinese territories. The centrifugal
forces that had already characterized Chinese modernization before
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the war were thus given a tremendous impulse by the war and its
aftermath.
Attempts by opposite factions at the Qing court to coumer (he ten
dency toward the territorial disimegration of the empire only made
things worse_ The humiliation of defeat by a former tributary state and
the scramble for exclusive spheres of influence that ensued prompted
the young and nominal Emperor Guangxu to issue in the summer of
1898 no less than forty decrees aimed at a radical and comprehensive
modernization of the Chinese state_ The result, however, was a military
coup staged by Empress Dowager Cixi, who wielded power behind the
scenes. The recovery of Qing fortunes, which Guangxu had sought
through a speedup of modernization, Cixi sought through patronage
of the anti-foreign Boxer Rebellion, which China fought and lost
against all the Western powers combined (Fairbank, 1992, 228-32..).
The new indemnity of a staggering 450 million taels and the new
restrictions on Chinese sovereignty imposed by the Boxer Protocol of
1901 set the stage for the final downfall of dynastic rule in the
Revolution of 19II and (he subsequent breakdown of all semblance
of centralized government in the warlord era from 1 9 1 6 {Q 192..7Economically, the Boxer Protocol compounded the effects of the
Treaty of Shimonoseki in compromising China's modernization effortS
for decades to come. Loans contracted to pay (he Boxer indemnity
more than doubled the annual payments owed on loans contracted to
pay the japanese indemnity of 1895. By 1902, these payments ab
sorbed over 40 percent of the central government revenue (Thomas,
1984, 113),
Between 1895 and 19II, the combined costs of the two indemni
ties were more than twice the total initial capitalization of aU manu
facturing enterprises established in China by nationals or foreigners
between 1895 and 1913. Foreign investment more than doubled be
tween 1902 and 1914, and again between 1914 and 1931. But over
the entire period 1902-30, 7 5 percent more capital left China as repa
triated profit than was invested in China from abroad (Esherick, 1972,
13). As a result of this drain of profit and tribute, China's modern in
dustrial and transport infrastructure on the eve of the Second World
War was smaller, more lopsided, and more fragmented than that of
India, a colonial country with a smaller population (Bagchi, 1982..,
103-7).
Politically, the Qing government "was reduced to little more than
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a despised tax-collecting agency for the foreign powers" (Esherick,
1972, I4)· Prevented by the unequal treaties from raising tariffs, it was
forced to raise internal taxes and cut down support for the "self
strengthening enterprises." Worse still, constitutional reforms aimed
at introducing some measure of representative government and win
ning the support of the landed upper classes for the tottering regime
through the establishment of provincial assemblies backfired. Provin
cial interests and authorities quickly turned the assemblies into instru
ments of consolidation and legitimation of their autonomy from Beijing.
And as soon as the occasion arose, the assemblies declared their in
dependence from the cemral government, precipitating the Revolution
of 19II (So and Chiu, 1995, I T 5 , II7-18; Skocpol, 1979, 79-80).
The Sino-japanese War thus had opposite legacies for China and
japan. Victory in the war propelled japan onto the path to full sover
eignty and respectability in the Western game of imperialist politics.
Defeat plunged China further along the path to imperial disintegration
and deepening foreign domination.
Just before the Boxer movement collapsed, Henri Borel, a well
informed Western observer, ventured a prediction that still haunts
the West.
The revolutionary parry is likely to do JUSt what the Japanese have
done: rid the country of all foreign influences and turn it into an in
dependent power in the EaSt. If the movement succeeds, the West is
as good as finished and the future belongs to China and japan, to the
East. (Quoted in Romein, 1978, jO)
The movement did not succeed, and the future has belonged to the
West for another century. But as jan Romein remarks aher quoting
Borel, merely fifty years after hitting the bottom of national humilia
tion, China reemerged as a power in irs own right. "Behind the rebel
lious Boxers with their primitive swords, there loomed as in a Chinese
shadow play, the gigantic figure of Sun Yat-sen, behind him that of
Marshal Chiang Kai-shek, and behind the Marshal that of Mao Tse
tung" (1978, 50).
To this we should add that behind the two main transitions of this
Chinese shadow play-from the Boxers to Sun Zhongshan and from
Jiang jieshi to Mao Zedong-the shadow of japan loomed much
larger than that of any Western power. Behind the rise of Sun there
loomed the shadow of japan's vicrory against Russia in 1905-the
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same year in which Sun became the head of the Revolutionary Alliance
at a meeting of Chinese students in Tokyo. Behind the rise of Mao
there loomed the shadow of Japan's takeover of Manchuria in :193 1-32,
the expansion of its sphere of influence in northern China in 1934,
and its takeover of the coastal regions of China in 1937-38. In the pe
riod between [he rise of Sun and [he rise of Mao, there lay the warlord
era in China ( 1 9 16-27) and the transformation of Japan from the
main foreign supporter of Chinese nationalism-as it still was on the
eve ofthe Revolution of 1 9U-into its main foe.
The changing relationship between China and japan under the
impact of their incorporation into the European-centered interstate
system thus set the stage fat the evolution of China's national libera
tion movement. But the evolution itself-that is, the nature of the
movement's responses [Q the challenges posed by the rise of Japanese
imperialism and the effectiveness of those responses in attaining the
movement's goals-was determined primarily by the relationship of
the movement to Chinese society on the one side, and to world poli
tics on the other side. For what concerns the movement's relation
ship to world politics, by far the most important influence was exer
cised by Marxism-Leninism as instituted by the Russian Revolution
of 1917.
In its original Soviet form, Marxism-Leninism was probably more
important in reviving the fortunes of Sun's Guomindang (GMD) in the
r92.05 than in assisting in the subsequent rise to power of Mao's
Chinese Communist Party (CCP). When in 1922 Sun joined forces
with the Comintern and began to reorganize the GMD on Soviet lines,
he had demonstrated his preeminence as China's nationalist leader, but
also his incompetence to complete the Revolution.
The GMD ideology, so n«essary to inspire student activists, was
nominally Sun Yatsen's Three People's Principles (Nationalism,
People's Rights or Democracy, and People's Livelihood], bur these
were really a party platform [a set of goals) rather than an ideology
(a theory of history). The GMD had gOt no farther than regional
warlordism at Guangzhou until in 1913 it allied with the Soviet
Union, reorganized itself on Soviet lines, created an indoctrinated
Party army, and formed a United Front with the CCP. The four years
of Soviet aid and CCP collaboration together with the patriotic
Marxist-Leninist animus against the warlords' domestic "feudalism"
and the foreign powers' "imperialism" helped the GMD to power.
(Fairbank, 1992., 18S)
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Sun did nOt live to reap the fruits of the reorganization of the
GMD on Leninist lines and the United Front policy with che CCP.
Upon his death in 1925. leadership of the GMD passed to the military
co
ander jiang jieshi. Under Jiang, the GMD never fully shed the
Leninist form of organization. but as soon as it had seized control of
the Shangai-Nanjing region, it reversed Sun's United From policy with
the CCP. In a bloody betrayal in April 192.7, he attacked and deci
mated the Communist-led labor unions that had seized control of
Shanghai, and then proceeded to expel the Chinese Communists from
his newly formed Nanjing government and to institute a nationwide
terror against the Communists. This reversal of Sun's United Front
policy led t the imperialist powers' recognition of jiang's Nanjing
government m 1928, but "tended to dissipate the GMD's revolution
ary spirit. Soon it found itself on the defensive against both the CCP
and japan" (Fairbank, 1992.. 284-86).
japan's offensive came soon enough. But before the CCP could ef
fectively displace the GMD at the head of the movement of national
liberation. its ideology and organization had to become an organic
expression of revolutionary forces within Chinese society itself. This
is the transformation that produced a distinct Chinese brand of
Marxism-Leninism and eventually led the CCP to power. It began with
the formation of the Red Army shortly after Jiang's break with the
CCP, but it came to fruition only after Japan took over China's coastal
regions.
The transformation had two closely related aspects. First, while
the Leninist principle of the vanguard party was retained, the insurrec
tional thrust of Leninist theory was abandoned. In the deeply fug
mented statal Structure of warlord-GMD China, there was no "Wimer
Palace" to be stormed or, racher, there were too many such palaces for
any i surrectionary strategy to succeed. The insurrectional aspects of
.
Lemnlst theory were thus replaced by what Mao later theorized as the
"mass line"-the idea that the vanguard party ought to be not JUSt the
teacher, but also the pupil of the masses. "This from-the-masses-to
the-masses concept," notes Fairbank (1992, 319) "was indeed a SOrt
�f democracy suited to Chinese tradition, where the upper-class of
. had governed best when he had the true interests of the local
hClal
people at heart and so governed on their behalf. "
0nd, and most important, i.n seeking a social base the CCP gave
.
pnOtlty to the peasantry rather than to Marx's and Lenin's revolutionary
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class, the urban proletariat. As the 192.7 massacre of ommunis(-Ied
workers at Shanghai had demonstrated, the coastal regIons, where the
bulk of the urban proletariat waS concentrated, were far tOO treacher
ous a ground from which to challenge foreign domination and t e
.
GMD's hegemony over the rapidly expanding Chinese bourgeoIsIe.
The foreign powers' recognirion of the GMD government the follow
ing year made the situation in these regions even more hopeless f�r t�e
CCP than it had been. Driven ever farther from the seats of capItalist
expansion by the Western trained and equipped GMD a�mies, the CCP
and the Red Army were left little choice but to thrust theIr rootS among
the peasantry of poor and remote areas. The result was, in Mark
Selden's characterization, "a two-way socialization process," whereby
the party-army molded the subaltern strata of Chinese rural society
into a powerful revolutionary force, and was in turn shaped by the
aspirations and values of these Strata (1995, 37-38).
The war with japan gave a powerful impulse [Q this two-way so
cialization process, turning it from a force of merely local significan�e
into a force of world significance. By the time of japan's surrender 10
J945, Mao's party-army held sway over almost one hundred milli�n
people and was poised to win the subsequent civil war that ended wIth
the defeat of the GMD. The challenge to Western dominance that
emerged from the double victory of the CCP against japan and the
GMD was fundamentally different from the japanese military chal
lenge that had just been terminated by U.S. strategic and nuclear
bombing. The japanese challenge was based on Wei Yuan's idea of
using Western military technology to control the West. As previou�ly
.
.
noted, it failed primarily because japanese advances 10 Western mlh
tary technology could not keep up with the West's own f�rther �d
vances. But it failed also because it called forth in the EaSt ASian region
countervailing forces as firmly opposed to japanese as to Western mili
tary supremacy. Once the japanese challenge collapsed, these counter
vailing forces remained in place to check the restoration of Western
dominance under U.s. hegemony.
This new challenge was not based primarily on Wei Yuan's idea of

�

using Western military technology to control the West. Although mini
mal proficiency in the use of such technologies was essential to its suc
cess the new challenge was based primarily on Hong Xiuquan's idea
'
of using Western ideology to control the West. Hong had tfied �ith a
.
sinified version of Christianity and had failed. Mao, followlOg
10 the
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footsteps of Sun, tried with a sinified version of Marxism-Leninism
and succeeded. Between Hong's failure and Mao's success was a cen
tury during which the West laid siege to the old center of the East
Asian world system, forced upon it a major reorganization, but never
succeeded in becoming hegemonic, except in the limited and COntra
dictory sense of drawing Japan onto the path of industrialized warfare
and China OntO the path of socialist revolution.
This kind of leadership is what we have called leadership against
the leader's will because, over time, it tends to intensify competition
for power and thereby deflate rather than inflate the power of the
hegemon (see introduction). In the intensification of competition that
ensued from Japan's strides in acquiring Western military technology,
the declining Western hegemon was the first to go under. By the 1930S
japan had for all practical purposes eclipsed Britain as the dominant
power in the East Asian region. In the intensified competition that en
sued from China's strides in acquiring Western revolutionary ideology,
it was japan itself that went under. That left the rising Western hege
mon and a new China facing one another in a struggle for centrality
in East Asia that has shaped trends and events in the region ever since.

Beyond Western Hegemonies?
As perceived from the angle of vision adopted in this chapter, past
hegemonic transitions within the Western world appear as distinct
moments of the process of expansion of Western power in the non
Western world. In the transition from Dutch to British hegemony, the
expansionary thrust of the West was the active element that shaped re
lations among civilizations. In the transition from British to U.S. hege
mony, by contrast, the expansionary thrust of the West was held in
check by internal rivalries and by the ability of mass nationalism i n the
non-Western world to exploit these rivalries. The two ideologies that
eventually emerged victorious to confront one another in the Cold
War era-Americanism and Soviet communism-were first and fore
most projects of accommodation of the forces of mass nationalism en
gendered by the revolt against the West of the preceding half century.
As Huntington claims in a passage quoted in the introduction, the
Cold War was indeed yet another "Western Civil War." But the main
purpose of this civil war was to win the allegiance of the non-Western
world to one of the two ideological camps into which the Western
world had been divided.
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U.S. victory in this new Western Civil War has brought about an
almost complete centralization of global military capabilities in the
,
hands of the United States and its closest allies (see chapter Il. ThiS
centralization has undoubtedly inflated the power of the capitalist
"West" that was born out of the ideological conflicts of the Cold War;
in relation to the states of the now defunct "East" centered on the
USSR. But it has not increased the collective power of the Western civ·
iljzation (broadly understood to include Eastern Europe and Russia)
in relation to other civilizations. On the contrary, twO basic facts of
world politics since the crisis of U.S. hegemony suggest that this col·
lective power has declined further, not just from the extraordinary
peak it attained under British hegemony in the nineteenth century, but
also from the lesser peak it attained under U.S. hegemony in the 1950S
and 1960s.
The first basic fact is that, in spite of the unprecedented and un
paralleled destructive power of their military-industrial apparatuses,
both superpowers of the Cold War era underwent humiliating defeats
in the wars they waged on non·Western peoples-the United States in
Vietnam in the 1970S and the USSR in Afghanistan in the 1980s.
Given the disproportionate military superiority of the twO super
powers, the reasons for their respective defeats must be sought on
grounds other than strictly military ones. These other grounds are
primarily socia-political, first and foremost the fundamental lac of
legitimacy of the superpowers' objectives in the twO wars, nOt Just
among the peoples in whose countries the wars were waged, but also
among the superpowers' citizens and allies and in the world commu
nity at large. As we have seen in chapter 3, this lack of legitimacy seri
ously constrained the capacity of the superpowers to mobilize the re
sources needed to win the confrontations and led to a major erosion of
their prestige and power. The fact that each superpower took turns in
benefiting from the troubles of the other-the USSR from the troubles
of the United States in the 1970S and the United States from the trou
bles of the USSR in the 198os-should not conceal the fact that their
ioint power and influence diminished with each confronta on.
.
The other basic fact of world polities since about 1970 IS the tight
ening of economic constraints on both superpowers' freedom of ac·
tion. These constraints have had far more devastating effects on the
power of the USSR than on that of the United State�. Indeed, it is pri
.
marily on the terrain of high finance that the United States 10 the
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1980s won the Cold War. Nevertheless, this victory should not make
us forget that in the fiscal-financial sphere, as in the socio-political
sphere, the crisis of U.S. world powet preceded that of the USSR and,
in everchanging forms, has outlasted the end of the Cold War. As we
have seen in chapter 2., this crisis is deeply rooted in ongoing structural

transformations of the relationship berween States and capital and, as
such, it will probably find no resolution any time soon.
Be that as it may, economicaJly, even more than politically, what
one superpower gained from the troubles of the other superpower fell
far short of their joint losses in relation to the non-Western world. The
mOSt conspicuous manifestation of this tendency is· the rise of East
Asia as the mOSt dynamic center of world-scale processes of capital
accumulation. This rise, rather than the demise of Soviet power, may
well turn out to have been the mOSt significant event of our age.
The proximate origins of this development can be [raced to the pe
culiar difficulties encountered by the United States in enforcing the
Cold War world order in East Asia. As previously noted, the defeat of
Japan in the Second World War and the subsequent victory of the CCP
over the GMD in Mainland China left the rising Western hegemon, the
United States, and the People's Republic of China (PRe) facing one
another in a struggle for centrality in the region. At least initially, there
was very little that the PRC could do to prevent the United States from
gaining the upper hand. The unilateral military occupation of Japan
by the United States in I945 and the division of the region in the after
math of the Korean War into twO antagonistic blocs created, in Bruce
Cumings's words, a U.S. "venicaJ regime solidified through bilateral

defense treaties (with Japan, South Korea, Taiwan,

and the Philip

pines) and conducted by a State Department that towered over the for
eign ministries of these four countries."
All became semisovereign states, deeply penetrated by U.s. military
Structures (operational control of the South Korean armed forces,
Sevemh Fleet patrolling of the Taiwan Straits, defense dependencies
for all four countries, military bases on their territories) and inca
pable of independent foreign policy or defense initiatives. . . . There
were minor demarches through the military curtain beginning in the
mid'I950S, such as low levels of trade berween Japan and China, or
Japan and North Korea. But the dominant tendency until [he 19705
was a unilateral U.s. regime heavily biased toward military forms of
communication. (Cumings, 1997, ISS)
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The interpenetration of tribute and trade relations between an im
perial center whose domestic economy was of incomparably greater
size than those of its vassal states made this unilateral U_5_ regime
resemble the old 5inocentric tribute-trade system. In this reSpect, we

may well say that U.S. hegemony in East Asia was realized through the
transformation of the periphery of the former Sinocentric tribute-trade
system into the periphery of a U.S.-centric tribute-trade system. The
U.S.-centric system, however, was far more militaristic in structure and
orientation than its Sinocencric predecessor. Not only was it based on

a military-industrial apparatus of incomparably greater size and tech
nological sophistication; more important, the U.S.-centric system also
fostered a functional specialization between the imperial and the vas
sal states that had no parallel in the old Sinocentric system. While the
United States specialized in the provision of protection and the pursuit
of political power regionally and globally, its EaSt Asian vassal states

specialized in trade and the pursuit of profit.
This division of labor has been particularly important in shaping
U.S.-japanese relations throughout the Cold War era, right up to the
present. As Franz Schurmann (1974, 143) wrote at a time when the
spectacular economic ascent of japan had just begun, "[f]reed from

the burden of defense spending, japanese governments have funneled
all their resources and energies into an economic expansionism that
has brought affluence to japan and taken its business to the farthest
reaches of the globe." japan's economic expansion, in turn, generated
a "snowballing" process of concatenated, labor-seeking rounds of
inveStment in the surrounding region, which gradually replaced U.S.
patronage as the main driving force of the East Asian economic ex

pansion (Ozawa, 1993, 130-31; Arrighi, 1996, 14-16).
By the time this snowballing process took off, the militaristic U.S.
regime in East Asia had begun to unravel as the Vietnam War de
stroyed what the Korean War had created. The Korean War had insti
tuted the U.S.-centric EaSt Asian regime by excluding Mainland China
from normal commercial and diplomatic intercourse with the non
communist part of the region through blockade and war threats
backed by "an archipelago of American military installations" (Cum
ings, 1997, 154-55)' Defeat in the Vietnam War, by contrast, forced
the United States to readmit Mainland China to normal commercial
and diplomatic intercourse with the rest of East Asia, thereby broad-
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ening the scope of the region's economic integration and expansion
(Arrighi, 1996).
This outcome transformed without eliminating the previous im
balance of the distribution of power resources in the region. The
evolution of japan into an industrial and financial powerhouse of
glo?�1 significance transformed the previous relationship of japanese
polltlcal and economic vassalage vis-i-vis the United States into a re
lationship of mutual vassalage. Japan continued to depend on the
United States for military protection, but the reproduction of the U.S.
protection-producing apparatus came to depend ever more critically
on Japanese finance and industry. At the same time, the reincorpora
tion of Mainland China into regional and global markets brought
back into play a state whose demographic size, abundance of entre
preneurial and labor resources, and growth potential easily surpassed
all other states operating in the region, the United States included.
Within less than twenty years after Richard Nixon's mission to Beijing,
and less than fifteen after the formal reestablishment of diplomatic re
lations between the United States and the PRC, this giant "container"
of human resources already seemed poised to become again the power
ful attractor of means of payments it had been before its subordinate
incorporation in the European-centered world system.
If the main attraction of the PRC for foreign capital has been its
huge and highly competitive reserves of labor, the "matchmaker" that
has facilitated the encounter of foreign capital and Chinese labor is the
Overseas Chinese capitalist diaspora.
Draw� by China's capable pool of low-cost labor and its growing
�centlal as a. market that �Ontains one-fifth of the world's popula
tIOn, foreIgn Investors continue to pour money into the PRe. Some
80 percent of th�t capital comes from the Overseas Chinese, refugees
from poverty, dIsorder, and communism, who in one of the era's
most piquant ironies are now Beijing's favorite financiers and models
for modernization. Even the Japanese often rely on the Overseas
Chinese to grease their way into China. (Kraar, 1993, 40)
,

In fact, Beijing's reliance on the Overseas Chinese to ease Main
land China's reincorporacion into regional and world markets is not
the true irony of the situation. As Alvin So and Stephen Chiu (1995,
chapter II) have shown, the close political alliance that was estab
lished in the 1980s between the Chinese Communist Parry and Over
seas Chinese capitalists made perfect sense in terms of their respective
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pursuits. For the alliance provided the Overseas Chinese with extra
ordinary opponunities to profit from commercial and financial inter
mediation, while providing the Chinese Communist Parry with a
highly effective means of killing two birds with one stone: to upgrade
the domestic economy of Mainland China and to promOte national
unification in accordance with the "One Nation, Two Systems" model.
The true irony of the situation is that one of the mOSt conspicuous
legacies of nineteenth-century Western encroachments on Chinese sov
ereignty is now emerging as a powerful instrument of Chinese and East
Asian emancipation from Western dominance. As we have empha
sized, an Overseas Chinese diaspora had long been an integral compo
nent of the indigenous East Asian tribute-trade system centered on im
perial China. But the greatest opportunities for its expansion came
with the subordinate incorporation of that system within the structures
of the European-centered world system in the wake of the Opium
Wars. The diaspora tried to translate its growing economic power into
political control over Mainland China by supporting the 1 9 I I revolu
tion and the GMD in the warlord era. But the attempt failed in the face
of escalating political chaos, the takeover of China's coastal regions by
Japan, and the eventual defeat of the GMD by the CCP.
Under the U.S. Cold War regime, the diaspora's traditional role of
commercial intermediary between Mainland China and the surround
ing maritime regions was stifled as much by the U.S. embargo on trade
with the PRC as by the PRe's restrictions on domestic and foreign
trade. Nevertheless, the expansion of U.S. power networks and
Japanese business networks in the maritime regions of East Asia pro
vided the diaspora with plenty of opportunities to exercise new forms
of commercial intermediation between these networks and the local
networks it controlled. And when restrictions on trade with and
within China were relaxed, the diaspora quickly emerged as the single
most powerful agency of the economic reunification of the East Asian
regional economy (Hui, I995).
It is too early to tell what kind of political-economic formation
will eventually emerge out of this reunification. Nor is it easy to tell
how far the rapid economic expansion of the East Asian region can go.
Whatever its eventual outcome, the present rise of East Asia as the
most dynamic center of world-scale processes of capital accumulation
can nonetheless be taken as a sign that the long process of Western
intrusion and dominance in Asia has come, or is about to come, full
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circle. As General Douglas MacArthur predicted in 195 I, the expan
sion of the Western frontier co embrace the trade potentialities of Asia
may well be resulting in "the gradual rotation of the epicenter of
world trade back to the Far East whence it started many centuries
ago" (quoted in Cumings, I993, 36). But whether or not this is what
we are actually o bserving, the main features of the ongoing EaSt Asian
economic renaissance are sufficiently dear to provide us with some in
sights into its likely future trajectory, as well as its implications for the
global political economy.
First, the renaissance is as much the product of the contradictions
of U.S. world hegemony as of EaSt Asia's geo-historical heritage. The
contradictions of U.S. world hegemony concern primarily the depen
dence of U.S. power and wealth on a path of development character
ized by high protection and reproduction Costs-that is, on the forma
tion of a world-encompassing, capital-intensive military apparatus on
the one side, and on the diffusion of wasteful and unsustainable pat
terns of mass consumption on the other. Nowhere have these contra
dictions been more evident than in EaSt Asia. Not only did the Korean
and Vietnam wars reveal the limits of the actual power wielded by the
U_S. warfare-welfare state. Equally important, as the global economy
became more closely integrated than ever before, East Asia's geo
historical heritage of comparatively low reproduction and protection
costs gave the region's governmental and business agencies a decisive
competitive advantage vis-a-vis the high protection and reproduction
costs of the United States. Whether this heritage will be preserved
remains unclear. But if it is preserved, the EaSt Asian expansion may
eventually open up for world sociery as a whole a more economical
and sustainable developmental path than the United States did.
Second, the renaissance has been associated with a structural dif
ferentiation of power in the region that has left the United States con
trolling most of the guns, Japan and the Overseas Chinese controlling
most of the money, and the PRC controlling most of the labor, This
structural differentiation-which has no precedent in previous hege
monic transitions-makes it extremely unlikely that any single State
operating in the region, the United States included, will acquire the ca
pabilities needed to become hegemonic regionally and globally, Only a
pluraliry of states acting in concen with one another has any chance of
developing a new world order. This piuratiry may well include the
United States and, in any event, U.S. policies toward the region will
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remain important in determining whether, when, and how such a regionally based new world order would actually emerge.
.
Third, the process of economic expansion and the mtegratlon of
the East Asian region is a process structurally open to the rest of the
world. In part, this openness is a heritage of the interstitial nature of
the process vis-i-vis the networks of power o� the United �ta(es. In
part, it is due to the important role played by mformal b smess net
works with ramifications throughout the global economy m promot
ing the integration of the region. And in part, it is due to the continu
ing dependence of East Asia on other regions of the global economy
for raw materials, high technology, and cultural products. The strong
forward and backward links that connect the East Asian regional
economy co the rest of the world augur well for the future of t e �Iobal
economy, assuming that the economic expansion of East ASia IS not
brought to a premature end by internal conflicts, mismanagement, or
U.S. resistance to the loss of power and prestige (though not neces
sarily of wealth and welfare) that the recentering of the global econ
omy on East Asia entails.
Finally, the embedment of the East Asian economic expansion and
integration in the region's geo-historical heritage means (hat the
process cannot be replicated elsewhere with equally favorable results.
Adaptation to the emergent East Asian economic leadership on t e
basis of each region's own geo-historical heritage-rather than mis
guided attempts at replicating the East Asian experience out of con
text, or even more misguided attempts at reaffirming Western su
premacy on the basis of a flawed assessment of the actual power
.
wielded by the U.S. military-industrial apparatus-Is the most proml. 
ing course of action for the states of the Western wor d. Whether thls
.
is a realistic expectation is, of course, an altogether different question
to which we shall return in the conclusion of the book.
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The story of hegemonic transitions told sequentially in the four chap
ters of this book highlights different aspects of the process through
which the modern system of sovereign states was transformed from
being a (European) world among other worlds into the historical so
dal syStem of the world. Each chapter has shown that this process of
globalization of the European-centered world system has not pro
ceeded along a single developmental path within which hegemonic
states rose and fell. On the Contrary, the systemwide expansions under
the leadership of each hegemonic State culminated in a crisis and
breakdown of the system. Expansion resumed only when a new hege
monic state opened up a different developmental path, reorganizing
the system so as to solve the problems and contradictions encountered
along the path opened up by its predecessor.
The globalization of the modern world system has thus occurred
through a series of breaks in established patterns of governance, accu
mulation, and social cohesion, in the course of which an established
hegemonic order decayed, while a new order emerged interstitially
and, over time, became hegemonic. "The interval between the decay of
the old and the formation and establishment of the new," notes John
Calhoun, "constitutes a period of transition which must necessarily
always be one of uncertainty, conJusion, error, and wild and fierce
271
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fanaticism" (quoted in Harvey, 1989, II9). Our contention has been
that since about 1970 we have been living through yet another one of
these periods, as witnessed, among other things, by the difficulties ob
servers have agreeing on the direction and meaning of ongoing trans
formations of the global political economy. But our contention has
been also that by analyzing past hegemonic transitions we can detect
patterns of recurrence and evolution that help us better understand the
nature and prospective consequences of these transformations. This
better understanding can be summed up in five related propositions
we put forth as hypotheses to be rejected in the light of the unfolding
evidence or, if not rejected, as devices for monitoring ongoing systemic
change.

Proposition

I

The global financial expansion ofthe last twenty years or so is neither
a new stage of world capitalism nor the harbinger of a "com;,zg hege
mony of global markets. " Rather. it is the clearest sign that we are in
the midst of a hegemonic crisis. As such, the expansion can be ex
pected to be a temporary phenomenon that will end more or less cata
strophically, depending on how the crisis is handled by the declining
hegemon.
Our analysis has shown that the particular spatio-temporal combina
tion of circumstances that characterize the crisis of an existing hege
monic order (the intensification of interstate rivalries, interenterprise
competition, social conflicts, and the emergence of new configurations
of power) has varied from transition to transition. But in all cases, the
crises were characterized by systemwide financial expansions. These
expansions rest on a massive redistribution of incomes driven by in
tense interstate competition for mobile capital. Thanks to its continu
ing centrality in networks of high finance, the declining hegemon
could turn this competition to its advantage and thereby experience a
reflation of its waning power. This reflation of power came late and
was minor in the case of the Dutch; it came early and was major in the
case of the British. But in both cases these power revivals and the fi
nancial expansions that underlie them ended with the complete break
down of the decaying hegemonic order some thirty to forty years after
they had begun.
OUf contention has been that the U.S.-centered financial expan-
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sion presents important analogies not just with the British-centered fi
nancial expansion of the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries
as Hirst and Thompson, Soros, and many other observers have noted
{see introduction)-but also with the Dutch-centered financial expan
sion of the mid-eighteenth century. Unlike these earlier expansions, the
cuneO( one has not yet ended in a breakdown of the decaying U.S.
hegemonic order. And as we submit in some of the propositions that
follow, there may be grounds for expecting it to end differently than
earlier expansions. Nevertheless, there are good reasons to believe that
the present expansion and attendant reflation of U.S. power are indeed
signs of a hegemonic crisis analogous to those of one hundred and two
hundred-fifty years ago.
For one thing, the financial expansion itself seems to rest on in
creasingly precarious grounds. Even the most enthusiastic supporters
of interstate competition in globally integrated financial markets have
begun to fear that financial globalization is turning into "a brakeless
ttain wreaking havoc.n They worry about a "mounting backlash"
against the effects of such a destructive force, first and foremost "the
rise of a new brand of populist politicians" fostered by the "mood . . .
of helplessness and anxiety" that is taking hold even of wealthy coun
tries (quoted in Harvey, 1995, 8, 12). A backlash of this kind has been
a typical feature of past financial expansions (see introduction and
chapter 3). It announces that the massive redistribution of income and
wealth on which the expansion rests has reached, or is about to reach,
its limits. And once the redistribution can no longer be sustained eco
nomically, socially, and politically� the financial expansion is bound
to end. The only question that remains open in this respect is not
whether, but how soon and how catastrophically the present global
dominance of unregulated financial markets will collapse.
The apparent blindness of the U.S. elites to the sources, limits, and
precariousness of the reflation of U.S. power buttresses this conclu
sion. It was a blindness of this kind that hastened the destruction of
the Dutch Republic under the combined impact of war, revolution, and
counterrevolution. It was a blindness of this kind that led Britain to
hasten the catastrophic breakdown of its hegemonic order by persist
ing in a Free Trade Imperialism that had become wholly anachronistic
(see chapters I and 3). In both transitions, the financial expansions
that reflated the power of the declining hegemonic state would have
come to an end anyway under the weight of their own contradictions.
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But the blindness that led the ruling groups of these states to mistake
the "autumn" for a new "spring" of their hegemonic power meant
that the end came sooner and more catastrophically than it might
otherwise have-mostly for itself in the case of the Dutch Repllblic,
mostly for Europe and the world at large in the case of Britain.
A similar blindness is evident today. The ease with which the
United States has succeeded in mobilizing resources in global financial
markets to defeat the USSR in the Second Cold War, and then to sus
tain a long domestic economic expansion and a spectacular boom in
the New York stock exchange, has led to the belief that "America's
back!" Even assuming that U.S. global power has been reflated as
much as this belief implies, it would be a very different kind of power
than the one deployed at the height of U.S. hegemony. That power
rested on the capacity of the United States to rise and raise other states
above "the tyranny of small decisions" so as to solve the system-level
problems that had plagued the world in the systemic chaos of the war
and interwar years. The new power that the United States has come to
enjoy in the 1980s and 1990S, in COntrast, rests on the capaciC}' of the
United States to outcompete most other states in global financial mar
kets. A new tyranny of small decisions has been resurrected, in the
context of ever more pressing system-level problems that neither the
United States nor any other State seems capable of solving.
Moreover, the extent to which U.S. power itself has been reflated
is not as great as generally assumed by U.S. elites. Domestic exp.ansion
in the United States and contraction in Japan has done little to StOp the
shift of the global economy's center of gravity to East Asia. As a well
informed observer wrote in !995,
laSt year the U.S. had its highest level of capital investment in a dec
ade, u percent of its GNP, or about $2,500 per capita. "America's
back!" we are told. But last year, Japan, in the worSt year of the re
cession, had capital investment of 18.2 percent of its GNP, or $ 5 ,700
per capita. (Courtis, 1995, 24)
The spread of the East Asian economic renaissance to greater China
Hong Kong, Taiwan, and now the PRC-adds an entirely new dimen
sion to the shift (Selden, 1 997). To be sure, it also adds an entirely new
dimension to the problems involved in managing the renaissance, as
wirnessed by the present turbulence in the region's financial markets.
Problems of this kind, however. have been typical of all newly emer-
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gent centers of world capitalism. In past hegemonic transitions, as
noted by Braudel (see chapter I), the crises that ushered in the demise
of the old financial center were felt earliest and most severely in the ris
ing financial centers (London in I772. and New York in 1929). It fol
lows that the Asian financial crises of the 1990S cannot be taken as

proof of long-term weakness. Indeed, no matter how much U.S. power
may have been reflated, it is unlikely to have been reflated enough to
StOp the rotation of the global economy's center of gravity back to
where it was in premodern times.
Proposition

2

The most important geopolitical novelty of the present hegemonic cri
sis is a bifurcation of military and financial capabilities that has no
precedent in earlier hegemonic transitions. The bifurcation decreases
the likelihood ofan outbreak offvaramong the system's most powerful
units. But it does 1I0t reduce the chances of a deterioration of the pre
sent hegemonic crisis into a more or less long period ofsystemic chaos.
As argued in chapter I, the current cri.sis of state sovereignty is in fact
the third such crisis since the formal establishment of the modern
interstate system in I648. Each hegemonic transition resulted in a
drastic simplification of the map of world power. In the transition
from Dutch to British hegemony, city·states that had been European
great powers for centuries, and proto·nation-states like the declining
Dutch hegemon itself, were squeezed out of European politics by the
emergence of powerful empire-building national states. In the transi
tion from British to U.S. hegemony, it was the turn of the empire
building national states themselves to be squeezed out of world poli·
tics by the emergence of twO continent-sized superpowers that had
formed on the outer perimeter of the European-centered world system.
This process of centralization of systemic capabilities in fewer and
fewer hands destroyed the balance of power that originally guaranteed
the sovereign equality of the members of the Westphalia system of
states. As the system became global through the granting of legal sov
ereignty to an increasing number and variety of states, most states lost
the factual sovereignty that previously had been guaranteed by a more
balanced distribution of systemic capabilities. Under British hegemony,
such a guarantee became somewhat of a fiction; under U.S. hegemony
it was discarded even as a fiction.
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In the course of the crisis of U.S. hegemony, this process has been
carried one step further by the disintegration of the USSR and the cen·
tralization in U.s. hands of global military capabilities. But as the con
straints imposed on the United States by the balance of terror with the
USSR relaxed, financial constraints on the deployment of these capa
bilities tightened. Just as victory in the First World War destroyed
Britain's status as the leading c.reditor nation, so victory in the Second
Cold War turned the United States into the largest debtor nation. Ever
since the United States' freedom of action as the chief protagonist of
worl politics has been subject to daunting financial constraints,
which the alleged U.S. economic "comeback" of the 1990S has done
little to relax. Moreover, this tightening of financial constraints has af
fected not JUSt the United States, but its closest military allies as well.
As a result, fiscal considerations have gradually gained prominence in
the management of the awesome U.S. and Western military machine.
Thus. in celebrating the expansion of NATO, President Clinton
hailed a new Europe that is "undivided, democratic, and at peace for
the first time since the rise of the nation state" (Sanger, 1997b, 4: 5)·
This may well be the most important legacy of U.S. hegemony and the
Cold War world order. In both hegemonic transitions, intra-European
divisions and rivalries were the mainspring of the climactic wars that
engulfed the world, ushering in unspeakable chaos and human suffer·
ing. The fact that many of the divisions and rivalries have been ��per
seded by economic integration into the European Union and a mlllta?
.
alliance with the world's greatest military power decreases the hkeh
hood that rivalries among the system's most powerful units will esca
late into open war, as happened in past transitions. However, it does
nOt increase the likelihood that the Western military machine will be
come the foundation of a new world order. Nor does it decrease the
likelihood of a disintegration of what is left of the U.S. world order
into a new kind of systemic chaos.
As David Sanger reportS, the "glow around the celebration of the
expansion of NATO . . . lasted for about three days." Even before
President Clinton reboarded Air Force One "the carping began. The
carping was as much about the purpose of the expansion as about
who would pay for it. With the Soviet threat gone, it was hard to find
a new mission for NATO, let alone an expanded NATO, that U.S. and
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European politicians could "sell" to their constituencies as in� w0 h
their tax money. Intent on cutting its budget deficit to regam fmanclal
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flexibility, the Clinton administration announced that the United
States would pay only 6 percent of the Pentagon's estimate of the ex
pansion's costs, assuming that the newly admitted members would pay
about 50 percent and other current NATO members about 44 percent.
Themselves intent on cutting budget deficits that threatened to delay
or sink the launching of a common European currency, leading mem
bers of the European Union rejected both the Pentagon's estimate and
the share they were assumed to pay as too high (Sanger, 1997b, 4: 5 ;
Erlanger, 1997, A T , 10).
The irony of the siruarion is that on both sides of the equation of
NATO expansion-the side of existing members who have been push
ing for enlargement and the side of the would-be members who have
been pushing for admittance-the primary motive has not been mili
tary security, but commercial advantage. Leaving aside the push of
arms makers in NATO countries seeking new outlets for expensive,
top-of-the-line equipment, the U.S. administration explicitly made the
case for NATO expansion as a means of "locking in" privatization
and liberalization drives, not JUSt in countries like Hungary, which are
actually being admitted, but also in counuies like Romania, Estonia,
and Bulgaria, which merely hope to be part of a future round of ex·
pansion. These countries, for their part, seek NATO admittance pri
marily as a means to the more ambitious goal of getting into the
European Union. But here is where the real problem with the expan
sion of Western security and prosperity lies:
It's one thing to pledge that you will defend the nations of Eastern
Europe with blood, guts, and missiles. But open markets further (0
their goods and help subsidi�e their Jarm goods? Well, that's serious
business. . . . That could mean major transfers of money from West
to East. Western Europe is also balking because the new applicants
would increase the population of the European Union by 30 percent,
but would expand its economic muscle by only about 4 percent-not
exactly the kind of great addition China made on July I when it
added a tiny bit of population and got a world-beater of a business
center in Hong Kong. The problem now is that the same three coun
tries that were the first to join NATO are probably also the three in
[he beSt shape to join the European Union. ThaT rai�5 the specter of
two Europe$--()ne protected and prosperous, one unprotected and
struggling. (Sanger, 1997b, 4: 5 )
I n short, unlike previous hegemonic crises, the present crisis o f U.S.
hegemony has further concentrated global military tesources in the
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hands of the declining hegemon and its closest allies. Like previous
to
hegemonic crises, however, it has shifted global financial resources
ale
world-sc
in
edge
tive
competi
new centers endowed with a decisive
processes of capital accumulation. The declining hegemon is thus left
in the anomalous situation that it faces no credible military challenge,
but it does not have the financial meanS needed to solve system-level
problems that require system-level solutions.
The obverse side of this anomalous situation is the reemergence of
city-states (Hong Kong and Singapore) and semisovereign states tiapan
and Taiwan) as the "cash-boxes" of the world capitalist system. Not
since the elimination of (he Dutch Republic from the high politics of
Europe have cash-boxes of this kind exercised as much influence on
the politics of the modern world as they do now. Also in this respect
as in the rotation of the center of gravity of the global economy back
to East Asia-the present transition seems to be reviving features of
early and premodern times. Since all these cash-boxes owe their for
tunes to a strict specialization in the pursuit of wealth rather than the
pursuit of power, none of them-the biggest one, Japan, included
can be expected to change course by either trying to become a military
power of more than local significance, or by trying to provide system
level solutions for system-level problems. This is a further reason for
expecting that the present crisis has no inherent tendency to escalate
into a war among the system's most powerful units; but it also has no

inherent tendency toward the avoidance of a long period of systemic
chaos of a new kind.

Proposition 3
Unlike the global financial expansion, the pTo/iferation in the number
and variety of transnational business organizations mid communities
is a novel and probably irreversible feature of the present hegemonic
crisis. It has been a major factor in the disintegration of the U.S. hege
sys
monic order and can be expected to continue to shape ongoing
sem
di
l,
tem;c change through a general. though by no means universa
powerment of states.
of world
Systemwide financial expansions an: a recurrent tendency
the pres
capitalism from its earliest origins in late medieval Europe to
capital
ent. They are the expression of the continuing and intensifying
processes of
ist nature of the system of states in which world-scale

capital accumulation are embedded. But they are also the expression
of the instability of world capitalism as instituted at any given time, as
well as of its adaptability. While systemwide financial expansions
come and go, the transformations in systemic organization that ac
company them do not. They constitute successive and distinct stages in
[he process of formarion, widening and deepening of a world marker
and a world capitalist system.
Thus, as chapter 1 argues, the joint-stock chartered companies
that formed and expanded under Dutch hegemony went bankrupt or
were phased out of existence in the transition to British hegemony.
These government-like organizations had been empowered by their re
spective chartering states to expand commercially and territorially i.n
environments where it would have been too risky or costly for these
States to operate directly. But the chartered companies' activities in the
no -Western world created the conditions for the subsequent globali
zation of the European-centered world system under the leadership of
the empire-building British state.
The system of family business enterprise that formed and ex
panded under British hegemony and withered away or was peripheral
ized in the transition to U.S. hegemony, was thoroughly embedded in
the world-encompassing structures of the British empire. When the
British empire collapsed, so did the system of family business enter
prise. But the widespread diffusion of mechanization promoted and
sustained by the system of family business enterprise lived on as the
foundation of the system of multinational corporations that formed
and expanded under U.S. hegemony.
In spite of some Similarities, the system of multinational corponi
tions is in key respects the mirror image of the system of joint-stock
chartered companies. The latter empowered European states to oper
ate globally, but in the process they lost their own functions and
power. Multinational corporations, in contrast, were empowered by
the United States and its European allies to operate globally but as
they did in ever increasing numbers, they undermined the pow;r of the
Very states on which they rely for protection and sustenance.
his is one of the reasons why Tilly finds (correctly in our view) that
the nmeteenth-century wave of globalization was associated with an

�

�

empowerment of (Western) states, whereas the present wave is associ
a ed with their disempowerment (see introduction). This empowermentl
dlsempowerment, howeve.; concerns primarily the states of the Western

�
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world on which Tilly's attention is focused. For the nineteenth·century
empowerment of Western states was intimately related to the destruc·
tion or subordinate incorporation of whatever state struCtures existed
in the non.Western world. Only in East Asia did indigenous state suuc·
tures survive the Western onslaught, reemerging in the present wave of
globalization to challenge Western global supremacy. And it is pre
cisely here that we can also detect important exceptions to the ongoing
tendency toward the disempowerment of states.
These exceptions are the city-states and the semisovereign states
of the East Asian "capitalist archipelago" that have grown wealthy
under the carapace of the unilateral U.S. military regime in the region.
These states have consistently and uniformly behaved more like busi
nesses than governmental organizations. They have sought integration
with one another and the surrounding region informally (through the
transborder expansion of business networks) rather than formally
(through inrerstatal treaties like NAFTA or international institutions
like the European Union characterized by sharp boundaries between
members and non-members). Two main business networks acting in
cooperation and competition with one another have shaped and sus
tained the economic integration and expansion of the region: the net
works of the multilayer('d subcontracting system of Japanese trading
companies and multinational corporations on the one side, and the
network of medium-sized, family-owned enterprises of the overseas
Chinese on the other. The result has been a form of transnational eco
nomic integration that conrrasts sharply with the European.

The European assumption that peace and prosperity can he sec.ur�d
through institutionalization without much regard to the SOCietieS
located at the European periphery looks in the 1990S like a huge
gamble. In sharp contrast, Asian regionalism resists exclusivist
institution-building impulses; it favors instead inclusive networks . . .
Asia.Pacific is moving to integrate the periphery, currently Burma
and Vietnam, and eventua!!y perhaps even North Korea. �ishore
Mahbubani put the issue this way: "Europe may be accentuatlOg the
contrast between the continent and its neighborhood thus develop·
ing potentially destabilizing geopolitical faul� lines. By contrast, �he
geopolitical fault lines in the Asia-Pacific region are gradu:'l�ly heIRg
stabilized." In light of the growing crises in the Balkans and tn North
Africa, recent developments in and around North Korea, Kampuch�a,
Vietnam, and Burma lend some support to this view. (KatZenstelO,
1997, 1.6-1.7)
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To e sure, the less institutionalized and substantively more open
transnational economic integration occurring in East Asia relies on
and tends to reproduce interstate inequalities of wealth to a far greater
extent than the more institutionalized and substantively less open inte
gration occurring in Europe. Moreover, the ongoing integration of the
huge population of the PRC into the regional ensemble presents far
greater problems than the integration of any of the region's smaller
states has thus far presented. For the time being, however, the main
tendency is for at least some of the region's States to be empowered
rather than disempowered.
Thus success of U.S. attempts to use its declining but still consid
e,rable politico-economic leverage in the region to redirect regional
economic integration toward institutionalized forms that would create
a more favorable environment for U.S. exports and investments has
b en limited. U.S. corporations, particularly in high technology indus
tries, have been more successful in finding a place for themselves in the

�

regional economic expansion. But there is little evidence that they can
actually serve as powerful wedges to keep East Asian doors open to
U.S. influence, as some U.S. government reports suggest (Katzenstein
and Shiraishi, 1997, H7). On the contrary, they are more likely to act
as wedges that open up Washington to East Asian influence. As Sanger
pointed out in reponing the new fear of Asian money that swept the
U.S. when donations to the Democratic Party from Taipei, Bangkok,
Jakarta, and other outposts of the Chinese diaspora were uncovered,

it is unclear whether Ithe donors] are getting their money's worth.
Perhaps, like the Japanese in the 80S, they wi!! soon decide this is a
ba� i�vestmenr. The reality of life in Washington is that many of the
pOrICI�S sought �y Asian business executives-including separating
Chl.Oa. s human-nghts record from trade-are generally also sought by
American global giants like Boeing, !.B.M. and Bechtel. (I997a, 4: 4)
Clearly the forces of transnational economy are undermining the
power of states. But in the process, some states are actually empow
ered. Although the extent and intensity of these forces is unprece
dented, the empowerment of some states in the midst of a general dis
emp erment is not. It has been typical of both past hegemonic

�,:
�

trans tlOns. The difference is that the states that were being empow
ered 10 the past were leaders in state- and warmaking, whereas the
ones that are being empowered now are not. The leadership of the
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latter scates is largely invisible because-to borrow an expression that
Alan Rix (1993) has coined to describe Japanese leadership-it occurs
"from behind." If is analogous fa the kind of leadership that city
states, business diasporas, and the Dutch Republic itself exercised in
the European world system until empire-building national states elimi
nated them from world politics (see chapter I), The leadership of these
agencies was so invisible that observers still find it difficult to recog
nize (see, for example, Hall, 1996). And yet it was precisely under the
leadership of one such agency that the Westphalia system was born,
We should not rule out the possibility that the eventual supersession or
withering away of the Westphalia system will occur under a leadership
of the same kind.
Proposition 4

mOfJement in
The disempowerment of social mOfJemeflts-the labor
expansion of
al
inanci
f
particular-that has accompanied the global
. It signals
the r980s mzd J 990S is largely a conjuncturaJ phenomenon
of the U.S.
the difficulties iflfJolved in delivering on the promises
conflict is likely,
sponsored global New Deal. A new wafJe of social
zation, increas
and can be expected to reflect the greater proletariani
uration of the
ing feminization, and changing spatial and ethnic config
world's labor forces.
As argued in chapter 3, in both past hegemonic transitions, system
wide financial expansions contributed to an escalation of social con
flict. The massive redistribution of rewards and social dislocations en
tailed by financial expansions provoked movements of resistance and
rebellion by subordinate groups and strata whose established ways of
life were coming under attack. Interacting with the interstate power
struggle, these movements eventually forced the dominant groups to
form a new hegemonic social bloc that selectively included previously
excluded groups and strata.
In the transition from Dutch to British hegemony, the aspirations
of the European propertied classes for greater political representation
and the aspirations of the settler bourgeoisies of the Americas for self
determination were accommodated in a new dominant social bloc. But
the aspirations of the European non-propertied classes and of the
African slaves in the Americas were not, in spite of their respective con
tributions to the upheavals that transformed the dominant social bloc.

Under British hegemony, slavery was slowly but surely eliminated,
but the attendant gains toward racial equality were blunted by Euro
pean expansion in Asia and Africa, and by new means of effectively
subordinating the freed slaves in the Americas. The gradual accom
modation of the aspirations of the European non-propertied classes
was closely related to both developments. It was at this time more
[han ever before or since that Europe was truly "enjoying the world"
(Goran Therborn's expression). Not only could Britain shift onto
Indian workers and taxpayers the burdens of its unilateral free trade
which provided cheap means of livelihood to its growing industria
proletariat and rewarding markets for the setder bourgeoiSies of the
Americas (see chapter I and 2). More important, Europe in general
and Britain in particular enjoyed practically unlimited migration out
lets for the locally disadvantaged or adventurous. "Even the English
center of global industry was an out-migration area . . . . A conserva
tive estimate is that about 50 million Europeans emigrated out of the
continent in the period 1850-1930, which corresponds to about I2.
percent of the continent's population in 1900" (Therborn, 1995, 40).
A major outlet of this exodus was the rapidly industrializing United
States, which thereby enjoyed practically unlimited supplies of labor
and a highly effective means of keeping its former slave population at
the margins of its core working class. And the disruption of livelihoods
provoked by European expansion in Asia produced outflows of con
tract labor that were brought into competition with the newly freed
slave populations of the European colonies (Cohen 1997, 57-81).
With the transition from British to U.S. hegemony-under the joint
impact of the revolt against the West and working-class rebellions
the hegemonic social bloc was further expanded through the promise
of a global New Deal. The working classes of the wealthier countries
of the West were promised security of employment and high mass con
sumption. The elites of the non-Western world were promised the
right to national self-determination and development (i.e., assistance
in catching up with the standards of wealth and welfare established by
Western states). It soon became dear, however, that this package of
promises could not be delivered. Moreover, it engendered expectations
in the world's subordinate strata that seriously threatened the stability
and eventually precipitated the crisis of U.S. hegemony.
Here indeed lies the peculiar social character of this crisis in com
parison with earlier hegemonic crises. The crisis of Dutch hegemony
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was a long, drawn-oot process in which a systemwide financial expan
sion came late and systemwide social conflict came later still. The
crisis of British hegemony unfolded more rapidly, but the systemwide
financial expansion still preceded systemwide social conflict. In the
crisis of U.S. hegemony, by contrast, the systemwide explosion of
social conflicr of rhe lare 1960S and early 1970S preceded and thor
oughly shaped the subsequent financial expansion.
The explosion of social conflict was probably far more important
than intensifying intercapitalist competition in provoking the massive
flight of capital to extraterritorial financial markets that around 1970
created the supply conditions of the financial expansion. The flight by
multinational corporations constituted a vote of "no confidence" in
the capacity of the United States and its European allies to protect the
profitability of their global operations from the combined demands
for high mass consumption in wealthy countries and for national self
determination and development in poor countries. This vote of no
confidence, however, backfired because it deepened the crisis of u.s.
hegemony, making the global operations of muJrinational corpora
tions, U.S. corporations in particular, even less profitable.
The situation turned around only in the wake of the Iranian Revo
lution, the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, and a new run on the U.S.
dollar. Under the impact oC these events, the U.S. government started
to compete actively in world financial markets for the capital needed
to escalate the armaments race with the USSR and simultaneously re
duce domestic taxation. This change of strategy contributed decisively
to the takeoff of the global financial expansion that in the c980s and
1990S reflated the power of the U.S. state and capital and correspond
ingly deflated the power of the movements that had precipitated the
crisis of U.S. hegemony. Bot the underlying problems that had given
rise to the movements remain unresolved and can be expected to gen
erate new systemwide waves of social conflict.
At the roots of the present crisis we can detect a fundamental
system-level social problem. We concur with Wallerstein'S assessment
that world capitalism as presently instituted cannOt accommodate
"the combined demands of the Third World (for relatively little per
person but for a lot of people) and the Western working class (for rela
tively few people but for quite a lot per person)" (see introduction).
The financial expansion and the underlying restructuring of the global
political economy have undoubtedly succeeded in disorganizing the
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social forces that were the bearers of these demands in the upheavals
of the late 1960s and 1970S. But the process is creating new social
forces that the decaying hegemonic order will have even greater diffi
culties accommodating.
Thus, global restructuring is indeed turning the male mass
production worker in core countries into an "endangered species, as
n

Zolberg claims (see introduction). Nevertheless, the very transforma
tions of the economies of the core countries that are destroying the
once powerful "aristocracy of labor" are cteating in these same coun
tries new agencies and sources of conflict.
The greatest movement of the second half of the nineteenth century
was the movement of men from the farm to the factory. Out of that
movement arose many of the political movements that shaped the
history of the time-socialism and anti-socialism, revolutions, and
civil wars. . . . The greatest movement of the second half of the twen
tieth century has been the movement of women from home to the of
fice. Out of that movement there have already ari�n political move
ments that are beginning to shape the history of our own time. One
is feminism, with its political demands ranging from equal opportu
nity to academic deconstructionism to abortion rights. Feminism has
in turn produced la backlash inl a new form of conservatism. These
new conservatives speak of "family values"; their adversaries call
them the "religious right." (Kurth. 1994. I I ; see also Sassen, 1996)
What forms social conflict along these new fault lines will take is
hard to tell. To the extent that it will affect the policies of the declining
hegemon, as it already does-e.g., in the recent refusal of the U.S.
Congress to provide funds to the UN and the IMF as part of a religious
anti-abortion campaign-it will profoundly affect the trajectory of the
ongoing hegemonic transition. But whatever its forms, social conflict
along the new fault lines will not eliminate conflict along familiar lines.
For the movement of women from the home to the office has been
the greatest movement of the second half of the twentieth century only
in rich countries. In the global economy at large, the greatest move
ment has been that of men and women from the farm to the factory.
For Hobsbawm (1994, 189), the "most dramatic and far-reaching so
cial change of the second half of [the twentieth] century . . . is the death
of the peasantry."
At the very moment when hopeful young leftists were quoting Mao
Tse-Tung's strategy for the triumph of revolution by mobilizing the
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was a long, drawn-out process in which a systemwide financial expan
sion came late and systemwide social conflict came later still. The
crisis of British hegemony unfolded more rapidly, but the systemwide
financial expansion still preceded systemwide social conflict. In the
crisis of U.S. hegemony, by contrast, the systemwide explosion of
social conflict of the late 19605 and early 1970S prec:eded and thor
oughly shaped the subsequent financial expansion.
The explosion of social conflkt was probably far more important
than intensifying intercapitalist competition in provoking the massive
flight of capital to extraterritorial financial matkets that around 1970
created the supply conditions of the financial expansion. The flight by
multinational corporations constituted a vote of "no confidence" in
the capacity of the United States and its European allies to protect the
profitability of their global operations from the combined demands
for high mass consumption in wealthy countries and for national self
determination and development in poor countries. This vote of no
confidence, however, backfired because it deepened the crisis of U.S.
hegemony, making the global operations of multinational corpora
tions, U.S. corporations in particular, even less profitable.
The situation turned around only in the wake of the Iranian Revo
lution, the Soviet invasion of Afghanistan, and a new run on the U.S.
dollar. Under the impact of these events, the U.S. government started
to compete actively in world financial markets for the capital needed
to escalate the armaments race with the USSR and simultaneously re
duce domestic taxation. This change of strategy contributed decisively
to the takeoff of the global financial expansion that in the 1980s and
1990S reflated the power of the U.S. state and capital and correspond
ingly deflated the power of the movements that had precipitated the
crisis of U.s. hegemony. But the underlying problems that had given
rise to the movements remain unresolved and can be expected to gen
erate new systemwide waves of social conflict.
At the roms of the present crisis we can detect a fundamental
system-level social problem. We concur with Wallerstein's assessment
that world capitalism as presently instituted cannot accommodate
"the combined demands of the Third World (for relatively little per
person but for a lot of people) and the Western working class (for rela
tively few people but for quite a lot per person)" (see introduction).
The financial expansion and the underlying restructuring of the global
political economy have undoubtedly succeeded in disorganizing the
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social forces that were the bearers of these demands in the upheavals
of the late 1960s and 19705. But the process is creating new social
forces that the decaying hegemonic order will have even greater diffi
culties accommodating.
Thus, global restructuring is indeed turning the male mass

production worker in core coumries into an "endangered species," as
Zolberg claims (see introduction). Nevertheless, the very transforma
tions of the economies of the core countries that are destroying the
once powerful "aristocracy of labor" are creating in these same coun
tries new agencies and sources of conflict.
The greatest movement of the second half of the nineteenth century
was the movement of men from the farm to the factory. Out of that
movement arose many of the political movements that shaped the
history of the time-socialism and anti-socialism, revolutions, and
civil wars. . . . The greatest movement of the second half of the twen
tieth century has been the movement of women from home to the of
fice. Out of that movement there have already arisen political move
ments that are beginning to shape the history of our own time. One
is feminism, with its political demands ranging from equal opponu
nilY to academic deconstructionism to abortion rights. Feminism has
in turn produced (a backlash in] a new form of conservatism. These
new conservatives speak of "family values"; their adversaries call
them the "religious right." (Kurth. 1994, fI; see also Sassen, 1996)
What forms social conflict along these new fault lines will take is
hard to tell. To the extent that it will affect the policies of the declining
hegemon, as it already does--e.g., in the recent refusal of the U.S.
Congress to provide funds to (he UN and the IMF as part of a religious
anti-abortion campaign-it will profoundly affect the trajectory of the
ongoing hegemonic transition. But whatever irs forms, social conflict
along the new fault lines will not eliminate conflict along familiar lines.
For the movement of women from the home to the office has been
the greatest movement of the second half of the twentieth century only
in rich countries. In the global economy at large, the greatest move
ment has been that of men and women from the farm to the factory.
For Hobsbawm (1994, 289), the "most dramatic and faNeaching so
cial change of the second half of [the twentieth] century . . . is the death
of the peasantry."
At the very moment when hopeful young leftists were quoting Mao
Tse-Tung's strategy for the triumph of revolution by mobilizing the
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countless rural millions against the encircled urban strongholds of
the status quo, these millions were abandoning their viUages and
moving into the cities themselyes. (Hobsbawm, 1994, 290)
This movement from farm to factory was promoted by a variety
of developmentalist states and international agencies, and was given
fresh impetus by the worldwide cost-cutting race since the 19705. The
search by multinational corporations for cheap and flexible labor sup
plies has created new and powerful mass-production wor ing c1a ses.
Wherever capital has gone, class conflict has emerged In relatively
short order (Silver, 1997)·
Since the mid-I98os, China has been the key site of industrial ex
pansion and new working-class formation. Given past ex erien e, we
should expect a vigorous workers' movement to emerge 10 Chma as
.
well. And given the size and centrality of China-in the East ASLan
region and globally-the trajectory of this movement will have a
tremendous impact on the trajectory of the transition as a whole.

�

�

�

�

Proposition 5

The clash between Western and non-Western civilizations lies behind
us rather than in front of liS. What lies in front of lIS are the difficulties
of
involved in transforming the modern world imo a commonwealth
West
n
civilizations that reflects the changing balance ofpower betwee
ing
ern and non-Western civilizations, first and foremost the reemerg
rma
transfo
the
painful
and
drastic
How
tio'f.
China-centered civiliza
a
tion is going to be-and, j,ldeed, whether it will eventually result in
world's
the
of
tion
destruc
commonwealth rather than in the mutual

civilizations-ultimately depends on two conditions. It depends, {irst,
on how intelligently the main centers of Western civilization can ad;ust
to a less exalted status and, second, on whether the main centers of the
the
reemerging China-centered civilization can collectively rise up to
s
problem
level
systemthe
to
s
solutio'l
level
task of providing systemleft behi,:d by U.S. hegemony.
As chapter

4

argued, a clash between Western and non-Western civi

lizations has been a constanr of the historical process whereby the

modern world system was transformed from a European to a global
system. The transition from Dutch to British hegemony was marked by
the violent conquest or destabilization of the indigenous world systems
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of Asia. The transition from British to U.s. hegemony was marked,
first, by a further extension of Western territorial empires in Asia and
Africa, and then by a general revolt against Western domination.
Under U.S. hegemony, the map of the world was redrawn to ac
commodate demands for national self-determination. This new map
reflected the legac::y of Western colonialism and imperialism, including
the cultural hegemony that led non-Western elites to claim for them
selves more or less viable "nation-states" in the image of the metro
politan political organizations of their former imperial masters, There
was nonetheless one major exception to the rule: East Asia. Except for
some states on its southern fringes (most notably, Indonesia and the
Philippines), the region's map reflected primarily the legacy of the
China-centered world system, which the Western intrusion had desta
bilized and transformed at the margins, but never managed to destroy
and recreate in the Western image. All the region's most important
nations that were formally incorporated in the expanded Westphalia
system-from Japan, Korea, and China to Viemam, Laos. Kampuchea,
and Thailand-had all been nations long before the European arrival.
What's more, they had all been nations linked to one another, directly
or through the Chinese center, by diplomatic and trade relations and
held together by a shared understanding of the principles, norms, and
rules that regulated their mutual interactions as a world among other
worlds.
This geopolitical relict of the European global cataclysm was as
difficult to integrate into the U.S. Cold War world order as into the
British world order. The fault lines between the U.S. and Soviet spheres
of influence in the region started breaking down soon after they were
established-first by the Chinese rebellion against Soviet domination.
and then by the U.S. failure to split the Vietnamese nation along the
Cold War divide. Then, while the twO superpowers escalated their
competition in the final embrace of the Second Cold War, the various
pieces of the East Asian puzzle reassembled themselves into the mOSt
dynamic center of world-scale processes of capital accumulation.
The astonishing speed with which this regional formation has
become the new workshop and cash-box of the world under the "in
visible" leadership of a businesslike state (japan) and a business dias
pora (the overseas Chinese) has contributed to a widespread "fear of
falling" in the main centers of Western civilization. A more or less im
minent fall of the West from the commanding heights of the world
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capitalist system is possible, even likely. But what should be feared
about it is not at all clear.
The fall is likely because the leading states of the West are prison·
ers of the developmental paths that have made their fortunes, both
political and economic. The paths are yielding decreasing returns in
terms of rates of accumulation relative to the East Asian regional path,
but they cannot be abandoned in favor of the more dynamic path
without causing social strains so unbearable that they would result in
chaos rather than "competitiveness." A similar situation arose in past
hegemonic transitions. At the time of their respective hegemonic
crises, both the Dutch and the British got themselves ever more deeply
into the particular path of development that had made their fortunes,
despite the fact that more dynamic paths were being opened up at the
margins of their radius of action. And neither gOt out of the estab
lished path until the world system centered on them broke down.
As David Calleo has argued, the "international system breaks
down not only because unbalanced and aggressive new powers seek to
dominate their neighbors, but also because declining powers, rather
than adjusting and accommodating, try to cement their slipping pre·
eminence into an exploitative hegemony" (1987, 142). Our compari
son of past transitions shows that the role of aggressive new powers in
precipitating systemic breakdowns has decreased from transicion to
transition, while the role played by exploitative domination by the de·
c1ining hegemon has increased. Dutch world power was already so
diminished in the declining decades of its hegemony that Dutch resis
tance played only a marginal role in the systemic breakdown in com
parison with the role played by the emerging, aggressive, empire
building nation-states, first and foremost Britain and France. By the
time of its own hegemonic decline, in contrast, Britain remained
powerful enough to transform its hegemony into exploitative domina
tion. Although the emergence of aggressive new powers-first and
foremost Germany-still played a major role in the breakdown of the
British-centered world system, Britain's resistance to adjustment and
accommodation was also crucial (see chapters 1 and 3).
Today we have reached the other end of the spectrum. There are
no credible aggressive new powers that can provoke the breakdown of
the U.S.-centered world system, but the United States has even greater
capabilities than Britain did a century ago to convert its declining
hegemony into an exploitative domination. If the system eventually
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breaks down, it will be primarily because of U.S. resistance to adjust
ment and accommodation. And conversely, U.S. adjustment and ac
commodation to the rising economic power of the EaSt Asian region
is an essential condition for a non-catastrophic transition to a new
world order.
An equally essential condition is the emergence of a new global
leadership from the main centers of the East Asian economic expan
sion. This leadership must be willing and able to rise up to the task of
providing system-level solutions to the system·[evel problems left be
hind by U.S. hegemony. The most severe among these problems is the
seemingly unbridgeable gulf between the life-chances of a small mi
nority of world population (between (0 and 20 percent) and the vast
majority. In order to provide a viable and sustainable solution to this
problem, the "tracklaying vehicles" of East Asia must open up a new
path of development for themselves and for the world that departs
radically from the one that is now at a dead end.
This is an impOSing task that the dominant groups of East Asian
states have hardly begun to undertake. In past hegemonic transitions,
dominant groups successfully took on the task of fashioning a new
world order only after major wars, systemwide chaos and intense pres.
sure from movements of prOtest and self-protection. This pressure
from below has widened and deepened from transition to transition,
leading to enlarged social blocs with each new hegemony. Thus, we
can expect social contradictions to play a far more decisive role than
ever before in shaping both the unfolding transition and whatever new
world order eventually emerges out of the impending systemic chaos.
But whether the movements will largely follow and be shaped by rhe
escalation of violence (as in paSt transitions) or precede and effectively
work toward containing the systemic chaos is a question rhat is open.
Its answer is ultimately in the hands of the movements.
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